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Abstract

Using a distributed algorithm rather than a
centralized one can be extremely bene�cial in
large search problems. In addition, the incor-
poration of machine learning techniques like
Reinforcement Learning (RL) into search algo-
rithms has often been found to improve their
performance. In this article we investigate a
search algorithm that combines these proper-
ties by employing RL in a distributed man-
ner, essentially using the team game approach.
We then present bi-utility search, which inter-
leaves our distributed algorithm with (central-
ized) simulated annealing, by using the dis-
tributed algorithm to guide the exploration
step of the simulated annealing. We investigate
using these algorithms in the domain of min-
imizing the loss of importance-weighted com-
munication data traversing a constellations of
communication satellites. To do this we in-
troduce the idea of running these algorithms
\on top" of an underlying, learning-free rout-
ing algorithm. They do this by having the
actions of the distributed learners be the in-
troduction of virtual \ghost" tra�c into the
decision-making of the underlying routing al-
gorithm, tra�c that \misleads" the routing al-
gorithm in a way that actually improves per-
formance. We �nd that using our original dis-
tributed RL algorithm to set ghost tra�c im-
proves performance, and that bi-utility search
| a semi-distributed search algorithm that is
widely applicable | substantially outperforms
both that distributed RL algorithm and (cen-
tralized) simulated annealing in our problem
domain.

1 Introduction

Use of a centralized algorithm to perform search in large
spaces can be quite problematic. This is especially so
when the search problem is to �nd a control policy for a
large, distributed Multi-Agent System (MAS) in which
communication limitations restrict the amount of data

that a centralized algorithm could exploit. Satisfactory
performance in such domains may not be possible at
all unless one uses a distributed rather than centralized
algorithm.

A canonical example of such a control problem, cen-
tral to mid-term NASA interplanetary missions, is con-
trolling the communication of scienti�c data up from a
planet, across an orbiting constellation of communica-
tion satellites orbiting that planet, and thence down to
Earth. In addition to its distributed nature, this do-
main presents a number of other di�culties. One is
that the satellites must be able to exercise a large degree
of autonomy, since communication with earth can take
hours. Another is the need for robustness and adaptabil-
ity, since the communication loads can be quite unpre-
dictable. Both of these di�culties argue for the use of
learning algorithms to perform the distributed control.
In particular, the technique of Reinforcement Learning
(RL) has often been successfully applied to search algo-
rithms [6; 14; 26], and suggests itself for this domain.
More generally, integrating such RL into a distributed
algorithm may be highly bene�cial for many distributed
control problems.

In this article we concentrate on algorithms that
achieve this integration by having the agents in the MAS
each run RL algorithms. The design problem is how to
ensure that as those agents each try to optimize the val-
ues of their personal utility functions, an overall \world
utility function", quantifying the desirability of the var-
ious possible behaviors of the overall system, is maxi-
mized. Though most naturally viewed as a means of dis-
tributed control, such an approach can actually be used
for distributed search in general, by identifying each of
the distributed components of the search problem with
an agent.

The COllective INtelligence (COIN) framework ad-
dresses such design problems [20; 23; 24]. That work
has focussed on modifying the agents' personal utility
functions so that they induce the best possible value of
the world utility function. The learning-based search al-
gorithms we have explored to date based on the COIN
framework have been extremely successful. In fact, even
in domains where centralized algorithms can be used,
due to their adaptability and their exploiting the learn-
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ing power of each of the individual agents COIN-based
systems typically perform better than such centralized
algorithms.
Nonetheless, many centralized algorithms have a num-

ber of well-understood strengths, that if integrated with
a distributed RL approach like that of COINs might re-
sult in performance better than either approach alone.
In addition, often search algorithms that are convention-
ally viewed as centralized can be implemented in a quasi-
distributed manner. This opens up the possibility that
a hybrid of such an algorithm with a distributed RL al-
gorithm might not only achieve better performance than
either alone, but also be implementable in a large dis-
tributed problem domain.
In this paper we investigate hybrids of distributed RL

algorithms and search algorithms that are (convention-
ally viewed as) centralized. We concentrate on the use
of Simulated Annealing (SA) as the centralized algo-
rithm. SA is a natural choice because its behavior and
strengths are very well-understood [1; 4; 5; 13; 16; 17;
21] In addition, at the expense of periodic centralized
broadcasts to all agents of whether to choose a new ac-
tion or repeat their most recent one, and of associated
measurements of global performance, SA can be imple-
mented in a quasi-distributed manner. No inter-agent
communication is required beyond those broadcasts and
measurements.
As our problem domain in this paper we concentrate

on the problem of minimizing the importance-weighted
loss of scienti�c data owing across a constellation of
communication satellites. The �rst contribution of this
paper is a novel \baseline" distributed control algorithm
for this domain, one that involves no learning. To min-
imize the number of confounding distinctions between
that baseline algorithm and the COIN algorithm we in-
vestigate, we have that COIN algorithm \run on top"
of the baseline algorithm. More precisely, our second
contribution is to use a baseline algorithm in concert
with a COIN algorithm in which each agent's action
is the determination of �ctitious \ghost tra�c" that
is presented to the baseline algorithm, thereby (hope-
fully) inducing that baseline algorithm to achieve an
even better value of the world utility. (Note that this
idea can be applied with most any baseline algorithm
and most any distributed RL algorithm.) In this pa-
per we investigate the simplest kind of COIN algorithm,
which essentially works by using the team game (TG) ap-
proach [8]. Our �nal contribution is the hybrid of that
distributed RL algorithm with SA, a hybrid we call \bi-
utility search". This hybrid works by interleaving the
Boltzmann-distribution-based exploitation step of con-
ventional SA with a novel exploration step, where rather
than have the overall system randomly step away from
the current point each agent takes a step that its RL
algorithm recommends.
In the next section we discuss the use of distributed

RL in the context of our particular problem domain.
In Section 3 we de�ne that problem domain in a fully
formal manner. Then in Section 4 we present experi-

mental comparisons of TG-based bi-utility search with
both TG and SA in that domain. We �nd that using
our original distributed RL algorithm to set ghost traf-
�c improves performance, and that bi-utility search |
a semi-distributed search algorithm that is widely appli-
cable | substantially outperforms both that distributed
RL algorithm and (centralized) simulated annealing in
our problem domain.

2 Background

Many future NASA projects will involve data travers-
ing a constellation of communication satellites. In such
a constellation, each satellite continually receives data
(e.g., data uplinked from a planet, relayed from another
satellite, or even directly observed), and needs to relay
this data along a path back to Earth. In general, di�er-
ent data are likely to have di�erent levels of importance.
Accordingly, a suitable overall goal for such a constel-
lation to minimize is the total importance-weighted loss
of data across the network. We can cast this as max-
imizing a world utility function given by the negative
of that loss. Due to various hardware limitations (e.g.,
storage, power, bandwidth), even at those times that a
particular satellite has a direct link to Earth, to maxi-
mize this world utility, it will often still be preferable for
that satellite to route its current data across other satel-
lites rather than send it directly to Earth For example,
since we are implicitly assuming multiple communication
transmitters at each satellite, it may bene�t a satellite to
drain its current disk by o�oading data to other satel-
lites while it is also downloading data to Earth. In this
way, the disk will be emptier and therefore better able
to accommodate future data surges.

Clearly given the time delays and hardware limita-
tions inherent in this problem, one would like to use
as decentralized an algorithm as possible for determin-
ing the routing. Unfortunately, while they can be
implemented in decentralized forms, traditional rout-
ing algorithms (e.g., shortest path algorithms [2; 3;
10]) are ill-suited for our world utility function. Accord-
ingly, in this study we had to �rst develop a non-learning
\baseline" distributed routing algorithm, one that we ex-
pect will do well for our world utility. To create a dis-
tributed RL version of that algorithm we then consider
the use of \ghost" tra�c, which is non-existent tra�c
that is presented along with the real tra�c to the base-
line routing algorithms running on the satellites. The
goal of the learning is to �nd such ghost tra�c that will
\fool" the baseline algorithm into having the satellites
take better routing decision (as far as world utility is
concerned) than they would otherwise.

A natural choice for the type of learning to use to op-
timize ghost tra�c is RL [6; 8; 12; 15; 19; 26]. Indeed,
distributed MAS control algorithms in which the agents
independently attempt to maximize their personal util-
ities using RL have been successfully used to optimize
world utility in several large decentralized problems [11;
14; 18; 20; 22; 23; 24]. In the TG approaches in par-
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ticular [8], every agent uses RL with its utility set to
the world utility, so the only centralized communication
needed is periodic broadcasts of the world reward signal
(in our case presumably calculated on Earth where all
the data is collected), a signal shared by all agents. This
contrasts with conventional centralized RL, in which the
information periodically broadcast has to be \person-
alized" to each satellite, being that satellite's updated
routing policy.
There are a number of major shortcomings of conven-

tional TG however. One of them is that for large systems
each agent faces an overwhelming signal-to-noise prob-
lem in determining how its actions a�ect the rewards it
receives [25]. Another arises from the fact that each
agent's predictions of expected rewards is independent
of the other agents' actions, i.e., each agent i considers
a distribution of the form:

P (utility j actioni; observationi)

rather than one of the form

P (utility; j action1; action2; :::; ; observationi):

Unfortunately, it is quite common that utility is max-
imized at one joint action pro�le (action0

1
; action0

2
; :::),

but that due to the historical probability distribu-
tion over action pro�les, action0i does not maximize
E(utility; j actioni; observationi), and therefore is not
taken by agent i. In essence, there is a synchronization
problem.
To simplify matters, we consider TG using the sim-

plest possible RL algorithm, in which each learner makes
no observations and uses no lookahead, choosing its ac-
tion (ghost tra�c level) at any moment by sampling a
Gibbs distribution1 over its estimates for the associated
rewards [7; 23]. For stationary tra�c patterns, with such
RL algorithms the natural performance measure is given
by the function taking joint-action pro�les to the world
reward.
One distributed approach to such a search problem

that avoids the synchronization di�culty of TG while
still only requiring the centralized broadcast of informa-
tion that isn't personalized is simulated annealing (SA)
[1; 9]. The variant of SA considered here repeats a two-
step process. In the decentralized \exploration step", all
agents make (usually small) random changes in their ac-
tion. In the subsequent centralized \exploitation step",
a Gibbs distribution over the associated rewards is sam-
pled to choose between the new action pro�le and the
previous one. That (non-personalized) choice | use
your new action or your previous one | is then broad-
cast out to all the agents. (Note that such a broadcast is
no more personalized than the world reward value that
must be similarly broadcast in TG.) The major disad-
vantage of SA compared to distributed RL is that only
one \learner" is exploited in SA, at the central location.

1I.e., choose action ai with estimated reward Ri with

probability p(ai) =
exp(�Ri=T )P
j
exp(�Rj=T )

, where T determines

the \temperature" parameter which controls the explo-
ration/exploitation tradeo�.

In this article we introduce \bi-utility search", which
is a hybrid of SA and distributed RL that combines the
strengths of both. Bi-utility search is identical to SA,
except that the random perturbation of each agent's ac-
tion occurring in the exploration step is replaced by a
perturbation determined by the RL algorithm of that
agent. Since the exploitation of SA is used, the syn-
chronization problem of distributed RL is avoided. On
the other hand, since the exploration of distributed RL
is used, the blind random nature of SA is replaced by a
(hopefully) more intelligent RL-guided process. Particu-
larly in large domains, we would expect that that guiding
might provide major improvements in performance.

3 Constellations of Satellites

In our simulations each satellite si has a storage capac-
ity ci, measured in amount of data. It also has a band-
width (or \link capacity", also measured in amount
of data, implicitly per unit time interval) bik to each
other satellite k. Earth is simply a special satellite with
c0 = 1. At each time step t, an amount of new data

yijt of importance j is introduced to the system at satel-
lite i. We add yijt to the total amount of data of im-
portance j received by i from all other satellites at t and
then to the amount of unsent data on the disk left over
from the previous time step to get the total volume of
data of importance j at i at t, vijt. If

P
j vijt > ci,

then that di�erence constitutes the amount of data lost
at satellite i at t. We assume that the same proportion
of data is dropped for each importance level, since once
the disk is full the satellite is unable to examine any data
sent to it and determine its priority.
De�ne lijt to be the amount of data of importance j

lost (i.e., dropped) at satellite i at t. De�ne the associ-
ated cost as lijtwj for some weights wj . Then the ob-
jective function we wish to maximize is the time-average
of

Gt � 1�

P
ij wj lijtP
ij wjyijt

: (1)

Denote a path by a sequence of satellites ~s �
s1; : : : ; sp, where s1 represents the originating satellite
and sp is the satellite which ultimately sends the packet
to Earth. At each t each satellite i evaluates a potential
decision to send some data to satellite k by estimating
the \headroom" of the optimal path to Earth beginning
at k. The headroom of path ~s is the available room for
additional data, given the available storage capacity on
each satellite along ~s and the link capacity of each con-
nection along ~s. Formally, the headroom H(~s) of a path
~s is given by:

H(~s) = min
q2f1;:::pg

(min(bsq ;sq+1 ; csq+1 �
X

j

vsq+1;j;t)) : (2)

The presumption is that a path that currently has head-
room should be favored over one with low headroom,
since the likelihood of data being dropped is lower. This
is just like how a path with low current cost is favored
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over a path with high current cost in traditional Shortest
Path (SP) data routing [2; 3]).

Note that in a real system, a particular satellite i does
not have access to the precise vjkt; j 6= i at the current
t. Hence the current headroom values would have to be
estimated by satellites (just as current cost values are
estimated in SP routing). Because we are interested in
how to improve the performance of the base algorithm, in
these experiments we ignore this issue and supply each
satellite with the current vjkt. (The estimation of the
vjkt would introduce a systematic error that should not
a�ect the ranking of the algorithms discussed below).

It is straightforward to calculate the maximum head-
room path from each satellite to Earth using a version
of Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm [3; 10]. Let Hijt be
the time t headroom of the optimal path originating at
satellite i and with the �rst hop being to satellite j. The
satellite at which data originates does not directly decide
on the full path to Earth taken by the data it transmits;
it simply decides on the �rst hop in the path and sends
its data to the appropriate satellite based on the Hijt's.
(Similarly, in traditional data routing, a router only se-
lects the �rst hop along the seemingly shortest path,
based on the costs). More precisely, de�ne

j�it � argmaxjHijt: (3)

If Hij�
it

> vikt, then all of vikt 8k is sent to satellite
j�it and Hij�

it
is updated by subtracting vikt o� of the

headroom estimate to reect the fact that that much
data has already been sent to that satellite. If Hij�

it
<

vikt, then an amount Hij�
it
is sent (highest importance

data �rst) to j�it and Hij�
it
is updated to equal zero.

This procedure is then repeated until either:

1. vikt = 0 8k, or

2. Hijt = 0 8j.

If the second condition occurs before all data has been
routed, then the remaining data is not sent anywhere and
instead kept on the disk until the next iteration in the
hopes of routing it successfully then.

While this routing algorithm performs respectably, it
is susceptible to the same phenomena that hamper tra-
ditional SP routing [20]: the satellites do not explicitly
act to optimize G, and can therefore potentially work
at cross-purposes. To alleviate this we introduce addi-
tive perturbations �ijt to the headroom estimates Hijt

and then perform the routing according to the perturbed
headroom estimates. The �ijt are free parameters to be
determined via an optimization algorithm, and because
their e�ects on the headroom is the same as that of ac-
tual data, we call them \ghost" tra�c. Our goal then
is to �nd the f�ijtg at each t that optimize the aver-
age of Gt(f�ijtg) | a search problem. In this paper we
consider performing that search via two variants of sim-
ulated annealing, team game reinforcement learning and
bi-utility search.

4 Experimental Results

In our experiments we had three importance levels (wj 2
f1; 2; 3g). For each satellite, for each importance level, at
each t, new tra�c was introduced by uniformly sampling
[0.0, 0.5]. We used a network of moderate connectivity
with 20 satellites altogether (150 �'s for each t). For
the purposes of learning, we associated the actions of an
\agent" at t with the setting of �ijt for a particular ij
pair.
As mentioned before, to focus on how the individual

RL-based agents' action decisions are exploited in the
overall search algorithm rather than how those decisions
are made in the �rst place, we used the simplest possible
RL algorithms in the TG agents. Since they make no ob-
servations, formally each such an agent has one \state".
Each agent's possible actions (ghost tra�c on a particu-
lar link) are chosen from the set of discrete values f-5, -4,
..., 4g. To reect the nonstationarity in the environment,
each agent applies proportional updating to average its
empirically collected training data, giving an estimated
reward value for each candidate action. (We had the
geometric updating factor set to .1 always.) The RL al-
gorithm then decides what action to take by sampling
a Gibbs distribution over those associated reward esti-
mates (cf. Section 1), using a decaying temperature pa-
rameter. Temperatures annealed linearly from .1 down
to .01 after 5000 � intervals had passed.
We investigate �ve overall search algorithms. Each of

them uses \time steps", labeled by � , that consist of 200
consecutive t values of the underlying system. \G�" for
each such \time step" is then de�ned to be the average
Gt over that interval. (Note that successive values of
G� are not statistically independent; some \leakage" of
system behavior will occur across the boundary between
successive � .)

� Baseline: Algorithm outlined in Section 3; no
learning.

� Team Games (TG): Each agent uses the RL algo-
rithm described above to try to independently max-
imize G� at each � .

� Simulated Annealing (SA): A two-step process
is iterated. First a the � vector is perturbed (uni-
formly) randomly and the resulting � vector is im-
plemented in the system. The ensuing G� is mea-
sured (exploration), and at the next � that vector is
probabilistically \accepted or rejected" in favor of
the pre-perturbation vector, by sampling a Gibbs
distribution over the two associated recorded G�

values (exploitation). The vector so chosen is imple-
mented, the ensuing G� measured, and the process
repeats.

� Localized Simulated Annealing: Simulated an-
nealing modi�ed by restricting each component of
the new perturbation vector to be at most one bin
away from the old one.

� G-Based Simulated Annealing (bi-utility

search): Localized simulated annealing modi�ed
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by having each component of the new perturbation
vector set by having the associated TG agent choose
among the 3 candidate bins.
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Figure 1: Overall performance of the algorithms in the
communication satellites problem
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Figure 2: Exploration step performance for localized and
G-guided simulated annealing.

Figure 1 compares the performance of these �ve algo-
rithms on the network described above, averaged over
100 runs (the resulting error bars are too small to de-
pict). The team game RL algorithm performs better
than the baseline algorithm. However, the simulated
annealing results show that TG is falling prey to prob-
lems like that of synchronization. When SA's minimal
need for centralized broadcast information can be met,
it should be used rather than TG. Next, note that the
localized version of of SA signi�cantly outperforms stan-
dard SA, reecting the inherent smoothness the surface

being searched. Finally, while both localized SA and
bi-utility search are superior to both TG and SA, the
G-guided version (bi-utility search) is the clear winner.
This demonstrates that that algorithm does successfully
combine the strengths of simulated annealing and rein-
forcement learning.
Figure 2 shows the G� of the �'s generated by the

exploration steps of the two algorithms. RL-based ex-
ploration clearly produces better states, and this gap in
performance increases in time. This translates into its
higher performance.

5 Discussion

In search problems over large spaces, even if it is phys-
ically possible to use a centralized search algorithm, of-
ten one might expect that better performance would be
achieved using a distributed rather than a centralized
algorithm, due to its parallelization advantage. This
raises the issue of what algorithms to run on each of the
\agents" in such a distributed algorithm. Recent work
has demonstrated that Reinforcement Learning (RL) can
be quite gainfully applied to centralized search algo-
rithms [6; 14; 26]. Here we investigate extending RL
into a distributed setting.
We start by presenting a distributed RL search al-

gorithm very similar to Team Games (TG) [8; 23].
In particular, we present experiments showing how to
use this algorithm to determine the \ghost tra�c"
to be introduced into a pre-�xed algorithm designed
for routing communication data across a constellation
of satellites, in the hopes of fooling that algorithm
into performing better. Our experiments indicate that
this distributed RL algorithm signi�cantly reduces the
importance-weighted amount of data lost in such a do-
main.
Unfortunately, TG has many shortcomings, includ-

ing a \signal-to-noise" problem and a \synchronization"
problem. The �rst problem can be addressed using
the COllective INtelligence (COIN) framework [20; 23;
24]. The second can be obviated if (non-personalized)
periodic broadcast signals are allowed. In particular,
Simulated Annealing (SA) only uses such signals, and
avoids the synchronization problem. In fact, we �nd
that SA outperforms TG in our problem domain.
We introduce bi-utility search as a way to exploit

the parallelization advantage of a distributed algorithm
without incurring the di�culties of TG. This procedure
interleaves a distributed algorithm (e.g., TG) with SA,
by using the distributed algorithm to govern an explo-
ration step, which is followed by the exploitation step
of SA. Our experiments show that TG-based bi-utility
search substantially outperforms both TG and SA in our
constellation of communication satellites domain.
As investigated here, bi-utility search uses Gibbs sam-

pling both for the exploration and exploitation steps. It
also uses world reward in both of those Gibbs samplers.
None of that is a priori necessary; bi-utility search is a
general approach for combining a centralized exploita-
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tion step with a decentralized exploration step. In par-
ticular, the distributed algorithm can be based on the
COIN framework, and thereby avoid the signal-to-noise
problem of TG. Preliminary results not reported here in-
dicate that such COIN-based bi-utility search performs
even better than TG-based bi-utility search. We are cur-
rently investigating these issues further.
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Abstract

When several agents learn concurrently, the payoff
received by an agent is dependent on the behavior
of the other agents. As the other agents learn, the
reward of one agent becomes non-stationary. This
makes learning in multiagent systems more difficult
than single-agent learning. A few methods, how-
ever, are known to guarantee convergence to equi-
librium in the limit in such systems. In this paper
we experimentally study one such technique, the
minimax-Q, in a competitive domain and prove it-
s equivalence with another well-known method for
competitive domains. We study the rate of conver-
gence of minimax-Q and investigate possible ways
for increasing the same. We also present a vari-
ant of the algorithm, minimax-SARSA, and prove its
convergence to minimax-Q values under appropri-
ate conditions. Finally we show that this new algo-
rithm performs better than simple minimax-Q in a
general-sum domain as well.

1 Introduction
The reinforcement learning (RL) paradigm provides tech-
niques using which an individual agent can optimize envi-
ronmental payoff. However, the presence of a non-stationary
environment, central to multi-agent learning, violates the as-
sumptions underlying convergence proofs of single agent RL
techniques. As a result, standard reinforcement learning tech-
niques like Q-learning are not guaranteed to converge in a
multi-agent environment. The focus of convergence for mul-
tiple, concurrent learners is on an equilibrium strategy-profile
rather than optimal strategies for the individual agents.

The stochastic-game (or Markov Games) framework, a
generalization of Markov Decision Processes for multiple
controllers, has been used to model learning by agents in
purely competitive domains [Littman, 1994]. In that work,
the author has presented a minimax-Q learning rule and eval-
uated its performance experimentally. The Q-learning rule,
being a model-free and online learning technique, is particu-
larly suited for multi-stage games, and as such, an attractive
candidate for multiagent-learning in uncertain environments.
Hu and Wellman (1998) extended Littman’s framework to en-
able the agents to converge to a mixed-strategy Nash equi-

librium. There have also been other research on using the
stochastic-game framework in multiagent learning, such as an
empirical study of multiagent Q-learning in semi-competitive
domains [Sandholm and Crites, 1996] among others.

The first two techniques mentioned above are known to
converge in the limit. In this paper we show that these t-
wo techniques are essentially identical in purely competitive
domains. To increase the convergence rate of the minimax-
Q rule, we extend it to incorporate SARSA [Rummery, 1994;
Sutton and Burto, 1998] and Q(�) [Peng and Williams, 1996]
techniques, and study the convergence rates of these different
methods in a competitive soccer domain [Littman, 1994].

2 Multiagent Q-learning

Definition 1 A Markov Decision Process (MDP) is a
quadruple fS;A; T;Rg, where S is the set of states, A is the
set of actions, T is the transition function, T : S � A !
PD(S), PD being a probability distribution, and R is the
reward function, R : S �A! <.

A multiagent reinforcement-learning task can be looked upon
as an extended MDP, with S specifying the joint-state of the
agents, A being the joint-actions of the agents, A1 � A2 �
: : : An whereAi is the set of actions available to the ith agent,
T as the joint-transition function, and the reward function is
redefined as R : S � A ! <n. The functions T and R
are usually unknown. The goal of the ith agent is to find
a strategy �i that maximizes its expected sum of discounted
rewards, v(s; �i) =

P
1

t=0 
tE(ri

t
j�i; ��i; s0 = s) where

s0 is the initial joint-state, ri
t

is the reward of the ith agent
at time t,  2 [0; 1) is the discount factor, and ��i is the
strategy-profile of i’s opponents.

Definition 2 A bimatrix game is given by a pair of matrices,
(M1;M2), (each of size jA1j � jA2j for a two-agent game)
where the payoff of the ith agent for the joint action (a1; a2)
is given by the entry Mk(a1; a2); 8(a1; a2) 2 A1 �A2; k =

1; 2.

Each stage of an extended-MDP for two agents (it can be
extended to n agents using n-dimensional tables instead of
matrices) can be looked upon as a bimatrix game. A zero-
sum game is a special bimatrix game where M1(a1; a2) +
M2(a1; a2) = 0; 8(a1; a2) 2 A1 �A2.
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Definition 3 A mixed-strategy Nash Equilibrium for a bima-
trix game (M1;M2) is a pair of probability vectors (��1 ; �

�

2)

such that

��T1 M1�
�

2 � �T1 M1�
�

2 8�1 2 PD(A1):

��T1 M2�
�

2 � ��T1 M2�2 8�2 2 PD(A2):

where PD(Ai) is the set of probability-distributions over the
ith agent’s action space.

No player in this game has any incentive for unilateral de-
viation from the Nash equilibrium strategy, given the other’s
strategy. There always exists at least one such equilibrium
profile for an arbitrary finite bimatrix game [Nash, 1951].

An individual learner may, but need not, use a model of the
environment to learn the transition and reward functions. Q-
learning is one example of model-free learning. In greedy
policy Q-learning, an agent starts with arbitrary initial Q-
values (or action values) for each state-action pair (s; a), and
repeatedly chooses actions, noting its rewards and transitions
and updating Q as

Qt+1
(st; at) = (1� �t)Q

t
(st; at) + �t[rt + vt(st+1)]

where

vt(st+1) = max
a

Qt
(st+1; a): (1)

and �t 2 [0; 1) is the learning rate. Watkins and Dayan
(1992) have proved that the above iteration converges to opti-
mal action values under infinite sampling of each state-action
pair and a particular schedule of the learning rate.

In the case of multiagent learning, the above iteration
would not work, since the maximization over one’s action
is insufficient in the presence of multiple actors. However,
if the reward-function of the opponent is negatively correlat-
ed, then actions can be selected by solving the bimatrix-game
(M(s);�M(s)) greedily for the opponent, and pessimistical-
ly for oneself, to guarantee a minimum expected payoff. This
produces Littman’s minimax-Q algorithm for simultaneous-
move zero-sum games, for which the value-function for agent
1 is

vt1(st+1) = max
�2PD(A)

min
o2O

�TQt

1(st+1; :; o); (2)

whereA andO are the action-sets of the learning-agent (agent
1) and its opponent respectively, and Qt

1(st+1; :; o) is a vector
of action values of the learner corresponding to its opponent’s
action o. The current policy �(s) can be solved by linear-
programming for the constrained, minimax optimization on
Q(s; :; :). The minimax-Q learning rule has been proved to
converge to optimal action values [Szepesvári and Littman,
1997].

For general-sum games, however, the ith agent needs to
know ��i, in absence of which it has to model its opponents.
In such games, each agent can observe the other agent’s ac-
tions and rewards and maintains separate Q-tables for each of
them in addition to its own [Hu and Wellman, 1998].

The value-function for agent 1 in this case is

vt1(st+1) = ��1(st+1)
TQt

1(st+1; :; :)�
�

2(st+1); (3)

where (��1 ; �
�

2) are the Nash-strategies of the agents for the
bimatrix game fQt

1(st+1; :; :); Q
t

2(st+1; :; :)g, which can be
solved by quadratic-programming technique [Mangasarian
and Stone, 1964]. In zero-sum games, the value-function in
(3) simplifies to

vt1(st+1) = max
�12PD(A1)

min
�22PD(A2)

�T1 Q
t

1(st+1; :; :)�2: (4)

This algorithm converges to a Nash equilibrium, for a restric-
tive class of Nash-equilibria [Hu and Wellman, 1998], that in
addition to the constraints imposed by its definition, satisfies
the following

��T1 Qt

1(st+1)�
�

2 � ��T1 Qt

1(st+1)�2 ;8�2 2 PD(A2);

��T1 Qt

2(st+1)�
�

2 � �T1 Q
t

2(st+1)�
�

2 ;8�1 2 PD(A1):

Though this may not be true in general, it holds for zero-
sum domains, where any deviation by the opponent from its
equilibrium-strategy decreases its expected payoff, thus in-
creasing the modeler’s expected payoff. Hence, the conver-
gence of this algorithm is guaranteed in zero-sum domain-
s. Furthermore, the algorithms developed by Littman (1994)
and Hu and Wellman (1998) (we call the latter Nash-Q) differ
structurally only in the use of rules (2) and (4) respectively,
in updating Q. But contrary to the statement made by Hu and
Wellman (1998), these expressions are functionally equiva-
lent in zero-sum games. Game theory [Thie, 1998] states that
in a zero-sum game

max
�12PD(A1)

min
�22PD(A2)

�T1 Q1(s; :; :)�2

= max
�12PD(A1)

min
o2A2

�T1 Q1(s; :; o); 8s 2 S: (5)

An informal argument may go as follows. Let Q1(s; :; :) =

(q1; q2; � � � ; qn), where qi represents the ith column of
Q1(s; :; :); and n = jA2j. Then �T1 Q1(s; :; :) =

(�T1 q1; �
T

1 q2; � � � ; �
T

1 qn) for any �1 2 PD(A1). When �T1 q
is treated as a random variable from the distribution �2, we
have

min
�22PD(A2)

�T1 Q1(s; :; :)�2 = min
�22PD(A2)

E�2 [�
T

1 q]

� min
o2A2

�T1 Q1(s; :; o):

On the other hand, since any pure strategy is also a mixed
strategy, we have

min
�22PD(A2)

�T1 Q1(s; :; :)�2 = min
�22PD(A2)

E�2 [�
T

1 q]

� min
o2A2

�T1 Q1(s; :; o):

Consequently we have the equality (5). Therefore we observe
that both minimax-Q and Nash-Q compute identical policies
and value-functions in zero-sum domains.

3 Expediting minimax-Q learning
Since minimax-Q and Nash-Q algorithms are equivalent in
the purely competitive domains that we consider in this pa-
per, we focus on the minimax-Q algorithm since it does not
require maintenance of opponents’ Q functions and hence is
resource-efficient. We now turn to explore possible ways to
speed-up the chosen algorithm.
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3.1 Fast minimax-Q(�)
Since Q-learning updates only the last state with the re-
inforcements, it is substantially slow in updating the ac-
tion values. A well-known technique to speed-up single-
agent Q-learning is to integrate it with TD(�) reward-
estimation scheme, producing the Q(�)-learning rule [Peng
and Williams, 1996]. For experimentation, we have used a
faster version of the Peng-Williams’ algorithm, where the Q
updates are ‘lazily’ postponed until necessary [Wiering and
Schmidhuber, 1998]. Q(�) can be applied to each of the two
learning schemes in the previous section, by defining v(st+1)
in the Q(�) algorithm by the equation in (2) or (3) as the
case may be. The guarantee of convergence, however, may
no longer hold.

3.2 Minimax-SARSA learning
The previous techniques were all off-policy learning rules,
where the expected value of the next state is used to update
the value of the current state. The SARSA(0) technique is, on
the other hand, an on-policy learning rule that depends heav-
ily on the actual learning policy followed [Rummery, 1994;
Sutton and Burto, 1998]. In general, off-policy algorithms
can separate control from exploration while on-policy rein-
forcement learning algorithms cannot. Despite this, on-policy
algorithms with function approximation in single agent learn-
ing appear to be superior to off-policy algorithms in control
as well as prediction problems [Boyan and Moore, 1995;
Sutton, 1996; Tsitsiklis and Roy, 1997]. On-policy algo-
rithms can learn to behave consistently with exploration [Sut-
ton and Burto, 1998] Moreover, on-policy algorithms are
more natural to combine with eligibility traces than off-policy
algorithms are. This raises the following question that this
research effort endeavors to answer: Can on-policy RL algo-
rithms perform equally well in multiagent domains? In that
case we can possibly achieve faster convergence of a hybrid
of the SARSA technique and minimax-Q rule.

In a simple Q-learning scenario, the SARSA technique mod-
ifies the update rule (1) as vt(st+1) = Qt

(st+1; at+1). Thus
a SARSA rule learns the values of its own actions, and can con-
verge to optimal values only if the learning policy chooses
optimal actions in the limit. In a multiagent minimax-Q set-
ting, the rule (2) would be replaced (for agent 1) by

vt1(st+1) = Qt

1(st+1; at+1; ot+1);

while the policy to choose actions would still be computed by
the original minimax-Q rule. To achieve convergence of this
rule to minimax-Q values, we follow an �-minimax strategy
that satisfies the need of infinite exploration while being min-
imax in the limit, i.e., � decays to 0 in the limit. We call such
exploration ‘Minimax in the limit with infinite exploration’ or
MLIE. Our convergence result rests on the following lemma
established by Singh et al. (2000).

Lemma 1 Consider a stochastic process (�t, �t, F t), t � 0,
where �t;�t; F t

: X ! < satisfy the equations

�
t+1

(x) = (1� �t(x))�
t
(x) + �t(x)F

t
(x);

where x 2 X; t = 0; 1; 2; : : : : Let Pt be a sequence of in-
creasing �-fields such that �0 and �

0 are P0 measurable and

�t; �
t and F t�1 are Pt measurable, t = 1; 2; : : :. Assume

that the following hold:
1. X is finite.
2. 0 � �t(x) � 1;

P
t
�t(x) =1;

P
t
�2
t
(x) <1 w.p.1.

3. kEfF t
(:)jPtgkW � Æk�tkW

1
+ ct, where Æ 2 [0; 1) and

ct converges to 0 w.p.1.
4. V arfF t

(x)jPtg � �(1 + k�kW )
2, for some constant �.

Then, �t converges to 0 with probability 1 (w.p.1).

The update rule for SARSA for agent 1 say, is

Qt+1
1 (st; at; ot) = (1� �t)Q

t

1(st; at; ot) +

�t[r
1
t
+ Qt

1(st+1; at+1; ot+1)]:(6)

We also note that the fixed point of the minimax-Q
rule [Szepesvári and Littman, 1997] (for agent 1) is

Q�1(st; at; ot) = R1(st; at; ot) +

Ey[max
�1

min
o

�T1 Q
�

1(y; :; o)]: (7)

Now we state and prove the theorem for convergence of
minimax-SARSA learning using Lemma 1.

Theorem 1 The learning rule specified in (6) converges to
the values in equation (7) with probability 1 provided at is
chosen using an MLIE scheme at each step t, the immediate
rewards are bounded and have finite variance, the Q-values
are stored in lookup tables, the learning rate, �t, satisfies
condition 2 in Lemma 1, and the opponent plays greedily in
the limit.

Proof: (Outline) Writing x in Lemma 1 as (st; at; ot) and �
t

asQt

1(st; at; ot)�Q
�

1(st; at; ot), and defining�t(s; a; o) = 0

unless (s; a; o) = (st; at; ot) 8t, we have

F t
(st; at; ot) = r1

t
+ max

�1

min
o

�T1 Q
t

1(st+1; :; o)

�Q�1(st; at; ot) + Qt

1(st+1; at+1; ot+1)

�max
�1

min
o

�T1 Q
t

1(st+1; :; o)]; (8)

which gives rise to

F t
(st; at; ot) = F t

M
(st; at; ot) + [dt(st; at; ot)]:

It can be shown that the measurability and variance condi-
tions are satisfied and that

kEfF t

M
(:; :; :)jPtgk � Mk�

tk

for some M 2 [0; 1) (since minimax-Q operator is a con-
traction), according to the outline provided by Singh et al.
(2000). The remaining task is to show that kEfdt(:; :; :)jPtgk
vanishes in the limit, under MLIE exploration. We consider
the following cases:

Case 1: Qt

1(st+1; at+1; ot+1) � max�1 mino �
T

1 Q
t

1(st+1; :; o).

Since max�1 mino �
T

1 Q
t

1(st+1; :; o) �
minoQ

t

1(st+1; at+1; o), we have dt(st; at; ot) =

jdt(st; at; ot)j � Qt

1(st+1; at+1; ot+1) �
minoQ

t

1(st+1; at+1; o) and the corresponding ex-
pected value vanishes in the limit if the opponent plays
greedily in the limit.

1for our purpose k:kW is a max-norm for a uniform weight-
vector, W .
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Case 2: max�1 mino �
T

1 Q
t

1(st+1; :; o) � Qt

1(st+1; at+1; ot+1).

Again, max�1 mino �
T

1 Q
t

1(st+1; :; o) �
��T1 Qt

1(st+1; :; ot+1) where ��1 =

argmax�1 mino �
T

1 Q
t

1(st+1; :; o). Hence
�dt(st; at; ot) = jdt(st; at; ot)j �
��T1 Qt

1(st+1; :; ot+1) � Qt

1(st+1; at+1; ot+1). The
associated expected value vanishes again in the limit
due to the assumption of an MLIE policy on part of
agent 1, and independent of the opponent’s behavior.

Let Ct(st; at; ot) be the maximum of the two upper lim-
its on jdt(st; at; ot)j established above. We see that
Efjdt(st; at; ot)jg � EfCt(st; at; ot)g and the r.h.s van-
ishes for each state-action tuple. Hence, Efjdt(st; at; ot)jg
vanishes for each state-action tuple, which implies that
kEfdt(:; :; :)jPtgk vanishes in the limit under MLIE explo-
ration and optimal play by the opponent in the limit. Set-
ting ct in Lemma 1 to kEfdt(:; :; :)jPtgk, we conclude that
minimax-SARSA rule converges to the minimax-Q values un-
der MLIE exploration with probability 1, if the opponent
plays greedily in the limit, and under appropriate structure
of �t. [Q.E.D.]

Note that Case 1 needs the boundedness ofQt

1 that follows
easily under additional assumptions. It might be argued that
the condition of greedy play by the opponent in the limit is
restrictive. However, this is typical of a convergence proof of
on-policy algorithms that requires more details of the actions
taken by the agents. Gains from on-policy algorithms in terms
of learning efficiency and cost offset the condition of greedy
play in the limit.

4 Experiments in a Competitive Domain
To evaluate the proposed schemes, we used the purely com-
petitive soccer domain [Littman, 1994]. It is a 4 � 5 grid
containing two agents, A and B, as shown in figure 1, that
always occupy distinct squares. The goal of agent A is on the
left, and that of B on right. The Figure 1 shows the initial
positions of the agents, with the ball being given to an agent
at random at the start of each game (agent B in figure). Each
agent can choose from a fixed set of five actions at each state:
going up, left, down or right, or staying where it is.

A

B

Figure 1: The experimental soccer domain.

When both the agents have selected their actions, these ac-
tions are executed in a random order. If an agent bumps onto
another, the stationary agent receives the ball, and the move-
ment fails. An agent receives reinforcements of +1 for a goal
(or a sameside by the opponent) and -1 for a self-goal (or

a goal by the opponent) to maintain the zero-sum character
of the game, and in all other cases the reinforcement is ze-
ro. Whenever a non-zero reward is received, the game resets
to the initial configuration. We shall call an agent following
Littman’s minimax-Q algorithm an M-agent.

In the training phase of the experiments, we performed
symmetric training between two ordinary M-agents, two M-
agents both using the Q(�) rule, and two M-agents both us-
ing the SARSA rule. The respective policies learnt, are denoted
as MMi; �MMi; sMMi, which are recorded at the end of
each i � 10000 iterations. Each training lasted 100,000 iter-
ations in all. We used identical exploration-probabilities as
that by Littman (1994) and the decay-factor for the learning-
rate was set to 0.999954.
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Figure 2: Games are played by sMMi (left) and �MMi

(right) against MMi for various values of i (horizontal ax-
is). The percentages of wins (vertical axis) by the former in
each case are plotted (averaged over 10 runs).
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Figure 3: Games are played by �MMi against sMMi for
various values of i. The percentages of wins (averaged over
10 runs) by the former in each case are plotted.

In the test phase, we allowed an sMMi policy to play a-
gainst an MMi policy, for i = 1 : : : 10. Each test iteration
results in a draw with a probability of 0.05, to break possible
deadlocks. The resultant percentages of win by the sMMi

policies over its opponent are reported in Figure 2 (left). The
approximate trend suggests that ordinary minimax-Q initially
dominates but minimax-SARSA gradually catches up and out-
performs the former. In Figure 2 (right), the corresponding
results from playing �MMi against MMi are shown. In
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this case the minimax-Q(�) rule outperforms the ordinary
minimax-Q algorithm from the very beginning. However,
the �MM policies gradually lose their edge as the ordinary
minimax-Q rule learns better progressively. The figure 3 cor-
roborates these observations, as �MMi performs well against
sMMi, but this performance decays with increasing i. � was
set to 0.7 in both experiments.

We note that percentage of wins in such games may not be
a good comparative estimator of the policies. A better esti-
mator would be the average RMS deviations of the Q-values
from their convergence values. However, the latter can be cal-
culated in this domain only with extensive off-line computa-
tion. We also stress that the results reported are far from con-
vergence, at which all the algorithms should perform equally
well. The reason why sMM beats MM can be understood in
the context of Q updates. While sMM uses the actual action
value from the next state to update the current state, MM still
uses the minimax value from the next state, which postpones
relying on the individual table-entries. As a result, we expect
MM to catch up (in Fig. 2 left) when learning continues.

5 Experiments in a General-sum Domain
We note that minimax-Q rule is applicable in general-sum do-
mains as well, where the rationale of the assumption of mini-
mizing policy of the opponent is to guarantee a minimum se-
curity level to the learner, instead of maximizing the reward
of the opponent itself as in the zero-sum interpretation. The
SARSA and Q(�) versions will still work in such domains. For
the purpose of experimentation, we introduce a general-sum
domain that we call “tightly coupled navigation.” This is a
4� 3 gridworld as shown in figure 4. The values in the low-
er left corner of each cell in figure 4 is the reward to agent
1 for reaching the state corresponding to that cell. Similarly
the values in the upper right corner are those for agent 2. The
rewards in this domain are state-based, i.e. the reward cor-
responding to a cell is received if the agents reach or remain
in that cell. Here the agents are tightly coupled as they must
always occupy the same cell. Each agent has three available
actions in each state, viz. up, down, right. However, since
they are coupled, they can move only when they choose the
same action; otherwise they remain in the same state. The
starting and the absorbing states have been shown in the fig-
ure 4. When the agents reach the goal state, each receives the
reward 20 and without making any update in this iteration,
the game restarts with the agents reshifted to the start-state
and updates begin once again.

A more realistic scenario for this domain is car-driving.
Consider two agents in the same car and each having a steer-
ing wheel in its hands. The car moves in a given direction
if both move the wheels in that direction; otherwise the car
does not move. There may be different paths that the agents
wish to follow to reach their common goal. However, since
they are tightly coupled, they must strike a compromise and
find an intermediate path that both can be maximally satisfied
with, given the coupling.

We have symmetrically trained two minimax-Q and two
minimax-SARSA agents in this domain. The exploration prob-
abilities for the agents in each iteration were the same as in the

10 10 10 10

0 1 1 20

-10 5 5 -10

-1 0 0 0

0 1 1 20

10 10 10 10

Start

state state

Goal / Absorbing

Figure 4: The tightly coupled navigation domain.

soccer domain, viz. 0:2. We varied the probability of reward-
generation in each iteration using three values, viz. 0, 0.5 and
1.0, where 0 stands for the case where rewards are generat-
ed only when the agents reach the goal state. We wanted to
study the effect of infrequent rewards, which is a realistic s-
cenario in most practical domains, on the convergence of our
algorithms. We expected the convergence rates to fall with
more and more infrequent rewards. In order to study the con-
vergence, the exact minimax-Q tables were computed off-line
and an average RMS deviation of the learned Q-tables every
1000 training-iterations were plotted. The trainings lasted a
total of 10,000 iterations.
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Figure 5: Mean RMS deviation plots of minimax-SARSA

(solid) and ordinary minimax-Q for probability of reward-
generation = 0.

From figures 5, 6 and 7, we can see that the minimax-
SARSA rule always performs better than the ordinary minimax-
Q rule. The errors in all the cases decrease monotonically
which suggests that both the rules will eventually converge.
As expected, the error-levels fall with increasing probability
of reward-generation. A scrutiny of the minimax-Q tables
show that the minimax path learned by each agent should be
different from the Nash-equilibrium path that is corroborated
by the learned Q-tables.
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Figure 6: Mean RMS deviation plots of minimax-SARSA

(solid) and ordinary minimax-Q for probability of reward-
generation = 0.5.
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Figure 7: Mean RMS deviation plots of minimax-SARSA

(solid) and ordinary minimax-Q for probability of reward-
generation = 1.0.

6 Conclusion and Future work

We conclude that both the SARSA and Q(�) versions of
minimax-Q learning achieve speed-up on Littman’s minimax-
Q rule, and more so for the Q(�) rule. Though this latter
rule works well, we are not aware of the theoretical con-
vergence properties of this method. Exploring these prop-
erties is one open area. We also note that a combination
of minimax-SARSA and Q(�) to form what could be called
minimax-SARSA(�), would probably be more expedient than
either of the two, by naturally combining their disjoint areas
of expedience, seen in the plots in figure 2. Results from
associated experiments are awaited. We could also substi-
tute Nash-learning for minimax-learning and achieve Nash-
Q(�) and Nash-SARSA, specialized fast learning procedures for
general-sum domains. A theoretical proof of convergence of
such a Nash-SARSA would be along the same lines as presented
in this paper for minimax-SARSA. We plan to conduct experi-

ments with all these hybrid algorithms.
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Abstract
A new reinforcementlearning(RL) methodologyis
proposedto designmulti-agentsystems.In there-
alistic settingof situatedagentswith local percep-
tion, the task of automaticallybuilding a coordi-
natedsystemis of crucial importance.We usesim-
ple reactive agentswhich learntheir own behavior
in adecentralizedway. To copewith thedifficulties
inherentto RL usedin thatframework, wehavede-
velopedan incrementallearningalgorithm where
agentsfacemoreandmorecomplex tasks. We il-
lustratethis generalframework on a computerex-
perimentwhereagentshaveto coordinateto reach
a globalgoal.

1 Intr oduction
Multi-Agent Systems(MAS) - systemswhereautonomous
entitiescalledagentsinteractwith eachother- area growing
interestin theartificial intelligencecommunity, bothin terms
of researchandapplications(see[Ferber, 1999]). Whereas
MAS areusuallybuild “by hand”usingsimulationsto tuneup
thesystemto reachadesiredglobalbehavior, thispaperdeals
with a key problem: the designof MAS in an automated
fashionthroughlearning.

Learningin MAS canindeedtake many forms[Stoneand
Veloso,2000]. We optedfor ReinforcementLearning(RL)
methods[Suttonand Barto, 1998] as they do not requirea
teacherknowing beforehanda solutionof the problem. An
evaluationof thecurrentagents’actions,usinga scalarvalue
for example,is enoughto learn.

Furthermore,weconsiderMulti-Agent Systemscomposed
of simple reactive situatedagentswith local perceptions.
Thus,thesystemis easierto build andcanneverthelesssolve
complex problemsas,in this decentralizedframework, each
agentfacessimplertasks.

As RL suffersfrom combinatorialexplosion,decentraliza-
tion of the learningprocessshouldbring the samebenefits,
i.e. eachagentlearnsits own behavior by itself which sim-
plifies the task to be learned. Besides,it is consistentwith
the localizedaspectof realisticsituatedagents.But, in this
context, two majordifficultiesburdenRL :� hidden global state.Usualsituatedagentscanonly rely

on an imperfect, local and partial perceptionof their

world. Then, the global stateof the systemstaysun-
known, which prevents classicalRL algorithmsfrom
finding an optimal policy, as shown by [Singh et al.,
1994].� credit assignmentproblem. When a positive reward
is givenby the environment,it is not alwaysevident to
credit positively the “good” actionsthat led to this re-
ward.With many agents,thisproblemis evenmorecru-
cial aswemustalsodecidewhich agentsto reward.

Ouranswerto theseproblemsis adecentralizedincremen-
tal learningalgorithmbasedon a classicalRL techniqueto
find stochasticpolicies. Actually, agentswith stochasticbe-
haviorsaremoreadaptedto theproblemof partialperception.
By incremental, wemeanthatagentsareprogressively pitted
againstharderandhardertaskssoasto progressively learna
complex behavior. Anotheraspectof theincrementallearning
is to begin learningwith very few agents,soasto minimize
coordinationand cross-work actions,and then export these
basicbehaviors to taskswith moreandmoreagents.Even-
tually, behaviors canbe further refinedby learningin these
moredemandingenvironments.Thus,the originality of our
approachis twofold : learningis decentralizedandincremen-
tal.

In thispaper, wepresentourmethodfor learningin amulti-
agentsystemandanexperimentonwhichwetestedourideas.
Section2 givesthedetailsof ourframework, then,Sections3,
4 and5 describetheexperimentsconductedto testtheviabil-
ity of our approach.A discussionaboutour work follows in
Section6, highlightedby somecomparisonsfrom othersim-
ilar works. Futuredirectionsandconclusive remarksendthe
paperin Section7.

2 Our Framework
In this part, we first presentthe kind of agentswe consider.
Thenwe show theproblemsonefaceswhenusingreinforce-
ment learning in a multi-agentsetting. Lastly, we explain
how incrementallearningbrings a partial solution to these
problems.

2.1 The agents
We areinterestedin designingMulti-Agent Systems(MAS)
by having eachindividualagentlearnits behavior. As written
earlier, we have decidedto work with very simple reactive
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agentsfor complexity reasons.Besides,it allows us to con-
centrate� on the learningaspectof the design. Among many
possiblechoices,our agentscanbecharacterizedas:� situated with local perception : Local perceptionsare

morethoroughlydiscussedin Section2.4.� possibly heterogeneous: throughthe learningprocess
whereagentslearnindividually, eachagentcanacquire
a differentbehavior from theothers.� cooperative : all agentssharethe samegoal and they
will have to coordinateto reachit.

Wesaynothingaboutothercharacteristics(for examplecom-
munications)asthey arenot importantfor our framework and
couldbeeasilyincorporatedinto theagents.

2.2 Limitations of classicalRL

ReinforcementLearning (RL) methodsare very appealing
ways of learningoptimal memorylessbehaviors for agents
asthey only requirea scalarfeedbackfrom thesystemto the
agentsfor themto learn. Besides,thesetechniquescan be
usedwhenthereis uncertaintyin theworld’sevolution.

But the convergenceof RL algorithms(like Q-Learning
or TD(� )) hasonly beenproven for Markov DecisionPro-
cesses(MDP). A MDP is definedasa ���	��
��������� tuple,� being a finite set of statesand 
 a finite set of actions.
Whenthesystemis in givenstate� , anaction � beingchosen,
the probability for the systemto end in state ��� is given by���������������� . After eachtransition,the environmentgenerates
a reward given by ����� ���!� . The problemis then to find the
optimalmapping"#�$� ���!� betweenstatesandactionssoasto
maximizethe reward received over time, usually expressed
asa utility function %�������&('*)+-,/.10 + �$� +32 � . &4��� . Sucha
mappingis calleda policy.

As pointedout by [Boutilier, 1996] the evolution of the
kind of MAS weareinterestedin is aMDP. As such,it could
be solved usingclassicalreinforcementlearningalgorithms
wherethestateof thesystemis thecompositionof thestates
of all agentsandanactionis ajoint actioncomposedof all in-
dividualactionsof theagents.Thus,thenumberof statesand
actionsin a centralizedview of the problemshouldquickly
proveto betoobig for RL to beapplied,asillustratedin Sec-
tion 3.1. Besides,solvingour problemthis way would mean
to solve it in a centralizedway whereaswe aim at a non-
centralizedsolutionaseachagentshouldlearnby itself.

Unfortunately, asshown by [Bernsteinet al., 2000], solv-
ing the problemin a non-centralizedway when the agents
only have a partialperceptionof thesystem’s stateis NEXP-
complete,i.e. thereis provably no polynomialalgorithmto
solve theproblem.We facetwo majordifficulties:

1. Non-stationary transitions. Reactive agentswith a lo-
cal view of theenvironmentcannot usejoint actionsto
solvetheproblem.In fact,otheragentsareunpredictable
elementsof the environment. As a consequence,the
transitionsfrom onestateof the systemto another, as
seenby an agent,arenon-stationary: for examplethe
probability for anagentto move aheaddependsgreatly
on theactionsof otheradjacentagents.

2. Partial observability . As theagent’sperceptionis local
they cannot know the global stateof the problem. As
such,the problemat handbelongsto the classof par-
tially observedMarkov decisionmodels(see[Littman
et al., 1995]).

ClassicalstationaryPartially Observed Markov Decision
Processesarenearlyimpossibleto solvewhentherearemore
than a hundredstates[Dutech,2000]. The combinationof
thetwo problems(i.enon-stationarityandpartialobservation)
makes the problemnon-solvablewithout using approxima-
tions.

2.3 Incrementalgradient reinforcementlearning
We proposeto find approximatesolutionsby using incre-
mentalgradientRL. The main idea of this methodologyis
to progressively scaleupwith thecomplexity of theproblem.
Agentsrun their own local versionof RL, hereagradientde-
scentdescribedin [BaxterandBartlett,1999].

Stochasticbehaviors
In thecontext of partiallyobservedMDP, stochasticbehaviors
performbetterthandeterministicpolicies(see[Singhet al.,
1994]). As previous experiments(see[Buffet et al., 2001])
with Q-Learningwerenotconclusiveto this regard,wechose
to work with a gradientdescentreinforcementlearningalgo-
rithmespeciallysuitedfor stochasticpolicies.Thisalgorithm,
designedby Baxter[BaxterandBartlett,1999] is detailedin
Section3.2.

Incr ementallearning
To speedup learningandreducetheproblemsof complexity
andcredit assignment,we proposea methodologyfor incre-
mentallearning.Themostobviousway is to use:� growing number of agents: learningstartswith asmall

numberof agents,eachlearningits own strategy. There
mustbeenoughagentsto solvetheproblem.Then,more
agentsare added,with initial policies taken from the
originalagentsandrefinedthroughlearningif needed.

Incrementallearningis alsopossiblealongthecomplexity di-
mensionof theproblem.Agentsarepittedagainstharderand
hardertasks.First tasksare“near” (in termof numberof ac-
tions)positive reinforcementpositions,thenfurtherandfur-
theraway. So,we use:� progressive tasks : learningbeginswith a very simple

versionof thetaskto beexecuted,or with theagentbe-
ing heavily guidedto solve the task. Then,aslearning
progresses,the task is madeharderusually by giving
morefreedomof actionto theagents

2.4 On local perception
We usesituatedagentswith local perceptionsto reducethe
complexity of the problemas,very often, centralizedprob-
lemsareoften too hugeto besolved(seeSection3.1). This
meansthat an agentdoesnot know the global stateof the
world, which makesRL difficult to use.

However, localperceptionsareaprerequisitefor incremen-
tal learning,asbehaviors of the agentscanbe basedon the
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“nearby” world. Thus,they scaleimmediatelywith thenum-
ber of5 agents,the dimensionof the world or the complexity
of thetask.

3 Experimenting with incrementallearning
An applicationof this generalnotionof incrementallearning
is given in theexperimentsdescribedhere.After a shortde-
scriptionof theproblem,we give thedetailsof theincremen-
tal tasksweused: hardertasksfirst andthenmoreagents.

3.1 Problemdescription

The taskchoseninvolvesagents(eitheryellow or blue) in a
grid world whosegoal is to pushyellow cubesagainstblue
ones1. Whentwo agentscoordinatetheirmovementsto attain
this goal -pushingtogethera pair of cubes-bothcubestem-
porarily disappear. Simultaneously, agentsresponsiblefor
this fusion receive a positive reward. The goal is to merge
asmany cubesaspossiblein agiventime.

Consideringour agents’abilities, they simply have four
possibleactionscorrespondingto moving North,East,South
andWest(they alwaystry to move). Agentscanpushother
agentsandothercubesso the consequencesof their actions
arestochastic,dependingon which constraintswill be con-
sideredfirst.

Agents’perceptions, asshown on figure3.1,are:� dir(oa) : directionof nearestagentfrom opposite
color(N-E-S-W),� dir(cy) : directionof nearestyellow cube
(N-NE-E-SE-S-SW-W-NW),� dir(cb) : directionof nearestbluecube
(N-NE-E-SE-S-SW-W-NW),� near(cy) : is thereayellow cubein oneof theeight
nearestpositions(true|false),� near(cb) : is therea blue cubein oneof the eight
nearestpositions(true|false).

Combining these,there exists a maximum of 6�7 8:9 obser-
vations (somecombinationsof perceptionsare not possi-
ble). We reducethis numberto 8�;:< by using symmetries
of the problem. This numberis very small comparedto the
15.249.024statesof the =?>@= totally observed centralized
problem,andalsoindependentof theworld’s size.

The reward function we have choseneasesthe credit-
assignmentproblem.Only thetwo agentsidentifiedashaving
originatedthefusionof two cubesgetareward( AB; ), whereas
in othercasesthe reward is zerofor all agents.A “global”
reward would not be very coherentwith agentshaving only
local informations.

We concludeby someremarksaboutthesimulationitself.
To focusonthelearningproblem,wehave implementedsim-
plemechanismsto avoid somenon-significantproblems.For
example,cubescannotgo on bordercells of the grid. Simi-
larly, whencubesreappearon thegrid, they canonly beput
on innercells.

1Colorsof agentsandcubesarenot relatedin this problem.

yellow

blue

agent dir(cy) dir(cb) dir(oa) near(cy) near(cb)
yellow S E SE no no
blue W NW NW no yes

cy : yellowcube- cb : bluecube- oa : otheragent

Figure1: perceptions’examples(two agentsin a simpleworld)

3.2 Learning algorithm used
As saidearlier, eachagentusesits own gradientdescentalgo-
rithm to learnits policy . We preciselyuseanon-lineversion
of thealgorithm.

AsproposedbyBaxter[BaxterandBartlett,1999], apolicy" dependsonasetof parametersC . This leadsto anexpected
utility %D�E"GF#�H&*%D�ICB� . Thegradientdescentpermits2 to find
a locally optimalpolicy by finding CKJ thatmaximizes%D��CB� .

Thesetof parameterswechoseis C*&MLONG�$� ���!�P�Q�KRS�	���SR
UT , with NV�$� ���!� a real valuedparameter. The policy is de-
finedby theprobabilitiesof makingaction � in state� as:

"GF��������!�#& W
X3Y[Z�\ ]P^

'*_a`�b W
XcYdZQ\ _ ^

4 The 2-agentand 2-cubecase
4.1 Reducedproblem
The first stepin our incrementallearningschemeis to use
small sizedworld with a minimal numberof agents: one
agentandonecubeof eachcolor. Then,beginningwith pos-
itive reinforcementsituations,theagentswill faceharderand
harderproblems.

4.2 Progressive task
For our problem,thereis only onesituationwhich leadsto
a positive reward. This situationis thusthestartingpoint of
incrementallearning.Agentsfaceasequenceof tasksto learn
beforeendingin a standard=e>f= environmentwherethey
keeplearning.

To be more precise,we definea try as a sequenceof g
steps3 beginning in a given situation. This try must be re-
peatedsufficiently ( h times) to be useful. This succession
of tries will be called an experimentfor our agents. The
trainer hasto definea sequenceof progressive experiments
to helplearning.Following [Asadaetal., 1996], wedesigned
a training sequencewherestartingsituationsare more and

2It is true if i only dependson this agent’s policy, which is not
thecasein a MAS.

3In a step, all agentsmake onemove simultaneously.
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Startingconfiguration n (moves) N (tries)

6 750

6 500

10 750

20 750

20 750

100 75

100 75

Table1: Thesequenceof experimentsweusedfor incremen-
tal learning.
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Figure2: 2 agents,2 cubes: incrementalvs. raw learning

more“distant” from thegoal,asAsadashowedtheefficiency
of suchamethod.

Table1 shows a sequenceof experimentswe usedto help
our agentsin their training. The first starting configuration,
ona <	>lk world, needsonly onemoveto reachthegoal,each
agentpushingtoward the cubes. However, they have up to
6 stepsto reachit (so they canexploredifferentmoves),and
they cantry this 750times.

Figure2 shows the evolutions in the pair of agents’effi-
ciency whetherusingor not progressive learning.Thecurve
showing the efficiency of learningafter a periodof assisted
training only begins after the 60000stepsof this training.
Once this delay elapsed,notably better performancesare
reachedwith theassistanceprovidedby ourmethod.

cubes agentsm
2 4 8 16 20

2 40.4 30.0 20.0 12.7 11.0
4 7.6 17.1 17.5 13.9 12.9
6 3.4 11.2 14.7 15.7 16.5
8 1.9 8.6 13.5 15.9 18.0
10 1.6 6.7 11.0 17.7 20.6

Table2: Averageefficiencies
Numberof mergesfor 1000steps

5 Mor e agentsand more cubes

5.1 The next stepin incremental learning

Until now, only two agentswereused.More couldbeneces-
saryto reachourgoalin a world with morecubes.

In this section,we first have a look at the efficiency of a
policy learnedwith 8:�!8�n andusedwith moreagentsandmore
cubes,and thenwe let agents’policiesevolve in this more
populatedworlds.

Note: Here,weuseagentsthathaveeitheralreadylearned
apolicy throughthe2a2ccasewith helporhaveneverlearned
anythingat all.

5.2 Influenceof the number of agentsand cubes

In this part of our work, the first interestwas to checkthe
efficiency of differentnumbersof agentshaving to dealwith
differentnumbersof cubes(takingthesamenumberof agents
(or cubes)of eachcolor). In this experiment,we useagents
whosefixed behaviors have beenlearnedin the 8��!8:n case,
which is not supposedto be very efficient with morecubes.
Neverthelessit gives them enoughgood reactionsto have
somegoodresults.

Severaltestswerecarriedoutwith 2,4,6,8 or 10cubesand
2,4,8,16or 20agents(alwaysin aworld of size 6O7#>o6�7 ). We
usedseriesof 1000consecutivesteps,theseseriesbeginning
in randomconfigurations.But asblocking situationscould
sometimeoccur, 100suchseriesweremadein eachcase.

Table2 givestheaverageefficiency in eachof thetwenty-
five cases(the efficiency is the numberof mergesmadein
1000steps).It quickly shows that thereseemsto beanopti-
malnumberof agentsfor agivennumberof cubesasdenoted
by boldnumbersin Table2.

A growing numberof agentsimproves the results,until
they crampeachotherandbringtoomany coordinationprob-
lems. With a growing numberof cubes,the resultsare im-
proved only up to an optimal numberbeyond which agents
hesitateon which cubesto work with andfall easilyinto os-
cillatory sequencesof moves.

After anothersetof tries, in the sameconditionsbut with
policy-lessagents,it appearsthat agentswith a randombe-
havior havealwaysbadresults,whatever their number.

5.3 Incrementallearning alongnumber of agents

With agentswhosefixedbehaviorshavebeenlearnedin the2
agentsand2 cubescase(2a2c-policies), we have seenthata
growingnumberof cubesinducesproblemsthatcanbesolved
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Figure4: evolutionwhile learningfrom 2a2cbehaviors

with a sufficient numberof agents. The incrementallearn-
ing solutionis to improvethepoliciesby keepingon learning
with moreagents.

Figures3 and4 show the efficienciesevolving with time
in different learning cases: different number of objects,
andagentslearningfrom scratchor not. As shown on fig-
ure 3, agentslearning from scratchhave a slow evolution
if there are only a few objects (agentsand cubes)in the
grid-world. But their learning speedrises with the rategxw _ry�z�{ + Zc| �O}�~ W��P���d�O��� w ����� . Whena groupof agentsseemsto
have reacheda maximumefficiency, their resultsarebetter
thanthe resultsobtainedin Section5.2 with the samesitua-
tion but fixed policies. This confirmsthe interestof adapta-
tion throughlearning.

One can notice that the optimal efficiency reachedby
agentsusingincrementallearningis by farbetterthantheper-
formancesreachedusinglearningfrom scratch.As forecast,
agentsusing2a2cbehaviors comewith someusefulknowl-
edgethatallows themto find a betterlocaloptimum.

6 Discussionand similar works
6.1 On explicit coordination
Our experimentsshow that our work can benefit from ad-
dressingexplicitly coordinationproblems.In particular, it is
often the casethat two agents,whenplacedin a world with
morethantwo cubes,arenot ableto coordinatesoasto push
the “samepair of cubes”. Moreover, whentoo many agents
arepresent,they easilywork at cross-purpose.

In [Boutilier, 1996], Boutilier has studied this problem
from a theoreticalpoint of view, usingMulti-agentMarkov
DecisionProcesses.In his framework, eachagentcancom-
putea globallyoptimalpolicy whereonly coordinationprob-
lemsareto besolved,i.e. whentheoptimaljoint actionis not
unique.Suchcoordinationcanbereachedusingsociallaws,
communicationor a learningmechanism.However, this cen-
tralizedplanningframeworkcannotbeusedfor decentralized
RL. Other works, like [Hu and Wellman, 1998], more ori-
entedtowardsreinforcementlearning,settleon game-theory
and Nashequilibria to solve coordinationproblems. Once
again,thesetheoreticalworksaredifficult to implement,es-
peciallywith morethantwo agents.

Anotherfield of researchdealswith explicitly taking into
accountotheragentswhenlearning,or planning,in a MAS
(see[Carmeland Markovitch, 1996] or [Vidal and Durfee,
1997]). Usually, anagentbuilds a modelof theotheragents,
soasto estimatetheir next actions.But, in thegeneralcase,
it seemsthatnot modelingthe othersis betterthanhaving a
badmodelandmodelizationleadsto morecomplex agents.

Communicationcouldalsobeusedto solvetheproblemof
explicit coordination.But attentionmustbe paid to the fact
thatcommunicationin itself hasacost[Xuanetal., 2000]. Is
it worthwhile to pay this costwhereas,simply putting more
agentsseemsenoughto increasethe performances,even if
the coordinationproblemof two particularagentsis not re-
ally andexplicitly solved ? This is oneof the questionswe
would like to studyin the nearfuture. On the samesubject,
we would like to investigatetheuseof shorttermmemoryto
provide our agentwith attentionmechanismsandhelp them
to coordinate.

6.2 Reward
Mataríc, in herwork with multi-robotssystems(see[Mataríc,
1997]), took the option of adaptingthe reward function and
theagents’actionsandperceptionsto usea simplereinforce-
mentalgorithm.Therewardisnotthekindof booleanprocess
wehave(noreward/ big rewardatgoal)but ratherasmoother
rewardadaptedto give very frequenthintsto eachindividual
agent.By usingbehaviors,thatcanbeseenasmacro-actions,
thesizeof stateandactionspaceis greatlyreducedandlearn-
ing is easier. On the otherhand,this kind of specialization
is very task-dependentwhereasour agentscouldbemadeto
learnanothertaskwithout changingvery muchtheagentsor
thelearningprocess.

The COIN framework [Wolpert et al., 1999] (COllec-
tive INtelligence) is similar to our framework : designing
MAS throughlearning. The main ideasbehindtheir work
is to adaptreward functionsandclustersof agentsto build
a subworld-factored system. Dealing with our problem, it
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would meancreatingonly one sub-groupsharingthe same
reward,� andotherexperimentsweconductedshow thatlearn-
ing becomesdifficult andslow. Whereasthis framework is
useful for finding “independent”sub-groupsof agents,our
ideasseembetteradaptedfor in-grouplearning.

6.3 Automatic incrementallearning
As explainedin 2.3, we needto decomposethe problemat
handin moreandmorecomplex tasks. The startingpoints
of this decompositionarepositive rewardsituations.Thede-
compositionprocesscould be automaticallyperformedon-
line by thelearningagents.In additionto classicalmethods,
the agentscould randomlyexplore their environment,mark
“interestingsituations”andthenwork aroundthem. Knowl-
edgethuslearnedcouldthenbetransferedto otheragents.

7 Conclusion
In thispaperwehaveaddressedtheproblemof automatically
designinglarge Multi-Agent Systems. Our framework is
basedoneachindividualagentusingaReinforcementLearn-
ing algorithmto adaptits behavior to thedesiredglobaltask.
This learningproblemis generallyunsolvablebecauseof its
decentralizedaspectandmoreclassicallimitations like par-
tial observability of state,credit assignmentandcombinato-
rial explosion.To thateffect,we have emphasizedtheuseof
anincrementallearningschemewheremoreandmoreagents
arefacedwith harderandharderproblems. This methodis
verygenericasit canbeadaptedto any taskwithoutadapting
theagentsto theparticularproblemat hand.

We have testedour approachon a simulatedenvironment
whereagentshave to coordinatein order to reacha shared
goal: thefusionof differentcoloredcubes.Theexperiments
give credit to our framework asthey show the efficiency of
incrementallearning. Incrementallearning leadsto better
learningratesthanraw unassistedlearning. Furthermore,it
is moreefficient to learna morecomplex taskafteraninitial
stageof incrementallearningthanlearningdirectly thismore
complex taskfrom scratch.As awhole,our framework ledus
to concludethat“the morethebetter”.

Still, thereis room for improvement. We have discussed
several waysto overcometheselimitations, like usingcom-
municationfor addressingexplicit coordination,short-term
memoryandintentionsto dealwith oscillatorybehaviorsand
policy-searchreinforcementlearningasapossiblymoreade-
quatelearningalgorithm.We havealsoconsideredmodeling
the behavior of the other agentsas a meanto predict their
actionsandthusimprovethebehavior of agents.
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Abstract

This paper describes a method for structuring a
robot motor learning task. By designing a suitably
parameterized policy, we show that a simple search
algorithm, along with biologically motivated con-
straints, offers an effective means for motor skill
acquisition. The framework makes use of the robot
counterparts to several elements found in human
motor learning: imitation, equilibrium-point con-
trol, motor programs, and synergies. We demon-
strate that through learning, coordinated behavior
emerges from initial, crude knowledge about a dif-
ficult robot weightlifting task.

1 Introduction
Humans exhibit remarkable proficiency at complex motor
tasks such as handwriting, juggling, and machine assembly.
One way to characterize our success with such tasks is that
we have a mastery of redundant degrees of freedom, cf. Bern-
stein [1967]. The ease with which humans achieve motor co-
ordination contrasts sharply with that of robots, where “sim-
ple” motor tasks such as walking and throwing pose chal-
lenges to roboticists and artificial intelligence researchers.
The typical solution of path planning and trajectory track-
ing works well for highly structured problems but not for sit-
uations with complex, nonlinear dynamics, with inadequate
models, and with no detailed knowledge of the best solution.
In this paper we examine a form of trial-and-error learning
as a means for motor skill acquisition. Our results involve
a simulated, three-link robotic arm that learns to raise heavy
weights through efficient, timely use of its actuators.

Algorithms for trial-and-error learning typically fall near
one of two extremes: those that take advantage of structure in
the problem, and those that take advantage of structure in the
solution. We have in mind the reinforcement learning prob-
lem where an agent interacts repeatedly with its environment
and attempts to learn an optimal policy, i.e., a mapping from
states to actions that maximizes some performance criterion.
Algorithms that focus on the solution often make direct ad-
justments of the current policy, whereas methods that focus
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on the problem tend to build an intermediate representation,
such as a value function, that forms the basis for policy im-
provement. In any case, the distinguishing features of trial-
and-error learning are the exploratory activity and the simple
evaluative feedback that reinforces successful behavior.

Reinforcement learning algorithms such as TD( � ) [Sutton,
1988] and Q-learning [Watkins and Dayan, 1992] are particu-
larly well-suited to take advantage of structure in the problem.
Such algorithms use a value function to capture regularities
in the observed rewards and state transitions that implicitly
define the task. However, reinforcement learning algorithms
typically ignore structure in the solution by treating the policy
as a featureless mapping from states to actions. Extensions to
the basic reinforcement learning framework, such as function
approximation, e.g., [Tsitsiklis and Van Roy, 1997], variable-
resolution methods, e.g., [Moore and Atkeson, 1995], fac-
tored MDPs, e.g., [Boutilier et al., 2000], and semi-Markov
decison problems, e.g., [Sutton et al., 1999], all constrain the
form of the policy and, therefore, add strucutre to the solu-
tion. Nevertheless, with each of these extensions the focus
remains on the value function rather than on the policy.

At the other extreme, methods for direct policy search,
e.g., [Anderson, 2000; Baird and Moore, 1999; Baxter and
Bartlett, 2000; Moriarty et al., 1999], do away with inter-
mediate representations of the policy and take advantage of
constraints placed on the solution. For instance, evolution-
ary algorithms [Moriarty etal., 1999] reinforce regularities in
the parameterized policy (the “genetic material”) by restrict-
ing “reproduction” to the fittest members of the population.
And direct methods for function optimization [Swann, 1972]
make the most of continuity by biasing their search toward
promising regions of parameter space. However, such meth-
ods ignore structure in sequential decision problems by mak-
ing policy adjustments on a trial-by-trial basis after long-term
rewards are known, rather than on a per-action basis.

Both direct policy search and value-based methods often
start with little or no prior structure and rely on extensive ex-
ploration to gather the information needed to build an optimal
policy. Both approaches can benefit from domain knowledge.
In this paper we utilize an algorithm for direct policy search
because of its simplicity, not because we believe such meth-
ods are generally superior to value-based algorithms. Our
goal is to show that biologically motivated structure can make
trial-and-error learning an effective approach for a particular
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Figure 1: Simulated three-link robotic arm in several configurations with no payload: (a) start, (b) via point, and (c) goal. At the via point,
the joint angles are � 150, � 120, and � 90 degrees (proximal to distal).

class of control problems. Although we are certainly not the
first to look to biology for inspiration with regard to machine
learning and control, this work is novel in its combination of
motor strategies for developing a coordinated robot.

2 Robot Weightlifting
By exploiting the dynamics of the task—gravity, inertia, elas-
ticity, and so on—Olympic weightlifters solve a difficult co-
ordination problem and raise more than twice their body-
weight over their heads. Our simulated robotic weightlifter,
while loosely based on Olympic weightlifters, was inspired
by the numerous acrobot-like examples studied by the ma-
chine learning and control engineering communities. Fig-
ure 1 shows the robot in several configurations. The task is
to lift a payload from the straight-down, stable equilibrium to
the straight-up, unstable equilibrium. Limited torque at each
joint restricts the class of feasible solutions to those that ex-
ecute a coordinated swing, i.e., those that exploit momentum
and intersegmental dynamics. Kinematic redundancy, joint
constraints, and obstacles (the striped object as well as the
robot and its support structure) also complicate the task.

The robotic arm was simulated as a three-link frictionless
pendulum with each link having length 1 m and and mass
1 kg. At each joint, torque was limited to [ � 50,50] Nm, and
at the middle and distal joints the range of motion was con-
fined to [ � 150,150] degrees. The equations of motion were
generated iteratively using the Newton-Euler method [Walker
and Orin, 1982] and solved numerically by Euler integration
with a step size of 0.001 s. The robot was motionless at the
start, and the goal was defined as a six-dimensional hyper-
cube with velocity limits of

�
28.65 deg/s (

�
0.5 rad/sec) and

with position limits of
�

5 degrees centered on the goal con-
figuration. At the end of each trial, i.e., when the robot’s state
entered the goal region, performance was quantified as the to-
tal integrated torque magnitude, and on those trials where the
lifter exceeded its range of motion, contacted an obstacle, or
failed to reach the goal within five seconds, the trial was ter-
minated with the maximum cost of 500 Nm � s. In summary,
the task was designed as a minimum-effort optimal control
problem with both torque and kinematic constraints.

Optimal control theory provides a number of techniques
for solving dynamic optimization problems such as our
weightlifting task. For instance, Wang et al. [1999] used a

gradient-based method starting from an initial feasible path
to more than triple the recommended payload capacity of a
Puma industrial robot. However, such methods usually re-
quire precise models (or system identification) and protracted
offline computation before the robot attempts its first lift. In
this paper we make no assumptions about the availability of
a detailed model. Instead, we borrow several human motor
learning strategies as a way to add the needed structure to an
otherwise difficult machine learning problem.

3 Structured Policy Parameterization
Most research on human motor coordination has focused on
control instead of learning, and so relatively little is known
about the mechanismsof human motor learning. This leaves
us, the robot designers, in a position to select from many
available artificial intelligence and adaptive control tech-
niques. Below, we describe a simple form of trial-and-error
learning. However, our focus is not the choice of a specific al-
gorithm but rather the motor control strategies that place con-
straints on that algorithm. In particular, we designa biolog-
ically motivated, parameterized policy that is easily seeded
with prior knowledge and easily adapted through learning.

3.1 Biological Motivation
Our proposed solution begins with a sequence of via points,
i.e., desired configurations for the robotic arm. (A similar ap-
proach was used by Morimoto and Doya [1998] for a robot
stand-up task.) We regard each via point as the specification
for a movement primitive that converges to the corresponding
manipulator configuration. Such primitives are suggestive of
an equilibrium-point style of motor control, e.g., [Feldman,
1986], whereby the endpoint of a movement is programmed
and the spring-like properties of the muscles ensure conver-
gence to that endpoint. The primary benefits of equilibrium-
point control are that complex limb dynamics can be ignored
and that higher motor centers need not be involved in the de-
tailed activation patterns of numerous actuators. The draw-
back is that to explain complicated movements, equilibrium-
point approaches give up their simplicity by requiring a vir-
tual trajectory, or sequence of equilibrium points that induce
the desired movement but are not targets for convergence.

For the weightlifting task, one possible implementation of
equilibrium-point control involves the use of a single move-
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ment primitive that brings the manipulator to the goal config-
uration. Indeed, with no payload and with no obstacle a sim-
ple linear feedback controller accomplishes the task, although
this solution fails with payloads as small as 0.5 kg. Instead,
we add a second movement primitive for the via point shown
in Figure 1b. This via point represents the knowledge that
certain configurations avoid the leftmost obstacle and also re-
duce the effective moment arm for the proximal joint. We
assume the via point is obtained through imitation of a suc-
cessful lift (cf. Schaal [1999]) or through instruction from a
coach—a human programmer in our case. The via point is
intended to convey crude path information, with no detailed
knowledge of any successful trajectory.

Convergence first to the via point and then to the goal,
extends the payload capacity to about 2 kg, beyond which
adaptation is necessary. Thus, for the robotic weightlifter
the advantage of equilibrium-point control is also its draw-
back: The robot’s intrinsic dynamics are ignored for their
difficulties as well as their benefits. Rather than turn to
virtual trajectories as a way to exploit dynamics, we use a
small number of movement primitives that act as the start-
ing point for learning. The result is a hierarchical mo-
tor program that runs three feedback controllers: one for
the via point and one for the goal, both adjustable, fol-
lowed by another, fixed controller to regulate locally about
the goal. This converts the closed-loop equilibrium-point
solution to a “ballpark” open-loop solution [Greene, 1972;
Schmidt, 1975] that handles minor errors at a lower, closed-
loop level of control.

3.2 Implementation
To build the initial motor program, we first construct two
proportional-derivative (PD) controllers, PD1 and PD2:

PDi
���������
	�
����

i � Kp
��� *

i
� ��� � Kv

	����� (1)

where � and 	� are the joint positions and velocities, respec-
tively, and ����� 3 is a vector of joint torques subject to
saturation at the

�
50 Nm torque limit. In Eq. (1) � i is

a 3x3 gain matrix, � *
i is the target equilibrium point, and

Kp
� 1000 Nm � rad-1 and Kv

� 250 Nm � s � rad-1 are the nomi-
nal proportional and derivative gains, respectively. The target
equilibrium points, ���1 and ���2 , are initialized to the via point
and goal configuration, respectively. Both � 1 and � 2 are
initialized to the identity matrix, and so each PD controller
initially acts as three uncoupled, scalar-output servomecha-
nisms (one for each joint).

Next, the robot executes an “imitation” trial by running to
convergence PD1 followed by PD2. (A threshold test on the
position error establishes convergence.) At convergence we
record t*1 and t*2—the time elapsed for the corresponding con-
troller since the start of the trial. Together t*

1 and t*
2 mark the

switching times for the open-loop level of control. In partic-
ular, the program runs PD1 from the start of each new trial
(time t � 0) until t � t*1, then a switch is made to PD2 which
runs until t � t*2, followed by the third controller, PD3, that
runs until the trial terminates. PD3 is a fixed copy of PD2 that
increases the flexibility of the learning system while provid-
ing convergence guarantees for movements close to the goal.
However, PD3 plays no role during the imitation trial.

The open-loop level of the motor program has two free
parameters, the switching times, that we adjust by trial-and-
error learning (described shortly). Together, PD1 and PD2

have 24 free parameters, six from � *
i and 18 from � i, that we

adapt with the same learning algorithm. As a form of shaping,
we increase the payload at a nominal rate of 0.25 kg every 250
trials of learning. And with each new payload, learning pro-
ceeds in two phases: a shorter phase (50 trials) that adjusts the
open-loop timing of the motor program, followed by a longer
phase (200 trials) that adjusts the lower-level PD controllers.

3.3 Direct Policy Search

Table 1 summarizes the simplerandomsearch (SRS) algo-
rithm developed for the robot weightlifting task. The algo-
rithm performs random search in a K-dimensional parame-
ter space, centered at a base point, � . Perturbations, ��� ,
are normally distributed with zero mean and standard devi-
ation equal to the search size, � . Each test point ( � �!��� )
is evaluated and the best observed point is kept as the algo-
rithm’s return value. For the weightlifting task, the evaluation
function gives the total effort during a simulated trial with
the new parameter settings. Updates to the base point are
made by taking a step toward the most recent test point with
probability " or toward the best observed point with proba-
bility 1 � " . Thus, " provides an easy adjustment for the
exploration-exploitation tradeoff, with the extremes of a pure
random walk ( " � 1) and of movement along a rough esti-
mate of the gradient ( " � 0). Even with " set to zero, con-
siderable exploration is possible for large values of � , which
decays by a factor # after each iteration, to the minimum � min.

input
initial point � �$� K

step size % � [0,1]
search strategy " � [0,1]
search size �$& 0
search decay factor # � [0,1]
minimum search size � min & 0

initialize� best ' �
ybest ')(�*�+�,.-/+�0�( � � best

�
repeat

1. ��� '21 �435� � �
2. y ')(�*�+6,7-/+�0�( � �8�9��� �
3. :<; y = ybest
4. � best ' �>�?���
5. ybest ' y

6. � '
@ �>�?% �A��� � BDCFE�GIHKJ�L.M5N "�>�?% � � best

� � ����BDCFE�GIHKJ�L.M5N 1 � "
7. � '�OQP7R � #Q� � � min

�
until convergence or number of iterations too large
return � best

Table 1: The simple random search (SRS) algorithm. For the motor
program, SUTWV 2 at the open-loop level of control and SUTWV 24 at
the closed-loop level.
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Figure 2: Configuration-space trajectories for (a) the simple equilibrium-point solution with no payload, no learning, and no obstacle, (b) the
“imitation” trial with no payload, (c) a representative solution with a 4.5 kg payload, and (d) an unexpected solution with an 9.25 kg payload.
S, V, and G denote the start, via-point, and goal configurations, respectively. The SRS algorithm step size and search strategy parameters
were set to ��� 0.3 and

� � 0, respectively. For the motor program, the initial search size was � � 0.10 with a minimum of � min
� 0.01

and a decay factor of � � 0.95. For the PD controllers, the corresponding parameter values were � � 0.05, � min
� 0.01, and � � 0.99.

The SRS algorithm has several properties that make it a
nice choice for trial-and-error learning. First, SRS is easy
to implement for a wide variety of optimization problems.
Like other direct search methods [Swann, 1972], the SRS al-
gorithm needs no derivative information—an important fea-
ture when the cost function is non-differentiable or when the
gradient is difficult to estimate (as with deterministic poli-
cies subject to noise). The algorithm also has some neu-
robiological support, albeit speculative [Anderson, 1998].
And compared to “pattern search” algorithms [Beveridge and
Schechter, 1970], such as the simplex method, SRS makes
rapid progress in high-dimensional spaces where some algo-
rithms first require numerous exploratory moves to establish
a search direction or to build a simplex, for instance.

4 Learning To Exploit Dynamics

With no payload, the robotic weightlifter can use a number of
qualitatively different solutions to reach the goal configura-
tion. For example, the simple equilibrium-point solution with
no obstacle(Figure 2a) follows a direct path from the start
to the goal, whereas the “imitation” trial (Figure 2b) takes a
longer path through configuration space, first converging to
the via point. As the payload increases, the space of feasible
solutions shrinks, and so the via point represents an attempt to
start the learning system at a favorable place. The “standard”
solution after learning (Figure 2c) passes by the via point
while coordinating the joints to exploit the robot’s intrinsic
dynamics. (The standard solution is robust to sensor noise as
well as variability in the via point.) Figure 2 also shows an un-
expected “reversal” solution, where the robot moves through
an entirely different region of configuration space (details be-
low).

As indicated in Section 3.2, each PD controller initially
behaves as three independent, linear servomechanisms—
one for each joint—but the learning algorithm transforms
them into the robot analogue of a synergy [Bernstein, 1967;
Greene, 1982] or “smart” nonlinear controller that accounts
for intersegmental effects. (Although Eq. (1) describes a lin-
ear controller, saturation of the output represents a set of non-
linear constraints, possibly inactive, that the learning system

can exploit.) To examine the coupling of the individual con-
trollers, we quantify joint coordination as

C � PD1
� PD2

� ��� � �D �<� 1
� � D � � 2

����� (2)

where D is the following measure of diagonal dominance of
a PD controller gain matrix:

D �<�)� �
�

j 	wjj 	�
j,k 	wjk 	 (3)

Figure 3 shows the change in C throughout learning—
starting with no coupling (both � 1 and � 2 diagonal) for the
initial trial and increasing to about 1.0 where half the “mass”
in the gain matrices falls along the main diagonals. With no
payload, the increase in coupling mirrors the drop in effort,
and with all but the lightest payloads, we observe a statis-
tically significant increase in coupling over the no-payload
condition. Thus, active coordination by the control system
appears to play an important role for the weightlifting task,
although the functional significance of these results remains
a question for future work.
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Figure 3: Effects of payload and learning on controller joint coor-
dination (averaged over 50 runs). Solid markers denote statistically
significant differences (p 
 0.01) at the corresponding trial number.
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Figure 4: The reversal solution with a 9.25 kg payload. The manipulator was nearest the two via points, V1 and V2, at t=0.40 s and t=0.80 s.

Early in learning, initial motion at the middle and distal
joints induces counterclockwise movement at the proximal
joint—despite the action of the PD controller which attempts
to drive the upper arm clockwise, away from the support
structure and directly toward the via point. In other words,
passive mechanincal coupling conflicts with the initially un-
coupled, active control. Through subsequent learning, how-
ever, the best solutions exploit intersegmental dynamics and
initial swing (i.e., momentum) by reversing the sign of the
“shoulder” torque for the first 100 to 200 ms.

On rare occasions—less than one percent of all runs—
the learning system discovered the “reversal” solution shown
first in Figure 2d and again, with more detail, in Figure 4.
Throughout much of the movement, the positions of the mid-
dle and distal joints have opposite sign with respect to the
standard solution. In effect, the reversal solution abandons
the prior knowledge supplied by the via point. Interestingly,
we observed the reversal solution only for those experiments
with increased variability, involving sensor noise and a large
initial search size, � .

Once we know of an alternative solution, we can use
the same approach to policy parameterization to offer new
“coaching” to our robotic weightlifter. For instance, we can
encourage initial counterclockwise swing by inserting an ex-
tra via point (and an extra PD controller) prior to the one
shown in Figure 1b. Separately, we can also encourage the
reversal solution by designing two new via points as depicted
in Figure 4 (frames three and five). These alternatives re-
sulted in statistically significant improvements (p = 0.001) as
summarized in Figure 5. Thus, by injecting simple, approxi-
mate knowledge, we turned the reversal solution from a rare
occurrence into a new standard by which to gauge future per-
formance.

5 Conclusions
We attribute much of the success of the SRS algorithm to the
prior structure supplied by both the parameterized policy and
the via points. We suspect that more sophisticated forms of
direct function optimization, e.g., [Swann, 1972], will yield
improvements in terms of learning time, but that the qualita-
tive results will remain the same. The more interesting pos-
sibility for future work is the use of gradient-based methods
for continuing control tasks—whether a direct policy search
algorithm, e.g., [Baxter and Bartlett, 2000], or a value-based
approach, e.g., [Sutton et al., 2000]. Such methods are par-
ticularly important for extending the basic approach outlined
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Figure 5: Effects of “coaching”on maximum payload lifted success-
fully after learning (averaged over 50 runs).

in this paper to non-episodic tasks with either occasional or
continuing rewards.

For robotic manipulators, the classic solution to a move-
ment problem involves, not reinforcement learning, but rather
the construction of a kinematic trajectory that avoids obsta-
cles and singularities. The underlying assumption is that the
robot’s intrinsic dynamics are something to compensate for,
instead of something to exploit. Even for optimized trajecto-
ries, imprecise dynamic models often lead to overly conser-
vative acceleration constraints and, therefore, to sub-optimal
movements [Craig, 1988]. Rather than use adaptive control
techniques to deal with inaccurate models, in this paper we
gave up the stability guarantees associated with control engi-
neering methods and developed a learning framework moti-
vated by human motor control. As part of future work, we
plan to test this framework on a real, non-planar robot with
seven degrees of freedom. Like other reinforcement learning
methods, our approach is geared toward optimization; thus,
the resulting policies are inherently ones that exploit dynam-
ics.

As mentioned in Section 3.1, one criticism of equilibrium-
point styles of motor control is the need for virtual trajecto-
ries to explain complicated multi-joint movements. Van In-
gen Schenau et al. [1995] also argue that equilibrium-point
models are kinematic in nature and, therefore, ill-suited for
tasks that exploit dynamics or require control of contact
forces. Although we agree with these criticisms, equilibrium-
point control nevertheless plays a key role in the present
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work. In particular, the movement primitives (i.e., the via
points and the goal configuration) supply the hierarchical mo-
tor program with an initial kinematic solution that the learn-
ing algorithm then transforms into one that exploits, rather
than cancels the dynamics.
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Abstract

Weakening implication by assuming theobject
identity bias allows for both a model-theoretical
and a proof-theoretical definition of a novel
and more manageable ordering relationship over
clausal spaces. In this paper, we give two important
results, namely the soundness and the refutation
completeness (through a subsumption theorem) of
the underlying derivation procedure, that make this
relationship particularly appealing for inducing a
generalization model for clausal search spaces.

1 Introduction
Logical implication, as a relationship on clausal spaces, is
particularly hard to handle due to many negative results de-
scending from its non-decidability[Schmidt-Schauss, 1988]
and intrinsic complexity[Gottlob and Ferm̈uller, 1993]. This
is the reason why subsumption, being more tractable and ef-
ficiently implementable than stronger relationships (i.e., rela-
tionships that entail it), is the generalization model commonly
exploited inInductive Logic Programming(ILP).

Attempts have been made to weaken subsumption and im-
plication in order to obtain more manageable ordering rela-
tionships between clauses. Consider, for instance, forms of
non-decreasing subsumptionsuch as theweak subsumption
[Badea and Stanciu, 1999], or weaker but decidable forms of
implication such asT-implication[Idestam-Almquist, 1995].
Indeed, the algebraic structure of the search space, and hence
the refinement operators that can be defined, are affected by
the choice of the underlying ordering relationship.

Weakening implication by assuming theobject identity
bias allowed for the definition ofOI-implication, a novel rela-
tionship between clauses which makes the search space more
manageable[Espositoet al., 2000]. Specifically, it has been
possible to prove the existence ofideal refinement operators
for the search spaces ordered by the resulting form of logi-
cal implication, while this is not possible in standard clausal
spaces[Nienhuys-Cheng and de Wolf, 1997]. This is partic-
ularly important for the efficiency of the refinement in search
spaces withdense solutions[Badea and Stanciu, 1999]. In-
deed, it has been shown as the computational complexity of
the resulting operators is much more appealing than the one
of the refinement operators defined for other search spaces.

Furthermore, the object identity framework for machine
learning has been also exploited in the definition of opera-
tors performing inductive learning as well as abstraction and
abduction, so to have a unique knowledge representation and
reasoning framework formultistrategy learning.

In this paper, a proof-theoretic definition is adapted from
[Espositoet al., 2000] and a new model-theoretic definition
of the implication under object identity is introduced. These
definitions are shown to be equivalent. Indeed, two main re-
sults are demonstrated, namely the soundness of the deriva-
tion procedure compliant with the assumption of the men-
tioned bias and a subsumption theorem which allows for the
demonstration that this procedure is also refutation-complete.

These results open new directions for the investigation of
other interesting properties of this form of implication, such
as the proof of a compactness theorem, the decidability and
all the other algebraic properties of the search space, ordered
by the relationship induced by this form of implication.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a seman-
tics is defined, complying with the object identity assump-
tion; hence, the definition of OI-implication is presented to-
gether with the proof of the soundness of the related proof
procedure. Refutation completeness through the Subsump-
tion Theorem, are proven in Section 3. Section 4 draws the
conclusions of this research, outlining the ongoing develop-
ments.

2 OI-implication
In our framework, we adopt a representation languageL ex-
pressing theories aslogic programsmade up ofclauses. The
basic notions about clausal representation can be found in
[Lloyd, 1987; Nienhuys-Cheng and de Wolf, 1997].

The framework we propose relies essentially on the follow-
ing assumption, which is commonly employed. For instance,
defining the concept of bicycle, one would mention the two
wheels among its components. Then, in order to rule out an
instance of a different concept such as a monocycle, the iden-
tification of the two wheels should be avoided (a bicycle is
two-wheeled by definition).

A thorough treatment of these issues for the Datalog
clausal language is offered in[Semeraroet al., 1998]. We
want to extend this to a more expressive clausal language,
without the restriction to function-free terms. In our setting
we want to avoid the identification of terms.
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Assumption 2.1 (Object Identity) In a clause, terms de-
noted with different symbols must be distinct, i.e. they rep-
resent different entities of the domain.

This notion can be viewed as an extension of Reiter’s
unique namesassumption[Reiter, 1980]. Object identity is
the basis for the definition of both an equational theory for
the language clauses and a quasi-order upon them.

This assumption brings to a modified equational theory
consisting in the addition of one axiom to an Equality The-
ory [Lloyd, 1987], namely:

∀ ¬(t1 = t2)

for all pairs(t1, t2) of distinct terms occurring in a clause.
Nienhuys-Cheng and de Wolf have embedded an equality

theory in the semantics, for demonstrating the completeness
of the SLDNF resolution, when dealing with the completion
of normal programs, yielding the so calledE-Herbrand inter-
pretations[Nienhuys-Cheng and de Wolf, 1997]. Badea and
Stanciu, in the definition of the weak subsumption[1999],
deal with substitutions which do not identify literals. In this
paper, we adopt a different approach, founded on a seman-
tic basis. A similar approach to capturing the object identity
assumption can be considered that of theunique substitution
semantics[Khardon, 1999].

2.1 Semantics and Model-Theoretic Definition
Some definitions follow, specifying how the object identity
assumption changes the semantics for the clausal representa-
tion. We start off by defining the relation between the terms
of the language and the domain we deal with.

A pre-interpretationJ under object identityof a first-order
language is exactly a standard pre-interpretation:

• A non-empty setD called the domain of the pre-
interpretation;

• Each constant inL is assigned to an element ofD;

• Eachn-ary function symbolf is assigned a mappingJf

fromDn toD.

Then, we need to map variables (and terms) to the objects
of the domain:

Definition 2.1 Let J be a pre-interpretation ofL with do-
mainD. A variable assignment under object identityV w.r.t.
L is a one-to-one mapping from the variables ofL to the do-
mainD of J . We useV (X/d) to denote that the variableX is
mapped tod ∈ D in the variable assignmentV , and the other
variables are mapped according toV . Theterm assignment
under object identityZ in a formulaφ w.r.t. J andV of terms
in L is the following mapping from the terms inL toD:

1. J maps each constant to an element ofD;

2. V maps each variable to a distinct element ofD;

3. If d1, . . . , dn are the elements ofD to which the terms
t1, . . . , tn are mapped, then the termf(t1, . . . , tn) is
mapped toJf (d1, . . . , dn), where Jf is the function
fromDn to D assigned to the function symbolf by J ,
s.t. ∀t1, t2 ∈ terms(φ) : Z(t1/d1), Z(t2/d2) implies
d1 6= d2.

By combining pre-interpretations and variable (term) as-
signments, we can specify the notion of interpretation under
object identity:

Definition 2.2 Given J a pre-interpretation ofL with do-
main D, an interpretation I under object identity (OI-
interpretation)based onJ assigns a mappingIP from Dn

to {T, F} to each predicate symbolP .
Given a variable assignment under object identityV , beZ
the corresponding term assignment w.r.t.J and V . Then a
formulaφ in L has atruth value underI defined as follows:

1. For each atomA = P (t1, . . . , tn), if ∀i = 1, . . . , n :
di ∈ D is assigned toti by Z, then the truth value ofA
underI andV is IP (d1, . . . , dn);

2. The truth values of the formulaφ obtained by using con-
nectives is determined using the standard truth tables.

3. If φ = ∃Xψ thenφ has truth valueT underI andV if
there existsd ∈ D for whichψ has truth valueT underI
andV (X/d), whereV (X/d) is a legal variable assign-
ment under object identity. Otherwise,φ has truth value
F underI andV .

4. If φ = ∀Xψ thenφ has truth valueT underI andV if
for all elementsd ∈ D ψ has truth valueT underI and
V (X/d), whereV (X/d) is a legal variable assignment
under object identity. Otherwise,φ has truth valueF
underI andV .

The standard notions oftautology, contradiction, satisfia-
bility and consistencycan be straightforwardly extended to
the new semantics.

In ILP we focus our interest on clauses. Since they are
closed formulas, the truth values do not depend on variable
assignments. We can represent an interpretation as a set of
ground literals, i.e. those that are true according with the in-
terpretation.

Definition 2.3 Given a closed formula φ, an OI-
interpretation I is called a model under object identity
(OI-model) for φ iff I satisfiesφ. Given a set of closed
formulasΣ, I is an OI-model forΣ iff it is an OI-model for
all formulasφ ∈ Σ.

OI-interpretations are always standard interpretations.
Conversely, we show with an example a case when an OI-
model for a formula is not a model.

Example 2.1 LetC = p(X) ∨ p(a). An OI-model forC, as-
sumed the domain isD = {a, b}, is represented by the Her-
brand OI-interpretationI = {p(b)}.
I is not a model forC in the standard meaning. Indeed,
sincep(a) is stated as false, the truth of the clause depends
on p(X), where variableX is universally quantified. Under
object identity, it is sufficient thatp(b) be true for∀Xp(X)
to hold. The same does not apply in the standard semantics
where bothp(a) andp(b) should be true.

We are now ready to define the form of implication that is
compliant with the object identity assumption:

Definition 2.4 Given a set of formulasΣ and a formulaφ,
Σ OI-implies φ or φ is a logical consequence under object
identity of Σ (denoted withΣ|=OIφ) iff all OI-modelsI of Σ
are OI-also models ofφ.
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Thus, useful results hold also in this semantics:

Theorem 2.1 (Deduction Theorem)Let Σ be a set of for-
mulas andφ and ψ be formulas. ThenΣ ∪ {φ}|=OIψ iff
Σ|=OI(φ → ψ).

Proof. Σ ∪ {φ}|=OIψ iff
all OI-models ofΣ ∪ {φ} are OI-models ofψ iff
all OI-models ofΣ are OI-models of¬φ or of ψ iff
all OI-models ofΣ are OI-models of¬φ ∨ ψ iff
Σ|=OI(φ → ψ).

As a consequence, it is possible to prove also this result:

Theorem 2.2 LetΣ be a set of formulas andφ be a formula.
ThenΣ|=OIφ iff Σ ∪ {¬φ} is unsatisfiable.

Proof. Σ|=OIφ iff (by Theorem 2.1)Σ ∪ {¬φ}|=OI2 iff
all OI-models ofΣ ∪ {¬φ} are OI-models of2 iff
Σ ∪ {¬φ} is unsatisfiable under object identity.

As concerns clauses, in the standard semantics it is possi-
ble concentrate the interest on Herbrand models only[Lloyd,
1987], This can be extended to our setting.

Proposition 2.3 LetΣ be a set of clauses in a first order lan-
guageL. ThenΣ has an OI-model iffΣ has an Herbrand
OI-model.

Proof.

(⇒) SupposeΣ has an OI-modelI. Then we define the Her-
brand OI-interpretationI with:

1. the same pre-interpretation ofI and having as do-
main the Herbrand universeUL;

2. LetP ann-ary predicate symbol occurring inΣ.
Then we define the functionIP fromUL to {F, T}
as follows:IP (t1, . . . , tn) = T if P (t1, . . . , tn) is
true underI andIP (t1, . . . , tn) = F otherwise.

(⇐) Obvious.

2.2 Proof-Theoretic Definition and Soundness
Given a notion of subsumption under object identity, and us-
ing a subsumption theorem, we define implication under ob-
ject identity proof-theoretically. The goal here is to define
this relationship in a constructive way.

First, we have to define a form of resolution coping with
the object identity assumption. To this purpose, we discuss
some further properties required to substitutions in order to
fulfill this assumption. In fact, a substitution can be regarded
as a function mapping variables to terms. Hence, we require
these functions to satisfy certain additional properties in order
to preserve object identity.

Definition 2.5 Given a set of termsT , a substitutionσ is an
OI-substitution w.r.t. T iff ∀t1, t2 ∈ T : t1 6= t2 implies
t1σ 6= t2σ.

In the following, we will omit the set of termsT when
it is obvious. Based on OI-substitutions, it is possible to
define other related notions such as thecompositionof OI-
substitutions,groundandrenamingOI-substitutions, as well
asinstanceclauses,groundclauses andvariants.

In order to cope with the object identity assumption, a new
relationship has been derived[Semeraroet al., 1998] from the
classicθ-subsumption. Its definition can be given by exploit-
ing the notion of OI-substitution[Espositoet al., 2000].

Definition 2.6 Let C and D be two clauses. Then,C
θOI-subsumesD iff there existsσ, an OI-substitution w.r.t.
terms(C), such thatCσ ⊆ D.

The notion ofθOI-subsumption induces a quasi-order upon
the space of clauses[Semeraroet al., 1998]. Besides, a no-
tion of equivalence forθOI-subsumption can be defined, that
partitions the space of clauses in equivalence classes. Since
θOI-subsumption maps each literal of the subsuming clause
onto a single literal in the subsumed one, equivalent clauses
underθOI-subsumption must have the same number of liter-
als. Thus, a search space ordered byθOI-subsumption is made
up of non-redundant clauses. This yields smaller equivalence
classes than those in a space ordered byθ-subsumption.

Now, as we have done for the substitutions, we can specify
a notion of a unifier fulfilling Assumption 2.1:

Definition 2.7 Given a finite set of simple expressionsS, we
say thatθ is anOI-unifier iff ∃E ∀Ei ∈ S : Eiθ = E andθ
is an OI-substitution w.r.t.terms(Ei). An OI-unifierθ for S
is called amost general OI-unifier (mguOI) for S iff, for each
OI-unifier σ of S, there exists an OI-substitutionτ such that
σ = θτ .

In this setting, clauses cannot have proper subsets asfac-
tors. Hence, this notion can be used only for standardizing
apart the variables of the parent clauses before a step of reso-
lution [Espositoet al., 2000].

Definition 2.8 Given the clausesC andD, suppose they are
standardized apart. A clauseR is anOI-resolventof C and
D iff, there existM ⊆ C andN ⊆ D such that{M, N} is
unifiable through the mguOI θ and

R = ((C \M) ∪ (D \N))θ

We writeR = ROI({C, D}).
This definition of OI-resolution follows Robinson’s origi-

nal definition[Robinson, 1965]. However, a different defini-
tion has been given, based on the one given in[Chang and
Lee, 1973], taking into account one complementary pair of
literals for each resolution step[Espositoet al., 2000].

Definition 2.9 Let T be a set of clauses. TheOI-resolution
closure of T , denoted byR∗OI(Σ), is defined inductively:
(n = 0)R0

OI(Σ) = Σ
(n > 0)Rn

OI(Σ) =Rn−1
OI (Σ) ∪

{R = ROI({C, D})| C, D ∈ Rn−1
OI (Σ)}

R∗OI(Σ) = R0
OI(Σ) ∪R1

OI(Σ) ∪ · · · ∪ Rn
OI(Σ) ∪ · · ·

If there exists anOI-derivation of C from Σ, this will be
denoted withΣ ÒIC which is equivalent toC ∈ R∗OI(Σ).

It is interesting to consider also the case oflinear resolution
[Chang and Lee, 1973], which was originally exploited for
the proof-theoretic definition of OI-implication[Espositoet
al., 2000]. If C can be derived by means of zero or more
linear OI-resolution steps from the set of clausesΣ, we denote
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this with C ∈ Ln
OI(Σ), n > 0, whereLOI denotes the linear

OI-resolution operator andL∗OI stands for its closure.
In order to prove thesoundnessof the proof-procedure de-

fined above, some preliminary results are needed.

Lemma 2.4 LetC1 andC2 be clauses. If there existsR that
is the OI-resolvent ofC1 andC2 then it holds{C1, C2}|=OIR.

Proof. Assume that the two clauses are standardized apart.
SupposeR is an OI-resolvent ofC1 and C2, resolved
upon the subsets of literalsM and N , and let θ be the
mguOI(M, N) employed. Suppose the OI-interpretationI
with domainD is an OI-model for{C1, C2}.
Let {X1, . . . , Xn} = vars(C1) ∪ vars(C2) and V
be a variable assignment under object identity. Then,
∀i = 1, . . . , n, di ∈ D if Mθ is false underI and
V (X1/d1) · · · (Xn/dn), at least one of the other literals in
C1 is true underI and V (X1/d1) · · · (Xn/dn). Similarly
for N . Note thatR is made up of all literals inC1θ andC2θ
exceptMθ or Nθ.
Since either Mθ or Nθ is false under I and
V (X1/d1) · · · (Xn/dn), at least one of the literals in
R is true underI andV (X1/d1) · · · (Xn/dn), henceI is an
OI-model ofR. Therefore,{C1, C2}|=OIR.

This result can be inductively extended to OI-derivations,
proving the soundness of OI-resolution:

Theorem 2.5 (Soundness)Let Σ be a set of clauses, andC
be a clause. IfΣ ÒIC thenΣ|=OIC.

Proof. SupposeΣ ÒIC. Then there exists an OI-derivation
R1, . . . , Rk = C fromΣ. By induction onk, it holds:

(k = 1) R1 = C ∈ Σ, thus obviouslyΣ|=OIC.

(k > 1) Suppose the thesis holds form ≤ k.
Let R1, . . . , Rk+1 = C be an OI-derivation ofC from
Σ. If Rk+1 ∈ Σ then the theorem is obvious. Oth-
erwise, Rk+1 is an OI-resolvent of someRi and Rj

(i, j ≤ k). By the inductive hypothesis, we have
Σ|=OIRi andΣ|=OIRj . From Lemma 2.4, it follows that
{Ri, Rj}|=OIRk+1 = C.

Now we can give a proof-theoretic definition of the notion
of OI-implication. In the next section, we will justify this
formally, showing the equivalence of the two versions.

Definition 2.10 LetC andD be two clauses. ThenC implies
D under object identity (C OI-impliesD), denotedC ⇒OI D
iff either D is a tautological clause or there exists a clause
E ∈ R∗OI({C}) such thatE θOI-subsumesD. Equivalence
under OI-implication is denoted by⇔OI.

From the definition above, it is easy to see that OI-
implication is a strictly a stronger ordering relationship than
θOI-subsumption. Moreover the set of most specific clauses⊥
will be made up by tautologies.

We will prove in the next section that Definitions 2.4 and
2.10 are equivalent, by means of a subsumption theorem.

3 Refutation Completeness
The soundness theorem for OI-implication bridges the gap
from the proof-theoretic to the model-theoretic definition of

this notion. In this section we give a proof of a complete-
ness result to make the same step in the other direction. Fol-
lowing the proof-schema given in[Nienhuys-Cheng and de
Wolf, 1996] for the standard case, first we prove this result
for ground clauses, then we lift it to the general case.

3.1 Preliminaries
Let us start from the simplest case when bothΣ andC are
ground.

Lemma 3.1 LetΣ be a logic program of ground clauses and
C be a ground clause. IfΣ|=OIC then there existsD such that
Σ ÒID andD ⊆ C.

The proof is almost the same as in the case of standard im-
plication (see[Nienhuys-Cheng and de Wolf, 1996]) since no
variable assignment is made, for the clauses are ground. Yet
in our case we considered finite sets of clauses. This can be
extended by means of a compactness theorem.

In order to prove the Subsumption Theorem when only
clauseC is required to be ground, we need two theorems that
are valid for the notion of unsatisfiability for standard inter-
pretations but can be proven also when the object identity is
assumed.

Theorem 3.2 A set of clausesΣ is unsatisfiable under object
identity iff there exists a finite unsatisfiable setΓ of ground
instances of clauses fromΣ.

See[Nienhuys-Cheng and de Wolf, 1997] for a proof for stan-
dard interpretations. In this setting, it comes by using Propo-
sition 2.3.

From this result and the Deduction Theorem another result
follows:

Theorem 3.3 Let Σ be a non-empty set of clauses andC be
a ground clause. ThenΣ|=OIC iff there exists a finite setΓ of
ground instances of clauses fromΣ such thatΓ|=OIC.

Again, see[Nienhuys-Cheng and de Wolf, 1997] for a proof
in the standard case. In this setting, Theorems 2.1 and 3.2 are
to be exploited.

Now we have to show how to lift an OI-resolution step
from the case of ground parent clauses to that of unrestricted
clauses.

Lemma 3.4 Let C1 andC2 be two clauses andC ′1 andC ′2,
respectively, two instances of them. IfR′ is an OI-resolvent
of C ′1 and C ′2, then there exists a clauseR, that is an OI-
resolvent ofC1 andC2, such thatR′ is an instance ofR.

Proof. Suppose thatC1, C2, C ′1 and C ′2 are standardized
apart. Beσ1,2 the OI-substitutions such thatC ′1 = C1σ1 and
C ′2 = C2σ2.
LetN ′

1 ⊆ C ′1 andN ′
2 ⊆ C ′2 be the subsets of literals resolved

upon for obtainingR′, then there existN1 ⊆ C1 andN2 ⊆
C2 such thatN ′

1 = N1σ1 andN ′
2 = N2σ2. Suppose thatµ

be an mguOI(N ′
1, N

′
2).

Now letD′
1 = C ′1 \N ′

1 andD′
2 = C ′2 \N ′

2 for someD1 ⊂ N1

andD2 ⊂ N2. Hence,R′ = (D′
1∪D′

2)µ = (D1σ1∪D2σ2)µ.
Since the clauses are standardized apart, we can write:R′ =
(D1 ∪D2)σ1σ2µ.
ConsiderN1 and N2. They can be unified through the OI-
unifier σ1σ2µ. Then, letθ be an mguOI(N1, N2), there exists
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an OI-substitutionδ such thatσ1σ2µ = θδ.
Thus,C1 andC2 can be resolved under object identity upon
N1 andN2 by usingθ: R = ((C1\N1)∪(C2\N2))θ = (D1∪
D2)θ. ThenRδ = (D1 ∪D2)θδ = (D1 ∪D2)σ1σ2µ = R′.
HenceR′ = Rδ.

We can generalize the lifting technique to the case of OI-
derivations, i.e. to multiple OI-resolution steps.

Lemma 3.5 Let Σ be a finite set of clauses andΣ′ a set of
instances of clauses fromΣ. Suppose thatR′1, . . . , R

′
k be an

OI-derivation of clauseR′k fromΣ′. Then there exists an OI-
derivationR1, . . . , Rk of clauseRk from Σ such thatR′i is
an instance ofRi, for eachi = 1, . . . , k.

Proof. By induction on the length of the derivationk.

(k = 1) In this caseR′1 ∈ Σ′. ButΣ′ is made up of instances
of the clauses inΣ. Hence,∃R1 ∈ Σ such thatR′1 is an
instance ofR1.

(k > 1) By hypothesis, let us suppose the thesis proven up
to a derivation of lengthm. We have to prove it for
k = m + 1.
Let R′1, . . . , R

′
m+1 be an OI-derivation ofR′m+1 from

Σ′, so that R′m+1 is the resolvent of two clauses in
Σ′ ∪ {R′1, . . . , R′m}.
By hypothesis, there exists an OI-derivationR1, . . . , Rm

of Rm from Σ such that∀i = 1, . . . , m : R′i is an in-
stance ofRi. Hence, by Lemma 3.4, there existsRm+1

such thatR′m+1 is one of its instances.

We have now all the instruments for proving the following
result:

Lemma 3.6 Let Σ be a finite set of clauses andC be a
ground clause. IfΣ|=OIC then there existsD such thatΣ ÒID
andD ⊆ C.

Proof. Assume thatC is not a tautology. We look for a clause
D fulfilling the thesis. FromΣ|=OIC and Theorem 3.3, then
there exists a finite setΣg such that each clause inΣg is a
ground instance of a clause inΣ andΣg|=OIC.
Then, from Lemma 3.1 there exists a clauseD′ such that
Σg ÒID

′ and D′ ⊆ C. Let R′1, . . . , R
′
k = D′ be an OI-

derivation ofD′ fromΣg.
By means of Lemma 3.5, the OI-derivation can be lifted to an
OI-derivationR1, . . . , Rk of Rk from Σ, whereD′ = R′k is
an instance ofRk. Let D = Rk. ThenΣ ÒID and D θOI-
subsumesC (sinceD′ = Dδ andD′ ⊆ C).

3.2 Subsumption Theorem and Consequences
Preliminarily, we have to recall the notion of a particular sub-
stitution that will be used in the next proofs:

Definition 3.1 Let Σ be a set of clauses andC be a clause.
Let {X1, . . . , Xn} = vars(C) and suppose we have a set
of constants{a1, . . . , an} ∩ consts(Σ ∪ C) = ∅. Thenσ =
{X1/a1, . . . , Xn/an} is aSkolem substitutionfor C w.r.t. Σ.

This notion is easily extensible to this setting, it is easy to see
that Skolem substitutions are also OI-substitutions.

Now, given the results of the previous sections, we can
prove the main result and some consequences.

Theorem 3.7 (Subsumption Theorem)LetΣ be a finite set
of clauses andC be a clause. ThenΣ|=OIC iff there exists a
clauseD such thatΣ ÒID andD θOI-subsumesC.

Proof.

(⇒) Assume thatC is not a tautology. Letθ be a Skolem OI-
substitution forC w.r.t. Σ. ThenCθ is a ground clause
which is not a tautology andΣ|=OICθ.
By Lemma 3.6, there is a clauseD such thatΣ ÒID and
D θOI-subsumesCθ. SinceD is derived fromΣ, D can-
not contain constants yielded byθ. Thereforeθ maps
variables ofC to constants that are not inD.
Letδ be an OI-substitution such thatD θOI-subsumesCθ
andσ be the OI-substitution obtained by replacing each
bindingXi/ti in δ with Xi/ai. Thenδ = σθ. Sinceθ
only replaces the variablesXi by ai (1 ≤ i ≤ n), it
follows thatDσ ⊆ C. ThenD θOI-subsumesC. Hence,
the thesis holds.

(⇐) For the soundness of the OI-derivation (andθOI-
subsumption).

As a consequence of this theorem, similarly to the standard
case, it is nearly straightforward to demonstrate some impor-
tant results originally due to Gottlob[1987].

Definition 3.2 A clauseC is ambivalentwhen there are two
literals L1, L2 ∈ C with the same predicate symbol but op-
posite sign. Besides, if they unify then the clauseC is called
recursive.

Of course only unification through OI-substitutions is
taken into account here. Given these notions, it is possible
to show when OI-implication andθOI-subsumption coincide:

Proposition 3.8 Let C and D be clauses. IfC is not re-
cursive andD is not tautological, thenC|=OID iff C θOI-
subsumesD.

Proof. Assume thatC|=OID. By Theorem 3.7 it holds that
∃E ∈ R∗OI({C}): E θOI-subsumesD. SinceC is not recursive
{C} = R∗OI({C}). Hence,C θOI-subsumesD.
The (⇐) part is obvious.

Now, given a clauseC, we denote withC+ andC−, re-
spectively, the set of its positive and negative literals.

Proposition 3.9 LetC andD be clauses. IfC|=OID thenC+

θOI-subsumesD+ andC− θOI-subsumesD−.

Proof. Observe thatC+ θOI-subsumesC thenC+|=OIC. By
the hypothesis, it holds:C|=OID, thusC+|=OID. Note that
by constructionC+ and D+ contain only positive literals,
then C+ cannot be OI-resolved with itself, andD+ is not
a tautology. By Proposition 3.8, it must hold thatC+ θOI-
subsumesD.
Again, observing thatC+ is made up of positive literals only,
one can conclude thatC+ θOI-subsumesD+.
AnalogouslyC− θOI-subsumesD−.

This property can be used for the proof of the decidability of
the implication under object identity. Yet, this subject goes
beyond the scope of this paper.

Finally, we state a sufficient condition for the equivalence
to hold between OI-implication andθOI-subsumption:
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Proposition 3.10 Let C and D be clauses. IfD is not am-
bivalent, thenC|=OID iff C θOI-subsumesD.

Proof. AssumeC|=OID andD non ambivalent. ThusD can-
not be a tautology.
By Proposition 3.9 it holdsC+θ ⊆ D+ andC−δ ⊆ D− for
some OI-substitutionsθ andδ.
Now, if C were recursive then there would be a literalL =
Lσ1 = Lσ2 such thatLσ1 ∈ C+ and¬Lσ2 ∈ C−, with σ1

andσ2 OI-unifiers. But thenLσ1θ ∈ D+ and¬Lσ2δ ∈ D−,
which does not hold sinceD is not ambivalent.
ThusC is not recursive andD is not tautological. By Propo-
sition 3.8, it follows thatC θOI-subsumesD.

The Subsumption Theorem showed that OI-resolution, to-
gether withθOI-subsumption, can derive the same conclu-
sions drawn model-theoretically by implication under object
identity. In standard implication, resolution is not deduction
complete (someθ-subsumption steps could be needed), yet
it might be complete with respect to an unsatisfiable set of
clauses. We prove this result in the object identity setting.
Theorem 3.11 (Refutation Completeness)LetΣ be a finite
set of clauses. ThenΣ is unsatisfiable under object identity
iff Σ ÒI2.

Proof.
(⇒) Be Σ a finite set of clauses such thatΣ|=OI2. For

the Subsumption Theorem 3.7, there existsD such that
Σ ÒID and D θOI-subsumes2. ThenD must be the
empty clause itself. HenceΣ ÒI2

(⇐) For the soundness of the OI-derivation (Theorem 2.5).

All the theorems and propositions of the previous section
can be extended to the case of an infinite set of formulasΣ if a
Compactness Theorem like that for standard models[Boolos
and Jeffrey, 1989] can be demonstrated. Yet, here we are
interested in these issues concerning logic programs, hence
finite sets of clauses only.

4 Conclusions and Further Work
A framework has been presented for the novel notion of im-
plication under object identity. By assuming this bias over a
clausal representation, we were able to define OI-implication
both model-theoretically and proof-theoretically. The two
definitions can be unified by exploiting the soundness of the
OI-derivations and a subsumption theorem which is the ba-
sis for proving the refutation completeness of our procedure.
This relationship, that is stronger thanθOI-subsumption, in-
duces a quasi-order over the clausal search space conferring
different algebraic properties than standard implication.

We expect encouraging results on the complexity of learn-
ing/revising logic theories in such a search space. Hence,
from a theoretical viewpoint, we are now concerned with
the demonstration of the compactness and decidability of this
new relationship. Another research stream will concern the
algebraic properties of the resulting search space. In partic-
ular, algorithms for calculating minimal generalizations and
specializations are to be developed.

In a more long term perspective, we aim at building an inte-
grated framework for multistrategy learning that will benefit
by these theoretical findings.
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Abstract

A tight integrationof Mitchell’s versionspaceal-
gorithmwith Agrawal et al.’s Apriori algorithmis
presented.The algorithmcanbe usedto generate
patternsthatsatisfyavarietyof constraintsondata.
Constraintsthatcanbeimposedonpatternsinclude
the generalityrelationamongpatternsandimpos-
ing a minimum or a maximumfrequency on data
setsof interest.
The theoreticalframework is appliedto an impor-
tant applicationin chemo-informatics,i.e. that of
finding fragmentsof interestwithin a given setof
compounds.Fragmentsarelinearlyconnectedsub-
structuresof compounds. An implementationas
well as preliminaryexperimentswithin the appli-
cationarepresented.

1 Intr oduction
MannilaandToivonen[MannilaandToivonen,1997] formu-
late the generalpatterndiscovery task as follows. Given a
database� , a language� for expressingpatterns,anda con-
straint � , find the theory of � with respectto � and � , i.e.���	� ��
���
����������������� � ��
������ �"!#�%$'&)( . Viewed in this
way

�*�+� �,
���
���� containsall sentenceswithin thepatternlan-
guageconsideredthat make the constraint� true. This for-
mulationof patterndiscovery is genericin that it makesab-
stractionof several specifictasksincluding the discovery of
associationrules,frequentpatterns,inclusiondependencies,
functionaldependencies,frequentepisodes,... Also, efficient
algorithmsfor solving thesetasksareknown (cf. [Mannila
andToivonen,1997]).

So far the the type of constraintthat hasbeenconsidered
is rathersimpleandtypically relieson the frequency of pat-
terns. In the pastdecadethe datamining communityspent
a lot of effort to efficiently computepatternshaving a mini-
mumfrequency, suchase.g. Apriori [Agrawal et al., 1993].
In this paper, we will extendthis populardatamining model
by allowing the user to specify a variety of different con-
straintson the patternsof interest. The constraintsthat will
beconsideredinvolve generalityconstraintson patterns,e.g.
to specify that the patternsof interestare (resp. are not)
more generalthan a specificpattern,as well as frequency

constraints.Frequency constraintsthatareconsideredeither
imposea maximumor a minimum frequency on a dataset
of interest. Theseconstraintscanthenbe combinede.g. in
orderto discover all patternsthataremoregeneralthanpat-
tern - , have a minimumfrequency .0/ on thedataset1 , and
a maximumfrequency .32 on dataset 4 . Theresultis a flex-
ible and declarative query languageto specify the patterns
of interest. From this point of view, the work also fits in
the inductive databaseframework consideredby researchers
such as [Imielinski and Mannila, 1996; Han et al., 1999;
De Raedt,2000].

Thekey problemin discoveringtheoriesthatinvolveacon-
junctionof primitiveconstraints56/�798:8;8�735=< is to efficiently
combinethe solversfor the primitive constraints5=> . It is at
thispointwhereMitchell’sversionspaceapproach[Mitchell,
1982] is extremelyuseful. Indeed,eachof theprimitivecon-
straintsresultsin aversionspace.Considere.g.theminimum
frequency constraint.As shown by [Mannila andToivonen,
1997], theminimumfrequency constraintresultsin aspaceof
solutionswith themostgeneralpattern? astheonly element
of the @ -setandthe A"BDC boundaryasthe E -set. Because
this propertyholdsfor all primitive constraints,thespaceof
solutionsof the conjunctionof constraintscanalsobe spec-
ified asa versionspace.Moreover, it can F in principle F
becomputedusingHirsh’sversionspaceintersectionmethod
[Hirsh, 1994]. However, ratherthanapplyingHirsh’s frame-
work, we will employ a tighter integrationof versionspaces
with Apriori.

To demonstratetherelevanceof level-wiseversionspaces,
we presentan implementationaswell asexperimentsin the
domainof molecularfragmentfinding. Molecularfragments
are sequencesof linearly connectedatoms. They are use-
ful and important for the induction of so-calledStructure-
Activity Relationships(SARs),which arestatisticalmodels
that relatechemicalstructureto biological activity. The use
of automaticallyderived fragmentsin SARsoriginatesfrom
theCASE/MultiCASEsystemsdevelopedby [Rosenkranzet
al., 1999]. With more than 150 publishedreferences,the
CASE/MultiCASE systemsare the most extensively used
SARandpredictivetoxicologysystems.Previousapproaches
in theseareasarebasedon the“decomposition”of individual
compounds:thesemethodsgenerateall fragmentsoccurring
in a givensinglecompound.In this regard,our contribution
is a languagethatenablestheformulationof complex queries
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regardingfragments– userscanspecifypreciselywhichfrag-
mentsG they areinterestedin. Wealsoimplementedanefficient
solver to answerqueriesin this language.Thus,from theal-
gorithmicpoint of view, it is no longernecessaryto process
theresultsof queriespost-hoc.

Molecular fragmentfinding hasalso beenstudiedwithin
the context of inductive logic programmingand knowl-
edge discovery in databases. For instance,Warmr [De-
haspeand Toivonen,1999] or the approachby Inokuchi et
al. [Inokuchi et al., 2000] have beenusedin this context.
Warmr is a systemdiscovering frequentlysucceedingData-
log queries,andthusis not restrictedto fragments.The ap-
proachby Inokuchi et al. dealswith arbitraryfrequentsub-
graphs,and thus is not restrictedto linear fragments. Both
approachesdiffer in thattheirpatterndomainis moreexpres-
sive, but finding frequentpatternsis likely to be more ex-
pensive andcomplex thanfor linear fragments.Anotherap-
proachto fragmentfinding is bottom-uppropositionalization
[KramerandFrank,2000]. All of theseapproacheshandle
only minimumfrequency thresholds.

In contrastto all theseapproaches,thepresentedwork al-
lows thespecificationof all sortsof constraints,for instance
regardinggeneralityor frequency. Also, for the first time,
onecanposeconstraintson themaximumfrequency of frag-
ments,andnot only on theminimumfrequency.

Finally, we would like to stressthat the integrationwith
versionspacesresultsin averycompactrepresentationof the
resultingsolutions.Previousmethodswould typically output
all patternswithin the versionspace.This is interestingfor
understandabilityreasonsandalso for further learningwith
thesefragmentsasfeatures.

The paperis organisedas follows : in Section2, we in-
troducethe molecularfragmentfinding task and the primi-
tivesfor queryingsuchfragments,in Section3, we present
the level-wiseversionspacealgorithm,in Section4, we dis-
cusssomeexperimentsin molecularfragmentfinding,andin
Section5, weconcludeandtouchuponrelatedwork.

2 Framework
2.1 Molecular fragment finding
Thetaskto which we will applyour integratedversionspace
- Apriori framework is thatof findingall molecularfragments
thatsatisfyaconjunctionof constraints5 / 7H8:8;8I7�5 < .

A molecularfragmentis definedasa sequenceof linearly
connectedatoms.For instance,’ J�FK�LFM5 ’ is afragmentmean-
ing: “an oxygenatomwith asinglebondto asulfuratomwith
asinglebondto acarbonatom”. In suchexpressions’ 5 ’, ’ 4 ’,
’ 5=N ’, etc.denoteelements,and’ F ’ denotesa singlebond,’=’
a doublebond,’#’ a triple bond,and’ O ’ an aromaticbond.
As commonin the literature,we only consider“heavy” (i.e.,
non-hydrogen)atomsin this paper.

We assumethat thesystemis givena databaseof example
compoundsandthat eachof the examplecompoundsin the
databaseis describedusinga 2-D representation.The infor-
mationgiven thereconsistsof the elementsof the atomsof
a moleculeand the bondorders(single,double,triple, aro-
matic). An examplecompoundin sucha representationis
shown in Fig. 1.

O
P

Cl
Q

N
HH

Figure1: Examplecompoundin a 2-D representation.’ 5=NRF5*OS5*OT5UOT5�FVJ ’ is anexamplefragmentoccurringin the
molecule.

A molecularfragmentW coversanexamplecompound& if
andonly if W consideredasa graphis a subgraphof example& . For instance,fragment’ 5=NXF35�OY5ZO[5ZO[5\F3J ’ coversthe
examplecompoundin Fig. 1.

Thereare a numberof interestingpropertiesof the lan-
guageof molecularfragments] :^ fragmentsin ] arepartiallyorderedby theis moregen-

eral thanrelation;whenfragment_ is moregeneralthan
fragment� we will write _a`b� ;^ within thispartialorder, two syntacticallydifferentfrag-
mentsare equivalentonly when they are a reversalof
oneanother;e.g. ’ 5cFVJ*Fd� ’ and’ ��FVJ*F95 ’ denotethe
samesubstructure;^ _[`e� if andonly if _ is a subsequenceof � or _ is a
subsequenceof thereversalof � ; e.g.’ 5fF*J ’ ` ’ 5fF*JLFU� ’.^ thereis auniquemaximallygeneralfragment(theempty
fragment),which wedenoteby ?^ thereis no maximally specificfragment;however, for
conveniencewe addan artificial one to ] , which we
denoteby g .

Notethattherepresentationof molecularfragmentsis rela-
tively restrictedcomparedto someotherrepresentationsem-
ployed in datamining, suchasfirst-orderqueries[Dehaspe
andToivonen,1999] or subgraphs[Inokuchietal., 2000]. Al-
thoughfragmentsarea relatively restrictedrepresentationof
chemicalstructure,it is easyfor trainedchemiststo recognize
thefunctionalgroup(s)thatagivenfragmentoccursin. Thus,
the interpretationof a fragmentrevealsmorethanmeetsthe
eye.

2.2 Constraints on fragments
The taskaddressedin this paperis that of finding the setof
all fragmentsWh�i] whichsatisfyaconjunctionof primitive
constraints56/R7a8:8;87"5=< . Theprimitiveconstraints5=> imposed
on theunknown targetfragmentsW are:^ Wd`j1 , 1H`TW , k � WV`l1�� and k � 19`�WR� : where W is the

unknown targetfragmentand1 is aspecificpattern;this
type of primitive constraintdenotesthat W should(not)
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bemorespecific(general)thanthespecifiedfragment1 ;
e.g. the constraint’ 5�FbJ ’ `mW specifiesthat W should
bemorespecificthan’ 5�FVJ ’, i.e. that W shouldcontain
’ 5cF9J ’ asasubsequence;^ W'��&%� � W'
�Ba� denotesthefrequency of a fragmentW on a
setof moleculesB ; thefrequency of a fragmentW w.r.t.
a datasetB is definedasthenumberof moleculesin B
that W covers;^ W'��&%� � W'
�B / �n`b! , W'��&%� � W'
�B 2 ��op! where! is a positive
integerand BD/ and Bq2 aresetsof molecules;this con-
straintdenotesthatthefrequency of W on thedatasetBq>
shouldbe larger than(resp. smallerthan)or equalto ! ;
e.g. theconstraintW'��&%� � W'
rUJ��%�Zo�sItut denotesthatthe
targetfragmentsW shouldhaveaminimumfrequency of
100on thesetof moleculesrUJ�� .

Theseprimitiveconstraintscannow conjunctively becom-
binedin orderto declaratively specifythetargetfragmentsof
interest. Note that the conjunctionmay specify constraints
w.r.t. any numberof datasets,e.g. imposinga minimumfre-
quency on a set of active molecules,and a maximumone
on a set of inactive ones. E.g. the following constraint:�
’ 5'FvJ ’ `wWR��7*k � Wh` ’ 5'FqJ+Fx�RFq5'FvJ+Fv� ’ ��7�WL��&%� � W'
y�5z!��{os6t)t"7wW'�%&%� � W'
|)4}y,5z!��9`�~u� queriesfor all fragmentsthat

include the sequence’ 5�F�J ’, are not a subsequenceof
’ 5MFYJxF��vFY5MFYJDF�� ’, have a frequency on y,5z! that is
largerthan100andanda frequency on |)4}y,5=! thatis smaller
than5.

3 Solving constraints
In this section,we will discusshow to find the setof all so-
lutions �IJ�N � 56/,7�8;8:8�7V5=<�� in ] to a conjunctive constraint5 / 7h8;8:8%7�5 < .

3.1 The search space
Due to the fact that the primitive constraints5 > areindepen-
dentof oneanother, it follows that

�IJ�N � 5 / 7h8;8;8I7i5 < �����6J�N � 5 / �}�h8:8;8I�3�IJ�N � 5 < �
So,wecanfind theoverallsolutionsby takingtheintersec-

tion of theprimitiveones.
Secondly, eachof theprimitive constraints5 is monotonic

or anti-monotonicw.r.t. generality(cf. [MannilaandToivo-
nen,1997]). A constraint5 is anti-monotonic(resp. mono-
tonic)w.r.t. generalitywhenever� �)
 _D����� � _a`��%�R7 � �U�0�IJ�N � 5������ � _a���6J�N � 5���
(resp.

� _����IJ�N � 5������ � �����IJ�N � 5���� ). The basic
anti-monotonicconstraintsin our framework are:

� W�`1'�=
�W'��&%� � W'
�Ba�po�. , the basicmonotoniconesare
� 1�`WR�z
�W'��&I� � W'
Ba�Z`b. . Furthermorethenegationof a monotic

constraintis anti-monotonicandviceversa.
Monotonic and anti-monotonicconstraintsare important

becausetheirsolutionspaceis boundedby aborder. This fact
is well-known in both the datamining literature(cf. [Man-
nila andToivonen,1997]), wherethe bordersare often de-
notedby A"B C , aswell asthemachinelearningliterature(cf.

[Mitchell, 1982]), wherethe symbols E and @ aretypically
used.

To defineborders,we needthe notionsof minimal and
maximalelementsof a setw.r.t. generality. Let � be a set
of fragments,thendefine
.3�f- � �M���T��W��3���)k��X�K�����)W�`b�f(
.i��4 � �M�����%W�������k��X�"�����u�"`�W	(

We cannow definethebordersE � 5�� and @ � 5�� 1 of aprimitive
constraint5 as

E � 5����[.i��4 � �IJ�N � 56���	�)4}�*@ � 56����.3�f- � �6J�N � 5���
Anti-monotonic constraints5 will have @ � 5�������?K( and
for properconstraintsE � 5��0�����gK( ; propermonotoniccon-
straintshave E � 5��n����gK( and @ � 56�U��S��?K( . Furthermore,as
in Mitchell’s versionspaceframework we havethat

�IJ�N � 56���T��W��3] ��� �U�0E � 56�z
��¡_a�i@ � 5��n��_�`pWh`b�u(
This last propertyimplies that E � 5�� (resp. @ � 56� ) areproper
bordersfor anti-monotone(resp.monotone)constraints.

So,we have that thesetof solutions�IJ�N � 5 > � to eachprim-
itive constraintis a simpleversionspacecompletelycharac-
terizedby E � 5=>�� and @ � 5�>�� . Therefore,the setof solutions�IJ�N � 5 / 7�8;8:8 7j5 < � to a conjunctive constraint 5 / 7�8;8:8 7j5 <
will also be completelycharacterizedby the correspondingE � 56/�798;8:8�735=<�� and @ � 56/�798:8;8�735=< � . At this point thereare
two issues:

1. computingthe bordersE � 5=>�� and @ � 5�>�� for eachprimi-
tiveconstraint5 >

2. computingthe E � 56/ 7x8:8;8 7U5=<L� and @ � 56/L7q8:8;8 7U5=<'� given
theindividualbordersE � 5 > � and @ � 5 > �

The first issuecould be addressedusing (variantsof) the
commonlevel-wisealgorithmfor datamining (cf. [Mannila
andToivonen,1997]). The secondonecould – in principle
– be solved usingHirsh’s versionspacemerging algorithm.
By now, it is probablyclear that we needto integrate the
level-wisealgorithmwith that of versionspaces.However,
ratherthantakinga loosecouplingof thetwo approaches(as
sketchedabove) we will provide a tighter integrationof the
two approaches.As we will show in the experimentalsec-
tion, thiswill leadto computationaladvantages.

The integratedalgorithmcomputestheoverall bordersets
incrementally. It initializes the borders E and @ with the
minimal andmaximalelements,andthenrepeatedlyupdates
for eachprimitive constraint.To updatetheborderswith re-
gardto aprimitiveconstraintinvolving generality, it employs
Mellish ’s descriptionidentificationalgorithm. Mellish’s al-
gorithm extendsMitchell’s versionspacealgorithm in that
it not only allows to processconstraintsfo the type W�`�1
and k � WY`�1'� 2 but alsohandlesthe dual constraints1�`¢W
and k � 1Y`mWR� . Secondly, to updatethe versionspacew.r.t.
frequency constraints,theintegratedalgorithmusesa variant
of thelevel-wisealgorithmthatstartsfrom thegivenborders
ratherthanfrom ? or g .

1At thispoint,wewill follow Mitchell’s terminology, becausehe
works with two dual borders(a setof maximally generalsolutions£

and a set of maximally specificones ¤ ). In datamining, one
typically only workswith the ¤ -set.

2Thepositive andnegative examplesin concept-learning.
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3.2 Mellish’sdescription identification algorithm
In orderto formulateMellish’s descriptionidentificational-
gorithm,we needto introducesomeoperationson fragmentsW / and W 2 .^ _XN¦¥ � Wu/I
�W�26���[.i�f-+�%Wh�uWu/�`bWq�f4}�UW�2§`bW	(

thesmallest“merged” fragments^ N¨$�¥ � Wu/I
�W�26���[.���4\��W0��Wh`pWu/��f4}�§W0`bW�2�(
thelargestcommonsubfragments^ .�_X� � Wu/%
�W�2�����.i�f-}��WH�uWu/�`pWx�f4}��4}J%! � Wh`bW�26��(
the smallestfragmentsmore specific than W / but not
moregeneralthan W�2^ .���_ � W / 
�W 2 ����.���4\�%WH��Wh`pW / �f4}��4}J%! � W 2 `�WR��(
thelargestfragmentsmoregeneralthan Wu/ but not more
specificthan W�2

Noticethattheseoperatorsmaygeneratemorethanonefrag-
ment; e.g. N©$R¥ �¨ª Jl�«5h��� ª 
 ª JV��� ª �a��� ª J ª 
 ª � ª ( . These
operationscannow beusedto instantiateMellish’salgorithm:

E := ��gK( ; @��¬����?K( ;
for all primitiveconstraint5 do

case5 of 1�`bW :E := ���U��Ep�z1�`p�u(@ := max ��_XN¦¥*�I_XN¦¥��i_XN¦¥ � 1+
�_X�R�f4}��_D��@[�f4}����U�0Ew��_XN¦¥Z`b�u(
case5 of W0`91 :@ := �6_D�i@¢�I_D`91}(E := min �%N©$R¥,��N¨$�¥,�iN¨$�¥ � 1+
��%�}�f4}�U�U��E��f4}��f_a��@���_a`wN¨$�¥%(
case� of k � W0`91'� :E := ���U��Ep��4}J%! � �U`91'�z(@ := max �6.��u�f_a�3@��u.��.�_�� � _'
¦1'��f4}�§� �U�0El�u.`b�u(
case� of k � 1�`�WR� :@ := �6_D�i@¢�%4}J%! � 1�`j_���(E := min �I.������M�3Ew��.�i.��=_ � �)
¦1'��f4}�§�¡_a�i@���_D`p.H(

3.3 Variants of the level-wisealgorithm
Thealgorithmsoutlinedbelow employ refinementoperators.^ A refinementoperator®X¯ � WR�x�°.3�f-}��W ª ��] �\WT±W ª ( , i.e. extendinga fragmentby oneatom.^ A generalizationoperator ®)² � rM�V�³.i��4\�%W ª �´] �W ª ±�rv( , i.e. removing oneatomfrom onesideof a

fragment.

To dealwith the frequency constraints5 , we may employ
thefollowing generalizationof thelevel-wisealgorithm.This
is thedownwardsversion.

Let 5 bea constraint of type W'��&%� � W'
�Ba�cow.µ�¶ �¬�Y@ ; �·�¸�[t
while

µ >c���¹ do�{>��¬�T��1��=13� µ > andp satisfiesconstraint 5%(| > �¸� µ > Fd� > thesetof infrequentfragmentsconsideredµ > C / �¸�T�1h���X�"� µ > �=1��i®X¯ � ����f4}�U���M�3Ew�=1�`b�n�)4}�*®f² � 1'�}� ��º+» | » ����¹§(�·�¸�[��¼[s

endwhile@��¸�Y� ¶
Ew�¸��.���4 ��º » � » �

To explain the algorithm, let us first considerthe case
where Ew����gK( and @�����?K( . In this case,theabovealgo-
rithm will behaveroughlyasthelevel-wisealgorithm.The

µ >
will thencontainonly fragmentsof size � andthe algorithm
will keeptrackof thesetof frequentfragments�{> aswell as
theinfrequentones.Thealgorithmwill thenrepeatedlycom-
putea setof candidaterefinements

µ > C / , deletethosefrag-
mentsthat cannotbe frequentby looking at the frequency
of its generalizations,andevaluatetheresultingpossiblyfre-
quentfragmentsonthedatabase.Thisprocesscontinuesuntilµ > becomesempty.

The basicmodificationsto the level-wise algorithm that
we madeareconcernedwith the fact that we neednot con-
siderany fragmentthat is not in the alreadycomputedver-
sion space(i.e. any elementnot betweenan elementof the@ andthe E set).Secondly, we have to computetheupdatedE set,which shouldcontainall frequentfragmentswhosere-
finementsareall infrequent.

Finding the updated@ and E setscanalsobe realizedin
thedualmanner. In this case,onewill initialize

µ ¶
with the

elementsof E andproceedotherwisecompletelydual.
Theresultingupwardsalgorithmis shown below:

Let 5 bea constraint of type W'��&%� � W'
�Ba�cow.µ ¶ �¬��E ; �·�¸�Yt
while

µ >c���¹ do� > �¬�T��1��=13� µ > andp satisfiesconstraint 5%(| > �¸� µ > Fd� > thesetof infrequentfragmentsconsideredµ > C /§�¸�T�1h���X�"� µ >��=1��i®f² � ���+�f4}��f_D��@���_�`H1v�)4}�*® ¯ � 1��}� �¦º+» � » ���Y¹U(�·�¸�[��¼[s
endwhile@��¸����_D��@��I_U�I�f!#� �%W'��&��·5%(Ew�¸��.���4 ��º+» � » �

Whetherthe top down or bottomup versionworks more
efficiently is likely to dependon the applicationand query
underconsideration.At thispoint it remainsanopenquestion
asto whenwhichstrategy worksmoreefficiently.

Finally, it is alsopossibleto modify the above algorithms
(exploiting the dualities) in order to handlemonotonicfre-
quency constraintof theform W'��&%� � W'
�Ba��`b. . In this case,
onecanusethefollowing algorithm(or its dual):

Let 5 bea constraint of type W'��&%� � W'
�Ba�c`w.µ�¶ �¬�Y@ ; �·�¸�[t
while

µ > ���¹ do|=>��¸�T�1h��1�� µ > andp satisfiesconstraint 5�(�{>��¬� µ >RF9|�> thesetof frequentfragmentsconsideredµ > C / �¸�T�1h���X�"� µ > �=1��i®X¯ � ����f4}�U���M�3Ew�=1�`b�n�)4}�*® ² � 1'�}� ��º » | » ����¹§(�·�¸�[��¼[s
endwhile@��¸�[.i�f- �¦º » | » �Ew�¸�T�%�M�3Eb�����I�f!#� �IW'�#&��·5%(
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3.4 Optimisations
Variousoptimisationsto thealgorithmsarepossible.

First, thoughwe have adoptedthe standardlevel-wiseal-
gorithm to searchfor the borderswhenhandlingfrequency
constraints,it would alsobepossibleto adoptsomemorere-
centandmoreefficient algorithms,suchas thosepresented
by [Bayardo,1998;Gunopuloset al., 1997]. Thesedirectly
focuson the mostspecific(the longest)patterns,i.e. the E -
set.

Secondly, Apriori-style algorithmscanbemademoreeffi-
cient, if elementsof onelevel in level-wisesearcharecom-
binedto give thecandidatesfor thesubsequentone.This can
alsobedonefor fragments.For instance,if ’ JKFw�*Fw5 ’ and
’ �'FK5�FKJ ’ areknown to befrequentat level3, ’ J}F"�'FK5�F"J ’ is
a candidatefor a frequentfragmentat level 4. However, sev-
eralvariants(with respectto order)havetobeconsidered;e.g.
’ J	FD�+Fx5 ’ and’ �+FqJ{Fx5 ’ canbecombinedinto ’ 5�Fx�+FxJ{Fq5 ’
aswell asinto ’ 5cFVJ,FV�,F95 ’.

Thirdly, we keeptrackof thefragmentsin canonicalform.
As indicatedearlier, eachfragmentis equivalentto its rever-
sal. In the implementation,we usethe canonicalform of a
fragmentwhich is definedasthe maximum(w.r.t. a lexico-
graphicordering)of thefragmentandits reversal.Theimple-
mentationof theoperatorstakescareof this.

Fourthly, one problem with the implementationof the
framework for fragmentsstemsfrom the fact that the bot-
tom g is not a “valid” fragmentthatcanbemanipulated.In
particular, ®f² � g§� is not defined.Thus,we cannotsearchup-
wardsfrom theset E if El�S��gK( . Instead,we have to search
downwardsfrom @ . If however, E is not equalto ��gK( , then
we can processmaximumfrequency constraints“upwards”
startingwith E . For the samereason( ®f² � g§� is undefined),
we cannotstarta querywith a constraintk � WV`w1'� , where1
is a concretefragment.

3.5 Optimisation primiti ves
Two primitivesthatseemespeciallyusefulareminimizeand
maximize. Indeed,one could imagine being interestedin
thosefragmentsthatsatisfyanumberof constraintsandin ad-
dition havemaximumfrequency on acertaindatasetor mini-
mally general.It is easyto extendtheframework with prim-
itives .���4R��.i��½f& � 5�
�5z�%��!�� and .3�f- ��.i��½f& � 5�
�5z�%��!�� that finds
thosefragmentsin ] that satisfya conjunctive constraint5
and that are minimal or maximal with regard to the speci-
fied criterion. In this paperwe consideronly criteria thatare
monotonicor anti-monotonic(suchasfrequency andgener-
ality).

In orderto find the elementswith regardto theseoptimi-
sationprimitives,onefirst computesthe E and @ setswith
regardto 5 andthenselectsthoseelementswithin E or @ (de-
pendingonthe 5z�%��! ) thatareminimalor maximalwith regard
to thecriterion.

4 Experiments
In orderto validateourapproach,weappliedit to thePredic-
tiveToxicologyEvaluationchallengedatasetof Srinivasanet
al. [Srinivasanetal., 1999]. Thisdatasetconsistsof over300
compounds(andtakesmorethan1 Mbyte of memoryin its

Prologencoding)andhasbeenusedasastandardbenchmark
in predictive toxicologyandartificial intelligence.In this ap-
plication,thegoalis to discovermolecularfragmentsthatare
(relatively) frequentin carcinogeniccompoundsand infre-
quentin non-carcinogeniccompounds.Suchactivating,toxic
fragmentsarecalledstructural alerts in thetoxicologicallit-
erature[Ashby andPatton,1993]. Oneinterestingquestion
in this context is whetherit is possibleto rediscover known
alerts. In the following, we summarizeour experiencewith
the new approachwith examplequeriesandsystematicex-
periments.

4.1 Someinterestingqueries
Oneopenresearchquestionin toxicological researchis the
role of chlorinatedcompoundsin carcinogenicity. In thenew
framework, an examplequery concerningchlorinatedfrag-
mentsthat arefrequentin active compoundsandinfrequent
in inactiveoneslooksasfollows:� ª 5�N ª `�WR�R7 � W'��&%� � W'
y�5z!��nob¾u~u�R7 � W'�%&%� � W'
|)4}y,5z!��n`b~u�

A relatedqueryconcernstheexistenceof activating,non-
halogenatedfragments:

k � ª W ª `bWR�}73k � ª 5=N ª `bWR�R73k � ª ¥�� ª `pWR�}7ik � ª � ª `�WR��7� W'��&%� � W'
�y,5z!���op¾u~)�R7 � W'��&%� � W'
|)4}y,5=!��n`p~)�
4.2 Quantitati ve results
To gathermorequantitativeevidence,we performedsystem-
atic experimentsin the above domain. Fromthe application
side, it is quite clear that structuralalertsarerelatively rare
for carcinogenicity, sothatit cansafelybeassumedthatalerts
have a frequency of lessthan25 in thepositive, active com-
pounds.Also,wearenotinterestedin fragmentswith anyfre-
quenciesin thepositive resp.negative examples.Rather, we
areseekingfragmentsthatare,statisticallysignificant,over-
representedin theactivecompoundsandunder-representedin
the inactives. Settingthe minimum frequency in the actives
to 6, 10, 16 and20, respectively, we apply the ¿ 2 -Testto a¾§ÀD¾ contingency tablewith theclassasonevariableandthe
occurrenceof thefragmentastheotheroneto determinethe
maximumallowablefrequency in theinactivecompounds.In
thisway, weobtainmaximumfrequency thresholdsof 0, 2, 5
and7, respectively. For instance,we requiretheminimumto
be6 andthemaximumto be0 for thefirst experiment.

Methodwise, we performeda comparisonof three ap-
proachesto the searchfor thesefragments. Eachof these
approachesconsistsof two stages:the first stagehandling
the minimum frequency query (using the first algorithm in
Section3.3), and the secondstagehandling the maximum
frequency query. The threeapproachesdiffer in the second
stage,dealingwith themaximumfrequency query.

The first approachis basedon versionspaces,searching
upwardsfrom E (usingthedualversionof thethird algorithm
in Section3.3). In Table1, the resultsfor this methodcan
be found in the columnfor $f1 . In contrast,the secondone
searchesdownwards,startingfrom ? until all elementsof set@ aredetermined(usingthethird algorithmin Section3.3 –
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min max $f1 �)J%Á,4 1LJ��6!
6 0 353.4 335.0 436.5

10 2 166.7 137.9 163.9
16 5 60.2 61.1 70.6
20 7 49.2 53.8 55.7

Table1: Runtimesin secondson aPentiumII.

column �fJ%ÁZ4 in Table1). The third methodperformssim-
plepost-processing(column1LJ��6! in thetable):it filters those
fragmentsthataretoo frequentin the givendataset.Table1
summarizestheruntimesof thesethreemethodsfor thegiven
minimum/maximumfrequency parametersettingsin seconds
CPUtime.

Theoutcomeof theseexperimentsis not cleara priori, be-
causeadditionalbookkeepingis doneby our VersionSpace
approach.Still, theexperimentsshow thatin 7 outof 8 cases,
the VersionSpaceapproachpays: it outperformsthe rather
ad-hocpost-processingmethodin termsof computationtime.
Another result from the experimentsis that – for the given
queries– it doesnotmakeabig differencewhetherwesearch
upwardsor downwardsfor maximumfrequency queries.

Perhapsthemostimportantoutcomeof theexperimentsis
theanswersto thequeries,which areshown below. They in-
dicatethat– for thegivenqueries– versionspacesconstitute
indeeda suitableandcompactrepresentationfor thesolution
setsto thequeries.Also,asoutlinedabove,thecomputational
timeneededfor answeringthequeriesis reasonable.

6:0: G={c-c-c-c-o-c-c˜c}
S={c-c-c-c-o-c-c˜c˜c˜c˜c˜c}

10:2: G={c˜c-c˜c, br,
c-o-c˜c˜c˜c˜c˜c-n,c-o-c˜c-n}

S={c˜c˜c˜c˜c˜c-c˜c˜c˜c˜c˜c,
br-c, c-o-c˜c˜c˜c˜c˜c-n,
c-o-c˜c-n}

16:5: G=S={c-c˜c˜c˜c-n}
20:7: G=S={n-c˜c˜c˜c˜c˜c-o,

c-c˜c˜c˜c-n,n-c˜c-o}

Further results and experimentsin the context of fea-
ture constructionand propositionalizationcan be found in
[KramerandDeRaedt,2001].

5 Conclusionsand RelatedWork
Thepresentedwork contributesto 1) thetheoryof datamin-
ing andmachinelearningbecauseof its integrationof version
spaceswith thelevel-wisealgorithm,2) theframework of in-
ductive databases,becausetheconstraintscanandshouldbe
interpretedas queriesin a molecularfragmentfinding lan-
guage,and, as discussedabove, 3) to molecularfragment
finding. We briefly review thekey contributionsin thesedo-
mainsandrelateto relevantwork wherepossible.

With regardto 1) and2) our work builds on that by [De
Raedt,2000;1998], who presentsan integrationof the ver-
sion spaceandlevel-wisealgorithms. However, we expand
our earlier theoreticalwork in variousrespects.Indeed,in
contrastto ourearlierwork, wereporton animplementation,
experimentsthat show the validity of the framework andan

applicationin molecularfragmentfinding. Thus our work
provides– for thefirst time – evidencethat theframework is
not only of theoreticalinterestbut alsoeffective with regard
to applications.

With regardto 1), thepresentedalgorithmprovidesa gen-
eralizedtheoreticalframework for datamining. Theresulting
framework extendsthe bordersin the levelwise techniques
sketchedby [Mannila and Toivonen, 1997], who link the
level-wisealgorithmto the E setof Mitchell’s versionspace
approachbut do not furtherexploit theversionspacemodel.
Theexperimentalevidenceindicatesthatthisapproachcould
form a viableextensionto theclassicallevel-wisealgorithm.

Using two borders(i.e. the versionspacerepresentation)
to characterizethe spaceof solutionsto inductive queriesis
alsodoneby [DongandLi, 1999]. They usetheversionspace
representationto searchfor emergingpatterns.Emergingpat-
ternsaredefinedasitemsetswhosesupportsincreasesignif-
icantly from onedatasetto another. Suchpatternsarealso
closelyrelatedto thesignificantfragmentswe discoverusing
the ¿ 2 test. However, the primitive constraintswe support
seemto bedifferentfrom thoseby [DongandLi, 1999]. To
computethe borders,Dong and Li do not employ the lev-
elwise algorithm. Instead,they rely on moreefficient algo-
rithms suchasBayardo’s [1998] Max-Miner. In principle it
mustbepossibleto adaptthesemorerecentalgorithms[Ba-
yardo,1998;Gunopulosetal., 1997] to our framework too.

For what concerns2), our work canalsobe regardedasa
domainspecificinductive database[Imielinski andMannila,
1996;Meo et al., 1998]. As sketchedby [Hanet al., 1999],
inductive databasesallow the userto specifyconstraintson
the patternsof interest. Recently, many of theseconstraints
have beenconsideredin the datamining literature,cf. e.g.
[Ng et al., 1998; Han et al., 2000; 1999]. In this context
however, the useof frequency constraintson different data
setsseemsnew.

Finally, let usalsonotethatthepresentedwork on discov-
eringmolecularstructuresandregularities(alsousingversion
spaces)is relatedto thewell-known Meta-Dendralsystemby
[BuchananandMitchell, 1978].
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Abstract

The task of causal structure discovery from empirical data is
a fundamental problem in many areas. Experimental data is
crucial for accomplishing this task. However, experiments
are typically expensive, and must be selected with great care.
This paper uses active learning to determine the experiments
that are most informative towards uncovering the underlying
structure. We formalize the causal learning task as that of
learning the structure of a causal Bayesian network. We con-
sider an active learner that is allowed to conduct experiments,
where it intervenes in the domain by setting the values of cer-
tain variables. We provide a theoretical framework for the ac-
tive learning problem, and an algorithm that actively chooses
the experiments to perform based on the model learned so
far. Experimental results show that active learning can sub-
stantially reduce the number of observations required to de-
termine the structure of a domain.

1 Introduction
Determining the causal structure of a domain is frequently a
key issue in many situations. Bayesian networks (BNs) [Pearl,
1988] are a compact graphical representation of joint proba-
bility distributions. They can also be viewed as providing a
causal model of a domain [Pearl, 2000]. If we assume that the
graphical structure of the BN represents the causal structure
of the domain, we can formalize the problem of discovering
the causal structure of the domain as the task of learning the
BN structure from data.

Over the last few years, there has been substantial work
on discovering BN structure from purely observational data.
However, there are inherent limitations on our ability to dis-
cover the structure based on randomly sampled data. Exper-
imental data, where we intervene in the model, is vital for a
full determination of the causal structure. However, obtaining
experimental data is often time consuming and costly. Thus
the experiments must be chosen with care.

In this paper, we provide an active learning algorithm that
selects experiments that are most informative towards reveal-
ing the causal structure. With active learning the choice of
the next data case is based upon the results seen so far. The
possibility of active learning can arise naturally in a variety
of domains and in several variants. In interventional active
learning, the learner can ask for experiments involving inter-
ventions to be performed. This type of active learning is the

norm in scientific studies: we can ask for a rat to be fed one
sort of food or another. An intervention in the model causes
certain probabilistic dependencies in the model to be replaced
by our intervention [Pearl, 2000] — the rat no longer eats
what it would normally eat, but what we choose it to. By ob-
serving the results of this experiment, we can determine the
direction of causal influence in cases where purely observa-
tional data is inadequate.

In such active learning settings, where we have the ability
to actively select experiments, we need a mechanism that tells
us which experiment to perform next. We present a formal
framework for active learning in Bayesian networks, based
on the principles of Bayesian learning. We maintain a dis-
tribution over Bayesian network structures, which is updated
based on our data. We define a notion of quality of our dis-
tribution, and provide an algorithm that selects queries in a
greedy way, designed to improve model quality as much as
possible. We provide experimental results on a variety of do-
mains, showing that our active learning algorithm can pro-
vide substantially more accurate estimates of the BN struc-
ture using the same amount of data. Interestingly, our active
learning algorithm provides significant improvements even in
cases where it cannot intervene in the model, but only select
instances of certain types. Thus, it is applicable even to the
problem of learning structure in a non-causal setting.

2 Learning Bayesian Networks
Let X = fX1; : : : ; Xng be a set of random variables,
with each variable Xi taking values in some finite domain
Dom[Xi]. A Bayesian network (BN) overX is a pair (G;�G)
that represents a distribution over the joint space of X . G is
a directed acyclic graph, whose nodes correspond to the ran-
dom variables in X and whose structure encodes conditional
independence properties about the joint distribution. We use
Ui to denote the set of parents of Xi. �G is a set of parame-
ters which quantify the network by specifying the conditional
probability distributions (CPDs) P (Xi j Ui).

The Bayesian network represents a joint distribution over
the set of variables X via the chain rule for Bayesian net-
works: P (X1; : : : ; Xn) =

Q
i
P (Xi j Ui). Viewed as

a probabilistic model, it can answer any query of the form
P (Y j Z = z) whereY and Z are sets of variables and z an
assignment of values toZ. However, a BN can also be viewed
as a causal model [Pearl, 2000]. Under this perspective, the
BN can also be used to answer interventional queries, which
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specify probabilities after we intervene in the model, forcibly
setting one or more variables to take on particular values. In
Pearl’s framework, an intervention in a causal model that sets
a single node X := x replaces the standard causal mecha-
nism of X with one where X is forced to take the value x. In
graphical terms, this intervention corresponds to mutilating
the model G by cutting the incoming edges to X . Intuitively,
in the new model,X does not depend on its parents; whereas
in the original model, the fact that X = x would give us in-
formation (via evidential reasoning) aboutX’s parents, in the
experiment, the fact thatX = x tells us nothing about the val-
ues of X’s parents. For example, in a fault diagnosis model
for a car, if we observe that the car battery is not charged, we
might conclude evidentially that the alternator belt is possibly
defective, but if we deliberately drain the battery, then the fact
that it is empty obviously gives us no information about the
alternator belt. Thus, if we setX := x, the resulting model is
a distribution where we mutilate G to eliminate the incoming
edges to nodes in X, and set the CPDs of these nodes so that
X = x with probability 1.

Our goal is to learn a BN structure from data. We assume
that there are no hidden variables and in addition we make
two further standard assumptions:

� Causal Markov assumption: The data is generated from
an underlying Bayesian network (G�;��) over X .
� Faithfulness assumption: the distribution P � over X

induced by (G�;��) satisfies no independences beyond
those implied by the structure of G�.

Our goal is to reconstruct G� from the data. Clearly, given
enough data, we can reconstructP �. However, in general, P �

does not uniquely determine G. For example, if our network
G� has the form X ! Y , then Y ! X is equally consistent
with P �. Given only samples from P �, the best we can hope
for is to identify the Markov equivalence class [Pearl, 1988]
of G: a set of network structures that induce precisely the
same independence assumptions. In a Markov equivalence
class, the skeleton of the network — the set connected (X;Y )

pairs — is fixed; for some of the pairs, the direction of the
edge is fixed, while the other edges can be directed either
way [Spirtes et al., 1993].

If we are given experimental as well as observational data,
our ability to identify the structure is much larger [Cooper and
Yoo, 1999]. Intuitively, assume we are trying to determine the
direction of an edge between X and Y . If we are provided
experimental data that intervenes at X , and we see that the
distribution over Y does not change, while intervening at Y
does change the distribution over X , we can conclude (based
on the assumptions above) that the edge is Y ! X .

3 Bayesian learning with experimental data
As discussed in the introduction, our goal is to use active
learning to learn the BN structure — learning from data
where we are allowed to control certain variables by inter-
vening at their values. We formalize this idea by assuming
that some subset Q of the variables are query variables. The
learner can select a particular instantiation q for Q. The re-
questQ := q is called a query. The result of such a query is
called the response and it is a randomly sampled instance x of

all the non-query variables, conditioned on Q := q. In other
words, x is the result of an experiment where we intervened
in the model by setting Q to take the values q; our assump-
tions then imply that x is sampled from the mutilated model
described above.

We use a Bayesian framework to learn the BN struc-
ture. More precisely, we maintain a distribution over possible
structures and their associated parameters. We begin with a
prior over structures and parameters, and use Bayesian condi-
tioning to update it as new data is obtained. Following [Heck-
erman et al., 1995], we make several standard assumptions
about the prior:

� Structure Modularity: The prior P (G) can be written in
the form: P (G) =

Q
i
P (Pa(Xi) = U

G
).

� Parameter Independence: p(�G j G) =
Q

i
p(�XijUi

j

G)

� Parameter Modularity: For two graphs G and G0, if
UG

i
= UG

0

i
then: p(�XijU

G
i
j G) = p(�

XijU
G0

i

j G0
).

In this paper, we also assume that the CPD parameters are
multinomials and that the associated parameter distributions
are the conjugate Dirichlet distributions. However, our anal-
ysis holds for any distribution satisfying the parameter mod-
ularity assumption.

Given a complete, randomly sampled instance d over X ,
using Bayes rule we have that the posterior distribution over
G is proportional to: P (d j G)P (G). P (d j G) is the
marginal likelihood of the data and can be expressed as an
integral over all possible parameter values in G:

P (d j G) =

Z
P (d j G;�G)p(�G j G) d�G

Now, instead of having a complete random sample, sup-
pose that we have an interventional query Q := q, and re-
sulting response x. We need to define how to update the dis-
tribution P (G;�G) given this query and response. We break
this into two problems by using the identity: P (G;�G j Q :=

q;x) = p(�G j Q := q;x; G) � P (G j Q := q;x). Thus
we need to determine how to update the parameter density of
a structure and also how to update the distribution over struc-
tures themselves.

For the first term in this expression, consider a particular
network structure G and a prior distribution p(�G) over the
parameters of G. It is clear that we cannot use the resulting
complete instance to update the parameters of the nodes Q
themselves since we have forcedQ to take on specific values.
All other variables can, however, be updated with the com-
plete instance. (Note that there is no issue of selection bias
when updating the parameters of the ancestors of Q since all
of incoming edges to query nodesQ are cut.) Thus, we define
a variable Y to be updateable in the context of an interven-
tional queryQ if Y is not inQ.

Our update rule for the parameter density is now very sim-
ple. Given a prior density p(�G) and a response x from a
query Q := q, we do standard Bayesian updating of the
parameters, as in the case of randomly sampled instances,
but we update only the Dirichlet distributions of updateable
nodes. We use p(�G j Q := q;x; G) to denote the distribu-
tion p0(�G) obtained from this algorithm; this can be read as
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“the density of �G after performing query q and obtaining the
complete response x”. Note that this is quite different from
the density p(�G j q;x; G) which denotes standard Bayesian
conditioning. We also note that performing such an inter-
ventional update to the parameters still preserves parameter
modularity.

Now consider the distribution over structures. We use
P (G j Q := q;x) to denote the posterior distribution over
structures after performing the query and obtaining the re-
sponse. The following theorem tells us how we can easily
update the posterior over G given an interventional query:
Theorem 3.1 Given a query Q := q and complete response
x, if P (G;�G) satisfies parameter independence and param-
eter modularity, then:

P (G j Q := q;x) =
P (G)

P (x j Q := q)

Y
i:Xi =2Q

Score(Xi;U
G
i j x;q);

with Score(Xi;U j d) =
R
P (xi j u; �Xiju

)p(�Xiju
) d�Xiju

:

Proof outline: Note that Score(Xi;U j d) = P (xi j u)
where xi andu are the values ofXi andU in the data instance
d. We have that

Q
i:Xi =2Q

Score(Xi;U
G

i
j x;q) = P (x j

Q := q; G). Finally, notice that P (G) = P (G j Q := q).

2

4 Active Learning
Our goal in this paper is not merely to update the distribu-
tion based on interventional data. We want to actively select
instances that will allow us to learn the structure better.

A (myopic) active learner ` is a function that selects a
queryQ := q based upon its current distribution over G and
�G. It takes the resulting response x, and uses it to update
its distribution over G and �G. It then repeats the process.
We described the update process in the previous section. Our
task now is to construct an algorithm for deciding on our next
query given our current distribution P .

4.1 Loss function
As in the work of Tong and Koller [2001], a key step in our
approach is the definition of a measure for the quality of our
distribution over graphs and parameters. We can then use
this measure to evaluate the extent to which various instances
would improve the quality of our distribution, thereby pro-
viding us with an approach for selecting the next query to
perform.

More formally, given a distribution over graphs and param-
eters P (G;�G) we have a loss function Loss(P ) that mea-
sures the quality of our distribution over the graphs and pa-
rameters. Given a queryQ := q we define the expected pos-
terior loss of the query as:

ExPLoss(P (G;�G) j Q := q)

= Ex�P (XjQ:=q)Loss(P (G;�G j Q := q;x)): (1)

This definition immediately leads to the following simple al-
gorithm: For each candidate query Q := q, we evaluate the
expected posterior loss, and then select the query for which it
is lowest. Note, however, that the expected loss appears to be
computationally expensive to evaluate. We need to maintain

a distribution over the set of structures, and the number of
structures in G is super-exponential in the number of nodes.
Furthermore, given a query, to compute the expected poste-
rior loss we have to perform a computation over the set of
structures for each of the exponential number of possible re-
sponses to the query.

To make this high-level framework concrete, we must pick
a loss function. Recall that our goal is to learn the correct
structure; hence, we are interested in the presence and direc-
tion of the edges in the graph. For two nodes Xi and Xj ,
there are three possible edge relationships between them: ei-
ther Xi ! Xj , or Xi  Xj or Xi Xj . Our distribution P
over graphs and parameters induces a distribution over these
three possible edge relationships. We can measure the extent
to which we are sure about this relationship using the entropy
of this induced distribution:

H(Xi $ Xj) = �P (Xi ! Xj) logP (Xi ! Xj)

�P (Xi  Xj) logP (Xi  Xj)

�P (Xi Xj) logP (Xi Xj) (2)

The larger this entropy, the less sure we are about the rela-
tionship betweenXi andXj . This expression forms the basis
for our edge entropy loss function:

Loss(P (G;�G)) =
X
i;j

H(Xi $ Xj) (3)

In certain domains we may be especially interest in determin-
ing the relationship between particular pairs of nodes. We can
reflect this desire in our loss function by introducing scaling
factors in front of differentH(Xi $ Xj) terms.

Now that we have defined the loss function for a distri-
bution P (G;�G), our task is to find an efficient algorithm
for computing the expected posterior loss of a given query
Q := q relative to P . We note that P is our current distribu-
tion, conditioned on all the data obtained so far. Initially, it is
the prior; as we get more data, we use Bayesian conditioning
(as described above) to update P , and then apply the same
algorithm to the posterior.

Our approach to obtaining a tractable algorithm is based
on the ideas of Friedman and Koller [2000] — we first con-
sider the simpler problem of restricting attention to network
structures consistent with some total ordering, �. Then, we
introduce a distribution over the orderings.

4.2 Analysis for a Fixed Ordering
Let � be a total ordering of X . We restrict attention to net-
work structures that are consistent with �, i.e., if there is an
edge X ! Y , then X � Y . Following [Friedman et al.,
1999], we also assume that each node Xi has a set Wi of at
most m possible candidate parents that is fixed before each
query round. In certain domains, we can use prior knowl-
edge to constructWi; in others we can use a technique men-
tioned in [Friedman and Koller, 2000] where we can use the
data itself to point out nodes that are more likely to be di-
rectly related to Xi. We define the set of candidate par-
ents for a node Xi that are consistent with our ordering as:
Ui;� = fU : U � Xi;U �Wig, whereU � Xi if Y � Xi

for all Y 2 U. We note that the number of structures in
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induced by � and Wi is still exponential in the number of
variables in X .

The key impact of the restriction to a fixed ordering
is that the choice of parents for one node is independent
of the choice of parents for another node [Buntine, 1991;
Friedman and Koller, 2000]. Two important consequences
are the following theorems 1 , which give us closed form, ef-
ficiently computable expressions for key quantities:
Theorem 4.1 Given a queryQ := q, we can write the prob-
ability of a response x to our query as:
P (x j Q := q;�)

=
X
G2�

Y
i

P (Pa(Xi) = U
G
i )
Y

j:Xj =2Q

Score(Xj ;U
G
j j x;q)

= �Q

Y
i:Xi =2Q

X
U2Ui;�

P (Pa(Xi) = U)Score(Xi;U j x;q);

where �Q =
Q

i:Xi2Q

P
U2Ui;�

P (Pa(Xi) = U).

Theorem 4.2 Given a query Q := q and completion x we
can write the probability of an edge Xj ! Xi as:
P (Xj ! Xi j Q := q;x;�) =P

U2Ui;�;U3Xj
P (Pa(Xi) = U)Score(Xi;U j x;q)P

U2Ui;�
P (Pa(Xi) = U)Score(Xi;U j x;q)

;

where we define Score(Xi;U j x;q) = 1 if Xi 2 Q.

Notice that since we are performing Bayesian averaging
over multiple graphs the probability of an edge Xi ! Xj

will generally only be high ifXi is a direct cause ofXj rather
than if Xi merely has some indirect causal influence on Xj .

Now, consider the expected posterior loss (Eq. (1)) given
�:

ExPLoss�(P (G; �G) j Q := q)

= Ex�P (XjQ:=q;�)

X
i;j

H(Xi $ Xj j Q := q;x;�): (4)

We can computeH(Xi $ Xj j Q := q;x;�) by using The-
orem 4.2. Also, notice from Theorem 4.2 that the expression
H(Xi $ Xj j Q := q;x;�) depends only on the values
that q and x give to Xi, Xj , Wi and Wj . Using this fact
and then applying Theorem 4.1, we can rewrite the expected
posterior loss as:
ExPLoss�(P (G;�G) j Q := q)

= Ex�P (XjQ:=q;�)

X
i;j

H(Xi $ Xj j xi; xj ;wi;wj ;�)

=
X
i;j

X
x

P (x j Q := q;�)H(Xi $ Xj j xi; xj ;wi;wj ;�)

=
X
i;j

X
x

H(Xi $ Xj j xi; xj ;wi;wj ;�)�

�Q

Y
k:Xk =2Q

X
U2Uk;�

P (Pa(Xk) = U)Score(Xk;U j x;q)

= �Q

X
i;j

X
x

 (xi; xj ;wi;wj)
Y

k:Xk =2Q

�(xk;wk): (5)

1Proofs are provided in the full version of this paper available at:
robotics.stanford.edu/˜stong/papers/tong koller ijcai01 full.ps

Where,
 (xi; xj ;wi;wj) = H(Xi $ Xj j xi; xj ;wi;wj ;�)

�(xk;wk) =
X

U2Uk;�

P (Pa(Xk) = U)Score(Xk;U j xk;wk):

This expression still involves summations over the expo-
nential number of possible completions of a query. How-
ever, notice that for each i and j in Eq. (5), the summation
over completions x resembles the expression for computing
a marginal probability in Bayesian network inference where
we are marginalizing out x. In fact  and each � can be re-
garded as factors and we can use standard graphical model
inference procedures [Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter, 1988] to
evaluate this expression effectively. The restriction to a can-
didate set of parents for each node ensures that each factor �
is over at most (m + 1) variables, and each factor  over at
most 2(m + 1) variables. After applying Bayesian network
inference we end up with a factor over the variablesQ where
for each possible query q we have the value of the expressionP
x  (xi; xj ;wi;wj)

Q
k:Xk =2Q

�(xk ;wk).
We need to perform such an inference for each i; j pair.

However, since we restricted to at most m candidate parents,
the number of possible edges is at most mn. Thus, the com-
putational cost of computing the expected posterior loss for
all possible queries is the cost ofmn applications of Bayesian
network inference.

4.3 Analysis for Unrestricted Orderings
In the previous section, we obtained a closed form expres-
sion for computing the expected posterior loss of a query for
a given ordering. We now generalize this derivation by re-
moving the restriction of a fixed ordering. The expression for
the expected posterior loss can be rewritten as:
ExPLoss(P (G;�G) j Q := q)

= Ex�P (XjQ:=q)Loss(P (G;�G j Q := q;x))

= E�Ex�P (XjQ:=q;�)Loss(P (G;�G j Q := q;x))

= E�Ex�P (XjQ:=q;�)

X
i;j

H(Xi $ Xj j Q := q;x):

The expectation over orderings can be approximated by
sampling possible orderings from our current distribution
over graphs and parameters. As shown by Friedman and
Koller [2000], sampling from orderings can be done very
effectively using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) tech-
niques.

The expression inside the expectation over orderings is
very similar to the expected posterior loss of the query with a
fixed ordering (Eq. (4)). The only difference is that we now
must compute the entropy terms H(Xi $ Xj j x;Q := q)
without restricting ourselves to a single ordering. This en-
tropy term is based on probability expressions for relation-
ships between nodes:

P (Xi ! Xj j Q := q;x)

= E�jQ:=q;xP (Xi ! Xj j Q := q;x;�): (6)
Each of the terms inside the expectation can be computed
using Theorem 4.2. Naively, we can compute the expec-
tation for each query Q := q and completion x by sam-
pling orderings from P (�j Q := q;x) and then comput-
ing P (Xi ! Xj j Q := q;x;�). Clearly, this approach
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is impractical. However, we can use a simple approxima-
tion that substantially reduces the computational cost. Our
general MCMC algorithm generates a set of orderings sam-
pled from P (�). In many cases, a single data instance will
only have a small effect on the distribution over orderings;
hence, we can often use our samples from P (�) to be a rea-
sonably good approximation to samples from the distribution
P (�j Q := q;x). Thus, we use our current set of sampled
orderings to approximate Eq. (6). Note that this small approx-
imation error will not accumulate since we are not using the
approximation to update any of the parameters of our model,
just merely to predict the value of possible queries in this cur-
rent round.

We note that, as in the fixed ordering case, the entropy term
H(Xi $ Xj j Q := q;x) depends only on the values given
to the variables Xi; Xj ;Wi and Wj . Thus, we can use the
same Bayesian network inference method to compute the ex-
pression Ex�P (XjQ:=q;�)

P
i;j
H(Xi $ Xj j Q := q;x).

4.4 Algorithm Summary and Properties

To summarize the algorithm, we first sample a set of order-
ings from the current distribution over graphs and parameters.
We then use this set of orderings to compute the entropy terms
H(Xi $ Xj j Q := q;x). Next, for each ordering we com-
pute Ex�P (XjQ:=q;�)

P
i;j
H(Xi $ Xj j Q := q;x) using

a standard Bayesian network inference algorithm to obtain a
factor over all possible queries. We then average all of these
query factors obtained from each ordering. The final result
is a query factor that, for each possible query, gives the ex-
pected posterior loss of asking that query. We then choose to
ask the query that gives the lowest expected posterior loss.

We now consider the computational complexity of the
algorithm. For each ordering we need to compute
Ex�P (XjQ:=q;�)

P
i;j
H(Xi $ Xj j Q := q;x). This

involves at most mn Bayesian network inferences. Each
inference returns a factor over all possible queries and so
the inference will take time exponential in the number of
query variables. The time complexity of our algorithm to
generate the next query is: O(# of sampled orderings �mn �
cost of BN inference).

In addition, we need to generate the sampled orderings
themselves. Friedman and Koller [2000] provide techniques
that greatly reduce the cost of this process. They also show
that the Markov chain mixes fairly rapidly, thereby reducing
the number of steps in the chain required to generate a random
sample. In our setting, we can reduce the number of steps re-
quired even further. Initially, we start with a uniform prior
over orderings, from which it is easy to generate random or-
derings. Each of these is now the starting point for a Markov
chain. As we do a single query and get a response, the new
posterior distribution over orderings is likely to be very sim-
ilar to the previous one. Hence, our old set of orderings is
likely to be be fairly close to the new stationary distribution.
Thus, a very small number of MCMC steps from each of the
current orderings will give us a new set of orderings which is
very close to being sampled from the new posterior.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: (a) Original Cancer network. (b) Cancer network after
70 observations. (c) Cancer network after 20 observations and 50
uniform experiments. (d) Cancer network after 20 observations and
50 active experiments. The darker the edges the higher the prob-
ability of edges existing. Edges with less than 15% probabilty are
omitted to reduce clutter.

5 Experimental Results
We evaluated the ability of our algorithm to reconstruct the
network structure by using data generated from a known net-
work. We experimented with three commonly used networks:
Cancer, with five nodes; Asia, with eight nodes; and Car
Troubleshooter, with twelve nodes. For each test network,
we maintained 50–75 orderings, as described above. We re-
stricted the set of candidate parents to have size m = 5. It
typically took a few minutes for the active method to gener-
ate the next query.

We compared our active learning method with both ran-
dom sampling and uniform querying, where we choose a set-
ting for the query nodes from a uniform distribution. Each
method produces estimates for the probabilities of edges be-
tween each pair of variables in our domain. We compared
each method’s estimate with the true network G� by using
the L1 edge error of the estimate:

Error(P ) =
X
i;j>i

IG�(Xi ! Xj)(1� P (Xi ! Xj))

+IG�(Xi  Xj)(1� P (Xi  Xj))

+IG�(Xi Xj)(1� P (Xi Xj)) (7)

where IG�(A) = 1 if A holds in G� and is zero otherwise.
We first considered whether the active method provides

any benefit over random sampling other than the obvious ad-
ditional power of having access to queries that intervene in
the model. Thus, for the first set of experiments, we elimi-
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Figure 1: (a) Cancer with one query node. (b) Car with four query nodes. (c) Car with three query nodes and weighted edge importance.
(d) Asia with any pairs or single or no nodes as queries. (e) Cancer with any pairs or single or no nodes as queries. (g) Cancer edge entropy.
(f) Car with any pairs or single or no nodes as queries. (h) Car edge entropy. Legends reflect order in which curves appear. The axes are
zoomed for resolution.

nated this advantage by restricting the active learning algo-
rithm to query only roots of G�. When the query is a root,
a causal query is equivalent to simply selecting a data in-
stance that matches the query (e.g., “Give me a 40-year-old
male”); hence, there is no need for a causal intervention to
create the response. Situations where we can only query root
nodes arises in many domains; in medical domains, for ex-
ample, we often have the ability to select subjects of a certain
age, gender, or ethnicity, variables which are often assumed
to be root nodes. All algorithms were informed that these
nodes were roots by setting their candidate parent sets to be
empty. In this batch of experiments, the candidate parents
for the other nodes were selected at random, except that the
node’s true parents in the generating network were always in
its candidate parent set.

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the learning curves for the Can-
cer and Car networks. We experimented with using uni-
form Dirichlet (BDe) priors and also more informed priors
(simulated by sampling 20 data instances from the true net-
work2). The type of prior made little qualitative difference in
the comparative performance between the learning methods
(the graphs shown are with uniform priors). In both graphs,
we see that the active method performs significantly better
than random sampling and uniform querying.

In some domains, determining the existence and direction
of causal influence between two particular nodes may be of
special importance. We experimented with this in the Car
network. We modified the L1 edge error function Eq. (7)

2In general, information from observational data can easily be
incorporated into our model simply by settingQ to be the empty set
for each of the observational data instances. By Theorem 3.1, the
update rule for these instances is equivalent to standard Bayesian
updating of the model.

(and the edge entropy Eq. (3) used by the active method)
to make determining the relationship between two particular
nodes (the FuelSubsystem and EngineStart nodes) 100 times
more important than a regular pair of nodes. We used three
other nodes in the network as query nodes. The results are
shown in Fig. 1(c). Again, the active learning method per-
forms substantially better.

Note that, without true causal interventions, all methods
have the same limited power to identify the model: asymptot-
ically, they will identify the skeleton and the edges whose di-
rection is forced in the Markov equivalence class (rather than
identifying all edge directions in the true causal network).
However, even in this setting, the active learning algorithm
allows us to derive this information significantly faster.

Finally, we considered the ability of the active learn-
ing algorithm to exploit its ability to perform interventional
queries. By using a simple extension to our analysis we per-
mitted our active algorithm to choose to set any pair of nodes
or any single node or no nodes at all. We compared this ap-
proach to random sampling and also uniformly choosing one
of our possible queries (setting a single node, pair of nodes,
or no nodes). Experiments were performed on the Asia, Can-
cer, and Car networks with an informed prior of 20 random
observations. In this batch of experiments, we also exper-
imented with different methods for choosing the candidate
parents for a node X . As an alternative to using random
nodes together with the true parents, we chose the m = 5

variables which had the highest individual mutual informa-
tion with X . In practice this information could be obtained
from observational data. Empirically, both methods of choos-
ing the candidate parents gave very similar results, despite the
fact that for one node in the Car network, a true parent of a
node happened not to be chosen as a candidate parent with
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the mutual information method. We present the results using
the mutual information criterion for choosing parents.

Figures 1(d), 1(e) and 1(g) show that in all networks our
active method significantly outperforms the other methods.
We also see, in Figures 1(f) and 1(h), that the prediction er-
ror graphs are very similar to the graphs of the edge entropy
(Eq. (3)) based on our distribution over structures. This shows
that the edge entropy is, indeed, a reasonable surrogate for
predictive accuracy.

Figures 2(b), 2(c) and 2(d) show typical estimated causal
edge probabilities in these experiments for random sampling,
uniform querying and active querying respectively for the
Cancer network (Fig. 2(a)). Figure 2(b) demonstrates that
one requires more that just random observational data to learn
the directions of many of the edges, and Fig. 2(d) shows
that our active learning method creates better estimates of
the causal interactions between variables than uniform query-
ing. In fact, in some of the trials our active method recov-
ered the edges and direction perfectly (when discarding low
probablity edges) and was the only method that was able to
do so given the limitation of just 50 queries. Also, our ac-
tive method tends to be much better at not placing edges
between variables that are only indirectly causally related;
for instance in the network distribution learned by the active
method (summarized in Fig. 2(d)), the probability of an edge
from Cancer to Coma is only 3% and from Cancer to Pa-
pilledema only 4%.

6 Discussion and Conclusions
This paper introduces the problem of active learning of
Bayesian network structure using interventional queries. We
have presented a formal framework for this task, and a result-
ing algorithm for adaptively selecting which queries to per-
form. We have shown that our active method provides sub-
stantially better predictions regarding structure than both ran-
dom sampling, and a process by which interventional queries
are selected at random. Somewhat surprisingly, our algo-
rithm achieves significant improvements over these other ap-
proaches even when it is restricted to querying roots in the
network, and therefore cannot exploit the advantage of inter-
vening in the model.

There is a significant body of work on the design of ex-
periments in the field of optimal experimental design [Atkin-
son and Bailey, 2001]; there, the focus is not on learning the
causal structure of a domain, and the experiment design is
typically fixed in advanced, rather than selected actively. Ac-
tive learning in Bayesian networks has been considered by
Tong and Koller [2001] for parameter estimation where the
structure is assumed to be known. There have been several
studies on learning causal models from purely observational
data [Spirtes et al., 1993; Heckerman et al., 1997]. Cooper
and Yoo [1999] consider learning the structure of causal net-
works from a mixture of experimental and observational data,
but in a non-active learning setting. Furthermore, although
they derive a scoring metric for full networks, they only apply
their technique to learn the relationship between single pairs
of variables which they further assume are not confounded.
On the other hand, our framework permits combining obser-

vational and experimental data for learning the structure over
all variables in our domain, allowing us to distinguish the
structure at a much finer level, taking into consideration both
indirect causation and confounding influences.

There are many interesting directions in which we can ex-
tend our work, e.g., a treatment of continuous variables, tem-
poral processes and different costs for different queries. Most
interesting is the problem of dealing with hidden variables
and missing data. We might use active learning to decide
which extra variable to observe or which extra piece of miss-
ing data we should try to obtain in order to best learn the
model. Another exciting direction is the potential of using
active learning in order to try to uncover the existence of a
hidden variable in our domain.
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Abstract

Supervised and unsupervised learning methods have tradi-
tionally focused on data consisting of independent instances
of a single type. However, many real-world domains are best
described by relational models in which instances of multiple
types are related to each other in complex ways. For exam-
ple, in a scientific paper domain, papers are related to each
other via citation, and are also related to their authors. In this
case, the label of one entity (e.g., the topic of the paper) is of-
ten correlated with the labels of related entities. We propose a
general class of models for classification and clustering in re-
lational domains that capture probabilistic dependencies be-
tween related instances. We show how to learn such models
efficiently from data. We present empirical results on two
real world data sets. Our experiments in a transductive clas-
sification setting indicate that accuracy can be significantly
improved by modeling relational dependencies. Our algo-
rithm automatically induces a very natural behavior, where
our knowledge about one instance helps us classify related
ones, which in turn help us classify others. In an unsuper-
vised setting, our models produced coherent clusters with a
very natural interpretation, even for instance types that do not
have any attributes.

1 Introduction
Most supervised and unsupervised learning methods assume
that data instances are independent and identically distributed
(IID). Numerous classification and clustering approaches
have been designed to work on such “flat” data, where
each data instance is a fixed-length vector of attribute val-
ues (see [Duda et al., 2000] for a survey). However, many
real-world data sets are much richer in structure, involving in-
stances of multiple types that are related to each other. Hyper-
text is one example, where web pages are connected by links.
Another example is a domain of scientific papers, where pa-
pers are related to each other via citation, and are also related
to their authors. The IID assumption is clearly violated for
two papers written by the same author or two papers linked
by citation, which are likely to have the same topic.

Recently, there has been a growing interest in learning
techniques for more richly structured datasets. Relational
links between instances provide a unique source of infor-
mation that has been proved useful for both classification
and clustering in the hypertext domain [Slattery and Craven,

1998; Kleinberg, 1998]. Intuitively, relational learning meth-
ods attempt to use our knowledge about one object to reach
conclusions about other, related objects. For example, we
would like to propagate information about the topic of a pa-
per p to papers that it cites. These, in turn, would propagate
information to papers that they cite. We would also like to use
information about p’s topic to help us reach conclusion about
the research area of p’s author, and about the topics of other
papers written by that author.

Several authors have proposed relational classification
methods along the lines of this “influence propagation” idea.
Neville and Jensen [2000] present an iterative classification
algorithm which essentially implements this process exactly,
by iteratively assigning labels to test instances the classifier
is confident about, and using these labels to classify related
instances. Slattery and Mitchell [2000] propose an iterative
algorithm called FOIL-HUBS for the problem of classify-
ing web pages, e.g., as belonging to a university student or
not. However, none of these approaches proposes a single
coherent model of the correlations between different related
instances. Hence they are forced to provide a purely procedu-
ral approach, where the results of different classification steps
or algorithms are combined without a unifying principle.

In clustering, the emphasis so far has been on dyadic
data, such as word-document co-occurrence [Hofmann and
Puzicha, 1999], document citations [Cohn and Chang, 2000],
web links [Cohn and Hofmann, 2001; Kleinberg, 1998], and
gene expression data. Kleinberg’s “Hubs and Authorities” al-
gorithm exploits the link structure to define a mutually rein-
forcing relationship between hub and authority pages, where
a good hub page points to many good authorities and a good
authority page is pointed to by many good hubs.

These techniques can be viewed as relational clustering
methods for one or two “types” of instances (e.g., web pages,
documents and words), with a single relation between them
(e.g., hyperlinks, word occurrence). However, we would like
to model richer structures present in many real world domains
with multiple types of instances and complex relationships
between them. For example, in a movie database the instance
types might be movies, actors, directors, and producers. In-
stances of the same type may also be directly related. In a
scientific paper database, a paper is described by its set of
words and its relations to the papers it cites (as well as to the
authors who wrote it). We would like to identify, for each in-
stance type, sub-populations (or segments) of instances that
are similar in both their attributes and their relations to other
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instances.
In this paper, we propose a general class of generative

probabilistic models for classification and clustering in rela-
tional data. The key to our approach is the use of a single
probabilistic model for the entire database that captures inter-
actions between instances in the domain. Our work builds on
the framework of Probabilistic Relational Models (PRMs) of
Koller and Pfeffer [1998] that extend Bayesian networks to a
relational setting. PRMs provide a language that allows us to
capture probabilistic dependencies between related instances
in a coherent way. In particular, we use it to allow depen-
dencies between the class variables of related instances, pro-
viding a principled mechanism for propagating information
between them.

Like all generative probabilistic models, our models ac-
commodate the entire spectrum between purely supervised
classification and purely unsupervised clustering. Thus, we
can learn from data where some instances have a class label
and other do not. We can also deal with cases where one (or
more) of the instance types does not have an observed class
attribute by introducing a new latent class variable to repre-
sent the (unobserved) cluster. Note that, in relational mod-
els, it is often impossible to segment the data into a training
and test set that are independent of each other since the train-
ing and test instances may be interconnected. Using naive
random sampling to select training instances is very likely to
sever links between instances in the training and test set data.
We circumvent this difficulty by using a transductive learning
setting, where we use the test data, albeit without the labels, in
the training phase. Hence, even if all the instance types have
observed class attributes, the training phase involves learning
with latent variables.

We provide an approximate EM algorithm for learning
such PRMs with latent variables from a relational database.
This task is quite complex: Our models induce a complex
web of dependencies between the latent variables of all of the
entities in the data, rendering standard approaches intractable.
We provide an efficient approximate algorithm that scales lin-
early with the number of instances, and thus can be applied
to large data sets.

We present experimental results for our approach on two
domains: a dataset of scientific papers and authors and a
database of movies, actors and directors. Our classification
experiments show that the relational information provides a
substantial boost in accuracy. Applied to a clustering task,
we show that our methods are able to exploit the relational
structure and find coherent clusters even for instance types
that do not have any attributes.

2 Generative models for relational data
Probabilistic classification and clustering are often viewed
from a generative perspective as a density estimation task.
Data instances are assumed to be independent and identi-
cally distributed (IID) samples from a mixture model distri-
bution. Each instance belongs to exactly one of k classes
or clusters. In clustering, a latent class random variable is
associated with the instance to indicate its cluster. Other
attributes of an instance are then assumed to be samples

from a distribution associated with its class. A simple yet
powerful model often used for this distribution is the Naive
Bayes model. In the Naive Bayes model, the attributes of
each instance are assumed to be conditionally independent
given the class variable. Although this independence as-
sumption is often unrealistic, this model has nevertheless
proven to be robust and effective for classification and clus-
tering across a wide range of applications [Duda et al., 2000;
Cheeseman and Stutz, 1995]. Both classification and cluster-
ing involve estimation of the parameters of the Naive Bayes
model; however, clustering is significantly more difficult due
to the presence of latent variables.

The IID assumption made by these standard classification
and clustering models is inappropriate in rich relational do-
mains, where different instances are related to each other,
and are therefore likely to be correlated. In this section, we
describe a probabilistic model for classification and cluster-
ing in relational domains, where entities are related to each
other. Our construction utilizes the framework of proba-
bilistic relational models (PRMs) [Koller and Pfeffer, 1998;
Friedman et al., 1999].

2.1 Probabilistic Relational Models
A PRM is a template for a probability distribution over a re-
lational database of a given schema. It specifies probabilistic
models for different classes of entities, including probabilis-
tic dependencies between related objects. Given a set of in-
stances and relations between them, a PRM defines a joint
probability distribution over the attributes of the instances.

Relational Schema. A relational schema describes at-
tributes and relations of a set of instance types X =

fX1; : : : ; Xng. Each type X is associated with a set of at-
tributes A(X). Each type X is also associated with a set
R(X) of typed binary relations R(X;Y ). We associate each
relation R with the type X of its first argument, allowing us
to use the relation as a set-valued function, whose value x:R
is the set of instances y 2 Y related to an instance x. For
example, for an actor a, a:Role is the set of movies in which
the actor has appeared.

In certain cases, relations might have attributes of their
own. For example, the “Role” relation might be associated
with the attribute Credit-Order, which indicates the ranking
of the actor in the credits. We can introduce an explicit type
corresponding to the relation. In this case, a relation object
is itself related to both of its arguments. For example, if one
of the role objects is “Meryl Streep in Sophie’s Choice”, this
role object would be related to the actor object “Meryl Streep”
and the movie object “Sophie’s Choice”. By definition, these
relations are many-to-one. It will be useful to distinguish be-
tween entity types (such as Person or Movie), and relation
types (such as Role).

An instantiation I specifies the set of objects in each type,
the relations that hold between them, and the values of the
attributes for all of the objects. A skeleton � specifies only
the objects and the relations. We will use �(X) to denote the
set of objects of type X .

Probabilistic Model. A probabilistic relational model �
specifies a probability distribution over a set of instantiations
I of the relational schema. More precisely, a PRM is a tem-
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Figure 1: (a) Model for IMDB domain; (b) Model for Cora domain; (c) Fragment of unrolled network for Cora model.

plate, which is instantiated for different skeletons �. The re-
sult of this instantiation is a probabilistic model over a set of
random variables corresponding to all of the attributes of all
of the objects in the skeleton. We can view a PRM as a com-
pact way of representing a Bayesian network for any skeleton
over this schema.

A PRM consists of a qualitative dependency structure, S,
and the parameters associated with it, �S . The dependency
structure is defined by associating with each attribute X:A a
set of parents Pa(X:A). Each parent of X:A has the form
of either X:B or X:R:B for R 2 R(X). (PRMs also allow
dependencies along chains of relations, but we have chosen
to omit those for simplicity of presentation.)

For a given skeleton �, the PRM structure induces an un-
rolled Bayesian network over the random variables x:A. For
every object x 2 �(X), x:A depends probabilistically on par-
ents of the form x:B or x:R:B. Note that if R is not single-
valued, then x:R:B is actually a set of random variables, one
for each y 2 x:R. We address this problem by interpreting
the dependence of X:A on X:R:B as dependence on an ag-
gregate function (e.g., mode or mean) of the multiset of values
of these variables (see below).

The quantitative part of the PRM specifies the parameteri-
zation of the model. Given a set of parents for an attribute, we
can define a local probability model by associating with it a
conditional probability distribution (CPD). For each attribute
we have a CPD that specifies P (X:A j Pa(X:A)). When one
of the parents is of the form X:R:B and R is many-valued,
the CPD represents the dependence on the value of the aggre-
gate. The CPD for X:A is used for x:A in the unrolled net-
work, for every x in X . Thus, the CPD for X:A is repeated
many times in the network.

Aggregates. There are many possible choices of aggre-
gation operator to allow dependencies on a set of variables.
An obvious choice for categorical variables is the mode ag-
gregate, which computes the most common value of its par-
ents. More precisely, consider some variable Y whose par-
ents X = fX1 : : : Xng we wish to aggregate into a single
variable A. Let the domain of each Xi be fv1; : : : ; vkg, and
note that A has the same domain. The effect of the mode
aggregator is as follows: We define a distribution P (Y j vi)
for each i; given a multiset of values for X1; : : : ; Xn, we use
the distribution P (Y j vi) for the value vi which is the most

common in this multiset.
The mode aggregator is not very sensitive to the distribu-

tion of values of its parents; for example, it cannot differ-
entiate between a highly skewed and a fairly uniform set of
values that have the same most frequent value. An aggre-
gate that better reflects the value distribution is a stochastic
mode aggregator. In this case, we still define a set of dis-
tributions P (Y j vi), but the effect of the aggregator is that
P (Y j X1; : : : ; Xn) is a weighted average of these distribu-
tions, where the weight of vi is the frequency of this value
within X1; : : : ; Xn. We accomplish this behavior by using
an aggregate variable A = Stochastic-Mode(X1; : : : ; Xn),
defined as follows. The aggregate variable also takes on val-
ues in fv1; : : : ; vkg. Let tj(X) be the number of variablesXi

that take on the value vj . Then we define P (A = vj j X) =

tj(X)=n. It is easy to verify that this aggregator has exactly
the desired effect.

We note that this aggregate can also be viewed as a ran-
domized selector node that chooses one of its parents uni-
formly at random and takes on its value. One appealing con-
sequence is that, like min or max, the stochastic model can be
decomposed to allow its representation as a CPD to scale lin-
early with the number of parents. We simply decompose the
aggregate in a cascading binary tree. The first layer computes
aggregates of disjoint pairs, with each aggregate randomly
selecting the value of one of its parents; the following layer
repeats the procedure for disjoint pairs of results from the first
layer, and so on. (This construction can also be extended to
cases where the number of variables is not a power of 2; we
omit details for lack of space.)

2.2 Classification and clustering models
We use the PRM framework as the basis of our models for
relational classification and clustering. As in the “flat” prob-
abilistic generative approaches, our approach is based on the
use of a special variable to represent the class or the cluster.
This variable is the standard “class” variable in the classifi-
cation task. As usual, we deal with the clustering task by
introducing a new latent class variable. Thus, for each entity
class X we have a designated attribute X:C in A(X).

As in flat classification and clustering, we define the at-
tributes of X to depend on the class variable. For simplicity,
we choose the Naive Bayes dependency model for the other
attributes: For each attribute X:A, the only parent of X:A
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is X:C. Note that we have only defined class attributes for
entity types. We connect the attributes of relation types to
the class attributes of the two associated entity types. Thus,
for example, an attribute such as Credit-Order in the relation
class Role will depend on the class attributes of Actor and
Movie. Note that, as the dependence in this case is single-
valued by definition, no aggregates are necessary. Most in-
terestingly, we also allow direct dependence between class
attributes of related entities. Thus, for example, we could al-
low a dependence of Movie:C on Actor:C, or vice versa. In
this case, as the relation is many-to-many, we use aggregates,
as described above.

Fig. 1(a) shows a simple model for a movie dataset,
extracted from the Internet Movie Database (IMDB)
(www.imdb.com). We see that “Role” is both a class on
its own, as well as defining the relation between movies and
actors. We have chosen, in this case, not to have the attribute
Role:Credit-Order depend on the class of movies, but only
of actors. Fig. 1(b) shows a model for a domain of scientific
papers and authors, derived from the Cora dataset [McCal-
lum et al., 2000] (cora.whizbang.com). In this case,
we see that the “Cites” relation connects two objects of the
same type. We have chosen to make the class attribute of the
cited paper depend on the class attribute of the citing paper.
Note that this dependency appears cyclic at the type level.
However, recall that this model is only a template, which is
instantiated for particular skeletons to produce an unrolled
network; Fig. 1(c) shows a fragment of such a network. If
we do not have “citation cycles” in the domain, then this un-
rolled network is acyclic, and the PRM induces a coherent
probability model over the random variables of the skeleton.
(See [Friedman et al., 1999] for more details.)

We can also use latent variable models to represent dyadic
clustering. Consider, for example, a domain where we have
people and movies, and a relation between them that cor-
responds to a person rating a movie. In this case, we will
have a class Vote, corresponding to the relation, with the at-
tribute Rating representing the actual rating given. This at-
tribute will depend on the cluster attributes of both Movie

and Person, leading naturally to a two-sided clustering model.
However, our approach is flexible enough to accommodate a
much richer model, e.g., where we also have other attributes
of person, and perhaps an entire relational model for movies,
such as shown in Fig. 1(a). Our approach will take all of this
information into consideration when constructing the clus-
ters.

3 Learning the models

We now show how we learn our models from data. Our train-
ing setD consists of a partial instantiation of the schema, one
where everything except the values of some or all the class
attributes is given. We can view this data as a single large
“mega-instance” of the model, with a large number of miss-
ing values. Note that we cannot view the data as a set of inde-
pendent instances corresponding to the objects in the model.
In our setting, we typically assume that the structure of our
latent variable model is given, as described in Section 2.2.
Thus, our task is parameter estimation.

3.1 Parameter estimation
In this case, we assume that we are given the probabilistic de-
pendency structure S, and need only estimate the parameters
�S , i.e., the CPDs of the attributes. A standard approach is to
use maximum likelihood (ML) estimation, i.e., to find �S that
maximize P (D j �S).

If we had a complete instantiation I, the likelihood func-
tion has a unique global maximum. The maximum likelihood
parameters can be found very easily simply by counting oc-
currences in the data. Recall that all of the objects in the same
class share the same CPD. Thus, to estimate the parameter for
P (X:A j Pa(X:A)), we simply consider all objects x of class
X , and count the number of times that each combination v;u
that x:A and its parents jointly take. These counts are known
as sufficient statistics. See [Friedman et al., 1999] for details.

The case of incomplete data is substantially more com-
plex. In this case, the likelihood function has multiple lo-
cal maxima, and no general method exists for finding the
global maximum. The Expectation Maximization (EM) al-
gorithm [Dempster et al., 1977], provides an approach for
finding a local maximum of the likelihood function. Start-
ing from an initial guess �(0) for the parameters, EM iterates
the following two steps. The E-step computes the distribution
over the unobserved variables given the observed data and the
current estimate of the parameters. Letting C be the set of
unobserved cluster variables, we compute P (C j D;�(t�1)

),
from which it can compute the expected sufficient statistics:

NX:A[v;u] =

X

x2�(X)

P (x:A = v j Pa(x:A) = u; D;�(t�1)
)

To compute the posterior distribution over the hidden vari-
ables, we must run inference over the model. The M-step re-
estimates the parameters by maximizing the likelihood with
respect to the distribution computed in the E-step.

�
X:A

vju =
NX:A[v;u]P
v

NX:A[v;u]

3.2 Belief Propagation for E step
To perform the E step, we need to compute the posterior dis-
tribution over the unobserved variables given our data. This
inference is over the unrolled network defined in Section 2.2.
We cannot decompose this task into separate inference tasks
over the objects in the model, as they are all correlated. (In
some cases, the unrolled network may have several connected
components that can be treated separately; however, it will
generally contain one or more large connected components.)

In general, the unrolled network can be fairly complex, in-
volving many objects that are related in various ways. (In
our experiments, the networks involve tens of thousands of
nodes.) Exact inference over these networks is clearly im-
practical, so we must resort to approximate inference. There
is a wide variety of approximation schemes for Bayesian net-
works. For various reasons (some of which are described be-
low), we chose to use belief propagation. Belief Propaga-
tion (BP) is a local message passing algorithm introduced by
Pearl [Pearl, 1988]. It is guaranteed to converge to the cor-
rect marginal probabilities for each node only for singly con-
nected Bayesian networks. However, empirical results [Mur-
phy and Weiss, 1999] show that it often converges in general
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networks, and when it does, the marginals are a good approx-
imation to the correct posteriors. (When BP does not con-
verge, the marginals for some nodes can be very inaccurate.
This happens very rarely in our experiments and does not af-
fect convergence of EM.)

We provide a brief outline of one variant of BP, referring
to [Murphy and Weiss, 1999] for more details. Consider a
Bayesian network over some set of nodes (which in our case
would be the variables x:A). We first convert the graph into
a family graph, with a node Fi for each variable Xi in the
BN, containing Xi and its parents. Two nodes are connected
if they have some variable in common. The CPD of Xi is
associated with Fi. Let �i represent the factor defined by the
CPD; i.e., if Fi contains the variables X;Y1; : : : ; Yk, then �i
is a function from the domains of these variables to [0; 1]. We
also define  i to be a factor over Xi that encompasses our
evidence about Xi:  i(Xi) � 1 if Xi is not observed. If we
observe Xi = x, we have that  i(x) = 1 and 0 elsewhere.
Our posterior distribution is then �

Q
i
�i �
Q

i
 i, where �

is a normalizing constant.
The belief propagation algorithm is now very simple. At

each iteration, all the family nodes simultaneously send mes-
sage to all others, as follows:

mij(Fi \ Fj) �

X

Fi�Fj

�i i

Y

k2N(i)�fjg

mki

where � is a (different) normalizing constant and N(i) is the
set of families that are neighbors of Fi in the family graph.
At any point in the algorithm, our marginal distribution about
any family Fi is bi = ��i i

Q
k2N(i)mki. This process is

repeated until the beliefs converge.
After convergence, the bi give us the marginal distribu-

tion over each of the families in the unrolled network. These
marginals are precisely what we need for the computation of
the expected sufficient statistics.

We note that occasionally BP does not converge; to alle-
viate this problem, we start the EM algorithm from several
different starting points (initial guesses). As our results in
Section 5 show, this approach works well in practice.

4 Influence propagation over relations
Among the strong motivations for using a relational model is
its ability to model dependencies between related instances.
As described in the introduction, we would like to propagate
information about one object to help us reach conclusions
about other, related objects. Recently, several papers have
proposed a process along the lines of this “influence prop-
agation” idea. Neville and Jensen [2000] propose an itera-
tive classification algorithm which builds a classifier based
on a fully observed relational training set; the classifier uses
both base attributes and more relational attributes (e.g., the
number of related entities of a given type). It then uses this
classifier on a test set where the base attributes are observed,
but the class variables are not. Those instances that are clas-
sified with high confidence are temporarily labeled with the
predicted class; the classification algorithm is then rerun, with
the additional information. The process repeats several times.
The classification accuracy is shown to improve substantially
as the process iterates.

Slattery and Mitchell [2000] propose an application of this
idea to the problem of classifying web pages, e.g., as belong-
ing to a university student or not. They first train a classifier
on a set of labeled documents, and use it to classify docu-
ments in the test set. To classify more documents in the test
set, they suggest combining the classification of the test set
pages and the relational structure of the test set. As a moti-
vating example, they describe a scenario where there exists a
page that points to several other pages, some of which were
classified as student home pages. Their approach tries to iden-
tify this page as a student directory page, and conclude that
other pages to which it points are also more likely to be stu-
dent pages. They show that classification accuracy improves
by exploiting the relational structure.

Neither of these approaches proposes a single coherent
model of the dependencies between related objects and thus
combine different classification steps or algorithms without a
unifying principle. Our approach achieves the influence prop-
agation effect through the probabilistic influences induced by
the unrolled Bayesian network over the instances in our do-
main. For example, in the Cora domain, our network models
correlations between the topics of papers that cite each other.
Thus, our beliefs about the topic of one paper will influence
our beliefs about the topic of its related papers. In general,
probabilistic influence “flows” through active paths in the un-
rolled network, allowing beliefs about one cluster to influence
others to which it is related (directly or indirectly). Moreover,
the use of belief propagation implements this effect directly.
By propagating a local message from one family to another
in the family graph network, the algorithm propagates our
beliefs about one variable to other variables to which it is di-
rectly connected. We demonstrate this property in the next
section.

This spreading influence is particularly useful in our frame-
work due to the application of the EM algorithm. The EM
algorithm constructs a sequence of models, using the proba-
bilities derived from the belief propagation algorithm to train
a new model. Hence, we not only use our probabilistic in-
ference process to spread the information in the relational
structure, we then use the results to construct a better clas-
sifier, which in turn allows us to obtain even better results,
etc. From a different perspective, we are using the structure
in the test set not only to provide better classifications, but
also to learn a better classifier. As we show below, this pro-
cess results in substantial improvements in accuracy over the
iterations of EM. We note that this bootstrapping ability arises
very naturally in the probabilistic framework, where it is also
associated with compelling convergence guarantees.

5 Experiments
We evaluated our method on the Cora and IMDB data sets.

Cora. The structure of the Cora dataset, and the model
we used, are shown in Fig. 1(b,c). For our experiments, we
selected a subset of 4187 papers from the Machine Learn-
ing category, along with 1454 of their authors. These papers
are classified into seven topics: Probablistic Methods, Neu-
ral networks, Reinforcement Learning, Rule Learning, Case-
Based, and Theory.
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Figure 2: (a) Comparison of classification accuracies; (b) Influence propagation in BP; (c) Accuracy improvement in EM.

We evaluated the ability of our algorithm to use the rela-
tional structure to aid in classification. We took our entire
data set, and hid the classifications for all but a fraction of
the papers. We then constructed our model based on all of
this data, including the documents whose topics were unob-
served. The resulting model was used to classify the topic
for the test documents. In effect, we are performing a type of
transduction, where the test set is also used to train the model
(albeit without the class labels).

To investigate how our method benefits from exploiting
the relational structure, we considered four different mod-
els which vary in the amount of relational information they
use. The baseline model does not use relational information
at all. It is a standard multinomial Naive Bayes model (NB)
over the set of words (bag of words model) in the abstract.
The full model (AC) was shown in Fig. 1(b); it makes use
of both the authors and citations. The other two models are
fragments of AC: model A incorporates only the author infor-
mation (eliminating the citation relation from the model), and
model C only citations. All four models were trained using
EM; model NB was trained using exact EM and the others
using our algorithm of Section 3. We initialized the CPDs for
the word attributes using the CPDs in a Naive Bayes model
that was trained only on the observed portion of the data set.
All models were initialized with the same CPDs.

We varied the percentage of labeled papers, ranging from
10% to 60%. For each different percentage, we tested the
classification accuracy over five random training/test splits.
The results are shown in Fig. 2(a). Each point is the average
of the accuracy on the five runs, and the error bars correspond
to the standard error. As can be seen, incorporating more
relational dependencies significantly improves classification
accuracy. Both A and C outperform the baseline model, and
the combined model AC achieves by far the highest accuracy.

As discussed in Section 4, the local message passing
of loopy belief propagation (BP) resembles the process of
“spreading” the influence of beliefs for a particular instance to
its related instances. For example, suppose paper x cites sev-
eral labeled papers. Upon initialization, we have some initial
belief about the topic of x from its words alone. However,
after the first iteration, this belief will be updated to reflect
the labels of the papers it cites, and is likely to become more
peaked around a single value, increasing the confidence in x’s

topic. In the following iteration, unlabeled papers that cite x
(as well as unlabeled papers that x cites) will be updated to
reflect the increased confidence about the topic of x, and so
on. To measure this effect, we examine the belief state of
the topic variable of the unlabeled papers after every iteration
of loopy belief propagation. For every iteration, we report
the fraction of variables whose topic can be determined with
high confidence, i.e., whose belief for a single topic is above a
threshold of 0:9. Fig. 2(b) shows several series of these mea-
surements on a dataset with 10% labeled papers. The series
show BP iterations performed within the first, third and sev-
enth iteration of EM. Each series shows a gradual increase of
the fraction of papers whose topics we are confident in. The
accuracy on those high-confidence papers is fairly constant
over the iterations — around 0.7, 0.735, and 0.74 for the first,
third and seventh iteration of EM, respectively.

Loopy belief propagation is an approximation to the infer-
ence required for the E step of EM. Although loopy BP is
not guaranteed to converge, in our experiments, it generally
converges to a solution which is good enough to allow EM
to make progress. Indeed, Fig. 2(c) shows that the classi-
fication accuracy improves for every EM iteration. This fig-
ure also demonstrates the performance improvement obtained
from bootstrapping the results of iterative classification, as
discussed in Section 4.

IMDB. The attributes and relations in the IMDB database,
and the latent variable model we used, are shown in are shown
in Fig. 1(a); the Genre attribute actually refers to a set of 18
binary attributes (action, comedy, . . . ). Note that actors and
directors have almost no descriptive attributes and hence can-
not be clustered meaningfully without considering their rela-
tions. We selected a subset of this database that contains 1138
movies, 2446 actors, and 734 directors. In Fig. 5, we show
two example clusters for each class, listing several highest
confidence members of the clusters.

In general, clusters for movies consist of movies of pre-
dominantly of a particular genre, time period and popularity.
For example, the first movie cluster shown can be labeled as
classic musicals and children’s films. The second cluster cor-
responds roughly to action/adventure/sci-fi movies. In our
model, the clusters for actors and directors are relational in
nature, since they are induced by the movie attributes. For
example, the first cluster of actors consists primarily of action
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Figure 3: Clusters of Movies, Actors, and Directors

movie actors and the second of actors who primarily play in
dramas. Similarly for directors, the first cluster corresponds
to directors of dramas and while the second to directors of
popular action and adventure films.

6 Discussion and Conclusions
Many real-world domains have a rich relational structure,
with complex webs of interacting entities: the web; papers
and authors; biomedical datasets; and more. Traditional ma-
chine learning algorithms ignore this rich relational structure,
flattening it into a set of IID attribute vectors. Recently, how-
ever, there has been growing interest in learning methods that
exploit the relational structure of the domain.

In this paper, we provide a general method for classifica-
tion and clustering in richly structured data with instances and
relations. Our approach has coherent probabilistic semantics,
allowing us to build on powerful tools for probabilistic rea-
soning and learning. Our algorithm uses an effective com-
bination of these techniques to provide linear scaling in the
number of instances; it can thus be applied to very large do-
mains.

We have shown in a transduction task that the relational
information allows us to achieve substantially better accura-
cies than a standard “flat” classification scheme. We have
also shown anecdotally that our algorithm constructs inter-
esting clusters based on relational information. Finally, our
approach induces a compelling behavior unique to relational
settings: Because instances are not independent, information
about some instances can be used to reach conclusions about
others. Our approach is the first to provide a formal frame-
work for this behavior.

There are many interesting extensions to this work. Most
obvious is the problem of model selection. In this paper,
we have used predetermined models, both the edges in the
dependency model and the number of clusters of each la-
tent class attribute. Our framework allows us to incorporate
into our models a great deal of prior knowledge about the
semantics of the underlying domains. However, when do-
main expertise is lacking, automatic model construction be-
comes crucial. We can extend our approach using techniques
for model selection in Bayesian networks [Friedman, 1998;
Cheeseman and Stutz, 1995], allowing our learning algorithm
to select the model structure that best suits the data.
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Abstract
Visitors who browse the web from wireless PDAs,
cell phones, and pagers are frequently stymied by
web interfaces optimized for desktop PCs. Simply
replacing graphics with text and reformatting ta-
bles does not solve the problem, because deep link
structures can still require minutes to traverse.
In this paper we develop an algorithm, MINPATH,
that automatically improves wireless web naviga-
tion by suggesting usefulshortcut linksin real time.
M INPATH finds shortcuts by using a learned model
of web visitor behavior to estimate the savings of
shortcut links, and suggests only the few best links.
We explore a variety of predictive models, includ-
ing Näıve Bayes mixture models and mixtures of
Markov models, and report empirical evidence that
M INPATH finds useful shortcuts that save substan-
tial navigational effort.

1 Introduction
Perkowitz and Etzioni[1997] challenged the AI community
to build adaptive web sites: sites that automatically improve
their organization and presentation by learning from visitor
access patterns. In the spirit of this challenge, many research
projects have been proposed and implemented[Perkowitz and
Etzioni, 2000; Finket al., 1996; Yanet al., 1996; J̈uhneet
al., 1998; Joachimset al., 1997; Pazzani and Billsus, 1999;
Sarukkai, 2000]. Many of these projects, like much of the
Web today, assume the visitor is browsing with a large color
display and fast network connection. In addition, these works
typically assume that a visitor’s interest in a site lies in view-
ing many pages of content, as opposed to a specific destina-
tion. Consequently, the adaptations they emphasize include
graphical highlighting of existing hypertext links and auto-
matic generation of indices that link to many pages.

However, a growing community of web visitors does not
fit this mold: wireless web visitors, who browse content from
cell phones, pagers, and wireless PDAs. These mobile de-
vices do not have the same display or bandwidth capabili-
ties as their desktop counterparts, but sites (adaptive or oth-
erwise) nonetheless deliver the same content to both desktop
PCs and mobile devices. Moreover, our experience with mo-
bile visitors indicates that they seldom browse through many
pages, but rather are interested only in specific destinations,

and would like to reach those pages by following as few
links as possible. While this observation is also largely true
of desktop visitors, reducing the number of links followed
is particularly poignant for mobile visitors for two reasons.
First, simply finding a specific link on a page requires the
visitor to spend considerable time scrolling through the page
on a tiny screen. Second, because of the low bandwidth and
high latency of wireless networks, following a link to even
a simple page of text can take as long as tens of seconds.
Consequently, navigating through even four or five different
pages can easily take several minutes, frustrating visitors to
the point of abandoning their effort.

We believe adaptive web sites hold a great promise for im-
proving the web experience for wireless devices, and, con-
versely, that wireless web browsing is a “killer app” of adap-
tive web sites. In ongoing research[Andersonet al., 2001],
we have developed a general framework for adapting web
sites for wireless visitors that takes into account the value
visitors receive for viewing a page and the effort required to
reach that page (i.e., the amount of scrolling and number of
links followed). In this paper, we explore a particular adapta-
tion for use in our framework: automatically addingshortcut
links to each page a visitor requests. We assume that wireless
visitor behavior is dominated byinformation gathering tasks,
which can be accomplished by viewing specific destination
pages on the site. Shortcut links connect two pages not other-
wise linked together and can help visitors reach these destina-
tions as quickly as possible. For example, ifA→ B denotes
a link, and the only path fromA toD isA→ B → C → D,
then a shortcutA→ D saves the visitor over 66% of the nav-
igation effort, and perhaps more if one counts the scrolling
avoided on the interim pages. Of course, there is a tradeoff
between the number of shortcut links and their usefulness. In
an absurd example, if one added shortcuts between every pair
of pages on the site, a visitor could reach any destination in
one link, but finding the right link would be practically im-
possible. Thus, we concentrate on generating only a small
number of high quality shortcuts, for example, only as many
as will fit on the wireless device without scrolling.

This paper makes the following contributions:

• We present an algorithm, MINPATH, for automatically
finding high-quality shortcuts for mobile visitors in real
time. Offline, MINPATH learns a model of web usage
based on server access logs, and uses this model at run-
time to predict the visitor’s ultimate destination. MIN-
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PATH is based on the notion of theexpected savingsof a
shortcut, which incorporates the probability that the link
is useful and the amount of visitor effort saved.

• We evaluate a variety of visitor models, including Naı̈ve
Bayes mixture models and mixtures of Markov models,
and discuss their applicability in MINPATH.

• We provide experimental evidence that suggests a mix-
ture of Markov models is the best model for MINPATH,
and that MINPATH substantially reduces the number of
links mobile visitors need to follow, and thus their navi-
gational effort.

In the next section, we define our problem and present the
M INPATH algorithm for finding shortcuts. Section 3 explores
variations on the models for predicting web usage and sec-
tion 4 evaluates MINPATH using these models. Section 5 dis-
cusses related research, and we conclude in section 6.

2 Finding shortcuts with MinPath
We begin by defining terminology, to facilitate the discussion.

2.1 Definitions
A trail [Wexelblat and Maes, 1999] is a sequence of page re-
quests made by a single visitor that is coherent in time and
space. Coherence in time requires that each subsequent re-
quest in the trail occurs within some fixed time window of
the previous request. Coherence in space requires that each
subsequent request be the destination of some link on the pre-
vious page. More precisely, if we denote the time of the re-
quest for pagepi astime(pi), then a trailT = 〈p0, p1, . . . pn〉
is a sequence of page requests for which:

• ∀ i, 0 ≤ i < n, pi → pi+1 exists; and

• ∀ i, 0 ≤ i < n,
time(pi) ≤ time(pi+1) ≤ time(pi) + timeout

The length of a trail is n, the number of links followed.
From the perspective of the adaptive web site which is watch-
ing a visitor’s behavior midway through the trail, only apre-
fix, 〈p0, . . . , pi〉 is known. The trailsuffix, 〈pi+1, . . . , pn〉,
needs to be hypothesized by the adaptive web site.

2.2 Finding shortcuts
The objective of our work is to provide shortcut links to vis-
itors to help shorten long trails. Our system adds shortcut
links to every page the visitor requests. Ideally, the short-
cuts suggested will help the visitor reach the destination of
the trail with as few links as possible. We state the shortcut
link selection problem precisely as:

• Given: a visitorV , a trail prefix〈p0, . . . , pi〉, and a max-
imum number of shortcutsm;

• Output: a list of shortcutspi → q1, . . . , pi → qm that
minimizesthe number of links the visitor must follow
betweenpi and the visitor’s destination.

The last page in the trail prefix,pi, is the page the visi-
tor has requested most recently, and the page on which the
shortcuts are placed. We calculate thesavingsthat a single
shortcutpi → q offers as the number of links the visitor can
avoid by following that shortcut. If we know the entire trail
T = 〈p0, . . . , pi, . . . , pn〉, then the number of links saved is:

{
j − i− 1 if q = pj for somei < j ≤ n
0 otherwise

That is, if the shortcut leads to a page further along the trail,
then the savings is the number of links skipped (we subtract
one because the visitor must still follow a link — the shortcut
link). If the shortcut leads elsewhere, then it offers no savings.

2.3 The MinPath algorithm
If one had knowledge of the complete trail
〈p0, . . . , pi, . . . pn〉, selecting the best shortcut at any
pagepi would be easy: simply,pi → pn. Of course, at
runtime, a visitor has viewed only a trail prefix, and the
adaptive web site must infer the remaining pages. Our ap-
proach relies on a model of the visitor’s behavior to compute
a probability for every possible trail suffix〈qi+1, . . . , qn〉 on
the site. Intuitively, these suffixes are all the possible trails
originating frompi. Given a suffix and its probability, we
assign anexpected savingsto the shortcutpi → qj to each
qj in the suffix as the product of the probability of the suffix
and the number of links saved by the shortcut. Note that a
particular shortcutpi → qj may appear in many trail suffixes
(i.e., many trail suffixes may pass through the same pageqj),
and so the expected savings of a shortcut is the sum of the
savings of the shortcut for all suffixes.

A brief example will elucidate these ideas. Suppose that a
visitor has requested the trail prefix〈A,B,C〉 and we wish to
find shortcuts to add to pageC. Suppose that our model of the
visitor indicates there are exactly two sequences of pages the
visitor may complete the trail with:〈D,E, F,G,H〉, with a
probability of 0.6, and〈I, J,H,K〉 with a probability of 0.4.
The expected savings from the shortcutC → E would be
0.6 × 1 = 0.6, because the trail with pageE occurs with
probability 0.6 and the shortcut saves only one link. The ex-
pected savings for shortcutC → H includes a contribution
from both suffixes:0.6× 4 + 0.4× 2 = 2.4 + 0.8 = 3.2.

The MINPATH algorithm is shown in Table 1. TheExpect-
edSavings function constructs the trail suffixes by traversing
the directed graph induced by the web site’s link structure
(often called the “web graph”). Starting at the page last re-
quested by the visitor,pi, ExpectedSavings computes the
probability of following each link and recursively traverses
the graph until the probability of viewing a page falls below a
threshold, or a depth bound is exceeded. The savings at each
page (CurrentSavings) is the product of the probability,Ps,
of reaching that page along suffixTs and the number of links
saved,l − 1. TheMinPath function collates the results and
returns the bestm shortcuts. The next section describes how
we obtain the model required by MINPATH.

3 Predictive Models
The key element to MINPATH ’s success is the predictive
model of web usage; in this section, we describe the mod-
els we have evaluated. The probabilistic model MINPATH
uses must predict the next web page requestpi given a trail
prefix 〈p0, . . . , pi−1〉 and the visitor’s identityV (the identity
can lead to information about past behavior at the site, de-
mographics, etc.):P (pi = q|〈p0, . . . , pi−1〉, V ). Of course,
a model may condition this probability on only part or even
none of the available data; we explore these and other vari-
ations in this section. To simplify our discussion, we de-
fine a “sink” page that visitors (implicitly) request when they
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Inputs:
T Observed trail prefix〈p0, . . . , pi〉
pi Most recent page requested
V Visitor identity
m Number of shortcuts to return

MinPath(T, pi, V,m)
S ← ExpectedSavings(pi, T, V, 〈〉, 1.0, 0, {})
SortS by expected page savings
Return the bestm shortcuts inS

Inputs:
p Current page in recursive traversal
T Trail prefix (observed page requests)
V Visitor identity
Ts Trail suffix (hypothesized pages in traversal)
Ps Probability of suffixTs
l Length of suffixTs
S Set of shortcut destinations and their savings

ExpectedSavings(p, T, V, Ts, Ps, l, S)
If ( l ≥ depth bound) or (Ps ≤ probability threshold)

ReturnS
If ( l ≤ 1)

CurrentSavings← 0
Else

CurrentSavings← Ps × (l − 1)
If p 6∈ S

Add p to S with Savings(p) = CurrentSavings
Else

Savings(p)← Savings(p) + CurrentSavings
Trail ← concatenateT andTs
For each linkp→ q
Pq ← probability of followingp→ q givenTrail andV
Tq ← concatenateTs and{q}
S ← ExpectedSavings(q, T, V, Tq, Pq, l + 1, S)

ReturnS

Table 1:MinPath algorithm.

end their browsing trails. Thus, the probabilityP (pi =
psink|〈p0, . . . , pi−1〉, V ) is the probability that the visitor will
request no further pages in this trail. Finally, note that the
models are learned offline, prior to their use by MINPATH.
Only the evaluation of the model must run in real time.

3.1 Unconditional model
The simplest model of web usage predicts the next page re-
questpi without conditioning on any information. We learn
this model by measuring the proportion of requests for each
pageq on the site during the training period1:

P (pi = q) =
number of timesq requested
total number of page requests

We assume the visitor can view a page only if it is linked
from the current page. Thus MINPATH forces the probabili-
ties of pages not linked from the current page to be zero and

1More precisely, throughout our implementation we use MAP
estimates with Dirichlet priors.

renormalizes the probabilities of the available links. If the
current page ispi−1, then MINPATH calculates:

P (pi = q|pi−1) =

{
P (pi=q)∑
q′
P (pi=q′)

if pi−1 → q exists

0 otherwise
where theq′ are all the pages to whichpi−1 links.

Because we have a limited volume of training data (ap-
proximately 129,000 page requests for approximately 8,000
unique URLs in a site with 240,000 web pages), we cannot
build a model that predicts each and every page — many
pages are requested too infrequently to reliably estimate their
probability. Instead, we group pages together to increase their
aggregate usage counts, and replace page requests by their
corresponding group label (much in the spirit of[Zukerman
et al., 2000]). Specifically, we use the hierarchy that the URL
directory structure imposes as a hierarchical clustering of the
pages, and select only the most specific nodes (the ones clos-
est to the leaves) that account for some minimum amount of
traffic, or usage, on the site. The pages below each node share
a common URL prefix, orstem, which we use as the label of
the node. By varying the minimum usage threshold, we select
more or fewer nodes; in section 4, we report how MINPATH ’s
performance is correspondingly affected.

3.2 Näıve Bayes mixture model
The unconditional model assumes all trails on the site are
similar — that a single model is sufficient to accurately cap-
ture their behavior. Common intuition suggests this assump-
tion is false — different visitors produce different trails, and
even the same visitor may follow different trails during sep-
arate visits. As an alternative, we hypothesize that each trail
belongs to one (or a distribution) ofK differentclusters, each
described by a separate model. We can thus compute the
probability of requesting pageq by conditioning on the clus-
ter identityCk:

P (pi = q|〈p0, . . . , pi−1〉) =
K∑
k=1

P (pi = q|Ck)P (Ck|〈p0, . . . , pi−1〉) (1)

The result is amixture modelthat combines the probabil-
ity estimatesP (pi = q|Ck) of theK different models ac-
cording to a distribution over the models. By Bayes’ theo-
rem,P (Ck|〈p0, . . . , pi−1〉) ∝ P (Ck)P (〈p0, . . . , pi−1〉|Ck).
To calculateP (〈p0, . . . , pi−1〉|Ck), we make the Näıve
Bayes assumption that page requests in the trail are inde-
pendent given the cluster, thus:P (〈p0, . . . , pi−1〉|Ck) =∏
j=0...i−1 P (pj |Ck). The resulting model is aNäıve Bayes

mixture model(similar to those used in AUTOCLASS[Cheese-
man et al., 1988]) for which we learn the model parame-
tersP (pi = q|Ck) and the cluster assignment probabilities
P (Ck) using the EM algorithm[Dempsteret al., 1977].

The mixture model uses the probabilities
P (Ck|〈p0, . . . , pi−1〉) as a “soft” assignment of the trail to
the cluster — each clusterCk contributes fractionally in
the sum in Equation 1. Alternatively, we may use a “hard”
assignment of the trail to the most probable cluster,C∗. We
explore both of these possibilities in section 4. The value of
K may be fixed in advance, or found using holdout data. For
each value ofK, we compute the likelihood of the holdout
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data given the previously learned model, and choose theK
that maximizes the holdout likelihood.

An additional piece of information useful when selecting
the cluster assignment is the visitor’s identity, which we can
incorporate by conditioning Equation 1 onV . If we assume
that page requests are independent of the visitor given the
cluster, then the only change to the right side of Equation 1
is thatP (Ck) becomesP (Ck|V ). Unlike an individual trail,
a visitor’s behavior may not be well represented by any sin-
gle model in the mixture. Thus, we represent a visitor as a
mixture of models, and estimate theP (Ck|V ) as the propor-
tion of the visitor’s history that is predicted byCk. Specif-
ically, let H = {T1, . . . , Th} be the set ofh trails the visi-
tor has produced on the site previous to the current visit, and
P (Ti|Cj) the probability that clusterCj produced trailTi;
thenP (Ck|V ) =

∑h
i=1 P (Ti|Ck)/h.

3.3 Markov models
Both the unconditional and Naı̈ve Bayes mixture models ig-
nore a key piece of information from the web accesses: the
sequential nature of the page trails. Afirst-order Markov
model, on the other hand, incorporates this information by
conditioning the probability of the next page on the previ-
ous page:P (pi = q|pi−1). The Markov model is trained by
counting the transitions from pagespi−1 to pi in the train-
ing data, and by counting how often each page appears as
the initial request in a trail. As we did earlier, we replaced
the URLs of page requests with URL stems to increase the
volume of relevant training data. The need for this transfor-
mation is even greater for the Markov model because it has
quadratically more probability values to estimate than the un-
conditional model, and the events (the linkspi−1 → pi) are
more rare.

In addition to a single Markov model, we also evaluate
M INPATH using a mixture of Markov models[Cadezet al.,
2000]. We use the same EM-based method to build these
mixtures as we did to learn the Naı̈ve Bayes mixture model.

3.4 Positional and Markov/Positional models
In addition to conditioning the probability on the last re-
quested page, we also consider conditioning on the ordinal
position of the request in the visitor’s trail:P (pi = q|i) or
P (pi = q|i, pi−1). Effectively, this model is equivalent to
training a separate model (either unconditional or Markov)
for each position in the trail (although, for practical purposes,
we treat all positions after some limitL as the same position).
Visual inspection of the training trails led us to hypothesize
that these models may better predict behavior, although con-
ditioning on the additional information increases the amount
of training data necessary to properly fit the model.

4 Results
We evaluate MINPATH ’s performance on usage at our home
institution’s web site. We used web access data during
September 2000 to produce a training set of 35,212 trails (ap-
proximately 20 days of web usage) and a test set of 2,500
trails (approximately 1.5 days of usage); the time period
from which the test trails were drawn occurred strictly after
the training period. During the training and testing periods,
11,981 unique pages were requested from the total population

of 243,119 unique URLs at the site. We selected only those
trails with link length at least two, because shorter trails can-
not be improved. We set MINPATH ’s link depth bound to 8
and probability threshold to10−5; in all our experiments the
probability threshold proved to be the tighter bound.

We measure MINPATH ’s performance by the number of
links a visitor must follow to reach the end of the trail. We
estimate visitor behavior when provided shortcuts by making
two assumptions. First, we assume that, when presented with
one or more shortcuts that lead to destinations along the visi-
tor’s trail, the visitor will select the shortcut that leads farthest
along the trail (i.e., the visitor greedily selects the apparently
best shortcut). Second, when no shortcuts lead to pages in the
visitor’s trail, the visitor will follow the next link in the trail
(i.e., the visitor will not erroneously follow a shortcut). Note,
finally, that MINPATH places shortcuts on each page the vis-
itor requests, and so the visitor may follow multiple shortcut
links along a single trail.

Without shortcuts, the average length of trails in the test
set is 3.42 links. Given an oracle that could predict the ex-
act destination of the visitor’s current trail, MINPATH could
reduce the trail to exactly one link. The difference between
3.42 links and one link is the range of savings MINPATH can
offer web visitors.

We first explored the relationship between the minimum
URL usage threshold and the performance of MINPATH. We
compared thresholds of 1% (which produces 42 URL stems),
0.5% (78 stems), 0.025% (1,083 stems), and 0.0% (all the
unique URLs in the training data). We found that MIN-
PATH ’s performance improves as we increase the number of
URL stems, until the threshold falls below 0.025%. After that
point, the average number of links per trail increases; we hy-
pothesize that, because of data sparseness, we cannot learn
the model as well. Thus, for all the experiments in this sec-
tion, we use the best threshold we found, 0.025%. In ongoing
work, we are evaluating the use of a lower threshold when
M INPATH is given substantially more training data.

We next compared MINPATH ’s performance when using a
variety of models (see Figure 1). The first column shows the
number of links followed in the unmodified site. In the sec-
ond and third sets of columns, MINPATH uses, respectively,
an unconditional and Markov model and produces 1, 3, or 5
shortcuts. In the last two sets, MINPATH uses mixture mod-
els of either 10 or 25 clusters, and selects the distribution of
the models in the mixtures based on only the current trail pre-
fix (ignoring past visitor behavior). This graph demonstrates
first that MINPATH does reduce the number of links visitors
must follow — when using a mixture of Markov models and
suggesting just three shortcuts, MINPATH can save an aver-
age of 0.97 links, or 40% of the possible savings. Second, we
see that the Markov model, by conditioning on the sequence
information, outperforms the unconditional model substan-
tially — three shortcuts suggested with the Markov model
are better than five shortcuts found with the unconditional
model. Third, these results indicate the mixture models pro-
vide a slight advantage over the corresponding single model
(for example, 2.72 for the Naı̈ve Bayes mixture model versus
2.75 for the unconditional model). We computed the average
of the difference in trail length between the single model and
the mixture model for each test trail, and found the gains are
significant at the 5% level. Finally, we found that the dif-
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Figure 1:MinPath’s performance. Each column shows the
average number of links followed in a trail. The mixture
model columns are annotated with the number of clusters. All
error-bars denote 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 2:Varying model assignment strategy.Each of the
four series represents a different model assignment strategy.

ferences between 10 and 25 clusters in the mixture are not
statistically significant.

In Figure 2, we compare methods for selecting the mix-
ture distribution for a trail prefix, using mixtures of 10 mod-
els. Each group of columns shows a different model and as-
signment type (hard or soft) combination. In each group, we
condition the assignment on no information (i.e., we use a
uniform distribution for the soft assignment and random se-
lection for the hard assignment), the visitor’s past trails, the
visitor’s current trail, and both the past and current trails. Our
first conclusion is that soft assignment is a better choice for
both mixture models (significant at the 5% level). Second,
both past trails and the current trail prefix help MINPATH se-
lect an appropriate assignment to the cluster models. How-
ever, the combination of both features is not significantly bet-
ter than using just the current trail prefix with the Naı̈ve Bayes
mixture model, and does slightly worse than just the current
trail with the mixture of Markov models. This result is some-
what surprising; we had expected, especially when the prefix
is short, that the past trails would provide valuable informa-
tion. Apparently, however, even the first one or two page

requests in a trail are sufficient to assign it to the appropri-
ate clusters. In future work we will investigate if this result
remains true for larger sites.

Our last variation of models conditions the probability on
the ordinal position of the page request in the trail. We com-
pared the unconditional and Markov models against posi-
tional and Markov/positional models, choosing several values
of the limitL of number of positions. In all cases, MINPATH
did not perform significantly differently when using the posi-
tional information than when ignoring the position.

We finally note that MINPATH ’s running time is quite
small. The models MINPATH uses are learned offline, but the
process usually requires only several minutes. Given a model
and the trail prefix, MINPATH finds a set of shortcuts in 0.65
seconds on an average desktop PC, fast enough to suggest
shortcuts in real time for wireless visitors.

5 Related work
Perkowitz [2001] addresses the shortcut link problem, but
uses a simpler shortcut prediction method: for each pageP
viewed on the site, record how often every other pageQ is
viewed afterP in some trail. When pageP is requested in
the future, the shortcuts are the topm most-requested pages
Q. Effectively, this approach estimates the probability that
a visitor atP will eventually viewQ by counting how often
this event has occured in the training data. MINPATH also
estimates this probability, but does so by composing the page
transition probabilities along a trail through the site. The ad-
vantage of our approach is that it reduces data sparseness,
although at the expense of making a first-order assumption
that may not hold in practice. However, experience in other
applications (e.g., speech, NLP, computational biology) sug-
gests the advantage outweighs the disadvantage. MINPATH
offers two additional improvements relative to Perkowitz’s
approach. First, MINPATH can build more accurate models
of visitor behavior by clustering visitors and building mix-
ture models; in contrast, Perkowitz’s approach builds a single
shortcut table for all the visitors at the site. Second, MIN-
PATH admits a more versatile selection of shortcuts. For ex-
ample, we are currently extending MINPATH to calculate the
expected savings of each shortcut given the existence of the
other shortcuts added to the requested page. Perkowitz’s ap-
proach cannot take advantage of this conditional information,
because it derives its recommendations directly from the orig-
inal usage data.

Our MINPATH algorithm shares many traits with a num-
ber of web page recommendation systems developed in re-
cent years. Letizia[Lieberman, 1995] is a client-side agent
that browses the web in tandem with the visitor. Based on
the visitor’s actions (e.g., which links the visitor followed,
whether the visitor records a page in a bookmarks file, etc.),
Letizia estimates the visitor’s interest in as-yet-unseen pages.
Unlike MINPATH, which resides on a web server, Letizia is
constrained to the resources on the web visitor’s browsing de-
vice, and is thus not well suited to a wireless environment. In
addition, Letizia cannot leverage the past experiences ofother
visitors to the same site — Letizia knows about the actions of
only its visitor.

WebWatcher[Joachimset al., 1997], Ariadne [Jühne et
al., 1998], and adaptive web site agents[Pazzani and Bill-
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sus, 1999] are examples of web tour guides, agents that help
visitors browse a site by suggesting which link each visitor
should view next. With the assistance of a tour guide, visi-
tors can follow trails frequently viewed by others and avoid
becoming lost. However, tour guides assume that every page
along the trail is important, and typically are limited to only
suggesting which link on a page to follow next (as opposed
to creating shortcuts between pages).

SurfLen[Fu et al., 2000] and PageGather[Perkowitz and
Etzioni, 2000] suggest pages to visit based on page requests
co-occurrent in past sessions2. These algorithms suggest the
top m pages that are most likely to co-occur with the visi-
tor’s current session, either by presenting a list of links (Sur-
fLen) or by constructing a new index page containing the
links (PageGather). However, both of these systems assume
the visitor can easily navigate a lengthy list of shortcuts, and
thus provide perhaps dozens of suggested links. MINPATH
improves on these algorithms by factoring in the relative ben-
efit of each shortcut, and suggesting only the few best links
specific to each page request.

The predictive web usage models we present are related
to previous works on sequence prediction and web usage
mining. These works are too numerous to review here, but
we mention two closely related ones. Most similar to our
own work, WebCANVAS[Cadezet al., 2000] is a system
for visualizing clusters of web visitors using a mixture of
Markov models. We apply similar models to web behavior,
although our goal is to build predictive structures, while Web-
CANVAS emphasizes visualizing the clusters themselves.
Sarukkai[2000] uses a Markov model of web usage to sug-
gest the most probable links a visitor may follow, and notes
the need to reduce the size of the model by clustering the
URLs. Our work explores this model as well as many oth-
ers, and uses the expected savings of a link, not just the link
probability, to sort the resulting suggestions.

6 Conclusions
Wireless web devices will soon outnumber desktop browsers,
and sites must be prepared to deliver content suited to their
unique needs. Because of the high cost of navigation on a mo-
bile device,shortcut linksare a fruitful adaptation to augment
existing content. In this paper we have made the following
contributions:

• We developed the MINPATH algorithm, which finds
shortcut links targeted for each web visitor’s informa-
tion gathering behavior;

• We explored several predictive models of web usage and
evaluated how they perform with MINPATH;

• We provided empirical evidence that MINPATH can find
useful shortcut links. Using a mixture of Markov mod-
els, MINPATH can save wireless visitors more than 40%
of the possible link savings.

M INPATH offers many fruitful lines of continued research,
and we are currently exploring several directions. One di-
rection is studying how MINPATH will scale to larger sites,

2A session is like a trail but relaxes the requirement of coherence
in space.

with more pages, more links between pages, and more traf-
fic. Another is automatically selecting concise and descrip-
tive anchor texts for shortcut links. In a third direction we are
integrating MINPATH with our general framework for adapt-
ing web sites, which includes a more elaborate visitor model
and incorporates the cost of adding a shortcut link and the
probability of erroneously following a shortcut. Finally, we
are currently conducting a user study to evaluate MINPATH
on a fielded web site.
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Abstract
Consider a supervised learning problem in which examples contain
both numerical- and text-valued features. To use traditional feature-
vector-based learning methods, one could treat the presence or ab-
sence of a word as a Boolean feature and use these binary-valued
features together with the numerical features. However, the use of a
text-classification system on this is a bit more problematic — in the
most straight-forward approach each number would be considered a
distinct token and treated as a word. This paper presents an alter-
native approach for the use of text classification methods for super-
vised learning problems with numerical-valued features in which the
numerical features are converted into bag-of-words features, thereby
making them directly usable by text classification methods. We
show that even on purely numerical-valued data the results of text-
classification on the derived text-like representation outperforms the
more naive numbers-as-tokens representation and, more importantly,
is competitive with mature numerical classification methods such as
C4.5 and Ripper.

1 Introduction
The machine learning community has spent many years de-
veloping robust classifier-learning methods, with C4.5[Quin-
lan, 1993] and Ripper [Cohen, 1995] two popular examples
of such methods. Although for many years the focus has been
on numerical and discrete-valued classification tasks, over the
last decade there has also been considerable attention to text-
classification problems[Sebastiani, 1999; Yang, 1999]. Typi-
cally such methods are applied by treating the presence or ab-
sence of each word as a separate Boolean feature. This is com-
monly performed either directly, by generating a large number
of such features, one for each word, or indirectly, by the use of
set-valued features [Cohen, 1996], in which each text-valued
field of the examples is viewed as a single feature whose value
for an example is the set of words that are present in that field
for this example.

The information retrieval community has similarly spent
many years developing robust retrieval methods applicable to
many retrieval tasks concerning text-containing documents,
with vector-space methods [Salton, 1991] being the best
known examples of techniques in this area. Although for
many years the focus has been primarily on retrieval tasks,
here, too, the last decade has seen a significant increase in in-
terest in the use of such methods for text-classification tasks.
The most common techniques use the retrieval engine as the
basis for a distance metric between examples, for either direct
use with nearest-neighbor methods [Yang and Chute, 1994],
or, based on the closely related Rocchio [1971] relevance
feedback technique, for use after creating a summary “docu-

ment” for each class and retrieving the nearest one [Schapire
et al., 1998].

The irony is that although we now have much experience on
placing text-clasification problems in the realm of numerical-
classification methods, little attention has been brought to the
question of whether numerical-classification problems can be
effectively brought into the realm of text-classification meth-
ods. Since the text-retrieval methods on which they are based
have many decade’s maturity, if done effectively they have the
potential of broadening further our base of methods for nu-
merical classification.

More importantly for us, however, is the fact that many
real-world problems involve a combination of both text- and
numerical-valued features. For example, we came to ask
these questions by confronting the problem of email classifi-
cation, where we wanted to explore instance-representations
that considered not only the text of each message, but also
the length of the message or the time of day at which it is
received [Macskassy et al., 1999]. Although the machine-
learning-derived methods that we now know how to ap-
ply to pure text-classification problems could be directly ap-
plied to these “mixed-mode” problems, the application of
information-retrieval-based classification methods was more
problematic. The most straight-forward approach is to treat
each number that a feature may take on as a distinct “word”,
and proceed with the use of a text-classification method using
the combination of true words and tokens-for-numbers words.
The problem is that this makes the numbers 1 and 2 as dissimi-
lar as the numbers 1 and 1000 — all three values are unrelated
tokens to the classification method. What we would like is an
approach to applying text-classification methods to problems
with numerical-valued features so that the distance between
such numerical values is able to be discerned by the classifi-
cation method.

This paper presents one way to do just this, converting nu-
merical features into features to which information-retrieval-
based text-classification methods can apply. Our approach
presumes the use of text-classification methods that treat a
piece of text as a “bag of words”, representing a text object by
an unordered set of tokens present in the text (most commonly
words, but occasionally tokens of a more complex derivation).

The core of our approach is, roughly, to convert each num-
ber into a bag of tokens such that two numbers that are close
together have more tokens in common in their respective bags
than would two numbers that are farther apart. The high-level
idea is to create a set of landmark values for each numerical
feature, and assign two tokens to each such landmark. Every
value of a feature for an example will be compared to each
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landmark for that feature. If the example’s value is less than
or equal to the landmark, the first of that landmark’s two to-
kens is placed in that example’s “bag”. If the value is more
than the landmark the second token is instead used in the bag.
The result is that every feature gets converted into a bag of
tokens, with each bag containing the same number of entries,
each differing only to reflect on which side of each landmark
a value lies.1

The key question then becomes how to pick landmark val-
ues. Although our experiments show that even fairly naive
approaches for selecting landmarks can perform quite well,
we instead appeal to the body of work on feature discretiza-
tion that has already been well-studied within machine learn-
ing [Catlett, 1991; Kerber, 1992; Fayyad and Irani, 1993;
Dougherty et al., 1995; Kohavi and Sahami, 1996; Frank and
Witten, 1999]. Learning methods such as C4.5 would nor-
mally have to consider a large number of possible tests on each
numerical feature, in the worst case one between each consec-
utive pair of values that a feature takes on. These discretiza-
tion methods instead use a variety of heuristic means to iden-
tify a more modest — and hence more tractable — subset of
tests to consider during the learning process. Our approach is
thus to apply such methods to identify a set of landmark values
for each numerical feature and create two possible tokens for
each landmark value, exactly one of which is assigned to each
example for each landmark. The result is a “bag of words”
representation for each example that can then be used by text-
classification methods.

In the remainder of this paper we first describe our approach
for converting numerical features into bag-of-words features
in more detail, including the landmark-selection methods that
we used. We then describe our experimental evaluation of
our approach: the learning methods, evaluation methods used,
and our results — which show that the text-classification
methods using our bag-of-words representation perform com-
petitively with the well-used methods C4.5 and Ripper when
applied to the original numerical data. We conclude the paper
with some analysis of these results and some final remarks.

2 Converting Numbers to Bags of Tokens
The approach taken in this paper is to convert every number
into a set of tokens such that if two values are close, these sets
will be similar, and if the values are further apart the sets will
be less similar. This is done for each feature by finding a set of
“landmark values” or “split-points” within the feature’s range
of legitimate values by analyzing the values that the feature is
observed to take on among the training examples. Given an
example, its numerical value for a given feature is compared
to each split-point for that feature generated by our approach,
and for each such comparison a token will be added, repre-
senting either that the value is less than or equal to the partic-
ular split-point or greater than that split-point. This will result
in exactly one token being added per split-point.

For example, consider a news-story classification task that
includes a numerical feature representing the story’s length.
We can artificially invent a set of split-points to demonstrate
our process, such as 500, 1500, and 4000. For each split-
point we define two tokens, one for either side of the split-
point a value may lie. Using the above split-points for the
length of a news-story would result in the tokens “length-
under500”, “lengthover500”, “lengthunder1500”, “length-
over1500”, “lengthunder4000”, and “lengthover4000”. A

1However, as we will explain later, there may be fewer values in
case of missing values.

                bin2     bin3        bin4bin1 bin5

split1 split2 split3 split4

Figure 1: An example feature range and construction of bins.
Dots represent values and rectangles represent bins.
new message of length 3000 would thereby have its length
feature converted into the set of tokens “lengthover500”,
“lengthover1500”, and “lengthunder4000”. These would be
added to the bag-of-words representation of the example —
whether the other words in the bag were created from other
numerical features, or the result of pre-existing text-valued
features. More abstractly, consider the hypothetical numeri-
cal feature plotted along a number line in Figure 1. If a train-
ing example is obtained whose value for this feature falls in
bin2, the set {morethansplit1, lessthansplit2, lessthansplit3,
lessthansplit4}would be the bag-of-words representation cre-
ated for this value. Note that more than one value can be given
the same representation, as long as they all fall between the
same two consecutive split-points.

The key question, of course, is how these split-points are
selected. We use two methods in our main results. The
first, called theMDL method, uses an existing entropy-based
method for discretization to find good split-points [Fayyad
and Irani, 1993]. This method is very similar to one that uses
C4.5 on the training data, restricting it to ignore all but the
single feature for which split-points are being selected, har-
vesting the decision points found within each of the internal
nodes of the tree [Kohavi and Sahami, 1996]. The second
method, which we call the density method, selects split-points
that yield equal-density bins — where the number of values
that fall between consecutive split-points stays roughly con-
stant. The number of bins is selected using hill-climbing on
error rate using a hold-out set. In the rest of this section we
describe these two methods in more detail, concluding with a
discussion of how we handle examples that are missing values
for one or more of their features.
2.1 The MDL Method
The MDL method [Fayyad and Irani, 1993; Kohavi and Sa-
hami, 1996] makes use of information-theoretic techniques
to analyse the values of a numeric feature and create split-
points that have high information gain. It does so in a recur-
sive fashion, finding one split-point in the overall set of val-
ues, then finding another split-point in each of the two created
subsets, until a stopping criteria based on Minimum Descrip-
tion Length priciples [Rissanen, 1987] is met. Each numerical
feature is treated separately, yielding a different set of split-
points for each feature. Due to space limitations we refer the
reader to the given citations for further details about this pop-
ular discretization algorithm.
2.2 The Density Method
The density method (described in algorithmic form in Fig-
ure 2) begins by obtaining and sorting all values observed in
the data for a feature f , yielding an ordered list Sf . Thus,
for example, the result for some feature f might be Sf =
〈1, 2, 2, 2, 5, 8, 8, 8, 9〉. Given some desired number of splits
k, the density method splits the feature set Sf into k+1 sets of
equal size (except when rounding effects require being off by
one) such that split-point sj is the (|Sf | × b j

k+1c)-th point in
Sf . Using this split-point, two tokens are generated; one for
when a numerical value is less than or equal to the split-point,
and another for when the numerical value is greater than the
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Inputs: Sets of values for each numeric feature.
Algorithm:
currError ← 100 /* assume errors run from 0− 100 */
lastError ← 100
numSplits← 1
maxSplits← argmaxf∈numerical features(|Sf |)
while(numSplits < maxSplits) do

for each numerical feature f
nf ← min(numSplits, |Sf |)
/* Create nf split-points for feature f . */
Use as split-points for f the j-th element of Sf

for j = |Sf | × b i
nf+1c with i running from 1 to nf

end
Divide data into 70% for train and 30% for test.
C ← Run learner on train with current split-points.
currError ← Evaluate C on test.
if(currError = 0) do
maxSplits← 0
lastError ← currError

else if(lastError < currError) do
numSplits← numSplits/2
maxSplits← 0

else
numSplits← 2× numSplits
lastError ← currError

end
end
Outputs: lastError

Figure 2: Density algorithm for finding split-points.
split-point. k — the final number of split-points — is found
using a global hill-climbing search with the number of split-
points growing geometrically by a factor of two until the ob-
served error rate on a 30% hold-out set is observed to increase
or reach 0.

One final detail of the density method is that the algorithm
in Figure 2 is actually run twice. The first time is based
on a “volumetric” density calculation, where duplicate val-
ues are included in the analysis. After doing this the algo-
rithm is run a second time after duplicate values have been
removed, yielding a second set of split points that have an (ap-
proximately) equal number of distinct values between each
split-point. Thus, for example, for the feature f this second
run would now use the list Sf = 〈1, 2, 5, 8, 9〈. Whichever
method yielded a lower error rate gives the final set of split
points. If they have the same performance, whichever had
fewer split-points is selected.
2.3 Missing Values
A common occurrence for many learning problems is when
some examples are missing values for some of the features.
This can be a complicating factor both during the learning
phase, when assessing the importance of features in forming
some learning result, and in classification, when making a de-
cision when values of some of the attributes are unavailable.
Common approaches range from simply deleting data or fea-
tures to remove such occurrences, to imputing some value for
the feature — such as through learning or through something
as simple as using the median, mean, or mode value in the
training data, to more complex methods such as are used in
learning algorithms such as C4.5. Our approach for creating
bag-of-word features out of numerical features contributes an-
other interesting way to handle missing values. The idea is,
quite simply, to add no tokens for a feature of an example
when the value for this feature is missing. By not commit-

ting to any of the tokens that this feature might otherwise have
added it neither contributes nor detracts from the classifica-
tion process, allowing it to rely on the remaining features in
assigning a label to the example.

3 Learning Algorithms
In this section we briefly describe the learning algorithms that
we use in our experiments. Recall that our goal is to demon-
strate that, using our approach, text-classification methods
can perform as credibly on numerical classification problems
as more traditional methods that were explicitly crafted for
such problems. To show this we use a sampling of four dif-
ferent approaches for text classification. Our first is based
on the Rocchio-based vector-space method for text retrieval
mentioned earlier, which we label TFIDF [Joachims, 1997;
Schapire et al., 1998; Sebastiani, 1999]. We also consider two
probabilistic classification methods that have become popu-
lar for text classification, Naive Bayes [Domingos and Paz-
zani, 1996; Joachims, 1997; Mitchell, 1997] and Maximum
Entropy [Nigam et al., 1999]. Finally, we also use the Ripper
rule learning system [Cohen, 1995; 1996], using its capability
of handling set-valued features so as to handle text classifica-
tion problems in a fairly direct fashion. (The first three meth-
ods used the implementations available as part of the Rain-
bow text-classification system[McCallum, 1996].) The base-
lines to which we compare the text-classification methods are
two popular “off the shelf” learning methods, C4.5 (release
8) [Quinlan, 1993] and Ripper. Note that Ripper has been
mentioned twice, once as a text-classification method using
our transformed features encoded for Ripper as set-valued fea-
tures, and the other using the original numerical features in the
same fashion as they are used with C4.5. Thus Ripper is in
the unique position of being both a text-classification method
when used with one representation, and as a numerical clas-
sification method when used with the other. Missing values
were handled for the text-classification methods as discussed
earlier, by simply not generating any tokens for a feature of
an example when it had no given value, and for C4.5 and Rip-
per (when used with numerical features) by their built-in tech-
niques for handling missing values.

The TFIDF classifier is based on the relevance feedback al-
gorithm by Rocchio [1971] using the vector space retrieval
model. This algorithm represents documents as vectors so that
documents with similar content have similar vectors. Each
component of such a vector corresponds to a term in the doc-
ument, typically a word. The weight of each component is
computed using the TFIDF weighting scheme, which tries to
reward words that occur many times but in few documents.
In the learning phase, a prototype vector is formed for each
class from the positive and negative examples of that class. To
classify a new document d, the cosines of the prototype vec-
tors with the corresponding document vector are calculated
for each class. d is assigned to the class with which its doc-
ument vector has the highest cosine.

Naive Bayes is a probabilistic approach to inductive learn-
ing. It estimates the a posteriori probability that an example
belongs to a class given the observed feature values of the ex-
ample, assuming independence of the features. The class with
the maximum a posteriori probability is assigned to the exam-
ple. The naive Bayes classifier used here is specifically de-
signed for text classification problems.

The Maximum Entropy classifier (labeled MAXENT in our
results) estimates the conditional distribution of the class label
given a document, which is a set of word-count features. The
high-level idea of this technique is, roughly, that uniform dis-
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tributions should be prefered in the absence of external knowl-
edge. A set of constraints for the model are derived from the
labeled training data, which are expected values of the fea-
tures. These constraints characterize the class-specific expec-
tations for the model distribution and may lead to minimal
non-uniform distributions. The solution to the maximum en-
tropy formulation is found by the improved iterative scaling
algorithm [Nigam et al., 1999].

Ripper is a learning method that forms sets of rules, where
each rule tests a conjunction of conditions on feature values.
Rules are returned as an ordered list, and the first successful
rule provides the prediction for the class label of a new ex-
ample. Importantly, Ripper allows attributes that take on sets
as values, in addition to numeric and nominal features, and
a condition can test whether a particular item is part of the
value that the attribute takes on for a given example. This
was designed to make Ripper particularly convenient to use
on text data, where rather than listing each word as a separate
feature, a single set-valued feature that contains all of an in-
stance’s words is used instead. Rules are formed in a greedy
fashion, with each rule being built by adding conditions one
at a time, using an information-theoretic metric that rewards
tests that cause a rule to exclude additional negative data while
still hopefully covering many positive examples. New rules
are formed until a sufficient amount of the data has been cov-
ered. A final pruning stage adjusts the rule set in light of the
resulting performance of the full set of rules on the data.

C4.5 is a widely used decision tree learning algorithm. It
uses a fixed sets of attributes, and creates a decision tree to
classify an instance into a fixed set of class-labels. At ev-
ery step, if the remaining instances are all of the same class,
it predicts that class, otherwise, it chooses the attribute with
the highest information gain and creates a decision based on
that attribute to split the training set into one subset per dis-
crete value of the feature, or two subsets based on a threshold-
comparison for continuous features. It recursively does this
until all nodes are final, or a certain user-specified threshold
is met. Once the decision tree is built, C4.5 prunes the tree to
avoid overfitting, again based on a user-specified setting.

4 Evaluation Methodology
To compare our text-like encoding of numbers when used with
text-classification systems to the use of C4.5 and Ripper on the
original numerical features we used 23 data sets taken from
the UCI repository [Blake and Merz, 1998]. Table 1 shows the
characteristics of these datasets. The first 14 represent prob-
lems where all the features are numeric. The final 9 represent
problems in which the designated number of features are nu-
meric and the rest are discrete or binary-valued.

The accuracy of a learner was done through ten-fold strati-
fied cross-validation[Kohavi, 1995]. Each dataset was repre-
sented in one of four ways for our experiments:
• The original feature encoding — using numbers — for

use with C4.5 and Ripper.
• The bag-of-words encoding generated by the density

method, for use with the four text-classifications.
• The bag-of-words encoding generated by the MDL

method, for use with the four text-classifications.
• The bag-of-words encoding generated using the

tokens-for-numbers approach, for use with the five text-
classifications. This was accomplished by converting
every number into its English words – for example, “5”
becomes “five” and “2.3” becomes “twopointthree”.

The first of these represents our baseline, using a machine
learning method designed for numerical classification. The

# of # of # of # of Base
Dataset Instances Features Numeric Classes Accuracy

Features (%)
bcancerw 699 10 10 2 66
diabetes 768 8 8 2 65
glass 214 9 9 6 36
hungarian 294 13 13 2 64
ionosphere 351 34 34 2 64
iris 150 4 4 3 33
liver 345 6 6 2 58
musk 476 166 166 2 57
new-thyroid 215 5 5 5 70
page-blocks 5473 10 10 5 90
segmentation 2310 19 19 7 14
sonar 208 60 60 2 53
vehicle 846 18 18 4 26
wine 178 13 13 2 40
arrhythmia 452 279 206 16 54
autos 205 26 16 2 88
cleveland 303 13 6 2 54
credit-app 690 15 6 2 56
cylinder-bands 512 39 20 2 61
echocardiogram1 132 13 9 2 44
horse 368 22 7 2 63
post-operative 90 8 1 3 71
sponge 76 45 3 3 92

1 The MDL approach was unable to find any split-points for this
data-set, so it is omitted in any comparisons on the MDL method.

Table 1: Properties of all datasets.
next two are the new approaches presented in this paper. The
final one is the representation that simply treats each number
as a distinct “word” without regard to its value.
5 Results
The first question we ask is the key one: To what extent does
our approach yield a competitive learning method on numer-
ical classification problems? Figure 3 shows the results of
comparing the four text-learning methods using our MDL-
algorithm features to the two numerical classification meth-
ods. Each point represents a single data set, where the x-axis
is the accuracy of either C4.5 or Ripper and the y-axis is the
accuracy of one of the four text methods. Points above the
y=x line represent cases where the numerical-classification
method was inferior to our use of a text-classification method,
and points below the line are cases where the numerical
method was superior. The qualitative flavor of this graph
is that the MDL-algorithm features allows text-classification
methods to perform credibly in many cases, exceeding numer-
ical methods in some cases, although performing less success-
fully in many cases as well. We plot in Figure 4 a similar graph
comparing the four text methods using the density-algorithm
features to the two numerical methods. (The “outlier” cases
at the bottom of the graphs are for the post-operative data set,
which has only 90 examples and only 1 of its 8 features being
numeric.)

Since the preceding graphs collapse eight different com-
parisons (four text methods versus two numerical methods)

TFIDF NB MAXENT Ripper
MDL/C4.5 9/13/0 11/10/1 12/10/0 7/14/1
MDL/Ripper 8/14/0 11/9/2 11/11/0 8/12/2
Density/C4.5 4/19/0 7/15/1 13/10/0 9/13/1
Density/Ripper 4/19/0 8/14/1 13/9/1 8/13/2

Table 2: Comparing the number of wins/losses/ties for each
featurization (MDL first two rows, density second two rows)
when coupled with one of the four text-classification methods
labeling the columns, versus a numerical method.
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Figure 3: Comparing learning with MDL-generated features
to numeric learning.
into a picture Table 2 also shows for how many data sets each
text method beat a numerical method. Each entry in the ta-
ble is the number of wins/losses/ties for the new featurization
method used with a text method compared to a numerical clas-
sification method. The columns label the text method used.
The first two rows are results when the MDL method is used,
the next two are for the density method, in each case the first
comparison is to numerical classification with C4.5 comes in
the first of the two rows, followed by Ripper. These results
show that in a non-trivial number of cases the use of our ap-
proach for converting numerical features into text-based data
beats out the popular learning methods, with absolutle im-
provements in accuracy ranging as high as 12%. While these
results do not show that the approach is unconditionally su-
perior to numerical classification, they do show that the ap-
proach does merit consideration for use as a numerical classi-
fication method.

The next question we ask is whether the use of two different
featurization methods is necessary: Does either dominate the
other? Figure /reffig:mdlvsdens shows the results of such a
comparison, where each point represents a single data set and
a text learning method, with the x-axis representing the result
of using the MDL method with that learning algorithm, and
the y-axis representing the result of using the density method
with that learning algorithm. Here, too, the results show that
neither method is clearly superior, with perhaps a bit better
performance in general by the MDL method, but with some
cases still going to the density method.
6 Additional Analysis
We began the paper stating that the obvious approach to con-
verting numbers into text-based feature is convert each num-
ber into a unique token, to be added as-is to the set of words
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Figure 4: Comparing learning with density-algorithm features
to numeric learning.
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Figure 5: Comparing learning with MDL-algorithm features
to density-algorithm features.
for a given example. One additional question we can ask is
whether the complexity of our methods are necessary: Per-
haps this simple tokenization approach performs as effec-
tively? Figure 6 shows an analysis of this question. Each
point is a data set, with the x-axis value representing the ac-
curacy of the tokenization approach with a particular text-
classification method, and the y-axis represents the accuracy
with one of our two featurization methods using the same
learning method. As is clearly evident from the figure, the to-
kenization approach is not as effective in general as our more
sophisticated approach.

We conclude this section by noting that Kohavi and Sahami
[1996] discuss a different discretization method that is very
similar to the MDL method. This method simply runs C4.5 on
the data, ignoring all features except the one for which split-
points are being created. Kohavi and Sahami show that this
method is slightly inferior to the MDL approach. However,
just because it is inferior for discretization for decision-tree
learning does not imply that it must be the case here, too. To
test this we compared the four text classification methods us-
ing the MDL method to the C4.5 method. Figure 7 shows the
results of this experiment. Each point represents a data set and
a learning method. The x-axis represents the accuracy of the
C4.5 approach, and the y-axis represents the accuracy of the
MDL approach. As is clear, although there is some difference
between the performance of the methods, they are somewhat
similar in behavior.
7 Final Remarks
This paper has described an approach for converting nu-
meric features into a representation enabling the application
of text-classification methods to problems that have tradition-
ally been solved solely using numerical-classification meth-
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Figure 6: Comparing the text-learning approaches to the naive
tokenization approach.
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Figure 7: Comparing the MDL and C4.5 approaches.
ods. In addition to opening up the use of text-methods to prob-
lems that involve “mixed-mode” data — both numerical- and
text-valued features — it yields a new approach to numerical-
classification method in its own right. Our experiments show
that in a non-trivial number of cases the resulting methods out-
perform highly optimized numerical-classification methods.
Also importantly, our experiments show that our approach
yields a vast improvement over the naive method of convert-
ing a numeric into its equivalent textual token.

There are many directions in which we are now taking this
work. Our original motivation for performing this work was
to broaden the class of learning methods that can be applied
to mixed-mode data. Now that we have done so, we can re-
turn to some of the work that motivated this, performing ad-
ditional evaluations of this work on mixed-mode data. Doing
so, however, requires a set of benchmark problems, something
that does not presently exist. We are therefore in the process of
creating such data sets so we can perform this evaluation pro-
cess. We also noted that our approach yields an intriguing way
to deal with data with missing values, and understanding its
benefits and liabilities compared to other approaches remains
a question that we hope to explore. Finally, as is usually the
case when comparing any two learning methods that are suc-
cessful in competing cases, it is difficult to make any defini-
tive statements about when they each may be successful. Var-
ious conjectures include differences in the amount of missing
values in the different data sets, the number of numeric versus
non-numeric features, etc. For the given data sets we were un-
able to discern any such pattern in our results. This remains an
important question that we also plan to study.
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Abstract

Severalalgorithmshavealreadybeenimplemented
which combineassociationrules with first order
logic formulas. Although this resultedin several
usablealgorithms,little attentionwaspayeduntil
recentlyto the efficiency of thesealgorithms. In
this paperwe presentsomenew ideasto turn one
importantintermediatestepin the processof dis-
coveringsuchrules,i.e. the discovery of frequent
item sets,moreefficient. Usinganimplementation
that we coined FARMER, we show that indeeda
speed-upis obtainedandthat,usingtheseideas,the
performanceis muchmorecomparableto original
associationrule algorithms.

1 Intr oduction
The formalism of associationrules was introduced by
Agrawal [1996] for the purposeof basket analysis. An im-
portantstepin thediscoveryof suchrulesis theconstruction
of frequentitem sets. Theseare, for instance,setsof items
thatarefrequentlyboughttogetherin onesupermarket trans-
action. As this discovery stepis time critical, it is obliga-
tory that it is performedreasonablyfast. Much researchhas
beendonein order to develop efficient algorithms. A well-
known algorithmresultingfrom this researchis APRIORI, of
whichmany variantshavebeendeveloped,suchasAPRIORI-
TID [Agrawal et al., 1996] anda breadth-firstalgorithmin-
troducedby Pijls andBioch [1999].

On the other hand,efforts have beendoneto extend the
usability of associationrules beyond the basiccaseof bas-
ket analysis.DehaspeandDe Raedt[1997] usethenotionof
atomsetsasa first orderlogic extensionof item sets.Thein-
corporationof techniquesfromInductiveLogicProgramming
allows for morecomplex rules to be found which also take
into accountbackgroundknowledge.Consequently, this also
allowsdataminingof datawhich is spreadover tableswhich
cannot reasonablybe mergedinto onetable. An algorithm
was implementedbasedon this notion, which was called
WARMR. Theusefulnessof this algorithmwasdemonstrated
in several real-world situations(see,for example,[Dehaspe
et al., 1998]). Theseexperiments,however, alsoshowedthe
majorshortcomingof thealgorithm: its efficiency provedto
bevery low, someexperimentseventakingseveraldays.

We proposeto obtaina gain in efficiency by tackling two
propertiesof theWARMR algorithm:

� while still usingthefirst orderlogic notation,weremove
theneedfor PROLOG;

� by using a more sophisticateddatastructureborrowed
from animplementationof APRIORI, ouralgorithmdoes
not dependon a timeconsumingtestfor equivalence.

Thealgorithmthatwe introducehassomeressemblancewith
thealgorithmthatwasdeveloppedin [Blockeelet al., 2000].
That algorithmhowever did not tackleoneof the mosttime
consumingstepsof WARMR: a testfor equivalenceunder

�
-

subsumption.Ouralgorithmpaysspecialattentionto thisstep
andoffersanalternativesolution.Undersomerestrictionswe
will show thatouralgorithmis equivalentto WARMR. Exper-
imentswith ouralgorithmthenshow aconsiderablespeed-up
comparedto WARMR.

The paperis organizedas follows. In the secondsection
we summarizethe associationrule algorithm on which our
work is based.In the third sectionwe discusssomeimpor-
tantnotionsintroducedin theWARMR algorithm.Thefourth
sectionintroducesour modifications,which are verified by
giving resultsof experimentsin the fifth section. The sixth
sectionconcludes.

2 Breadth-first APRIORI

Ouralgorithmis basedonavariationof APRIORI thatwasin-
troducedby Pijls andBioch [1999]. Thealgorithmperforms
the sametaskasAPRIORI. Given a database� which con-
tains subsets� of a set of items �����
	����	�����������	���� the
algorithmdiscoversall frequentitemsets, which arethesub-
sets ����� for which ��� �!�#"%$'&�()�+*,�.-��/�102�3-4�5�6�7�8-
exceedsapredefinedthreshold.An itemsetof size 9 is called
a 9;: itemset.An importantpropertyof �'� ���<"=$'&�(>�+* is:

�?�@�A�4�7BC�'� ���<"=$'&�(>�D��*8EF�'� ���<"=$'&�(>�G��*' (1)

asevery subset� � of � � occursin every transactionthatcon-
tains � � . This propertyturnsanefficient bottom-uplevelwise
searchpossible:it canapriori bedeterminedthata 9IHKJ -item
setis not frequentif a 9 -subsetis infrequent.

The breadthfirst-algorithmis sucha bottom-uplevelwise
algorithm. It startswith candidatesof sizeone,after which
a processis repeatedof counting 9;: candidateitem setsand
of usingthemto obtaincandidate9LH2J item sets.All these
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Figure1: A smallexampleof a trie datastructure

stepsareperformedon a trie datastructure,of which Figure
1 displaysan example. Every path from the root to a node
correspondsto anitemset;all leafsat thedeepestlevel corre-
spondto candidateitem sets.Pathswhich do not reachuntil
the deepestlevel aremaintainedonly whenthey correspond
to frequentitem setsandaredisplayedby dottedlinesfor the
sakeof clarity. Thetrie is usedin thefollowing fashion:� In thestepof candidatecounting,a treetraversalis per-

formedfor every transaction,asfollows: if an item oc-
cursin a transaction,all its childrenarecheckedrecur-
sively. If a leaf is reached,thesupportcountof thecor-
respondingitemsetis increased.

� In the stepof candidategeneration,for every frequent
itemsetnew childrenaregenerated,consistingof all fre-
quentright brothers.In theexample �=MN� is expandedby
its frequentright brothersO and P . This copying mech-
anismin combinationwith the orderof the itemstakes
careof generatingevery itemsetat mostonce.

In both steps,this mechanismdistinguishesitself from the
original APRIORI algorithm. Insteadof building a new tree
for eachround,thisprocedureefficiently constructsanew set
of candidatesby merelycopying nodes.Furthermore,during
thecountingphase,it passesthroughthetreeandchecksfor
theexistenceof candidatesin thecurrenttransaction.This in
contrastto theoriginalalgorithm,wherefor agivensubsetin
thetransaction,asearchin ahashnodeis performedto check
whetherthereis a candidateto be counted. It will appear
that thesebothcharacteristicsmake this variantof APRIORI
suitablefor ourpurposes.

3 WARMR

As afirst orderextensionof itemsets,DehaspeandDeRaedt
[1997] usesetsof atoms,which they alsorefer to asqueries
whennearlyall variablesareexistentiallyquantifiedandthe
setis ordered.Thefreevariablesareboundby a specialpur-
posekey predicate.The relationof the key andthe queryis
illustratedin thefollowing Hornclause:

9/(>QK*R S'T U
key

VXW �+Y��!()QZ\[� ]�^%$D_ W "=`\�N� *'G�a$D"��#b�$'&>Y\()QZ�c�"=Y�^%cd*R S'T U
query

(2)

In thisexamplethepredicateW �+Y�� canbethoughtof asatable
which describesthe productsthat clients are buying, while
the �a$D"��#b�$'&>Y predicaterefersto a tablecontainingproperties
of clients. In the sequelwe will useabbreviationssuchas W
for W �+Y�� , � for �a$?"?�<be$'&>Y and ] for ]�^=$?_ W "=`\�N� . This example
showshow severaltablescanbecombinedmoreelegantlyin
a querythanin anitemset.

Thesupportof thequeryis formalizedusingthekey andis
definedto be the numberof variablebindingsfor which the

key predicatecanbeproved.In thegivenexamplethesupport
of � W ()QZ\[f�]�*eg�h(>QZ�cd*'� is thenumberof variablebindings
of Q for which 9i()QK* canbeprovedgiventheHornclausein
Formula(2) anda knowledgebasedefinedin PROLOG.

While for item setsthe definition of the searchspaceis
straightforward,this is not thecasefor atomsets.Apart from
the choiceof predicate,therearealsomany possibilitiesfor
theusageof variablesin thequery. To definethebiasof the
searchspaceWARMR usesa refinementoperatorbasedon
modedeclarations. Every modedeclarationprescribesthe
way in which a predicatecanbe addedto a query. The fol-
lowing is anexampleof a mode:

W (jHf�:k�]�*e� (3)

It statesthat predicateW may be addedto a querywhenthe
first parameteris boundto an existing variable,the second
parameterintroducesa new variableand the last parameter
is boundto the constant] . The parametersarecalledmode
constraints; here,we will call H parametersandconstantpa-
rametersinput parametersand : parametersoutputparame-
ters. Oftenan integer is associatedwith every modeto indi-
catehow many timesat mostthemodemaybeappliedin the
samequery.

The usageof atomsinsteadof items turns it more diffi-
cult to createan efficient APRIORI-like algorithm: it is no
longer reasonableto usethe subsetrelation to expressrela-
tions betweenatomsets. As replacementfor the subsetre-
lation,andasapproximationof logical implication,WARMR
uses

� : subsumption. An atomset l subsumesan atomset
� , denotedby lnm�� , if thereis a substitution

�
suchthat

l � �A� . The
�
-subsumptionrelationinducesanequivalence

relation o , thatis definedasfollows: lpop� if f lqm�� and
�rm1l . It canbeshown thata propertysimilar to Formula
(1) alsoholdsfor

�
-subsumptionon atomsets:

�?�@mA�4�7BC�'� ���<"=$'&�(>�D��*8EF�'� ���<"=$'&�(>�G��*'� (4)

For a setof frequentqueriesof size 9 (denotedby sut ) anda
setof infrequentqueriesof size 9 (denotedby � t ), WARMR
usesthisalgorithmto generateanew setof candidatequeries
lvtew � :

warmr -gen
l t�w � = x ;
for all ]y0zsvt do

for all refinements]�{ of ] do
Add ] { to l t�w � unless:

(a) thereis a b|0z}L~>� t � ~�� b|m3]�{ , or
(b) thereis a b|0z}L~>� t s ~\� lvt�w � � b�o�]�{ .

Restriction(a) removesquerieswhichareapriori determined
to beinfrequent.Restriction(b) removesquerieswhich have
thesamemeaningaspreviously consideredfrequentqueries
or candidates.We will illustrate this on a small example.
Considerthefollowing setof modedeclarations:

� W (>Hf)�'�+	d]�b��:7*'�&�(>Hf�]�*e�&�(jHf b�c�b�]e&>$D"=`\	d]j�;�+$���b *'�
Thismayleadto thesetwo queries:

W ()QZd�\<[/��*e�&�(�[;���]�*e W ()QZ�]%\[\��*e�&�(�[\�� b�*W ()QZd�\<[/��*e�&�(�[;���b�*' W ()QZ�]%\[\� *'�&�(%[\�� ] *
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Theseclauseshowever have thesamemeaningandlogically
imply� eachother.

A major problemsof WARMR is that it heavily depends
on a good implementationof

� : subsumption.This is pro-
hibitive as

�
-subsumptionis anNP-completeproblem[Kietz

andLübbe,1994].

4 FARMER

We proposetwo modificationsof WARMR in orderto make
this algorithmmoreefficient. Eachof thefollowing two sub-
sectionswill discussoneof them.

4.1 Knowledgebase
When taking a closerlook at the modedeclarations,it can
easily be seenthat they can be mappedto procedures.As
an example,considerthe following facts: W (GJ! ^%`a^=`;^����]�* ,W (GJ�)�'�+	d]�b��b�* . Given mode W (>Hf���'Hy* , this mode could
be associatedwith a procedurewhich returns &>$'�<b for
(GJ!d�\ b�* andreturns�e^=c���b for (GJ! ^< ] * . Furthermore,a modeW (>Hf�:k�:7* could be associatedwith a procedurewhich for
input J returns�N(D^< ] *' (��<�b�*�� . In FARMER this ideais incor-
poratedby binding all modedeclarationsto a procedureof
oneof thesetwo types:

� booleanprocedures,whichfor aninputvectorreturntrue
or false;

� outputtingprocedures,which for an input vectorreturn
asetof outputvectors.Of course,thissetmaybeempty
andneednot be computedentirely beforeall elements
areused.

Thefirst kind of proceduresshouldbe usedin modeswhich
do not have outputparameters.The secondkind is usedin
outputtingmodes.

A datastructurefor a knowledgebaseof PROLOG facts
is createdandaccessedby procedures,asfollows: for every
modedeclarationa multidimensionalmatrix is allocated;ev-
ery elementin thematrix correspondsto a setof input values
andcontainsa truth valueor a list of outputvalues.Whena
fact for a predicateis read,all correspondingmodematrices
areupdatedaccordingly. Theadvantageof thismechanismis
that it takesa constantamountof time to determinethetruth
of an atom,especiallyin our currentimplementationwhich
storesthe matricesin corememory1. Knowledgecanhow-
everonly bespecifiedusingfactsor ad-hocprocedures.

4.2 Search
The searchwhich FARMER performsdiffers in two aspects
from theoriginal WARMR algorithm:� it doesnot use

�
-subsumption;� it manipulatesatrie datastructureto generatethequeries

which aredefinedby thebias.
The trie datastructureis a treewhich containsall candidate
queriesasa pathfrom theroot to a leaf. An exampleof such
a trie is givenin Figure2. Thetreeis usedfor bothcounting
andgeneratingcandidates.

1For large datasets,this could be a disadvantage.However, as
ouralgorithmfits within thelearningfrom interpretationsapproach,
similarargumentsholdwhenpartof a databaseis ondisk.

b(X,j,Y  )2

1

1 1

k(X)

b(X,a,Y   ) b(X,j,Y   )

t(Y  ,e)1 t(Y  ,c) t(Y  ,e) b(X,j,Y   )

1

1

1

1
t(Y  ,c)

1
2b(X,a,Y   )

32
1

1
1

1
2

3

Figure2: A trie in FARMER

Counting
Wewill describethealgorithmby giving pseudo-code.In this
pseudo-code,we usethefollowing notation:

� a capital � refersto anatomin thetree;
� acapital � refersto asetof variableassignments,which

is a setcontaininga mappingfrom variablesto values;
� �;(j�y���* is aninterpretationfunction,which returnstrue

if anatom � canbeprovedusingassignment� . In this
function,oneof theaforementionedproceduresis used;

��� (>�k��|* is anassignmentfunction. Theassignmentset
� givesa value to somevariablesoccuringin � . For
the remainingunboundvariables,this function returns
all setsof possibleassignments.The aforementioned
outputtingprocedureis usedhere.

For all valuesof thekey variables,thetreeis traversedrecur-
sively, asfollows:

Count(A,B)
if �;(>�y'�|*��q&)$'�<b then

if � is a leaf then
disable�
increasesupport�
return true

else
for all �k{v0 � (>�k��|* do

_ � ��&)$'�<b
for all ��{i0 childrendo

if ��{ notdisabledthen
_ � � Count(��{ , � � �k{ ) ��_

if d = true then
disable�
return &>$'�<b

return �e^=c��eb
Initially all nodesareenabled.For agivennodeall valuesfor
the outputsarechecked as long astherearechildrenwhich
have not beensatisfied. A similar idea is also applied in
[Blockeeletal., 2000]. Weshow theintegrationof theproce-
duresandmodedeclarationshere.

Candidategenerationalgorithm
Wewill first introducethemechanismof candidategeneration
by giving the algorithm. Afterwardswe will comparethis
generationmechanismwith the

�
-subsumptionbasedmethod

of WARMR.
Thegenerationmechanismis basedon thefollowing idea:

whenan atomwith an input variableis moved to the begin-
ning of a query, that variablecould becomean outputvari-
able,herebyviolating the modedeclarations.However, for
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every atomin a querythereis onefirst positionat which it
canoccur� without violation. All atomsthat canbe addedto
the endof a querycanbe subdivided in the following three
classes:

1. atomsthat could not have beenaddedat an earlierpo-
sition, as they useat leastonenew variableof the last
atomin thequery;we call thesedependentatoms;

3. atomsthatareacopy of thelastatomin thequery, except
for thenamesof theoutputvariables;

2. otheratomsthatcouldhavebeenaddedat anearlierpo-
sition.

Examplesof theseclassesare given by the superscriptsin
Figure2.

Duringtheconstructionof thetreethissubdivisionis used.
Givena trie andanorderedsetof modedeclarations,thetrie
is expandedasfollows:

Expand(A)
if � is internalthen

for all ��{i0 childrendo
Expand( ��{ )

elseif � is frequentthen
addaschild from left to right:

1. all dependentatomsof �
2. all frequentright brothersof �
3. a copy of � with new outputvariables,

if allowed
else

remove �
The treein Figure2 is obtainedusingthis mechanismwhen
it is assumedthatall queriesof thefollowing (typed)biasare
frequent:

� W (>Hk�k ^<�:@��*'g��(>Hk�kd�<�:@�|*e�&�(jHk�� ] *'�&�(>Hk�, b�*�� (5)

Thesuperscriptsalsoin this casedenotethemechanismthat
wasusedto createa node.

The first mechanismserves the purposeof introducing
atomswhich could not be addedpreviously. The atomsare
introducedin thesameorderasthecorrespondingmodedec-
larationsandadeterministicmechanismis usedto gothrough
all theinputvariables.

The dependentatomsare brothersof eachother;the sec-
ondmechanismtakescarethatall subsetsaregeneratedafter-
wards– if not infrequent. By keepingthe childrenin order,
everysubsetis generatedonly once,or, equivalently, only one
permutationout of a setof dependentatomsis considered.If
necessary, thesecondmechanismgivesnew namesto output
variablesto makesurethey remainoutputs.

The third mechanismis intentionally separatedfrom the
othertwo. Generationof repeatingnodesis not desirablein
many situationsandshouldin any casebeboundto a maxi-
mum.In oursettings,thebiasshouldexplicitely statewhether
duplicationof anatomis allowed.

Atomsof thethird kind do not fit very well in thedistinc-
tion thatwasintroduced.A repeatingnodecouldin any case
be exchangedwith its parent. It would however not be effi-
cient to introducea setof identicalnodesto overcomethis
problem. Later on, we will alsoseesomeadditionaldisad-
vantagesof theseatoms.

Candidategenerationdiscussion
Due to the absenceof

�
-subsumption,it caneasilybe seen

that FARMER doesnot pruneas many queriesas WARMR
does.In this sectionwe will show which restrictionsshould
beappliedto thebiasin orderto makesurethatFARMER will
generatethesameoutput.

In WARMR
�
-subsumptionis usedfor two purposes:� to pruneinfrequentqueriesbeforecounting;

� to remove querieswhich “mean the same” as other
queries.

Only the
�
-subsumptionrelationthatis usedfor thelatterpur-

posewill beconsideredhere,asonly this relationinfluences
the setof queriesthat is found. Infrequentquerieswill not
occurin theresultsevenif they arenot pruned.

The
�
-subsumption equivalence relation is only one

method for determiningthat queriesmean the same. A
lessstrict relationis the equalityrelationundersubstitution,
whichwewill denotewith � hereandis definedfor two (un-
ordered)setsof atomsas follows: l��X� if f thereexist
substitutions

� � and
� � suchthat l � ���n� and � � ���.l .

Thecorrespondencebetweentheserelationscanbeexpressed
usingPlotkin’s reducedclauses.

Definition 4.1 A clause� is calledreducediff l���� and
lpoF� imply l5�5� . [Plotkin,1969]

Theorem4.1 Let l and � be reducedsetsof atoms.Then
lp�F� iff l5op� .

Proof ” B ”: this is clearas l � � ��� and � � � ��l .
” � ”: as lnm�� , l � ����� , andas �.m�l , l � � � ����l .
Let l7{���l � � � � . Becausel7{��1l and l � � � ���1l7{ , also
l�o�l7{ holds(by definition),andthen l���l7{ becausel
is reduced.Thus l � � � � � l . In thesameway, � � {� � {� �p� .
As -¡l � ��-!��-dlf- and l � �y�F� , - �¢-#E�-¡lf- . As - � � {� -
��- �¢- ,
-dlf-�E1- �z- , andfinally - �z-v��-dlf- . By combining -¡l � �!-v�
- �¢- and l � � �1� , l � � ��� is shown. This provesthat
�£� l . ¤
Fromthistheoremit alsofollowsthatif atomsetsarereduced,
they canneverbesubsumptionequivalentwhenthey differ in
length.

We will show that for a restrictedbias, FARMER will al-
ways generatereducedatom sets. Then we will show that
FARMER doesnot generatetwo differentatomsetsthat are
substitutionequivalent. Fromthis we concludethat,givena
restrictedbias, FARMER will not generatequeriesthat sub-
sumeeachother.

Definition 4.2 A redundancyrestrictedbiasshouldobey the
following rules:

1. no functionsmaybeused;

2. repetitionof an atomby an attomwhich differs only in
thenameof theoutputvariablesis not allowed;

3. notwomodesfor thesamepredicatemayexist for which
theconstraint parameters differ, unlessthecorrespond-
ing parametersarebothconstantparameters.

The second rule prevents queries such as W (>�k ^<�� � * ,W (>�y�^#'���=* from being generated. The third rule disal-
lows the biases ( W (>Hf�^#�:7* , W (>Hf�:k�:7*4* and ( W (jHf ^<�:7* ,
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Figure3: A partialorderfor aquery

W (>Hf ^<�Hy* , &�(>Hf�:7*4* , andconsequentlyqueries( W (>�k ^<�� � * ,W (>�y!l � '� � *4* and ( W (j�y�^#'� � * , &�(j� � �� � * , W (>�k ^<�� � *D* ).
Query W (j�y ^<��8� *'�&�(>�8�=�]�*e W (>�kd�<'����* remainspossible.

Theorem4.2 For a redundancyrestrictedbiasFARMER will
alwaysgeneratereducedatomsets.

Proof Assumethat � is a queryin thetrie, obtainedby us-
ing a redundancy restrictedbias. We will show that for any
subsetl�¥2� , � � �¦l canneverbetrue. In orderfor this,
theremustat leastbe two atoms �@� and ��� in � which are
mappedto the sameatomin l : � � � �n� � � . For any pair
we will try to constructsucha substitution.By definitionof
the bias,both atomsmusthave inputsat the samepositions
(restriction2), while theinputvariablesmustbedifferent(re-
striction 1 in combinationwith the treebuilding procedure,
wheresuchatomscouldonly begeneratedasbrothers).Con-
structa substitutionwhich unifies �7� and ��� . This substitu-
tion will alwaysmapvariablesto variables,asno functions
areallowedandno modeswith constantsandvariablesat the
sameparameters.Apply

�
to thewholequery. Considerthe

setof atomsthatintroducedthevariablesusedin �7� and ��� ,
thentherearetwo possibilities:

1. Thissetcontainsoneatomwhichhastwo outputtingpa-
rameters. By

�
theseare boundto the samevariable.

Suchan atomcannever be generatedaccordingto the
modemechanismusedby FARMER;

2. This sethasat leasttwo differentatoms.Of bothatoms
anoutputis boundto thesamevariableby

�
. In whatever

ordertheseatomsareplaced,oneof themhasnow anin-
put at a positionwherean outputoccured.This would
requireanothermode,which is not allowed in this re-
strictedbias.

Thustherecannotexist redundantqueries. ¤
Theorem4.3 Givena redundancyrestrictedbias, FARMER
will never generatetwo queriesthat are substitutionequiva-
lent.

Proof We first remark that for orderedatom sets,suchas
queries,adeterministicvariablenumberingcanbeused.Fur-
thermorewe notethat two queriesmustbeof equalsizeand
that the substitioncanonly mapfrom variablesto variables.
Thus,to determinewhethertwo queriessubstitutionequalea-
chother, it sufficesto find a permutationof atoms,followed
by avariablerenumbering,thatmakestwo queriesequal.We
will show thatFARMER generatesonepermutation.

The restricted bias is such that for every atom in an
(unordered)atom set, there is only one possible mode
declaration. The usageof input and output parameters

determinesa partial order on the atoms, which can be
depictedin a graph such as in Figure 3 for the atom set
� W (>�k ^<�� � *e W (>�kd�<'� � *e�&�(j� �  ] *'e�
(>�y'� � �� � *'� and the
bias ( W (>Hk�k ^<�:@�|*e W (>Hk�kd�<�:@�|*e�&�(jHk�� ] *'��!(>Hk�k�Hk�,
Hk�|*D* . Usethis strategy to orderthenodesin aquery § :

order(A)
add � to theendof §¨

:= nodeswith incomingarrow from � and
no incomingarrow from outside §

order
¨

accordingto modedeclarationsand
adeterministicinputvariablenumberingstrategy

for all ��{/0 ¨
in orderdo

order(��{ )
Theorderobtainedby this strategy correspondsto the order
of FARMER: the set

¨
correspondsto the setof dependent

nodes;thetreebuilding mechanismwhich placesnew nodes
beforecopiednodestakescareof therecursionby actingasa
sortof LIFO queue. ¤
Corollary 4.1 Givena redundancyrestrictedbias FARMER
will nevergeneratequeriesthat

�
-subsumeeachother.

5 Experimental results
We have comparedFARMER and WARMR on two datasets.
We shouldremarkthat in our experimentswe usedan im-
plementationof WARMR that did not yet usethe treedatas-
tructurediscussedin [Blockeel et al., 2000]; a comparison
of both algorithmsis thereforenot completelyfair. Experi-
mentsin [Blockeelet al., 2000] revealedspeed-upsof 20 for
WARMR in somesituations.

Bongard
The Bongarddataset[Bongard,1970] containsdescriptions
of artificial images. The task is to discover patternsin the
images.Every imageconsistsof several figuresthat canbe
includedinto eachother. No redundancy restrictedbiascan
beused.

In Figure 4 the resultsof the experimentsare depicted.
Figure4(a)shows thenumberof queriesthateachalgorithm
finds.Thenumberof FARMER is higherin all cases,which is
alsoexpectedfor thisbias.In Figure4(b) theexecutiontimes
of thealgorithmsarecompared2. Payingattentionto thefact
that the scaleis logarithmic,the speed-upsareconsiderable
for thisdataset.

Frequentitemsets
In this experimentwe comparetheperformanceof FARMER
to a specialpurposealgorithm. As test casea binary digit
datasetis usedwhich contains1000binary codednumbers.
The specialpurposealgorithmwhich is usedascomparison
is thebreadth-firstimplementationof APRIORI by [Pijls and
Bioch, 1999]. FARMER usesmany of themechanismsintro-
ducedin that algorithm and shouldperform comparableto
thatalgorithm.

In Figure5 theresultsof theexperimentsaredepicted.A
characteristicof thedatasetis givenin Figure5(a).Thenum-
berof frequentitemsetsappearsto increaserapidly whenthe

2Experiments were carried out on a Sun Enterprise 450
4x400MHzUltraSPARC2CPUw/4MB E-cache4GB RAM.
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Figure 5: Comparisonof resultsfor the digit dataset. (a)
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(b) Theexecutiontimesof thealgorithms.(c) Theexecution
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minimumsupportis beneath<��J . In Figure5(b) theexecution
timesof thealgorithmsaregiven.Thetimegraphof FARMER
is comparableto thatof APRIORI, althoughstill exponentially
larger. WARMR hasa completelydifferent behaviour than
bothotheralgorithmsandhadsuchhigh executiontimesthat
no experimentswerecarriedout for low supports.

In Figure5(c) bothpreviousgraphsarecombinedandthe
executiontime for eachitemsetis shown. It makesclearhow
thealgorithmsreactwhentheamountof solutionsthey have
to find increases.While the executiontimesof WARMR in-
crease,thetimesof theotheralgorithmsdecrease.Although
the overheadfor eachitemsetis larger in FARMER, which
could be explained by the additional mechanismsthat are
hookedin, thedifferenceis acceptable.Thedecreasingtrend
can be explainedby the increasingnumberof overlapping
evaluationswhenthenumberof itemsetsincreases.

6 Conclusionsand further work
We introducedanefficient algorithmfor discoveringqueries.
It usesatreedatastructurebothto countqueriesasto generate
queries. We showed that for a restrictedtype of bias, this

algorithmis equivalentto apreviousalgorithm,WARMR, and
performsmuchbetter.

Although we believe that our restrictedbiasalreadyadds
considerableexpressive power to propositionalassociation
rules,we arelooking at somepossibilitiesto overcomethese
restrictions. It appearsthat in casethe secondrestrictionis
lifted, therangeof possiblerulesalreadyincreasesconsider-
ably. We areinvestigatingthe possibility of usingthe order
of the treein combinationwith a moresophisticateddefault
orderof queries.

Furthermore,we plan to performmoreexperiments.We
successfullyperformedsomeexperimentsonadatabasewith
onemillion records,but moreexperimentsarenecessaryto
find out thebehaviour of FARMER on datasetsof thissize.
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Abstract 
 

In text classification most techniques use bag-of-words 
to represent documents. The main problem is to identify 
what words are best suited to classify the documents in 
such a way as to discriminate between them. Feature se-
lection techniques are then needed to identify these 
words. The feature selection method presented in this 
paper is rather simple and computationally efficient. It 
combines a well known feature selection criterion, the 
information gain, and a new algorithm that selects and 
adds a feature to a bag-of-words if it does not occur too 
often with the features already in a small set composed 
of the best features selected so far for their high infor-
mation gain. In brief, it tries to avoid considering fea-
tures whose discrimination capability is sufficiently 
covered by already selected features, reducing in size 
the set of the features used to characterize the document 
set. This paper presents this feature selection method 
and its results, and how we have predetermined some of 
its parameters through experimentation. 

1   Introduction 
In automatic text classification most techniques use bag-of-
words to represent documents. The main problem is then to 
identify what words are best suited to classify the docu-
ments in predefined classes. Feature selection techniques are 
then needed to identify these words. 

Many feature selection techniques use some metric to de-
termine the relevancy of a term with regard to a classifica-
tion criterion. One such technique uses the information gain 
metric assessed over the set of all words encountered in all 
texts, and then chooses the best k  words according to that 
metric [Lewis and Ringuette, 1994]. Because of computa-
tional efficiency issues, it may not be possible to use the 
learning algorithm itself to determine which  k  is best suited 
to learn the descriptions of the classes of documents so that 
the accuracy rate of the algorithm is maximized. In that 
case, there is little guidance to determine what value k 
should be. Some naive techniques just predetermine a k  us-
ing the learning algorithms over a small set of data sets , and 

then uses that value of k  directly on other data sets even 
though these data sets may be quite different from those 
used to learn the value of k . To our opinion, this  k  becomes 
rather arbitrary unless data sets can be characterized in such 
a way to be easily associated with previously tested data 
sets.  

The feature selection method presented in this paper is 
rather simple and computationally efficient. Efficiency is a 
major issue in text classification of large corpora (like found 
on the WWW) since ma ny thousand features are usually 
involved. Our method is a filter approach [Hall and Smith, 
1999], as the learning algorithm is not involved in the selec-
tion process of features and is self-adaptable to the nature of 
the corpus. It combines a feature selection method known to 
be among the best for text classification [Yang and Peder-
sen, 1997], that is, thresholding on information gain, and a 
new algorithm that selects and add features to a bag-of-
words according to their average coocurrence in the training 
set with the features already in a small set composed of the 
best features selected so far for their high information gain, 
called the pool.  This paper presents this feature selection 
method and how we have predetermined some of its pa-
rameters, called thresholds, through experimentation. It also 
shows how these thresholds can be used as such in other 
domains and still render a good performance level in terms 
of the relevancy of the feature set extracted for subsequent 
classification purposes.  

2   Experime ntal Testbeds  

2.1   Learning Algorithms 
In order to assess the potential of our feature selection 
method, we used it with two different learning algorithms 
that are widely used in text classification and retrieval: k-
nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithms (wit h weighted and 
non weighted features according to different weighting 
functions) and Rainbow, a naive Bayes classification algo-
rithm for text classification [McCallum, 1996; Fürnkranz et 
al., 1998]. However, because of lack of space, this paper 
only presents the results obtained with the non weighted 
features KNN algorithm and Rainbow, since all weighted 
KNN algorithms performed more poorly than their non- 
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weighted counter-part. Appendice A briefly describes the 
weighting functions tested to try and improve the non-
weighted version of our KNN algorithm, without success. 

2.2   Data Sets 
For our experiments, we used data sets previously studied in 
other work, and our own data sets. The data sets used in our 
experiments are described in table 1. These data sets may be 
categorized in two types: those including documents written 
with a concise vocabulary and those more freely written. 
The former set includes  data sets such as Reuters (brief 
news) and WebKB (Web pages mainly retrieved from com-
puter science university departments) while the latter set 
includes noisy data sets such as Ling-Spam (consisting of 
emails belonging to a mailing-list, including junk emails), 
Prisoner (the TV show) and Beethoven (the composer) 
(Web pages retrieved with Altavista using a keyword 
search), and News (unmoderated Usenet newsgroups on 
history and christianism). The difficulty associated with a 
classification task depends highly on the type of vocabulary 
used [Scott and Matwin, 1999]. Words were stemmed using 
the Porter algorithm for our KNN algorithms, and using the 
--use-stemming option with Rainbow.  
                                                 
1 The size may be different from the original data set to ensure 
computationally manageable experiments. In that case, subsets of 
the original data sets have been selected randomly. For WWW 
pages research, the size is small due to the fact that there are very 
few relevant documents.  
2 Described in [8] and is available at 
www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs.cmu.edu/project/theo-20/www/data/. 
3 Well known data sets available at 
http://www.research.att.com/~lewis/reuters21578.html. 
4 The Ling-Spam anti-spam filtering corpus, available at: 
http://www.iit.demokritos.gr/~ionandr/lingspam_public.tar.gz. 
5 WWW pages manually classified according to their relevance to 
a subject, the TV show The Prisoner . 
6 WWW pages manually classified according to their relevance to 
a subject, Beethoven biographies.  
7 Usenet articles collected from soc.history and 
soc.religion.christians newsgroups. Only the first message of a 
thread of discussion has been retrieved. See [Scott and Matwin, 
1999] for explanations about this choice.  

3   Feature selection 
Information Gain (IG) in text classification measures the 
reduction in entropy (heterogeneity of a set) gained using a 
term presence or absence to determine class membership. It 
is often used in text classification in the bag-of-words ap-
proach [Joachims, 1998; Nigam et al ., 1999; Sahami et al., 
1998]. This measure is the same used by ID3, a decision tree 
learning algorithm, to select the best attribute at each step of 
the tree construction [Quinlan, 1986]. 

3.1   The k best features using the Information Gain 
Under this approach, a text classification task is considered 
using the first k  words that rank highest on that metric. That 
number k , however, depends highly on the kind of corpus 
and task involved. Under a Bayesian classification ap-
proach, many noticed that a naive Bayesian classifier works 
best with many features, but better if not every available 
feature is used. From various experiments it was noticed 
that the k  which seemed to be an approximation of the aver-
age number of features leading to reasonable results with 
that alg orithm varies from 2000 features [Craven et al., 
1998] to 500 features [Sahami et al., 1998] depending on 
the nature of the corpus.  

These findings show a great variation in the size of the 
required vocabulary. If we consider that Bayesian classifiers 
suffer when irrelevant features are kept as selected features, 
it is difficult to justify why a predefined number of features 
would allow to optimize the accuracy rate of the classifier. 
Actually, in such data sets as Reuters, there are some words 
that are so characteristic of some class that fewer features 
need to be selected than with a data set involving news-
groups or email messages. It seems obvious that the number 
of required features highly depends on the nature of the cor-
pus and of the learning algorithm. Therefore, how could we 
characterize the nature of the corpus in terms of the avail-
able features so that guidelines on how to select a proper k  
are easily inferred? This paper proposes one such way to 
determine k  according to the nature of the terms composing 
the vocabulary with regard to their discrimination power 
relative to one another. 

Task name Dataset Classes  Size1 Train/Test  
Balance 

WebKBCourse WebKB2 Course/noncourse 400 80/320 
ReutersCornWeat Reuters-215783 Corn/wheat 400 40/360 

Ling-Spam Ling-Spam4 Spam/non-spam 120 40/80 
WWWPrisoner WWW5 Relevant/irrelevant 60 40/20 

WWWBeethoven WWW6 Relevant/irrelevant 60 40/20 

UsenetNews1 Usenet7 Soc.history/ 
Soc.religion.christians 

67 40/27 

Table 1 : The data sets used in our experiments. Each data set is a binary classification task between two classes. Size is the total num-
ber of documents in the data set.  Train/Test Balance is the number of documents in the training and testing sets respectively. Note that 
the training sets have been voluntarily kept small for we believe that for most applications, few examples are available or if larger sets 

are available, manual labeling of the documents becomes prohibitive. 
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3.2   Using Information Gain with a threshold 
A simple feature selection method could look at the IG of 
each feature (taken individually) with regard to the classifi-
cation task. For instance, there are methods that select any 
feature with an IG greater than some threshold [Yang and 
Perdersen, 1997]. This is fully relevant to Bayesian classifi-
ers. It is easy to see that features with low IG are useful to 
characterize only a handful of documents. Therefore, their 
probability distribution over the whole set of documents can 
not be estimated correctly. Bayesian classifiers rely on these 
probability estimates. 

Similarly, infrequently used dimensions (attributes) in a 
KNN approach introduce noise more than anything else. As 
a matter of fact, KNN seems to produce better results when 
fewer features are involved, using the IG to keep the best 
features [Joachims, 1998]. KNN bias depends mostly on the 
kind of similarity function it uses, but it always uses the 
vector model, a weakness of this model being the fact that 
features are considered to be independent of each other. The 
function that seemed most successful (see Appendix A, a 
non weighted cosine similarity function), assigns to each 
feature the same weight. Given that, we should only con-
sider features that are promising in terms of class characteri-
zation, as the presence of many irrelevant features diminish 
the influence of very good (relevant) features. Choosing a 
fixed number of features may lead to consider irrelevant 
ones (as with the Reuters data sets) if k  is too high, or re-
move some good features (as with junk email classification) 
if k  is too low. 

However, even if we obtained good results on average us-
ing the KNN and Bayes classifiers, by looking at each data 
set individually we noticed that it would be possible to re-
strict the set of selected features even more. For instance, 
with the Reuters data set, we saw that in most binary classi-
fication tasks (for example, classifying documents according 
to their relevance to “corn” or “wheat”), only a few words 
(often under 10) were needed to obtain the best accuracy 
score. We observed that high IG features could represent 
classification alternatives (in which case one is useless), or 
could be complementary. Therefore, we could assess the 
cooccurrence of highly ranked features and eliminate those 
that represent alternatives of already selected high IG fea-
tures.  

We conducted extensive experiments where we had the 
number of features ranging from 1 to 5000 and the IG 
threshold ranging from 0 to 1. From all these experiments, 
we found that the best threshold to classify the data sets that 
we had was 0.1 in average. Therefore, we propose to first 
identify the terms whose IG is higher or equal to 0.1, and 
then, select only those features that are not covered by the 
strong features already in the set (in terms of their discrimi-
nation capability), as explained below. In what follows, we 
prove that this further refinement of the term set improves 
both the accuracy of the classifier and the interpretability of 

the characterization so produced since the number of se-
lected features is sensibly reduced. 

3.3   Our Feature Selection Algorithm  
The algorithm of Figure 1 proposes a refinement of the set 

of selected features (already offering an IG higher than 
some threshold) by removing those features that cooccur 
with very high IG features. Cooccurrence is a kind of meas-
ure of dependency between features, which is a weakness of 
most statistical models used today to characterize a set of 
features. Because of computational issues, dependencies 
between terms are usually ignored. We propose to identify a 
small subset of terms that we know are relevant for the clas-
sification task at hand (according to their individual IG), and 
to comp ute dependencies between any new term and these 
preselected terms. The cooccurrence metric that we consider 

in the algorithm of Figure 1, written µCooc(w,Pool,D), is 
based on a partial cooccurence probability of w with each 
word in Pool, considering the whole training set. It is com-
puted as the mean value of P(w|pi) for all pi in Pool, where 
P(w|pi) is the conditional probability to find w in any docu-
ment if it already contains pi.  

Let us take an example and assume that the word “corn” 
has an IG value of 0.95, meaning that it almost perfectly 
divides the training set. Then let us suppose that  
P(starch|corn) = 1 and IG(starch) < IG(corn). Since “starch” 
always occurs when “corn” does and since its IG is lower 

A Simple Feature Selection Algorithm: µCooccurrence

   Let V = set containing every word found in the corpus, 
               sorted by Information Gain (in decreasing order) 
   Let Pool = {} (the pool) 
   Let D = set of documents 
   Let igain_thres = 0.1 
   Let cooc_thres = 0.45 
   Let nbkeep = 5  
 
   Pool ß nbkeep first features from V 
  
   FOR each word w IN V - Pool 
      IF IG(w,D) < igain_thres  THEN 
           V = V – {w} 
      ELSIF µCooc(w,Pool,D) > cooc_thres     

THEN V = V – {w}     
      ENDIF 
   ENDFOR 
 
µCooc (w, Pool,D) :  
    Let Sum = 0 
    FOR each pi in Pool  
          Sum ß Sum + (P(w | pi) in D) 
    RETURN (Sum / nbkeep) 
  

Figure 1 : A Simple Feature Selection Algorithm 
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than that of “corn”, “starch” is unlikely to bring new infor-
mation (in terms of discrimination power) to the feature set, 
and could therefore be removed from it.  

Needless to say that the reality is not that perfect. Remo v-
ing a feature only when it is totally covered by some other 
feature (in terms of its discrimination capability) would re-
move only a few features, if any, which goes against our 
aggressive selection objective. Some approximation of cov-
erage between terms is thus required to effectively reduce 
the vocabulary to those features that are meaningful in terms 
of their overall discrimination power. Our approach is to 
consider a mean of partial cooccurrence between any new 
term and the terms in P, the set of the nbkeep highest ranked 
features according to their IG, called the pool. Of course, 
nbkeep and cooc_thres (see the algorithm of Figure 1) have 
been empirically determined using our own data sets: Pris-
oner, Be ethoven and News, and tests have been conducted 
over previously studied data sets: Reuters, Ling-Spam and 
WebKB, in order to prevent over fitting the parameters on 
these data sets. Due to a lack of space, we won’t show here 
the results of this parameterization, but we concluded from 
these tests that the values used in the algorithm of Figure 1  
hold for all our data sets, and seem to hold for other data 
sets that we are currently experiencing with.  

4   Results 
Table 2 shows the results obtained with the different feature 
selection methods that we tested over each corpus, under 
our two learning algorithms: a non weighted features KNN 
algorithm (first three columns) and Rainbow, a well-used 
Bayesian classifier (last five columns). For each method, we 
show k, the number of features selected and used thereafter 
by the learning algorithm, and the accuracy score (%) ob-
tained subsequently.  

The first column shows the k  features selected when we 
set a threshold of 0.1 on the Information Gain score (IG) of 
each feature. Again, this threshold was assessed empirically 
over all possible values of IG ranging from 0 to 1. From the 
resulting set, our µCooccurrence refinement algorithm was 
applied to produce a smaller set of features, and the results 
are shown in the second column. One can see that the num-
ber of features is almost always reduced, and if so, signifi-
cantly and without impact on the accuracy rate, meaning 
that we could eliminate useless features in terms of the pre-
diction capability of the learning algorithms used. This 
helps produce a characterization of the learned concepts 
with a smaller vocabulary, and therefore facilitates the in-
terpretation of the results and reduces the computation cost 
to classify new documents. 

Then we wondered if this minimal number of features 
could have been reached through a fine tuning of the IG 
score that we used. We found that an IG of 0.13 would pro-
duce the same number of selected features (taken over all 
corpora), but that the accuracy rate would then go down, as 
shown in the third column. Obviously, the selected features 

in this case are not the same as those of the previous ex-
periment. Furthermore, we see that the small fluctuation in 
the IG rate (0.03) has great impact on the individual corpora 
in terms of the number of selected features. Considering our 
detailed search for a good IG rate, it is not surprising to see 
such a fluctuation and its negative impact on the accuracy 
rate of the classifiers. This tends to show that 0.1 is a better 
threshold than 0.13, as validated in a previous experiment, 
and that our feature selection method is therefore useful to 
reduce that set by removing useless (or not so useful)  fea-
tures. It also suggests, at least on this type of corpora, that 
our method is sound and useful to determine a relevant k  
which, without such a method, would be impossible to de-
termine.  

For the Bayesian classifier, we observe the same phe-
nomenon. The forth column gives the number of selected 
features for IG = 0.1 and the accuracy rate obtained after 
training Rainbow with these features. For comparison pur-
poses, we also trained Rainbow with 2000 features (fifth 
column) as is suggested in [Craven et al., 1998]. By com-
paring the forth and fifth columns we can see that the 2000 
feature sets performs better than what we obtain with IG = 
0.1 except in cases where there are a few words with ex-
treme discrimination capabilities like with the Reuters and 
Beethoven corpora. Despite this small loss in accuracy, the 
feature set with IG = 0.1 is nevertheless significantly 
smaller than 2000, which would undoubtedly help the inter-
pretation of the learned concepts. 

In the next experiment (sixth column), we applied our 
µCooccurrence refinement algorithm to reduce even further 
the size of the feature set. Again we obtain a reduced set 
without any impact on the accuracy rate, facilitating even 
more the subsequent interpretation of the learned concepts. 

However, by setting IG = 0.13, we obtain the same num-
ber of features (taken over all feature sets) and a slightly 
smaller accuracy rate (see the seventh column).  

Finally, as expected, an unbounded number of features 
has a negative impact on the accuracy rate of a Bayesian 
classifier, as shown in the last column. Though not illus-
trated in Table 2, this phenomenon also holds for KNN clas-
sifiers when the number of attributes is extremely high and 
the number of relevant attributes is much lower than the 
number of attributes, which is the case in text classification. 
Therefore, there is a need to determine a proper k  for train-
ing the classifier with the relevant attributes. 

5   Complexity Issues 
Let N be the number of documents, let V be the size of the 
vocabulary, and let P be the size  of the pool. By choosing to 
compute cooccurrence only between the elements of the 
vocabulary and the pool, we avoid having to compute it for 
all O(V2) possibilities (when pairs of features are consid-
ered), producing a O(VPN) complexity factor rather than 
O(V2N) for assessing the cooccurrence of terms over all N 
documents. Since computing the IG for all features in V is 
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O(VN), and since ordering them by their IG is O(V log V), 
for large corpora (where log2 V << N), the dominating com-
plexity factor of our algorithm is the assessment of the 
cooccurrence of terms. Consequently, our method works 
under a complexity factor of O(VPN). Provided that we can 
determine P independently of V and N, as was done in our 
experiments, the resulting complexity figure for our method 
then becomes O(VN), which is the same complexity figure 
for initially assessing the IG of each feature in the vocabu-
lary. Consequently, our µCooccurrence feature selection 
algorithm has the same asymptotic complexity as a feature 
selection method that solely computes the IG of each feature 
in its feature set, with a hidden constant that has now dou-
bled however. Nevertheless, the method is computationally 
efficient. 

6   Conclusion and Future Work 
We have presented in this paper a very simple feature selec-
tion method for text classification that refines a set of fea-
tures previously selected according to an IG criterion. This 
refinement is based on the cooccurrence of new features 
with a predetermined subset of highly ranked features, 
called the pool, hoping to avoid to include features whose 
discrimination capability with regard to the task is (par-
tially) covered by the features of the pool. We seek to im-
prove the classification speed of the learner without reduc-
ing accuracy and reduce the set of attributes that will be 
used later on to support the interpretation of the learned con-
cepts. This paper shows that we reached this objective for 
the corpora that we studied. The method that we propose in 
this paper certainly proved to be promising for certain types 
of text classification tasks, as demonstrated by our experi-
ments. At first glance, we are tempted to conclude that 
µCooccurrence has the capability to remove the features that 
brings no further information to those already selected. Of 
course further experiments will be conducted to assess the 
validity of that claim under various conditions. 

Additional investigation will also be conducted in order to 
understand why µCooccurrence seems to have more impact 
on (non weighted feature) KNN algorithms than on Bayes-
ian classifiers. Though we feel that the probabilities that 
ponder the involvement of attributes provides some explana-
tion, we still can not understand why weighted features 
KNN approaches failed to surpass the non weighted KNN 
algorithm that we used, despite extensive experimentation 
using a wide range of distance functions. [Domingos and 
Pazzani, 1997] demonstrated why naive Bayes learners per-
form well in spite of the (so-called) word independence as-
sumption. Therefore, we will focus our investigation to-
wards the study of word dependence and its impact on the 
KNN model.  

Further effort is also needed to extend the µCooccurrence 
algorithm so that it can handle multiple concept learning. 
Our experiments have been conducted only over binary 
classification tasks.  

Another field of investigation will be to use multistrategic 
approaches to feature selection. For instance, we could as-
sess the information gain of sequences  of features. We could 
base our choice of feature sequences on the first few levels 
of decision trees built from our initial feature set, and in-
crement the vocabulary accordingly. 

Finally, though we set the IG and cooccurrence thresholds 
at 0.1 and 0.45 through extensive experimentation, more 
study on the impact of these parameters on the cla ssification 
task with regard to different types of corpora is required. 

Appendix A 
The learning bias of the KNN model is mainly related to its 
distance (similarity) function and to its neighbor weighting 
function to compute that distance. Distance weighted KNN 
adjusts the importance of each neighbor by weighting their 
contribution to the classification of a new instance. In this 
section, we consider the weights associated with the features 
themselves rather than with individual instances.  

IG = 0.1 
KNN 

µCooc 
KNN 

IG = 0.13 
KNN 

 IG = 0.1 
Bayes 

k=2000 
Bayes 

µCooc 
Bayes 

IG = 0.13 
Bayes 

All features 
Bayes Data Set 

k % k % k % k % % k % k % k % 
WebKBCourse 37 97.5 35 96.9 24 95.3 37 95 95.6 35 95 24 94.1 12150 94.2 
ReutersCornWheat 8 98.3 8 98.3 6 98.3 8 97.4 89.2 8 97.4 6 97.4 3393 81.1 
Ling-Spam 86 95 77 95 47 91.3 86 86.3 90 77 86.3 47 87.5 4484 86.3 
WWWPrisoner 53 85 9 90 50 90 53 70 80 9 70 50 70 5076 70 
WWWBeethoven 121 85 8 85 106 80 121 90 85 8 90 106 85.7 3327 90 
UsenetNews1 184 85.2 130 85.2 35 85.2 184 92.6 96.3 130 92.7 35 92.6 8522 92.6 
Micro-average 95.6 95.5 93.7 92.7 93.1 92.7 92.2 90.3 
Number of features 489 267 268 489 12000 267 268 36952 

 
Table 2 : Number of features (k) and accuracy score (%) for each data set under different feature selection and learning methods. The total 

number of features is the summation of the k column; the micro-average calculates the average of correctly classified instances over all 
data sets and is therefore not an average of the individual accuracy scores. 
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This section presents the weight and distance functions 
that have been studied in our search to determine which 
KNN algorithm would be used in the assessment of our fea-
ture selection method. Surprisingly, the simplest of these 
functions worked better that the others.  

Let us define an instance x is as  
<a1(x), a2(x), a3(x), …, an(x)> 

where aj(x) is the weight of the jth attribute (feature) on x. 

Using non-weighted features 
If we consider that the weight of each feature is the same, 
then we have:  

 
 

Using weighted features 
The goal reached using weighted features is to stretch the 
neighborhood space so that irrelevant features are given less 
importance. There are several ways to do this feature 
weighting. Here are a few examples that were tested:  

• the weight of a feature for a document is its IG if the 
word is present in the document, 0 otherwise 

• the weight of a feature is its frequency in the docu-
ment 

• the weight of a feature is its TFIDF  (Term fre-
quency/Inverse Document Frequency) 

We also tried many variants of these methods, for exam-
ple, squaring the IG so that features with high IG would get 
yet higher weights. Under these various weight assignment 
policies, we experimented with two distance functions : 

Euclidian distance function 

 
Cosine similarity function [Salton89]  
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Abstract

The HITS and the PageRank algorithms are eigen-
vector methods for identifying “authoritative” or
“influential” articles, given hyperlink or citation in-
formation. That such algorithms should give con-
sistent answers is surely a desideratum, and in this
paper, we address the question of when they can be
expected to give stable rankings under small per-
turbations to the hyperlink patterns. Using tools
from matrix perturbation theory and Markov chain
theory, we provide conditions under which these
methods are stable, and give specific examples of
instability when these conditions are violated. We
also briefly describe a modification to HITS that
improves its stability.

1 Introduction
Recent years have seen growing interest in algorithms for
identifying “authoritative” or “influential” articles from web-
page hyperlink structures or from other citation data. In par-
ticular, the HITS algorithm of Kleinberg [1998] and Google’s
PageRank algorithm [Brin and Page, 1998] have attracted the
attention of many researchers (see also [Osareh, 1996] for
earlier developments in the bibliometrics literature). Both of
these algorithms use eigenvector calculations to assign “au-
thority” weights to articles, and while originally designed in
the context of link analysis on the web, both algorithms can
be readily applied to citation patterns in academic papers and
other citation graphs.

There are several aspects to the evaluation of a link analy-
sis algorithm such as HITS or PageRank. One aspect relates
to the specific notion of “authoritativeness” embodied by an
algorithm. Thus specific users may have an understanding of
what constitutes an authoritative web page or document in a
given domain, and the output of HITS or PageRank can be
evaluated by such users. While useful, such analyses often
have a rather subjective flavor. A more objective criterion—
the focus of the current paper—concerns the stability of a link
analysis algorithm. Does an algorithm return similar results
upon a small perturbation of the link structure or the docu-
ment collection? We view stability as a desirable feature of a
link analysis algorithm, above and beyond the particular no-
tion of authoritativeness that the algorithm embodies. If an

article is truly authoritative or influential, then surely the ad-
dition of a few links or a few citations should not make us
change our minds about these sites or articles having been
very influential. Moreover, even in the context of a fixed link
structure, a dynamic, unreliable infrastructure such as the web
may give us different views of the structure on different occa-
sions. Ideally, a link analysis algorithm should be insensitive
to such perturbations.

In this paper, we use techniques from matrix perturba-
tion theory and coupled Markov chain theory to characterize
the stability of the ranks assigned by HITS and PageRank.
Some ways of improving the stability of HITS are also briefly
metioned; these algorithmic changes are studied in more de-
tail in [Ng et al., 2001].

2 An Example
Let us begin with an empirical example. The Cora
database [McCallum et al., 2000] is a collection containing
the citation information from several thousand papers in AI.

We ran the HITS and PageRank algorithms on the subset
of the Cora database consisting of all its Machine Learning
papers. To evaluate the stability of the two algorithms, we
also constructed a set of five perturbed databases in which
30% of the papers from the base set were randomly deleted.
(“Since Cora obtained its database via a web crawl, what if,
by chance or mishap, it had instead retrieved only 70% of
these papers?”) If a paper is truly authoritative, we might
hope that it would be possible to identify it as such with only
a subset of the base set.

The results from HITS are shown in the following table.
In this table, the first column reports the rank from HITS
on the full set of Machine Learning papers, whereas the five
rightmost columns report the ranks in runs on the perturbed
databases. We see substantial variation across the different
runs:
1 “Genetic algorithms in search, optimization...”, Goldberg 1 3 1 1 1
2 “Adaptation in natural and artificial systems”, Holland 2 5 3 3 2
3 “Genetic programming: On the programming of...”, Koza 3 12 6 6 3
4 “Analysis of the behavior of a class of genetic...”, De Jong 4 52 20 23 4
5 “Uniform crossover in genetic algorithms”, Syswerda 5 171 119 99 5
6 “Artificial intelligence through simulated...”, Fogel 6 135 56 40 8
7 “A survey of evolution strategies”, Back+al 10 179 159 100 7
8 “Optimization of control parameters for genetic...”, Grefenstette 8 316 141 170 6
9 “The GENITOR algorithm and selection pressure”, Whitley 9 257 107 72 9
10 “Genetic algorithms + Data Structures = ...”, Michalewicz 13 170 80 69 18
11 “Genetic programming II: Automatic discovey...”, Koza 7 - - - 10
2060 “Learning internal representations by error...”, Rumelhart+al - 1 2 2 -
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2061 “Learning to predict by the method of temporal...”, Sutton - 9 4 5 -
2063 “Some studies in machine learning using checkers”, Samuel - - 10 10 -
2065 “Neuronlike elements that can solve difficult...”, Barto+Sutton - - 8 - -
2066 “Practical issues in TD learning”, Tesauro - - 9 9 -
2071 “Pattern classification and scene analysis”, Duda+Hart - 4 7 7 -
2075 “Classification and regression trees”, Breiman+al - 2 5 4 -
2117 “UCI repository of machine learning databases”, Murphy+Aha - 7 - 8 -
2174 “Irrelevant features and the subset selection...”, John+al - 8 - - -
2184 “The CN2 induction algorithm”, Clark+Niblett - 6 - - -
2222 “Probabilistic reasoning in intelligent systems”, Pearl - 10 - - -

Although it might be thought that this variability is intrinsic
to the problem, this is not the case, as shown by the results
from the PageRank algorithm, which were much more stable:
1 “Genetic Algorithms in Search, Optimization and...”, Goldberg 1 1 1 1 1
2 “Learning internal representations by error...”, Rumelhart+al 2 2 2 2 2
3 “Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems”, Holland 3 5 6 4 5
4 “Classification and Regression Trees”, Breiman+al 4 3 5 5 4
5 “Probabilistic Reasoning in Intelligent Systems”, Pearl 5 6 3 6 3
6 “Genetic Programming: On the Programming of ...”, Koza 6 4 4 3 6
7 “Learning to Predict by the Methods of Temporal ...”, Sutton 7 7 7 7 7
8 “Pattern classification and scene analysis”, Duda+Hart 8 8 8 8 9
9 “Maximum likelihood from incomplete data via...”, Dempster+al 10 9 9 11 8
10 “UCI repository of machine learning databases”, Murphy+Aha 9 11 10 9 10
11 “Parallel Distributed Processing”, Rumelhart+McClelland - - - 10 -
12 “Introduction to the Theory of Neural Computation”, Hertz+al - 10 - - -

These results are discussed in more detail in Section 6. It
should be stated at the outset, however, that our conclusion
is not that HITS is unstable while PageRank is not. The is-
sue is more subtle than that, involving considerations such as
the relationships between multiple eigenvectors and invariant
subspaces. We do wish to suggest, however, that stability is
indeed an issue that needs attention. We now turn to a brief
description of HITS and PageRank, followed by our analysis.

3 Overview of HITS and PageRank
Given a collection of web pages or academic papers linking
to/citing each other, the HITS and PageRank algorithms each
(implicitly) construct a matrix capturing the citation patterns,
and determines authorities by computing the principal eigen-
vector of the matrix.1

3.1 HITS algorithm
The HITS algorithm [Kleinberg, 1998] posits that an article
has high “authority” weight if it is linked to by many pages
with high “hub” weight, and that a page has high hub weight
if it links to many authoritative pages. More precisely, given
a set of n web pages (say, retrieved in response to a search
query), the HITS algorithm first forms the n-by-n adjacency
matrix A, whose (i; j)-element is 1 if page i links to page j,
and 0 otherwise.2 It then iterates the following equations:

a
(t+1)
i =

X
j:j!i

h
(t)
j ; h

(t+1)
i =

X
j:i!j

a
(t+1)
j

1It is worth noting that HITS is typically described as running on
a small collection of articles (say retrieved in response to a query),
while PageRank is described in terms of the entire web. Either algo-
rithm can be run in either setting, however, and this distinction plays
no role in our analysis.

2Kleinberg [1998] discusses several other heuristics regarding is-
sues such as intra-domain references, which are ignored in this sec-
tion for simplicity (but are used in our experiments). See also Bharat
and Henzinger [1998] for other improvements to HITS. It should
be noted that none of these fundamentally change the spirit of the
eigenvector calculations underlying HITS.

(where “i ! j” means page i links to page j) to obtain the
fixed-points a� = limt!1 a

(t) and h� = limt!1 h
(t) (with

the vectors renormalized to unit length). The above equations
can also be written:

a
(t+1) = A

T
h
(t) = (AT

A)a(t)

h
(t+1) = Aa

(t+1) = (AAT )h(t):

When the iterations are initialized with the vector of ones
[1; : : : ; 1]T , this is the power method of obtaining the prin-
cipal eigenvector of a matrix [Golub and Van Loan, 1996],
and so (under mild conditions) a� and h

� are the principal
eigenvectors of AT

A and AA
T respectively. The “authori-

tativeness” of page i is then taken to be a�i , and likewise for
hubs and h�.

3.2 PageRank algorithm
Given a set of n web pages and the adjacency matrix A (de-
fined previously), PageRank [Brin and Page, 1998] first con-
structs a probability transition matrix M by renormalizing
each row of A to sum to 1. One then imagines a random web
surfer who at each time step is at some web page, and decides
which page to visit on the next step as follows: with probabil-
ity 1��, she randomly picks one of the hyperlinks on the cur-
rent page, and jumps to the page it links to; with probability �,
she “resets” by jumping to a web page picked uniformly and
at random from the collection.3 Here, � is a parameter, typi-
cally set to 0.1-0.2. This process defines a Markov chain on
the web pages, with transition matrix �U + (1� �)M , where
U is the transition matrix of uniform transition probabilities
(Uij = 1=n for all i; j). The vector of PageRank scores p is
then defined to be the stationary distribution of this Markov
chain. Equivalently, p is the principal eigenvector of the tran-
sition matrix (�U + (1 � �)M)T (see, e.g. Golub and Van
Loan, 1996), since by definition the stationary distribution
satisfies

(�U + (1� �)M)T p = p: (1)

The asymptotic chance of visiting page i, that is, pi, is then
taken to be the “quality” or authoritativeness of page i.

4 Analysis of Algorithms
We begin with a simple example showing how a small addi-
tion to a collection of web pages can result in a large change
to the eigenvectors returned. Suppose we have a collec-
tion of web pages that contains 100 web pages linking to
http://www.algore.com, and another 103 web pages

3There are various ways to treat the case of pages with no out-
links (leaf nodes). In this paper we utilize a particularly simple
approach—upon reaching such a page, the web surfer picks the next
page uniformly at random. This means that if a row of A has all zero
entries, then the corresponding row of M is constructed to have all
entries equal to 1=n. The PageRank algorithm described in [Page
et al., 1998] utilizes a different reset distribution upon arriving at a
leaf node. It is possible to show, however, that every instantiation of
our variant of the algorithm is equivalent to an instantiation of the
original algorithm on the same graph with a different value of the
reset probability.
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Figure 1: Jittered scatterplot of hyperlink graph.

linking to http://www.georgewbush.com. The ad-
jacency matrix A has all zeros except for the two columns
corresponding to these two web pages, therefore the princi-
pal eigenvector a� will have non-zero values only for al-
gore.com and georgewbush.com. Figure 1(a) presents
a jittered scatterplot of links to these two web pages, along
with the first two eigenvectors. (Only the non-zero por-
tions of the eigenvectors are shown.) Now, suppose five
new web pages trickle into our collection, which happen to
link to both algore.com and georgewbush.com. Fig-
ure 1(b) shows the new plot, and we see that the eigenvec-
tors have changed dramatically, with the principal eigenvector
now near the 45Æ line. Thus, a relatively small perturbation to
our collection has caused a large change to the eigenvectors.4

If this phenomenon is pervasive, then it needs to be addressed
by any algorithm that uses eigenvectors to determine author-
ity. In the next two sections, we give characterizations of
whether and when algorithms can be expected to suffer from
these problems.

4.1 Analysis of HITS
HITS uses the principal eigenvector of S = A

T
A to deter-

mine authorities. In this section, we show that the stability
of this eigenvector under small perturbations is determined
by the eigengap of S, which is defined to be the difference
between the largest and the second largest eigenvalues.

Here is an example that may shed light on the importance
of the eigengap. Figure 2 plots the contours associated with
two matrices S1 and S2 before (with solid lines) and after
(with dashed lines) the same additive perturbation have been
made to them.5 The eigenvalues of the matrices are indicated
by the directions of the principal axes of the ellipses. The ma-
trix S1 shown in Figure 2a has eigengap Æ1 � 0, and a small
perturbation to S1 (and hence the ellipse) results in eigenvec-
tors 45Æ away from the original eigenvectors; the matrix S2

shown in Figure 2b has eigengap Æ2 = 2, and the perturbed
eigenvectors are nearly the same as the original eigenvectors.
So, we see how, in this example, the size of the eigengap
directly affects the stability of the eigenvectors. (Readers fa-

4There is nothing special about the number 5 here; a smaller
number also results in relatively large swings of the eigenvectors.
Replacing 5 with 1, 2, 3, and 4 causes the principal eigenvector to
lie at 73, 63, 58 and 55 degrees, respectively.

5More precisely, these are contours of the quadratic form xTSix.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Contours of two matrices with different eigengaps.

miliar with plots of multivariate Gaussians can also think of
these as the contours of a Gaussian with small perturbations
imposed on the (inverse) covariance matrix.)

In the sequel, we use a tilde to denote perturbed quantities.
(For instance, ~S denotes a perturbed version of S.) We now
give our first, positive result, that so long as the eigengap Æ is
large, then HITS is insensitive to small perturbations.6

Theorem 1. Let S = A
T
A be given. Let a� be the princi-

pal eigenvector and Æ the eigengap of S. Assume the max-
imum out-degree of every web page is bounded by d. For
any " > 0, suppose we perturb the web/citation graph by
adding or deleting at most k links from one page, where
k < (

p
d+ � �

p
d)2, where � = "Æ=(4 +

p
2"). Then the

perturbed principal eigenvector ~a� of the perturbed matrix ~S
satisfies:

jja� � ~a�jj2 � " (2)

So, if the eigengap is big, HITS will be insensitive to small
perturbations. This result is proved by showing i) the direc-
tion of the principal eigenvector does not change too much,
and ii) the magnitudes of the relevant eigenvalues do not
change too much, so the second eigenvector does not “over-
take” the first and become the new principal eigenvector.

Proof. Let jj � jjF denote the Frobenius norm.7 We apply The-
orem V.2.8 from matrix perturbation theory [Stewart and Sun,
1990]: Suppose S 2 R

n�n is a symmetric matrix with prin-
cipal eigenvalue �� and eigenvector a�, and eigengap Æ > 0.
Let E be a symmetric perturbation to S. Then the following
inequalities hold for the old principal eigenpair (��; a�) and
some new eigenpair (~�; ~a).

jja� � ~ajj2 � 4jjEjjF
Æ �

p
2jjEjjF

(3)

j�� � ~�j �
p
2jjEjjF (4)

(assuming that the denominator in (3) is positive). Let
the complementary eigenspace to (��; a�) be represented by
(L2; X2), i.e. X2 is orthonormal, and its columns contain all
the eigenvectors of S except a�; L2 is diagonal and contains
the corresponding eigenvalues, all of which are at least Æ less

6Our analyses also apply directly to hub-weight calculations,
simply by reversing link directions and interchanging A and AT .

7The Frobenius norm is defined by
jjXjjF = (

P
i

P
j(Xij)

2)1=2.
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than ��; and SX2 = X2L2. A bound similar to Equation (4)
holds for L2:

jjL2 � ~L2jjF �
p
2jjEjjF (5)

Let ~�2 be the largest eigenvalue of ~L2. Using Corollary
IV.3.6 from Stewart and Sun [1990], one can show that Equa-
tion (5) implies

~�2 � �2 +
p
2jjEjjF (6)

If in turn
p
2jjEjjF < Æ=2, then Equations (4) and (6) to-

gether will ensure that ~� > ~�2, i.e. (~�; ~a) is the principal
eigenpair of ~S.

Since we are adding or deleting links from only one page,
let F denote the perturbation to one row of A, so that ~S =
(A+F )T (A+F ). It is straightforward to show jjF T

F jjF �
k and jjAT

F jjF = jjF T
AjjF �

p
dk. We can thus bound the

norm of the perturbation to S:

jjEjjF = jj ~S � SjjF � k + 2
p
dk (7)

Using Equations (3) and (7) to determine when we may guar-
antee Equation (2) to hold, we arrive at the bound k <

(
p
d+ ��

p
d)2, where � = "Æ=(4 +

p
2"). One can easily

verify that the same bound on k also ensures
p
2jjEjjF < Æ=2

(which also guarantees that the denominator in (3) is posi-
tive), hence ~a� = ~a as previously stated.

Next we give the converse of this result, that if the eigengap
is small, then eigenvectors can be sensitive to perturbations.

Theorem 2. Suppose S is a symmetric matrix with eigengap
Æ. Then there exists a O(Æ) perturbation8 to S that causes a
large (
(1)) change in the principal eigenvector.

Proof. Since S = S
T , it can be diagonalized:

S = U

 
�1 0 0
0 �2 0
0 0 �

!
U
T

where U is orthogonal, and whose columns are the S’s eigen-
vectors. Let ui denote the i-th column of U . We pick
~S = S + 2Æu2u

T
2 . Since jju2jj2 = 1, the norm of the pertur-

bation is only jj2Æu2uT2 jjF = 2Æ. Moreover,

~S = U

 
�1 0 0
0 �2 + 2Æ 0
0 0 �

!
U
T

As ~�2 = �2 + 2Æ > �1, (~�2; u2) is the new principal eigen-
pair. But u2 is orthogonal to u1, so jju2 � u1jj2 = 
(1).

To ground these results and illustrate why Theorem 1 re-
quires a bound d on out-degrees, we give another example of
where a small perturbation—adding a single link—can have a
large effect. In this example we use the fact that if a graph has
multiple connected components, then the principal eigenvalue
will have non-zero entries in nodes only from the “largest”

8More formally, there exists a perturbed version of S, denoted ~S,
so that jjS � ~SjjF = O(Æ).

.  .  .

20 Nodes

.  .  .

20 Nodes

a h

Figure 3: Picture of a web community.

connected component (more formally the component with the
largest eigenvalue).9

Consider the web/citation-graph shown in Figure 3, which
we imagine to be a small subset of a much larger graph. Solid
arrows denote the original set of hyperlinks; the dashed ar-
row represents the link we will add. The original principal
eigenvalue for each of the two connected components shown
is � = 20; with the addition of a single link, it is easy to
verify that this jumps to ~� = 25. Suppose that the commu-
nity shown is part of a larger web/citation graph with multiple
subcommunities, and that originally the biggest subcommu-
nity had eigenvalue 20 < �1 < 25. By adding one link, the
graph shown in Figure 3 becomes the biggest subcommunity,
and the principal eigenvector now has positive values only for
nodes shown in this figure, and zeros elsewhere.

4.2 Analysis of PageRank
We now analyze the sensitivity of PageRank’s authority
scores p to perturbations of the web/citation-graph.

Theorem 3. Let M be given, and let p be the principal
right eigenvector of (�U + (1 � �)M)T . Let articles/pages
i1; i2; : : : ; ik be changed in any way, and ~M be the corre-
sponding (new) transition matrix. Then the new PageRank
scores ~p satisfies:

jj~p� pjj1 �
2
Pk

j=1 pij

�
(8)

Thus, assuming � is not too close to 0, this shows that so
long as the perturbed/modified web pages did not have high
overall PageRank scores (as measured with respect to the un-
perturbed PageRank scores p), then the perturbed PageRank
scores ~p will not be far from the original.
Proof. We construct a coupled Markov chain f(Xt; Yt) : t �
0g over pairs of web pages/documents as follows. X0 = Y0

is drawn according to the probability vector p, that is, from
the stationary distribution of the PageRank “random surfer”
model. The state transitions work as follows: On step t, we
decide with probability � to “reset” both chains, in which
case we set Xt and Yt to the same page chosen uniformly
at random from the collection. If no “reset” occurs, and if
Xt�1 = Yt�1 and Xt�1 is one of the unperturbed pages, then
Xt = Yt is chosen to be a random page linked to by the page
Xt�1. In all other cases, Xt is chosen to be a random page
linked to by page Xt�1, and independently of it, Yt is chosen
to be a random page linked to by page Yt�1.

9See, e.g. Chung [1994]. A connected component of a graph is
a subset whose elements are connected via length � 1 paths to each
other, but not to the rest of the graph. The eigenvalue of a connected
component C is the largest eigenvalue of AT

CAC (cf. ATA used by
HITS), where AC , a submatrix of A, is the adjacency matrix of C.
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Thus, we now have two “coupled” Markov chains Xt and
Yt, the former using the transition probabilities (�U + (1 �
�)M)T , and latter (�U + (1 � �) ~M)T , but so that their tran-
sitions are “correlated.” For instance, the “resets” to both
chains always occur in lock-step. But since each chain is
following its own state transition distribution, the asymptotic
distributions of Xt and Yt must respectively be p and ~p. Now,
let dt = P (Xt 6= Yt). Note d0 = 0, since X0 = Y0 always.
Letting P denote the set of perturbed pages, we have:

dt+1 = P (Xt+1 6= Yt+1)

= P (Xt+1 6= Yt+1jreset at t+ 1)P (reset)

+P (Xt+1 6= Yt+1jno reset at t+ 1)P (no reset)

= 0 � � + (1 � �)P (Xt+1 6= Yt+1jno reset at t+ 1)

= (1 � �)[P (Xt+1 6= Yt+1; Xt 6= Ytjno reset at t+ 1)

+P (Xt+1 6= Yt+1; Xt = Ytjno reset at t+ 1)]

� (1 � �)[P (Xt 6= Ytjno reset at t+ 1)

+ P (Xt+1 6= Yt+1; Xt = Yt; Xt 2 Pjno reset at t+ 1)]

� (1 � �)(P (Xt 6= Yt) + P (Xt 2 Pjno reset at t+ 1))

� (1 � �)(dt +
P

i2P pi)

where to derive the first inequality, we used the fact that by
construction, the event “Xt+1 6= Yt+1; Xt = Yt” is possible
only if Xt is one of the perturbed pages. Using the fact that
d0 = 0 and by iterating this bound on dt+1 in terms of dt,
we obtain an asymptotic upper-bound: d1 � (

P
i2P

pi)=�.
Thus, if (X1; Y1) is drawn from the stationary distribu-
tion of the correlated chains—so the marginal distributions
of X1 and Y1 are respectively given by p and ~p—then
P (X1 6= Y1) = d1 � (

P
i2P

pi)=�. But if two random
variables have only a small d1 chance of taking different val-
ues, then their distributions must be similar. More precisely,
by the Coupling Lemma (e.g., see Aldous, 1983) the varia-
tional distance (1=2)

P
i
jpi � ~pij between the distributions

must also be bounded by the same quantity d1. This shows
jjp� ~pjj1 � 2d1, which concludes the proof.

5 LSI and HITS
In this section we present an interesting connection between
HITS and Latent Semantic Indexing [Deerwester et al., 1990]
(LSI) that provides additional insight into our stability results
(see also Cohn and Chang, 2000). In LSI a collection of doc-
uments is represented as a matrix A, where Aij is 1 if docu-
ment j contains the i-th word of the vocabulary, and 0 other-
wise. LSI computes the left and right singular vectors of A
(equivalently, the eigenvectors of AAT andAT

A). For exam-
ple, the principal left singular vector, which we denote x, has
dimension equal to the vocabulary size, and xj measures the
“strength” of word j’s membership along the x-dimension.
The informal hope is that synonyms will be grouped into the
same singular vectors, so that when a document (represented
by a column of A) is projected onto the subspace spanned by
the singular vectors, it will automatically be “expanded” to
include synonyms of words in the document, leading to im-
proved information retrieval.

Now consider constructing the following citation graph
from a set of documents. Let there be a node for each doc-
ument and for each word. The node of a word links to the
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Figure 4: Results on random corpora.

document nodes it appears in. Let Â be the adjacency matrix
of this graph. If we apply HITS to this graph, we find only
the word-nodes have non-zero hub weights (since none of
the document-nodes link to anything) and only the document-
nodes have non-zero authority weights. Moreover, the vector
of HITS hub weights of the word-nodes is exactly x, the first
left singular vector found by LSI.

This connection allows us to transfer insight from exper-
iments on LSI to our understanding of HITS. In this vein,
we conducted an experiment in which random corpora were
generated by sampling from a set of English, French, and
Italian documents.10 Given that these random corpora are
combinations of three distinct languages, the solution to In-
formation Retrieval problems such as clustering or synonym-
identification are exceedingly simple. The issue that we are
interested in, however, is stability. To study stability, we gen-
erated 15 such collections and examined the direction of the
principal eigenvectors found by HITS.

The principal eigenvector lies in the high dimensional
joint-vocabulary space of the three languages. To display our
results, we therefore defined English, French, and Italian “di-
rections,” and measured the degree to which the eigenvector
lies in each these directions.11 Fifteen independent repetitions
of this process were carried out, and the results plotted in Fig-
ure 4a. As we see, despite the presence of clear clusters in the
corpora, the eigenvectors are highly variable. Moreover, this
variability persists in the second and third eigenvectors (Fig-
ures 4b,c).

10The corpora were generated by taking paragraphs from novels
in the three languages. Typical “documents” had 25–150 words,
and the vocabulary consisted of the most common 1500 words per
language. The collection was also manually “balanced” to equally
represent each language.

11This was done by picking a vector xe of unit-norm and whose
i-th element is proportional to the frequency of word i in the English
collection—thus, xe should be thought of as the “canonical” English
direction—and taking the amount that h� lies in the English direc-
tion to be the absolute magnitude of the dot-product between xe and
h�, and similarly for French and Italian.
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Note that the variability is not an inherent feature of the
problem. In Figure 4d, we display a run of a different algo-
rithm (a variant of the HITS algorithm that we briefly describe
in Section 7, and is studied in more detail in [Ng et al., 2001]).
Here the results are significantly less variable.

6 Further Experiments
In this section we report further results of perturbation exper-
iments on the Cora database. We also describe an experiment
using web pages.

Recall our methodology in the experiments with the Cora
database: We choose a subset of papers from the database
and generate a set of perturbations to this subset by randomly
deleting 30% of the papers. Our first experiment used all of
the AI papers in Cora as the base set. Our results largely repli-
cated those of Cohn and Chang [2000]—HITS returned sev-
eral Genetics Algorithms (GA) papers as the top-ranked ones.
With the database perturbed as described, however, these re-
sults were very variable, and HITS often returned seminal
papers from broader AI areas as its top-ranked documents.
Repeating the experiment excluding all the GA papers, HITS
did slightly better; the results on five independent trials are
shown below:
1 “Classification and Regression Trees”, Brieman+al 1 1 1 1 1
2 “Pattern classification and scene analysis”, Duda+Hart 2 2 3 2 2
3 “UCI repository of machine learning databases”, Murphy+Aha 4 3 7 3 3
4 “Learning internal representations by error...”, Rumelhart+al 3 13 2 28 20
5 “Irrelevant Features and the Subset Selection Problem”, John+al 7 4 12 4 4
6 “Very simple classification rules perform well on...”, Holte 8 5 15 5 5
7 “C4.5: Programs for Machine Learning”, Quinlan 11 10 14 10 6
8 “Probabilistic Reasoning in Intelligent Systems”, Pearl 6 459 4 462 461
9 “The CN2 induction algorithm”, Clark+Niblett 9 54 11 78 105
10 “Learning Boolean Concepts in the ...”, Almuallim+Dietterich 14 11 34 9 13
11 “The MONK’s problems: A performance comparison...”, Thrun - 9 - 6 7
12 “Inferring decision trees using the MDL Principle”, Quinlan - 8 - 7 8
13 “Multi-interval discretization of continuous...”, Fayyad+Irani - - - - 10
14 “Learning Relations by Pathfinding”, Richards+Moon - 6 - - -
15 “A conservation law for generalization performance”, Schaffer - 7 - 8 -
20 “The Feature Selection Problem: Traditional...” Kira+Randall - - - - 9
21 “Maximum likelihood from incomplete data via...” Dempster+al 10 - 5 - -
23 “Learning to Predict by the Method of Temporal...”, Sutton 5 - 6 - -
36 “Introduction to the Theory of Neural Computation”, Hertz+al - - 8 - -
49 “Explanation-based generalization: a unifying view”, Mitchell - - 10 - -
282“A robust layered control system for a mobile robot”, Brooks - - 9 - -

We see that, apart from the top 2-3 ranked papers, the re-
maining results are still rather unstable. For example, Pearl’s
book was originally ranked 8th; on the second trial, it dropped
to rank 459. Similarly, Brooks’ paper was rank 282, and
jumped up to rank 9 on trial 3. However, this variability is
not intrinsic to the problem, as shown by our PageRank re-
sults (all PageRank results in this section were generated with
� = 0:2):
1 “Classification and Regression Trees”, Breiman+al 1 1 1 1 2
2 “Probabilistic Reasoning in Intelligent Systems”, Pearl 3 2 2 2 1
3 “Learning internal representations by error...”, Rumelhart+al 2 3 3 3 3
4 “Pattern classification and scene analysis”, Duda+Hart 4 4 4 4 4
5 “A robust layered control system for a mobile robot”, Brooks 5 6 7 5 5
6 “Maximum likelihood from incomplete data via...’ Dempster+al 6 7 6 6 6
7 “Learning to Predict by the Method of Temporal...”, Sutton 7 5 5 7 7
8 “UCI repository of machine learning databases”, Murphy+Aha 8 9 9 9 11
9 “Numerical Recipes in C”, Press+al 10 12 8 11 8
10 “Parallel Distributed Processing”, Rumelhart+al 9 14 13 10 9
12 “An implementation of a theory of activity”, Agre+Chapmanre - 8 10 8 -
13 “Introduction to the Theory of Neural Computation”, Hertz+al - 10 - - -
22 “A Representation and Library for Objectives in...”, Valente+al - - - - 10

The largest change in a document’s rank was a drop from
10 to 12—these results are much more stable than for HITS.

Closer examination of the HITS authority weights reviews
that its jumps in rankings are indeed due to large changes
in authority weights, whereas the PageRank scores tended to
remain fairly stable.12

We also carried out experiments on web pages. Given a
query, Kleinberg [1998] describes a method for obtaining a
collection of web pages on which to run HITS. We use ex-
actly the method described there, and perturbed it in a natural
way.13 For the sake of brevity, we only give the results of two
experiments here. On the query “mp3 players”, HITS’ results
were as follows (long URLs are truncated):
1 http://www.freecode.com/ 82 1 1 1 82
2 http://www.htmlworks.com/ 85 2 2 2 83
3 http://www.internettrafficreport.com/ 86 3 4 3 85
4 http://slashdot.org/ 88 4 5 5 86
5 http://windows.davecentral.com/ 87 5 3 4 84
6 http://www.gifworks.com/ 84 6 6 6 87
7 http://www.thinkgeek.com/ 91 7 7 7 88
8 http://www.animfactory.com/ 89 9 8 8 89
9 http://freshmeat.net/ 90 8 9 9 90
10 http://subscribe.andover.net/membership.htm 92 10 10 10 91
1385 http://ourstory.about.com/index.htm 1 - - - 1
1386 http://home.about.com/index.htm 2 - - - 2
1387 http://home.about.com/musicperform/index.htm 3 - - - 3
1388 http://home.about.com/teens/index.htm 4 - - - 4
1389 http://home.about.com/sports/index.htm 5 - - - 5
1390 http://home.about.com/autos/index.htm 6 - - - 6
1391 http://home.about.com/style/index.htm 7 - - - 7
1392 http://home.about.com/careers/index.htm 8 - - - 8
1393 http://home.about.com/citiestowns/index.htm 9 - - - 9
1394 http://home.about.com/travel/index.htm 10 - - - 10

In contrast, PageRank returned:
1 http://www.team-mp3.com/ * 1 1 1 1
2 http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-bin/click 1 3 2 4 9
3 http://www.elizandra.com/ 2 2 3 2 2
4 http://stores.yahoo.com/help.html 4 14 5 10 11
5 http://shopping.yahoo.com/ 3 10 4 12 13
6 http://www.netins.net/showcase/phdss/ * 8 6 3 3
7 http://www.thecounter.com/ 13 6 9 8 7
8 http://ourstory.about.com/index.htm 5 4 7 5 4
9 http://a-zlist.about.com/index.htm 6 5 10 6 6
10 http://www.netins.net/showcase/phdss/getm * 9 8 7 5
11 http://software.mp3.com/software/ 7 7 - - 8
12 http://www.winamp.com/ 8 - - - -
13 http://www.nullsoft.com/ 10 - - - -
14 http://www.consumerspot.com/redirect/1cac 9 - - 9 10

While PageRank’s rankings undergo small changes, HITS’
rankings display a mass “flipping” behavior. Similar pertur-
bation patterns to this (and the example below) for PageRank
and HITS are observed in fourteen out of nineteen queries.
Furthermore, HITS’ results displayed such mass “flips” in
roughly 20% of the trials, which is in accordance with the
20% removal rate.

Here is another typical web result, this time on the query
“italian recipes.” Note that “*” means that the page was re-
moved by that trial’s perturbation, and therefore has no rank.
HITS’ results were:

12Examination of the second and higher eigenvectors in HITS
shows that they, too, can vary substantially from trial to trial.

13Kleinberg [1998] first uses a web search engine
(www.altavista.com in our case) to retrieve 200 documents to
form a “root set,” which is then expanded (and further processed) to
define the web-graph on which HITS operates. Our perturbations
were arrived at by randomly deleting 20% of the root set (i.e.
imagining that the web search engine had only returned 80% of the
pages it actually did), and then following Kleinberg’s procedure.
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1 http://ourstory.about.com/index.htm * 1 1 1 1
2 http://home.about.com/culture/index.htm * 2 2 2 17
3 http://home.about.com/index.htm * 3 3 3 25
4 http://home.about.com/food/index.htm * 4 4 4 2
5 http://home.about.com/science/index.htm * 5 5 5 3
6 http://home.about.com/shopping/index.htm * 6 6 6 4
7 http://home.about.com/smallbusiness/index * 7 7 7 5
8 http://home.about.com/sports/index.htm * 8 8 8 6
9 http://home.about.com/arts/index.htm * 9 9 9 7
10 http://home.about.com/style/index.htm * 10 10 10 8
11 http://home.about.com/autos/index.htm - - - - 9
12 http://home.about.com/teens/index.htm - - - - 10
479 http://bestbrandrecipe.com/default.asp 1 - - - -
480 http://myrecipe.com/help/shopping.asp 2 - - - -
481 http://vegetarianrecipe.com/default.asp 3 - - - -
482 http://holidayrecipe.com/default.asp 5 - - - -
483 http://beefrecipe.com/default.asp 4 - - - -
484 http://beveragerecipe.com/default.asp 7 - - - -
485 http://appetizerrecipe.com/default.asp 6 - - - -
486 http://pierecipe.com/default.asp 8 - - - -
487 http://seafoodrecipe.com/default.asp 9 - - - -
488 http://barbequerecipe.com/default.asp 10 - - - -

PageRank, on the other hand, returned:
1 http://ourstory.about.com/index.htm * 1 1 1 1
2 http://a-zlist.about.com/index.htm * 2 2 2 2
3 http://www.apple.com/ 1 3 3 3 3
4 http://www.tznet.com/isenberg/ 2 4 4 13 9
5 http://frontier.userland.com/ 3 5 5 4 7
6 http://www.mikrostore.com/ 4 6 6 5 *
7 http://www.amazinggiftsonline.com/ 5 7 7 6 *
8 http://www.peck.it/peckshop/home.asp?prov * 8 8 7 4
9 http://geocities.yahoo.com/addons/interac 6 9 9 8 29
10 http://dvs.dolcevita.com/index.html 7 10 * 10 5
11 http://www.dossier.net/ - - 10 9 6
12 http://www.dolcevita.com/ 8 - - - 8
14 http://www.q-d.com/ 9 - - - 10
15 http://www.silesky.com/ 10 - - - -

7 Discussion
It is well known in the numerical linear algebra community
that a subspace spanned by several (e.g. the first k) eigenvec-
tors may be stable under perturbation, while individual eigen-
vectors may not [Stewart and Sun, 1990]. Our results—both
theoretical and empirical—reflect this general fact.

If the output of an algorithm is a subspace, then the stability
considerations that we have discussed may not be a matter of
primary concern. Such is the case, for example, for the LSI
algorithm, where the goal is generally to project a data set
onto a lower-dimensional subspace.

If we wish to interpret specific eigenvectors, however, then
the stability issue becomes a matter of more serious concern.
This is the situation for the basic HITS algorithm, where pri-
mary eigenvectors have been interpreted in terms of a set of
“hubs” and “authorities.” As we have seen, there are theoreti-
cal and empirical reasons for exercising considerable caution
in making such interpretations.

Given that the principal eigenvector may not have a reliable
interpretation, one can consider variations of the HITS ap-
proach that utilize multiple eigenvectors. Indeed, Kleinberg
[1998] suggested examining multiple eigenvectors as a way
of obtaining authorities within multiple communities. Again,
however, it may be problematic to interpret individual eigen-
vectors, and in fact in our experiments we found significant
variability in second and third eigenvectors. An alternative
approach may be to automatically combine multiple eigen-
vectors in a way that explicitly identifies subspaces within
the HITS framework. This is explored in [Ng et al., 2001]

The fact that the PageRank algorithm appears to be rel-
atively immune to stability concerns is a matter of consid-
erable interest. It is our belief that the “reset-to-uniform-
distribution” aspect of PageRank is a critical feature in this
regard. Indeed, one can explore a variation of the HITS al-
gorithm which incorporates such a feature. Suppose that we
construct a Markov chain on the web in which, with proba-
bility 1� �, we randomly follow a hyperlink from the current
page in the forward direction (on odd time steps), and we
randomly follow a hyperlink in the backwards direction (on
even time steps). With probability �, we reset to a uniformly
chosen page. The asymptotic web-page visitation distribu-
tion on odd steps is defined to be the authority weights, and
on even steps the hub weights. As in Theorem 3, we can
show this algorithm is insensitive to small perturbations (but
unlike PageRank, we obtain hub as well as authority scores).
The results of running this algorithm on the “three languages”
problem are shown in Figure 4d, where we see that it is in-
deed significantly more stable than the basic HITS algorithm.
This algorithm is also explored in more detail in [Ng et al.,
2001].
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Abstract 

For many supervised learning tasks it is very costly to 
produce training data with class labels. Active learn-
ing acquires data incrementally, at each stage using 
the model learned so far to help identify especially 
useful additional data for labeling.  Existing empirical 
active learning approaches have focused on learning 
classifiers.  However, many applications require es-
timations of the probability of class membership, or 
scores that can be used to rank new cases.  We pre-
sent a new active learning method for class probabil-
ity estimation (CPE) and ranking. BOOTSTRAP-LV 
selects new data for labeling based on the variance in 
probability estimates, as determined by learning mul-
tiple models from bootstrap samples of the existing 
labeled data.  We show empirically that the method 
reduces the number of data items that must be la-
beled, across a wide variety of data sets.  We also 
compare BOOTSTRAP-LV with UNCERTAINTY SAMPLING, 
an existing active learning method designed to maxi-
mize classification accuracy.  The results show that 
BOOTSTRAP-LV dominates for CPE. Surprisingly it also 
often is preferable for accelerating simple accuracy 
maximization. 

1   Introduction 
Supervised classifier learning requires data with class la-
bels.  In many applications, procuring class labels can be 
costly. For example, to learn diagnostic models experts 
may need to analyze many historical cases. To learn docu-
ment classifiers experts may need read many documents 
and assign them labels.  To learn customer response mod-
els, consumers may have to be given costly incentives to 
reveal their preferences.   
 Active learning processes training data incrementally, 
using the model learned "so far" to select particularly help-
ful additional training examples for labeling.  When 
successful, active learning methods reduce the number of 
instances that must be labeled to achieve a particular level 
of accuracy. Most existing methods and particularly em-
pirical approaches for active learning address classification 

problems—they assume the task is to assign cases to one 
of a fixed number of classes.  
 Many applications require more than simple classifica-
tion. Decision-making often requires estimates of the 
probability of class membership. Class probability esti-
mates (CPEs) can be combined with decision-making 
costs/benefits to minimize expected cost (maximize ex-
pected benefit).  For example, in target marketing the esti-
mated probability that a customer will respond to an offer 
is combined with the estimated profit (produced with a 
different model) [Zadrozny and Elkan, 2001]. Other appli-
cations require ranking of cases, to add flexibility to user 
processing.1 We agree with Turney [Turney, 2000] that 
machine learning systems should be able to take into ac-
count various cost/benefit information, including deci-
sion-making costs as well as labeling costs.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Learning curves for the Car data set 
 

 In this paper, we consider active learning to produce 
accurate CPEs and class-based rankings.  Figure 1 shows 
the desired behavior of an active learner.  The horizontal 
axis represents the number of training data, and the vertical 
axis represents the error rate of the probabilities produced 
by the model learned. Each learning curve shows how 
error rate decreases as more training data are used.  The 
upper curve represents the decrease in error from randomly 

                                                             
1 Classification accuracy has been criticized previously as a metric 
for machine learning research (Provost et al., 1998). 
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selecting training data; the lower curve represents active 
learning. The two curves form a "banana" shape: very early 
on, the curves are comparable because a model is not yet 
available for active learning.  The active learning curve soon 
accelerates, because of the careful choice of training data. 
Given enough data, random selection catches up. 
  We introduce a new active learning technique, BOOT-
STRAP-LV, which uses bootstrap samples of existing training 
data to examine the variance in the probability estimates for 
not-yet-labeled data. We show empirically across a wide 
range of data sets that BOOTSTRAP-LV decreases the number 
of labeled instances needed to achieve accurate probability 
estimates, or alternatively that it increases the accuracy of 
the probability estimates for a fixed number of training 
data. We also show that BOOTSTRAP-LV is surprisingly effec-
tive even for accuracy maximization. 

2    Active Learning: Prior Work 
The fundamental notion of active learning has a long history 
in machine learning. To our knowledge, the first to discuss 
it explicitly were [Simon and Lea, 1974] and [Winston, 
1975].  Simon and Lea describe how machine learning is 
different from other types of problem solving, because 
learning involves the simultaneous search of two spaces: 
the hypothesis space and the instance space.  The results of 
searching the hypothesis space can affect how the instance 
space will be searched. Winston discusses how the best 
examples to select next for learning are "near misses," 
instances that miss being class members for only a few 
reasons. Subsequently, theoretical results showed that the 
number of training data can be reduced substantially if they 
can be selected carefully  [Angluin, 1988; Valiant, 1984].  
The term active learning was coined later to describe 
induction where the algorithm controls the selection from 
a set of potential training examples [Cohn et al., 1994].  
  
Input: an initial labeled set L, an unlabeled set UL, an inducer I, 
a stopping criterion, and an integer M specifying the number of actively 
selected examples in each phase. 
While stopping criterion not met    
   /* perform next phase: */ 
 Apply inducer I to L  
   For each example { ULxx ii ∈| } compute 

iES , the effective-

ness score  
 Select a subset S of size M from UL based on 

iES  

 Remove S from UL, label examples in S, and add S to L 
Output: estimator E induced with I from the final labeled set L 

Figure 2: Generic Active Learning Algorithm  
 
 A generic algorithm for active learning is shown in Fig-
ure 2. A learner first is applied to an initial set L of labeled 
examples (usually selected at random or provided by an 
expert). Subsequently, sets of M examples are selected in 
phases from a set of unlabeled examples UL, until some 
predefined condition is met (e.g., the labeling budget is 
exhausted). In each phase, each candidate example ULxi ∈  
is given an effectiveness score 

iES  based on its contribu-
tion to an objective function, reflecting the estimated mag-
nitude of its contribution to subsequent learning (or simply 

whether it will or will not contribute). Examples then are 
ranked by their effectiveness scores and the top M exam-
ples are selected for labeling. Usually, multiple examples, 
rather than a single example, are selected at each phase due 
to computational constraints. Once examples are selected, 
their labels are obtained (e.g., by querying an expert) before 
being added to L, on which the learner is applied next.  
  Cohn et al. [Cohn et al., 1994] determine

iES based on 
identifying what they called the “region of uncertainty,” 
defined such that concepts from the current version space 
are inconsistent with respect to examples in the region. The 
region of uncertainty is redetermined at each phase and 
subsequent examples are selected from this region. The 
main practical problem with this approach is that the esti-
mation of the uncertainty region becomes increasingly 
difficult, as the concept becomes more complex. In addi-
tion, for complex concepts the region of uncertainty ini-
tially may span the entire domain before the concept is well 
understood, rendering the selection process ineffective . A 
closely related approach is Query By Committee 
(QBC)[Seung et al.,1992]: classifiers are sampled from 
the version space, and the examples on which they disagree 
are considered for labeling. However, QBC is a theoretical 
approach that poses computational and practical con-
straints. Particularly, it assumes the existence of hypothe-
ses from the version space available for sampling, as well 
as noise-free data. Several other approaches also address 
learning for classification. These methods target examples 
for which predictions of class membership are evenly split 
(for binary classes) among an ensemble of classifiers, or 
alternatively examples for which a single probabilistic 
classifier assigns CPE near 0.5, as indicating class uncer-
tainty. Specifically, Lewis and Gale [Lewis and Gale, 1994] 
proposed UNCERTAINTY SAMPLING where a probabilistic 
classifier is employed, and examples whose probabilities 
of class membership are closest to 0.5 are considered for 
labeling. Abe and Mamitsuka [Abe and Mamitsuka, 1998] 
generate a set of classifiers and then select examples for 
which the classifiers are close to being evenly split. An 
approach due to Iyengar et al. [Iyengar et al., 2000] directly 
estimates whether a classifier will assign an example to the 
wrong class. They employ a second classifier to assign 
classes to unlabeled examples, and examples are consid-
ered more informative for learning if estimated as being 
likely to be misclassified by the current ensemble of clas-
sifiers. These approaches are designed specifically for 
maximizing classification accuracy, not for optimizing 
CPEs or rankings, which are our concern. 
  The method most closely related to our technique was 
presented by Cohn et al. [Cohn et al., 1996] for statistical 
learning models. At each phase they compute the expecta-
tion of the variance of the model over the example space 
resulting from adding each candidate example to the train-
ing set. Our approach is similar in that it estimates variance, 
but instead of modeling the variance of the model over the 
input space, we estimate the “local” variance for each 
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ULxi ∈ . The approach of Cohen et al. requires knowledge 
of the underlying domain, as well as the computation in 
closed form of the learner’s variance, a constraint that 
renders it impracticable for arbitrary models. Our approach 
can be used for arbitrary models.  

3   The Bootstrap-LV Algorithm  
 BOOTSTRAP-LV actively samples examples from UL to 
learn class probability estimates (CPEs). The description 
we provide here pertains to binary class problems where 
the set of class labels is { }1,0=C . As the discussion above 
indicates, we wish to add to L examples that are likely to 
improve the available evidence pertaining to poorly under-
stood subspaces of the example space.  
 Ideally, the most direct indication of the quality of the 
current class probability estimate for example ix  is the 
discrepancy between the estimated probability and its true 
probability. However, the true class probability for an in-
stance is not known, nor is its actual class.  Therefore we 
use the “local variance” (LV) to estimate this quality. Local 
variance refers to the variance in CPE for a particular ex-
ample. If the estimated LV is high compared to that of 
other examples, we infer that this example is “difficult” for 
the learner to estimate given the available data, and is thus 
more desirable to be selected for learning. Otherwise, if 
the LV is low, we interpret it as an indication that either the 
class probability is well learned or, on the contrary, that it 
will be extremely difficult to improve. We therefore de-
crease the likelihood of these examples being added to L.  

Given that a closed-form computation/estimation of this 
local variance may not (easily) be obtained, we estimate it 
empirically. We generate a set of k bootstrap subsamples 
[Efron and Tibshirani, 1993] jB , kj ,...,1=  from L, and 

apply the inducer I to each subsample to generate k estima-
tors jE , kj ,...,1= . For each example in UL we estimate 

the variance in CPEs given by the estimators {
jE }. Each 

example in UL is assigned a weight, which determines its 
probability of being sampled, and which is proportional to 
the variance of the CPEs. More specifically, the distribu-
tion from which examples are sampled is given by 

( )[ ]{ }
R

ppxp
xD

i
k

j iij

is

min,1

2 /)(
)(

∑ =
−

=  , where )( ij xp  denotes the 

estimated probability an estimator jE  assigns to the event 

that example ix  belongs to class 0 (the choice of perform-
ing the calculation for class 0 is arbitrary, since the vari-
ance for both classes is identical and hence the same result 
for )( is xD  is obtained for class 1); ip  is the average 
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distribution. This is the BOOTSTRAP-LV algorithm, shown in 
Figure 3. 
Algorithm BOOTSTRAP-LV  

1 Input: an initial labeled set L  sampled at random, an unlabeled set UL, 
an inducer I , a stopping criterion, and a sample size M. 
  
2  for (s=1;until stopping criterion is met; s++)  
3      Generate k  bootstrap subsamples 

jB , kj ,...,1=  from L 

4  Apply inducer I on each subsample 
jB  and induce estimator 

jE   

5 For all examples { ULxx ii ∈| } compute 

( )[ ]{ }
R

ppxp
xD

i
k

j iij

is

min,1

2 /)(
)(

∑ =
−

=    

6 Sample from the probability distribution 
sD , a subset S of M exam-

ples from UL without replacement  
7 Remove S from UL, label examples in S, and add them to L 
8  end for 
9 Output: estimator E induced with I from L 

Figure 3: The BOOTSTRAP-LV Algorithm 

There is one additional technical point of note.  Consider 
the case where the classes are not represented equally in 
the training data. When high variance exists in regions of 
the domain for which the minority class is assigned high 
probability, it is likely that the region is relatively better 
understood than regions with the same variance but for 
which the majority class is assigned high probability. In the 
latter case, the class probability estimation may be exhibit-
ing high variance due simply to lack of representation of 
the minority class in the training data, and would benefit 
from oversampling from the respected region. That is why 
we divide the estimated variance by the average value of the 
minority-class probability estimates min,ip . We determine 

the minority class once from the initial random sample.  

4   Experimental Evaluation  

We are interested primarily in comprehensible models, 
so for these experiments we use decision trees to produce 
class probability estimates. However, BOOTSTRAP-LV applies 
to any technique for learning CPEs. Particularly, the under-
lying probability estimator we use is a probability estima-
tion tree (PET)—an unpruned C4.5 decision tree [Quinlan, 
1993] for which the Laplace correction [Cestnik, 1990] is 
applied at the leaves. The Laplace correction has been 
shown to improve the CPEs produced by PETs [Bauer and 
Kohavi, 1998; Provost et al., 1998; Provost & Domingos, 
2000]. 

When evaluating CPE accuracy, if the true underlying 
class probability distribution were known, an evaluation of 
an estimator’s accuracy could be based on a measure of the 
actual error in probability estimation. Since the true prob-
abilities of class membership are not known we compare 
the probabilities assigned by the model induced at each 
phase with those assigned by a “best” estimator, BE , as 
surrogates to the true probabilities. BE  is induced from the 
entire set of examples (UL ∪ L), using bagged-PETs, which 
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have been shown to produce superior probability estimates 
compared to individual PETs [Bauer and Kohavi, 1998; 
Provost et al., 1998; Provost & Domingos, 2000]. We 
compute the mean absolute error (MAE) for an estimator E 
with respect to BE 's estimation, denoted by BMAE. Spe-

cifically, 
N

xpxp
BMAE

N

i iEiEB∑=
−

= 1
)()( , where )( iE xp

B
 is the 

estimated probability given by BE ; )( iE xp is the probability 
estimated by E, and N is the number of examples examined.  

To evaluate its performance, we applied BOOTSTRAP-LV to 
20 data sets, 17 from the UCI machine learning repository 
[Blake et al., 1998] and 3 used previously to evaluate rule-
learning algorithms [Cohen and Singer, 1999]. Data sets 
with more than two classes were mapped into two-class 
problems. We compare the performance of BOOTSTRAP-LV 
against a method denoted by RANDOM , where estimators are 
induced with the same inducer and training set size, but for 
which examples are sampled at random. We show the com-
parison for different sizes of the labeled set L. In order not 
have very large sample sizes M for large data sets and very 
small ones for small data sets, we applied different num-
bers of phases for different data sets, varying between 10 
and 30; at each phase the same number of examples was 
added to L. Results are averaged over 10 random partitions 
of the data sets into an initial labeled set, an unlabeled set, 
and a test set against which the two estimators are evalu-
ated.  For control the same partitions were used by both 
RANDOM  and BOOTSTRAP-LV.  

The banana curve in Figure 1 above shows the relative 
performance for the Car data set (where Active Learning 
refers to BOOTSTRAP-LV). As shown in Figure 1, the error of 
the estimator induced with BOOTSTRAP-LV decreases faster 
initially, exhibiting lower error for fewer examples. This 
demonstrates that examples actively added to the labeled 
set are more informative (on average), allowing the inducer 
to construct a better estimator with fewer examples. For 
some data sets BOOTSTRAP-LV exhibits even more dramatic 
results; Figure 4 shows results for the Pendigits data set.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: CPE learning curves for the Pendigits data set 
 

BOOTSTRAP-LV achieves its almost minimal level of error at 
4500 examples. RANDOM  requires more than 9300 exam-

ples to obtain this error level. For 5 of the 20 data sets, our 
approach did not succeed in accelerating learning much or 
at all, as is shown for the Weather data set in Figure 5. 
Note, however, that neither curve consistently resides 
above the other and the two methods’ performance is com-
parable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 5: CPE learning curves for the Weather data set 
 
Table 1 presents a summary of our results for all the data 

sets. The primary motivation for applying active learning 
techniques is to allow learning with fewer examples. Table 
1 provides a set of measures pertaining to the number of 
examples “gained” using BOOTSTRAP-LV instead of RANDOM . 
The second column shows the percent of phases in which 
BOOTSTRAP-LV produced the same level of CPE accuracy 
with fewer examples than RANDOM  (we will call this 
“phases-gained”). The third and fourth columns show the 
percentage and number of examples gained by applying 
BOOTSTRAP-LV. The gain is calculated as the difference 
between the number of examples used by RANDOM  and that 
used by BOOTSTRAP-LV to obtain the same CPE accuracy. 
The percentage is calculated based on the number of exam-
ples used by RANDOM . Because of the natural banana shape 
even for the ideal case, the performance of estimators 
induced from any two samples cannot be considerably 
different at the final phases, thus the averages as well as the 
phases-gained merely provide an indication of whether 
BOOTSTRAP-LV produces superior estimations. It is impor-
tant also to observe the improvement at the “fat” part of the 
banana (where the benefit of active learning is concen-
trated). To allow a stable assessment we provide rather than 
the single best gain, the average of the largest 20% of the 
gains. Columns 5 and 6 of Table 1 show the average percent 
and average number (respectively) of examples gained for 
the top 20% gains.  It is important that these figures be 
viewed in tandem with column 2 (phases-gained), to ensure 
that there is in fact a banana shape to the graph. 

Table 1 also includes summary results pertaining to the 
error rates achieved by both methods for the same number 
of examples. Column 7 presents the average error reduc-
tion for the 20% of the sampling phases exhibiting the 
highest error reduction. For some data sets the generaliza-
tion error for the initial training sets was small and was not 
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considerably reduced even when the entire data was used 
for training (e.g., for connect-4, only 34% error reduction 
was obtained, from 11.7 to 7.7). We therefore also provide, 
in the last column, the top-20% error gain as a percentage 
of the reduction required to obtain the minimal error (the 
latter is referred to in the table as maximal gain). In the 
Adult data set, for instance, BOOTSTRAP-LV exhibited only 
6.6% error gain (for the top 20%), but this improvement 
constitutes 25% of the possible improvement were the 
entire data set used for training.  

 
 Examples Error (%) 

Data set 

Phases with 
positive gain 

(%) 

Avg % 
gained  

 
  

Avg # 
gained  

 
 

Top 20% 
 % 

gained  
 
 

Top 20% 
# gained  
 
 

Avg top 
20% 
(%) 

 

Avg top 
20%  (% 

from maximal 
gain) 

 abalone 92.5 34.9 574 76.9 1152 10.1 64.0 
adult  96 17.8 302 30.2 585 6.6 25.0 
breast cancer-w 100 23.8 44 51.6 110 9.3 41.0 
car  89.6 23.3 155 35.4 281 31.3 53.3 
coding1  80 16.2 228 47.1 475 2.5 28.9 
connect-4  100 45.5 984 75.4 1939 9.5 27.5 
contraceptive  93.7 18.4 55 42.3 129 5.7 31.3 
german*  57.1 5.8 7 46.5 113 5.9 31.0 
hypothyroid  100 64.6 705 69.0 1233 41.1 72.4 
kr-v s-kp  100 18.1 37 27.1 57 25.5 30.8 
letter-a** 72.4 14.5 229 24.8 529 10.4 26.0 
letter-vowel 50 2.1 121 12.8 429 3.4 18.0 
move1  65 17.2 23 68.4 75 3.9 12.8 
ocr1  93.7 24.5 83 42.9 168 21.7 65.0 
optdigits  94.4 24.5 412 50.0 762 32.6 47.8 
pendigits  100 61.0 3773 68.6 5352 29.9 75.6 
sick-euthyroid  93.1 45.2 600 70.2 924 26.2 58.5 
solar-flare  64.2 13.5 25 41.5 58 6.3 9.9 
weather 41.6 -10.4 -46 35.9 438 1.7 20.1 
yeast  75 23.6 79 58.7 159 4.9 30.8 
* German credit database 
** letter-recognition, letter a 
Table 1: Improvement in examples needed and improvement in error 

using BOOTSTRAP-LV 

Since not all plots can be presented due to space con-
straints, we tried to express in the table various perform-
ance measures that would provide a comprehensive 
perspective. To assess BOOTSTRAP-LV’s superiority we  apply 
the combination of the following: phases-gained should be 
above 60%; both the average example and error gains 
should be positive, and the top-20% error reduction from 
the maximal gain should be 25% or higher. If phases-gained 
is between 40% and 60% we consider the methods to be 
comparable, and when it is below 40% we consider BOOT-

STRAP-LV to be inferior.  As can be seen in Table 1 (in bold), 
in 15 out of the 20 data sets BOOTSTRAP-LV exhibited supe-
rior performance. Particularly, in all but one phases-gained 
is 75% or above. In 13 of those, more than 30% of the 
examples were saved (for the top 20%), and in 9 data sets 
our method used less than 50% of the number of examples 
required for RANDOM  to achieve the same level of accuracy.  
For the Sick-euthyroid data set, for instance, BOOTSTRAP-LV 
gradually improves until it requires fewer than 30% of the 
examples required by RANDOM  to obtain the same level of 
accuracy. These results pertain to the top-20% improve-
ment, so the maximal gain can be much higher.   

For a single data set (Weather) BOOTSTRAP-LV exhibited a 
negative average examples gain. However, phases-gained, 

showing that BOOTSTRAP-LV uses fewer examples in 41% of 
phases examined, and Figure 5, both indicate that the two 
methods indeed exhibit comparable learning curves for this 
data set.  

The measures pertaining to the number of examples 
gained and the error gain complement each other and may 
provide interesting insight. For instance, the number of 
examples gained can help evaluate the “difficulty” in error 
reduction in terms of the number of examples required by 
RANDOM  to obtain such reduction. For example, although 
the average top-20% error gain for Connect-4 was less than 
10%, Table 1 shows that it required RANDOM  984 additional 
examples on average to obtain the same improvement. A 
single data set, Letter-vowel, exhibited a negative average 
error gain. However, phases-gained is exactly 50%, indicat-
ing that RANDOM  indeed does not exhibit superior perform-
ance overall. Both methods have similar learning curves.  

We also assessed both methods with two alternatives to 
BMAE: the mean squared error measure proposed by Bauer 
and Kohavi [1998], as well as the area under the ROC curve 
[Bradley 1997] which specifically evaluates ranking accu-
racy. The results for these measures agree with those ob-
tained with BMAE.  For example, Bootstrap-LV generally 
leads to fatter ROC curves with fewer examples. 

For those data sets in which BOOTSTRAP-LV exhibits in-
significant or no improvement at all, training examples 
chosen at random seem to contribute to error reduction at 
an almost constant rate. Their learning curves have an atypi-
cal shape, as shown for the Weather data set in Figure 5, 
where additional examples bring an almost constant reduc-
tion in error rather than the expected decreasing marginal 
error reduction. This may indicate that it is easy to obtain 
good examples for learning, and any additional example 
contributes to error reduction equally, regardless of what 
or how many examples have been already used for training.  
Thus intelligent selection of learning examples is less 
likely to improve learning significantly.  

5   Additional Experiments 

 Tree-based models offer a comprehensible structure that 
is important in many decision-making contexts. However, 
they often do not provide the best probability estimates. In 
order to assess BOOTSTRAP-LV 's performance on a better 
CPE learner, we experimented with bagged-PETs, which 
are not comprehensible models, but have been shown to 
produce markedly superior CPEs [Bauer and Kohavi, 1998; 
Provost et al., 1998; Provost & Domingos, 2000].  

The results for the bagged-PETs model agree with those 
obtained for individual PETs. Particularly, for 15 of the 
data sets BOOTSTRAP-LV exhibited phases-gained of more 
than 65% (in 13 of those phases-gained is more than 75%). 
The average top-20% example gain was 25% or higher in 
11 of those data sets. Only in two data sets is phases-gained 
less than 50%. Figure 6 shows a comparison between 
BOOTSTRAP-LV and RANDOM  for individual PETs and for 
bagged-PETs. As expected, the overall error exhibited by 
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the bagged-PETs is lower than for the PET, and for both 
models BOOTSTRAP-LV achieves its lowest error with con-
siderably fewer examples than are required for RANDOM . 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 6: CPE learning curves for the Hypothyroid data set 

 Described above, UNCERTAINTY SAMPLING [Lewis and 
Gale, 1994] was proposed for binary text classification. 
However, it too samples examples that are not well under-
stood by the model. Since it was shown to improve a 
model’s classification accuracy, it may improve the 
model’s CPE as well. It therefore is interesting to compare 
the improvements exhibited by BOOTSTRAP-LV against UN-

CERTAINTY SAMPLING. We present a summary of the com-
parison results in Table 2, where all the measures are the 
same as in Table 1, except that the baseline comparison is 
UNCERTAINTY SAMPLING rather than RANDOM . 
 
 Examples Error (%) 

Data set 

Phases with 
positive gain 

(%) 

Avg % 
gained  

 
 

Avg # 
gained  

 
 

Top 20% 
% gained  

 
 

Top 20% 
# gained  

 
 

Avg top 
20% 
(%) 

 

Avg top 20%  
(% from 

maximal gain) 
 

abalone 50.00 17.63 102 61.09 801 14.11 57.57 
adult  69.23 9.56 69 35.03 284 11.13 27.18 
breast cancer-w 55.56 10.90 15 49.37 144 20.20 43.91 
car  62.50 9.95 6 50.46 68 36.30 43.26 
coding1  93.75 31.77 686 63.25 1027 6.74 49.26 
connect-4  89.47 43.89 1958 85.52 3230 54.02 82.91 
contraceptive  50.00 11.76 21 54.87 126 10.01 29.13 
German  81.25 24.74 69 48.14 146 8.12 37.63 
hypothyroid  71.43 17.10 85 62.30 307 62.72 77.74 
kr-v s-kp  94.74 33.90 90 57.71 144 60.43 64.07 
letter-a 85.00 15.50 395 44.34 771 21.29 30.65 
letter-vowel 100.00 63.80 11463 81.27 14210 44.97 43.41 
move1  100.00 39.96 194 62.89 247 16.29 36.26 
ocr1  100.00 35.86 146 51.90 256 34.30 61.75 
optdigits  100.00 26.08 570 44.13 1359 34.91 58.16 
pendigits  95.00 27.45 996 60.85 1636 38.30 58.03 
sick-euthyroid  100.00 59.13 1093 84.12 1692 40.51 64.49 
solar-flare  0.00 -16.66 -69 -2.98 -17 -1.64 -6.54 
weather 56.25 6.32 3 35.06 351 1.98 24.74 
yeast  53.33 7.74 3 40.38 121 6.03 28.88 

Table 2: Summary results of BOOTSTRAP-LV versus  
UNCERTAINTY SAMPLING (CPE) 

 
BOOTSTRAP-LV exhibits markedly superior performance 
compared to UNCERTAINTY SAMPLING. Particularly, BOOT-

STRAP-LV is superior in 14 of the data sets, and in 5 data sets 
the methods exhibit comparable performance, where 
phases-gained for BOOTSTRAP-LV between 50% and 60%. 

UNCERTAINTY SAMPLING exhibits superior performance in 
one data set, Solar-Flare, for which it consistently produces 
better probability estimations.  

In 9 out of the 14 data sets in which BOOTSTRAP-LV was 
superior, the average top error reduction was more than 
30%. These results demonstrate that BOOTSTRAP-LV has a 
solid advantage when compared to UNCERTAINTY SAMPLING 
for class probability estimation. Moreover, for several data 
sets UNCERTAINTY SAMPLING’S performance was inferior to 
that of RANDOM . It is important to emphasize once again 
that indeed UNCERTAINTY SAMPLING was not designed to 
improve class probability estimation, but rather to improve 
classification accuracy.  

We also compared the performance of UNCERTAINTY 

SAMPLING against BOOTSTRAP-LV for improving classifica-
tion accuracy. Since BOOTSTRAP-LV was found to improve 
CPEs, a similar effect may be obtained for classification 
accuracy, but not necessarily: BOOTSTRAP-LV may select 
examples to improve class probability estimation even 
when the estimated decision boundary required for classi-
fication is already well understood, thereby “wasting” ex-
amples that do not improve classification accuracy.  

Our results for classification accuracy show that in 11 
data sets BOOTSTRAP-LV exhibited superior performance for 
accuracy maximization. UNCERTAINTY SAMPLING was supe-
rior in 7 data sets and the methods exhibited comparable 
performance for the remaining two. These results indicate 
that although BOOTSTRAP-LV is not uniformly superior to 
UNCERTAINTY SAMPLING for classification tasks, it should be 
considered a viable alternative—it often yields much better 
performance.  Interestingly, in most cases where BOOT-

STRAP-LV does not dominate, it performs better in the initial 
phases, whereas UNCERTAINTY SAMPLING surpasses BOOT-

STRAP-LV in later phases. This phenomenon is demonstrated 
in Figure 7 for the Breast-Cancer data set.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7: Classification accuracy rate for Breast-Cancer  
 
Recall that UNCERTAINTY SAMPLING uses the CPEs to de-

termine the potential contribution of an example for learn-
ing. Therefore, its performance will be sensitive to CPE 
accuracy. Poor CPEs produced in the initial phases under-
mine the data selections by UNCERTAINTY SAMPLING.  On the 
other hand, in later phases, more accurate probability esti-
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mations allow the selection process to focus in on the 
decision boundary. BOOTSTRAP-LV, on the contrary, focuses 
early on improving the CPEs, and therefore performs well 
even very early on the learning curve; however, later on it 
indeed “wastes” examples to improve CPE.  

In light of this behavior, a better strategy for actively im-
proving classification accuracy may be a hybrid approach: 
BOOTSTRAP-LV is applied in initial phases and UNCERTAINTY 

SAMPLING later. “When to switch?” is an open question.  

6  Conclusions and Limitations 
We introduced a new technique for active learning.  

BOOTSTRAP-LV was designed to use fewer labeled training 
data to produce better class probability estimates from 
fewer labeled data. We showed empirically that it does this 
remarkably well. We also showed that BOOTSTRAP-LV is 
competitive with UNCERTAINTY SAMPLING even for accuracy 
maximization. Inspecting these last results also suggests a 
hybrid strategy that may be even more effective than either 
technique alone. 

BOOTSTRAP-LV was designed to identify particularly in-
formative examples to use for training in order to econo-
mize on labeling costs to obtain higher CPE accuracy. It 
does not address computational concerns, as do Lewis and 
Catlett [Lewis and Catlett, 1994].  Indeed BOOTSTRAP-LV is a 
computationally intensive approach, because of the need to 
induce at each phase multiple models from a set of boot-
strap samples. Yet, because of the typical shape of the 
learning curve, beyond a certain training set size the mar-
ginal error reduction is insignificant, whether active learn-
ing or random sampling is employed. Thus, intelligent 
selection of examples for learning is only critical in the 
early part of the curve, where a relatively small number of 
examples are used for training. Therefore, as long as the 
number of training examples remains relatively small—
multiple model inductions from these samples do not con-
stitute a considerable computational toll.  Moreover, BOOT-

STRAP-LV provides an appropriate solution whenever 
labeling costs are more important than computational 
costs, for example, when the primary concern is to obtain 
accurate CPE or ranking with minimal costly labeling. 
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Abstract

A previous researchhasshown that most learning
strategiesfail to learnrelationalconceptswhende-
scriptionsinvolving more than threevariablesare
required. The reasonresidesin the emergenceof
a phasetransition in the covering test. After an
in depth analysisof this aspect,this paper pro-
posesanalternative learningstrategy, combininga
MonteCarlostochasticsearchwith localdetermin-
istic search.This approachoffers two main bene-
fits: on the onehand,substantialadvantagesover
moretraditionalsearchalgorithms,in termsof in-
creasedlearningability, and,on theother, thepos-
sibility of ana-prioriestimationof thecostfor solv-
ing a learningproblem,underspecificassumptions
aboutthetargetconcept.

1 Introduction
In a recentpaperGiordanaet al. [Giordanaet al., 2000]
have shown thatrelationallearningbecomesvery hardwhen
the target conceptrequiresdescriptionsinvolving morethan
threevariables. The reasonis relatedto the presenceof a
phasetransitionin thecoveringtest[Prosser, 1996;Giordana
and Saitta,2000], i.e., an abruptchangein the probability
that an inductive hypothesiscoversa given example,when
thehypothesisandtheexamplesizesreachsomecritical val-
ues.Moreover, any top-down learnerwill searchfor discrim-
inant hypothesesin the phasetransitionregion [Giordanaet
al., 2000;GiordanaandSaitta,2000], and,finally, heuristics
commonlyusedto guidetop-down relationallearning[Quin-
lan, 1990;BottaandGiordana,1993] becomeusefulonly in
the sameregion. The consequenceis that the top-down in-
ductionprocessis blind in its first steps,so that the pathto
thecorrectconceptdefinitionis veryeasilylost.

Thispaperofferstwo majorcontributions.First, theresults
reportedby [Giordanaet al., 2000] areextended,providing a
morethoroughanalysisof thebehavior of atop-downlearner.
A formal estimateof the ”dif ficulty” of a learningproblem
is proposed,in termsof the densityof sub-formulasof the
targetconceptin thehypothesisspace.Moreover, anestimate
of the probability of detectingoneof theseis alsogiven,as
a function of the target conceptlocationwith respectto the
phasetransition.

Second,aninductionalgorithm,combininga MonteCarlo
stochasticsearch[BrassardandBratley, 1988] with local de-
terministicsearch,is proposedto (partially) avoid thepitfall
that causestop-down searchto fail. The new algorithmdi-
rectly jumpsinto a region of thehypothesisspacewherethe
informationgainheuristicshasgoodchanceof beingsuccess-
ful, continuingits searchexploiting a classicalhill climbing
strategy. The complexity of this algorithmis analyzedin a
probabilisticframework, and it is proposedasa measureof
thedifficulty of theinductiontask.Finally, thealgorithmhas
beenexperimentallyevaluatedon the set of hard induction
problemsprovidedby [Giordanaet al., 2000], andit showsa
goodagreementwith thetheoreticalestimates.

2 Covering Test in Relational Learning
A key step in Machine Learning is the covering test, i.e.,
checkingwhetheranexample� belongingto a learningsetE
verifiesa hypothesis� [Mitchell, 1997]. In relationallearn-
ing � is usuallyrepresentedasa conjunctionof groundliter-
als �������	��
�
�
������� , wherethe ��� ’s areconstantsbelongingto a
given set[MuggletonandDe Raedt,1994], and � is a con-
junction of non-groundliterals � ��� � ��
�
�������� containingthe
variables���	��
�
���� � . Thecoveringtestcheckswhethera First
OrderLogic formula � hasat leastonemodelin theuniverse� . To this aim,asubstitution� of thevariables� � ��
�
����� with
constants� � ��
�
�
��� � thatsatisfies� is searchedfor. 1.

This searchprocessshows a phasetransitionfor critical
valuesof thenumber� of constants��� ’s in theuniverse,and
the number � of literals in the hypothesis� [Hogg et al.,
1996; Prosser, 1996; Botta et al., 1999]. The graphin the� � � � � planeof the probability that a model of � exists in� is reportedin Figure1(a), for a setof covering problems
generatedaccordingto a randommodeldescribedin [Botta
et al., 1999]. In the following, we will refer to ”phasetran-
sition” as to the locusof the points � ��� � � � � for which the
probability that a model exists is !#"�$&%('*) 
 + . The phase
transitionis locatedin correspondenceof the ”waterfall” in
Figure1(a). To the left of the phasetransition(in the YES-
region, i.e., the high plateauin Figure1(a)) almostany ex-
ampleverifiesany hypothesis.To theright of thephasetran-

1Verifying , on - is a ConstraintSatisfactionProblem,which
exhibitsa typicalphasetransition[Williams andHogg,1994;Smith
andDyer, 1996;Prosser, 1996].
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sition (in the low plateau,i.e., theNO-region) almostno ex-
ample. verifies any hypothesis. The steepstepcorresponds
to the ”mushy” region, wheretheprobabilityof a modelex-
isting dropsfrom 0.99 to 0.01.In this region, the complex-
ity of the searchreachesits maximum,as reportedin Fig-
ure1(b).Moredetailscanbefoundin [Giordanaet al., 2000;
Bottaetal., 1999].
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Figure 1: Exampleof phasetransition in the covering test
problem.All hypotheseshavefour variablesandcontainonly
binarypredicates.Eachpredicateis associatedto atablewith
100tuplesin eachexample.(a)Probabilitythatamodelexists
for 4 variables. (b) Correspondingcomplexity peakfor the
searchof amodel.

If thenumberof variablesin theformulaschanges,thelo-
cationof the phasetransitionmoves,asdescribedin Figure
2.
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Figure2: Dependency of the phasetransitionlocationupon
thenumberof variablesin a hypothesis.

3 Top-Down Induction
Let us considera learningset / anda conjunctive concept0 . Every pair �1����0 � , with �(2 / , representsa covering test� �43 � � 5 � in the � � � � � plane. A learningproblemcorre-
spondsthento a cloud of points[Giordanaet al., 2000]. In
thespecialcasethatthenumberof constantsin all examplesis
thesame,theentirelearningproblem � � 3 � � 6 � corresponds
to a singlepoint. In a similar way, any inductive hypothesis� , built up by a learnerin theattemptof finding 0 , or at least
a goodapproximation 70 of it, canbe representedasa cloud
of points (or a singlepoint) in the � � � � � plane. Then, an

inductionprocessthatproceedsby generatinga sequenceof
hypotheseswill describea family of lines (or a single line)
parallelto the � axis.

In order to investigatehow the presenceof a phasetran-
sition in the � � � � � planemay affect the behavior of a re-
lational learner, anextensive experimentationhasbeendone
usinga large setof artificially generatedlearningproblems
2. Theresultshavebeenreportedanddiscussedin [Giordana
et al., 2000]. Hereexperimentalsettingandthefindingsare
recalled,in orderto statethebaseline for thework described
in this paper.

The artificial learningproblemsethasbeengeneratedac-
cording to the following procedure. Given 8 and 9 , let� � � � � be a point in the plane � � � � � . A setof 451 points
hasbeensampledin theplane � � � � � . Then,for eachpoint,
a learningproblem :<;>= ? hasbeenbuilt up from the 4-tuple� 8@'BA � 9C'EDF)G) � � � � � . A target concept0 with � liter-
alsand 8 variableshasbeenbuilt up, andthena trainingset/H? anda testset /HI havebeengenerated.Let J bea setof �
constants;everyexampleis acollectionof � relationaltables
of size 9 obtainedby samplingthe binary table JLKMJ . In
orderto generatebalancedtrainingandtestsetsin eachpoint
of the � � � � � plane,the randomgenerationof the examples
hasbeenmodifiedin order to obtainexampleswith models
alsoin theNO-region, andexampleswithout modelsalsoin
theYESregion(see[Giordanaetal., 2000] for moredetails).
The resulthasbeenthe generationof training andtestsets,/ ? and / I , eachonewith 100positive and100negative ex-
amplesin each � � � � � point.

Theexperimentationhasbeendoneprimarily usingFOIL
[Quinlan,1990]. A problemhasbeenconsideredsolvedwhen
the conceptdescriptionfoundon /H? wasat least80%accu-
rateon / I . However, otherlearners,suchasSMART+ [Botta
andGiordana,1993] andG-NET[Anglanoetal., 1998], have
alsobeentried for comparison,reportinga strongagreement
with FOIL both for the positive and for the negative cases.
Theresultscanbesummarizedasin thefollowing. First, all
triedlearningstrategiesalwaysendupgeneratingconceptde-
scriptionslying on, or very closeto, the edgeof the phase
transition.As discussedby [GiordanaandSaitta,2000], this
phenomenonsystematicallyoccursboth in artificial and in
real learningproblems,assoonasthe generatedhypotheses
involvemorethanthreevariables.

Second,a large ”blind spot” locatedacrossthe mushyre-
gion hasbeenfound: whenthe target conceptlies there,no
tried learnerhasbeenableto find any goodgeneralizationof
the target concept(seeFigure3). Quite surprisingly, learn-
ing problemsbecomeagainsolvableby top-down induction
whenthey arelocatedin theNO-region,to thefar right of the
phasetransition.

Finally, the computationalcomplexity of matchinginduc-
tive hypotheseslying in the mushyregion may renderthe
whole inductionprocessinfeasible. A possibleway out has
beenproposedby [GiordanaandSaitta,2000], whosuggested
to use a stochasticalgorithm for on-line estimationof the

2All the artificial learning problems defined
in this experimental setting are available at:
http://www.mfn.unipmn.it/̃attilio/PROJECTS/phase-trans.html.
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complexity, at thepossibleexpensesof correctness.
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Figure3: Relationallearningwith FOIL: Failure region (leg-
end“.”) andsuccessregion (legend“+”), for 8N'OA and 9P'D�)Q) . Thecontourplot correspondsto thevalue ! "&$&% '@) 
R+ of
theprobabilitythatrandomlygeneratedcoveringtestis posi-
tive.

4 Why Top-Down Induction is Misled
Beforepossiblydesigningnew heuristics,it is necessaryto
clearly understandwhy FOIL and the other learnersfail in
the blind spot. A preliminary analysisshowed that heuris-
tics relying on the numberof models,hypotheseshave on
the examples[Quinlan, 1990; Botta and Giordana,1993;
Rissanen,1978], arenot reliablein theYES-region,because
bothwrongandcorrectgeneralizationsof the targetconcept
havetheresimilarnumbersof modelsbothonthepositiveand
onthenegativeexamples.In supportto thisclaim,Figure4(a)
plots the averagenumber S of modelsa randomhypothesis
hasasafunctionof � , for �T'UDFV . It is clearthatanincrease
by 1 in thenumber8 of variablesinducesa largeincreaseofS andan even larger oneon S ’s standarddeviation W . Ac-
tually, when 8X'BA the standarddeviation is larger thanthe
numberof positive examplesin the learningset. Then,even
if weassumethatgeneralizationsof thetargetconcept0 have
at leastonemodelmoreon thepositive examplesthaton the
negative ones,thesegeneralizationscannotbe distinguished
from a purely randomhypothesis.On the contrary, for hy-
potheseswith 2 or 3 variablesonly, S is muchsmaller, and
we mayexpectthat,providedthata correctgeneralization70
of 0 with only two or threevariablesexists, it shouldbe far
easierto find it thanany otheronehaving four variables.This
conjectureagreeswith the fact that many solutionsactually
generatedby FOIL haveonly threevariables,eventhoughthe
targetconceptis describedby a formulawith four variables.

A moredetailedanalysisis reportedin Figure5, wherethe
line correspondsto thephasetransitionfor 8Y'UA . In Figure
5(a) the ”+” denotethe locationsof a setof target concepts0 , whosedescriptioncontainsfour variables. Figure +��1��Z[�
shows the locationof the solutionsfoundby FOIL. Most of
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Figure4: NumberS of modelsof arandomhypothesisversus� , for variousvaluesof 8 . (a) S for 8]'O^ , 8]'@_ and 8]'OA .
(b) Standarddeviationof S .

thesesolutionsaregeneralizationsof 0 with four variables,
becauseno acceptablegeneralizationswith threeor lessvari-
ablescouldbefound.On thecontrary, Figure +��[`a� shows the
locationsof a set of target conceptswhosedescriptionstill
containsfour variables,but for which FOIL wasableto find
generalizationswith no more than threevariables(reported
in Figure +b��` Z � ). Problemsin Figure5(b) aretheneasierto
solve thanproblemsin Figure5(a): this resultcorrespondsto
the fact that problemsin Figure5(a) arecloserto the phase
transitionthanproblemsin Figure5(b). We observe that the
probability of a problembeingcorrectlyapproximatedby a
formulawith only threevariablesincreaseswith thenumber
of literals in 0 . In fact, when 0 containsmore literals, the
numberof its subformulasthatarecorrectgeneralizationsof0 increasesaswell; then,wemayexpectthatat leastsomeof
themcontainsa numberof variablessmallerthan 0 ’s. More-
over, the difficulty of a learningproblemincreaseswhen �
decreases,whereasthe critical value � � increases. When�dce^G) theonly solutionsfoundhavethreevariables.In con-
clusion,mostlearningproblemsin theNO-region have been
solvedonly becauseapproximationswith only threevariables
existed. When more than threevariablesare required, � �
becomeslarger, andavailableheuristicsfor top-down search
areunableto grow valid inductive hypothesesstartingfrom
the YES-region. On the otherhand,we could not find any
bottom-uplearningalgorithmcapableto copewith thecom-
plexity of working directly insidetheNO-region.

5 A Stochastic Approach
In theabsenceof reliableheuristics,stochasticsearchmaybe
a valid alternative,especiallyif combinedwith deterministic
search.An exampleof aneffective combinationof a Monte
Carlosearchwith deterministicsearchin then-Queensprob-
lem canbefoundin [BrassardandBratley, 1988]. Thealgo-
rithm we proposeis basedon a two-stepstrategy. The first
stepcreatesa hypothesis�#f with a complexity (numberof
literals) g sufficient to reachthe borderbetweenthe YES-
regionandthemushyregion; � f is theresultof randomsam-
pling of the hypothesisspace. The secondstepconsistsof
a generalto specificsearch,startingfrom �hf accordingto a
hill-climbing strategy guidedby theinformationgainheuris-
tics. i<jlkHm	nFoqp�r

�tsvu
o
8xw

Let 70 �qy � '@z
while halt conditiondoesnothold do
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Figure5: Solutionsgeneratedby FOIL for problemsin the
NO region. (a)Problemssolvedwith four variables;(b) prob-
lemssolvedwith hypothesiscontainingonly threevariables;
(a’) and(b’) locationin the � � � � � planeof thesolutionsgen-
eratedby FOIL correspondingto the problemsin Figura(a)
and(b), respectively.

1. Randomlygeneratea hypothesis�hf closeto
themushyregion

2. Make �#f more specificby following a hill-
climbing strategy guidedby the information
gain. Let 70h{ be the locally besthypothesis
foundin trial

p
.

3. if 70 { is betterthan 70 �qy � then replace70 �qy � with70#{ .
end

If thetargetconcept0 hasa conjunctivedescriptionin the
hypothesisspace| , the Monte Carlo algorithm s}u

o
8xw is

very likely, in thelongrun,to find 0 , or at leastagoodgener-
alization 70 of it, correcton thelearningset / . Now, we want
to answerthefollowingquestion:assumingthatthecomplex-
ity �~3 andthenumberof variables8�3 in 0 areknown, what
is thecomplexity we would expectfrom Algorithm s}u

o
8xw ?

As ”complexity” of the algorithm we meanthe minimum
number �x� of trials necessaryto reacha probability (1 - � )
of finding 70 (or 0 , asa speciallylucky case). If we choosegd'�� ��� D , thereis a strongexperimentalevidencethat a
hill-climbing search,guidedby the informationgain,almost
surelywill find 70 . This happensbecausethesearchexplores
theregionwheretheinformationgainbecomesreliable.

Let !#� be the probability that �hf is a sub-formulaof 0 ,
thentheprobability !<�3#� {�� of finding 70 in nomorethan

p
steps

is givenby theexpression:

!��3#� {�� '�D � � D � !h� � { (1)

Given �~3 and 8�3 , the probability ! � canbe estimated,
for a generic number � of literals, as the ratio ! � '9�� � � 3 � 8 3 � � ������ 9�� � � 3 � � ���� , where 9�� � � 3 � 8 3 � � ���� is
the numberof sub-formulasof 0 with � literals and � vari-
ables( ^�� � �C8 ), and 9 � � �43 � � ���H� is the total num-
ber of formulasin the hypothesisspacewith � literals and� variables. An analyticalexpressionfor 9�� � � 3 � 8 3 � � ���H�
and 9�� � � 3 � � ���H� hasbeengivenin [Serra,2000], underthe
assumptionthatall predicatesarebinary. Usingsuchexpres-
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Figure 6: Contour plot of the averageproportion of sub-
formulasof a targetconcept0 asa functionof � and � , for8t'�_ and 8t'�A . (the parameterson the curvesare the
exponentof 10)

sions,thecontourplot of Figure6 havebeenobtainedfor the
ratio � � �~3 � 8�3 � � ���� ' 9 � � �~3 � 8�3 � � ���H�� 9 � � �~3 � � ���H�
setting 8 3 '�A , � '�_ and � '�A . It is immediateto verify
that � � � 3 � 8 3 � � ���� decreasesexponentiallywith � , while
it remainsconstantwith respectto � , after an initial expo-
nentialdecayfor small valuesof � . The value ! � canbe
obtainedfrom Figure6 by setting �d'�g . As gO'�� ��� D
dependsupon � (seeFigure 1), !#� dependsupon � � , too.
Theplots of Figure7 reportthedependency of ! � upon � �
for in thecaseof � 'O_ (dottedline), andin thecaseof � 'XA
(continuousline). For 8e'�_ thephasetransitionoccursfor
smallervaluesof � � thanfor 8Y'LA . Consequently, theval-
uesof ! � for � '�_ areorderof magnitudelarger thanfor� '�A . This explain why learninga conceptwith threevari-
ablesonly is mucheasierthan learninga conceptwith four
variables,as it hasbeenstatedin the previous section. We
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notice that the value � � is known whenthe learningexam-
plesaregiven,because� � is theaveragenumberof constants
occurringin them.
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Figure7: Proportionof correctgeneralizationsof 0 evaluated
on theedgeof thephasetransition,i.e.,whentheprobability
of solutionis ! "�$&% '@) 
 � , versus� � .

6 Improving the Stochastic Search Algorithm
Expression(1) andthe graphsin Figure7 allow oneto esti-
matethe number�x� of trials requiredto reacha confidence
(1-� ) thatAlgorithm s}u

o
8xw hasfoundanapproximation 70 ,

providedthatsuchanapproximationexists.Then,thesearch
canbeplannedasfollows:

1. Assumean initial value 8 3 for the numberof variables
in 0 .

2. Estimatethenumber� � of trials necessaryto reachthe
confidencelevel � D � � � . If � � is too high, stop,other-
wisego to thenext step.

3. Run s}u
o
8xw for � � trials.

4. If theresultreturnedby s}u
o
8xw is acceptable,stop,oth-

erwiseincrease8 3 by 1 andgo to step2.

We noticethatthecostfor generatingandevaluatinga hy-
pothesisin the initial randomsamplingphaseis muchlower
thanthe cost for the subsequenthill-climbing search.More
specifically, the numberof hypothesesto be generatedand
evaluatedfor thehill-climbing stepcanbeestimatedby:� ��� D��¡  � �48 � 8 � D �� (2)

being   an integer thatexperimentallyhasbeenobservedto
rangefrom ) to _ . In expression(2) the term � D<�¢  � is an
estimateof thenumberof literalsto beaddedto a hypothesis�#f in order to crossthe phasetransition,whereasthe term�48 � 8 � D � estimatesthenumberof alternativespecializations
to beconsideredat eachhill-climbing step.

Then,thenumberof hypothesesto beevaluatedin thehill-
climbingphaseis from oneto two ordersof magnitudelarger
thanthenumberof stochastictrials.

A secondpoint worth noticing is that, assumingthat the
informationgainheuristicsis reliablefor any hypothesis� fx£¤

, it is also likely that �#f itself be scoredhigher than the
averagewhenit is asub-formulaof 0 .
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Figure8: Resultsobtainedby Algorithm �¦¥ . The numbers
denotetheminimumvaluethatwasnecessaryto assumeforg in orderto solve the learningproblem. Whenthe number
is prefixed by ”+”, it meansthat 8U'PA hasbeenassumed,
otherwise8('@_ . Symbol”.” meansthattheproblemhasnot
beensolved.

On thebasisof thepreviousconsiderationswe introducea
new algorithm,which canbemoreeffective in practicethan
Algorithm s}u

o
8xw . Let � � bethenumberof trials estimated

by (1) in orderto reacha confidence� D � � � on the output
of algorithm s}u

o
8xw . Let moreover § ( DN��§¨���x� ) be a

user-definedparameter.

Algorithm �¦¥
1. Createaset © of � � hypotheseswith complex-

ity g .
2. Rankhypothesesin © accordingto their infor-

mationgainwith respectto theformula �
nFª � .

3. Startingfrom thetoprankedhypothesis,apply
the hill-climbing specializationstepto the §
bestrankedhypotheses.

4. Returnthebestdescription 70 .

Algorithm �¦¥ tries to limit the numberof hill-climbing
stepsto the hypotheseslooking more promising, reducing
thusthe computationalcomplexity. Of course,parameter§
is anarbitrarychoice,andtheconfidencelevel � D � � � is guar-
anteedto bereachedonly when §«'X� � . In practice,wehave
observedthatusingvaluesof § relatively small( §«'�D	¬ of� � ) �¦¥ tendsto producethesameresultsasfor � � 'O§ .

Algorithm �¦¥ hasbeentestedon thesetof learningprob-
lems,reportedin Figure3, trying to solvetheproblemslaying
in theNO-region following thestrategy describedabove. We
startedwith theminimalhypothesis8 3 'O_ . Parameterg has
beenset gN'XA , whichapproximatelycorrespondsto theedge
of the phasetransitionfor 8'®_ and �°¯B_G) . Even if for
smallervaluesof � ourstrategy foreseeslargervaluesof g , it
hasbeenfoundthat �>¥ wasableto find a solution,with this
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setting,also for many problemswhere ^±)¡�°�®��_Q) . Af-
terwards² moreexpensive hypotheseshasbeenprogressively
consideredfirstly increasingg , until thevalueforeseenby the
phasetransitionhasbeenreached(or an excessive costwas
foreseen)andthensetting 8 3 '�A . A value §³'�D	¬ of � �
hasbeenusedeverywhere.Theresultsarereportedin Figure
8. Comparingto Figure3, we seethatmany problemslying
in theblind spothave beensolved. In practicealmostall the
problemsabovethephasetransitionandtheline �T'�D�V have
beensolvedwith acomplexity largerasFOIL but still afford-
able. A clusterof 20 PentiumIII (800 Mhz) hasbeenused
for the experiments,whereevery singleproblemrequireda
time rangingfrom few minutesto several hours(an elapsed
time comparableto FOIL on a sequentialmachine). When
the problemwas not solved we progressively increasedthe
complexity of thehypothesisincreasingg .

7 Discussion
We have shown that combiningstochasticsearchwith local
deterministicsearchit is possibleto learnapproximatedcon-
cept descriptionswhere no known classicalalgorithm was
successful.Even if thealgorithmis usedunderthestringent
assumptionthataconjunctiveconceptdescriptionexists,it is
not difficult to extendit in order to copewith moregeneral
conceptdescriptions.For instance,disjunctive descriptions
can be learnedby integrating �¦¥ with a set covering algo-
rithm asit is madein mostrelationallearner[Quinlan,1990;
BottaandGiordana,1993].

However, this is not the fundamentalresult that emerges
from the framework we propose. In our opinion, the most
importantoutcomeis themethodfor estimatingthecomplex-
ity of a learningproblem: given a specifichypothesisabout
thestructureof theconcept,we have a methodfor predicting
theexpectedcostfor testingthehypothesis.Moreover, a cri-
terion for decidingon-line whenstoptestingthe hypothesis
is provided.

A secondimportantresultis a negative one,andconcerns
the possibility of learningdescriptionswith many variables.
Even underthe simplistic assumptionthat all predicatesare
relevant to the conceptdescription,the task looks hard for
many conceptsrequiringat least4 variables.Increasingthe
numberof variables,the complexity risesup exponentially.
Consideringthepresenceof irrelevantpredicates,theanalysis
we performedstill holds,but thethedensityof sub-formulas
of the target conceptcloseto the phasetransitionbecomes
evenmoretiny, andsothedifficulty will increasefurther.
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Abstract

We presenta samplere-weightingschemeinspired
by recentresultsin margin theory. Thebasicideais
to addto thetrainingsetreplicasof sampleswhich
arenotclassifiedwith asufficientmargin. Weprove
the convergenceof the input distribution obtained
in this way. As studycase,we consideraninstance
of the schemeinvolving a 1-NN classifierimple-
mentinga Vector Quantizationalgorithm that ac-
commodatestangentdistancemodels.Thetangent
distancemodelscreatedin this way have shown
a significantimprovementin generalizationpower
with respectto thestandardtangentmodels.More-
over, theobtainedmodelswereableto outperform
stateof theartalgorithms,suchasSVM.

1 Introduction
In this paperwe introducea simple additive re-weighting
methodthat is able to improve the margin distribution on
thetrainingset.Recentresultsin computationallearningthe-
ory [Vapnik,1998;Schapireetal., 1998;Bartlett,1998] have
tightly linkedtheexpectedrisk of a classifier(i.e. theproba-
bility of misclassificationof apatterndrawn from anindepen-
dentrandomdistribution),with thedistributionof themargins
in thetrainingset.In general,it resultsthatwecanexpectbest
performanceson generalization(minimal error on testdata)
whenmostof thepatternshavehighmargins.

Theaforementionedresultsareat thebasisof thetheoryof
two of the mostimpressive algorithms:SupportVectorMa-
chinesandBoosting. Either SVM’s andBoostingeffective-
nessis largely dueto thefactthat they, directly or not, effec-
tively improve themarginson the trainingset. In particular,
SVM explicitly finds the hyper-planewith the largestmini-
mummargin in a dimensional-augmentedspacewheretrain-
ing pointsaremappedby akernelfunction. In thiscase,mar-
gin theorypermitsto explain impressive performanceseven
in very high dimensionalspaceswheredataaresupposedto
be moreseparated.Most of the recentefforts in SVMs are
in the choiceof the right kernelsfor particularapplications.
For example,in OCR problems,the polynomialkernelwas
provento beveryeffective.

Ontheotherside,boostingalgorithms,andin particularthe
mostfamousversionAdaBoost,produceweightedensemble

of hypotheses,eachonetrainedin suchawayto minimizethe
empiricalerror in a given“dif ficult” distribution of thetrain-
ing set.Again,it hasbeenshown [Schapire,1999] thatboost-
ing essentiallyis aprocedurefor findinga linearcombination
of weakhypotheseswhich minimizesa particularlossfunc-
tion dependenton the margins on the training set, literally�������	��
������������� ���

. Recently, researchefforts relatedto
boostingalgorithmsfacedthedirectoptimizationof themar-
ginson the trainingset. For example,this hasbeendoneby
definingdifferentmargin-basedcostfunctionsandsearching
for combinationsof weak hypothesesso to minimize these
functions[Masonet al., 1998].

We will follow a relatedapproachthat aimsto find a sin-
gle (eventuallynon linear)optimalhypothesiswheretheop-
timality is definedin termsof a loss-functiondependenton
thedistributionof themarginson thetrainingset.In orderto
minimize this losswe proposea re-weightingalgorithmthat
maintainsa setof weightsassociatedwith thepatternsin the
trainingset. Theweightassociatedto a patternis iteratively
updatedwhenthe margin of the currenthypothesisdoesnot
reachapredefinedthresholdon it. In thiswayanew distribu-
tion on thetrainingdatawill beinduced.Furthermore,a new
hypothesisis thencomputedthatimprovestheexpectationof
themargin onthenew distribution. In thefollowing weprove
that thedistribution convergesto a uniform distribution on a
subsetof thetrainingset.

We applytheaboveschemeto anOCRpatternrecognition
problem,wheretheclassificationis basedon a 1-NN tangent
distanceclassifier[Simardet al., 1993], obtaininga signifi-
cantimprovementin generalization.Basically, thealgorithm
buildsasetof modelsfor eachclassby anextendedversionof
theLearningVectorQuantizationprocedure(LVQ [Kohonen
etal., 1996]) adaptedto tangentdistance.In thefollowing we
will refer to this new algorithmasTangentVectorQuantiza-
tion (TVQ).

Thepaperis organizedasfollows. In Section2, we intro-
ducethe conceptof margin regularizationvia the input dis-
tribution on the training set. Specifically, we presentthe � -
Margin Re-weightingStrategy, which holds the propertyto
guaranteethe convergenceof the input distribution. In Sec-
tion 3, we introducea definition for the margins in a 1-NN
schemethat considersthe discriminative ratio observed for
a particularpattern,andin Section4 we definethe TVQ al-
gorithm. Finally, in Section5 we presentempirical results
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comparingTVQ with other1-NN basedalgorithms,includ-
ing SVM.

�
2 Regularization of the margins
Whenlearningtakesplace,theexamplestendto influencein
a differentway the discriminantfunction of a classifier. A
discriminantfunction can be viewed as a resourcethat has
to be sharedamongdifferentclients (the examples).Often,
whenpureEmpirical Risk Minimization (ERM) principle is
applied,thatresourceis usedin awrongwaysince,with high
probability, it is almostentirelyusedby afractionof thetrain-
ing set.Margin theoryformally tellsusthatit is preferableto
regularizethe discriminantfunction in sucha way to make
theexamplessharingmoreequallyits support.

Inspiredon the basicideasof margin optimization,here,
we proposea simple generalprocedureapplicable,eventu-
ally, to any ERM-basedalgorithm.It permitsto regularizethe
parametersof adiscriminantfunctionsoto obtainhypotheses
with largemarginsfor many examplesin thetrainingset.

Withoutgeneralitylossweconsiderthemargin for a train-
ing exampleasa realnumber, takingvaluesin � ���! #"$�&% , rep-
resentingameasureof theconfidenceshown by aclassifierin
thepredictionof thecorrectlabel. In a binaryclassifier, e.g.
theperceptron,themargin is usuallydefinedas ')( �+* � where' is the target and ( �+* � is the outputcomputedby the clas-
sifier. Anyway, it canbeeasilyre-conducedto the � ���! #"$�&%
rangeby a monotonic(linearor sigmoidal)transformationof
the output. In any case,a positive valueof the margin must
correspondto a correctclassificationof theexample.

Giventhe function
��,-�+* ���

that,providedanhypothesis. ,
associatesto eachpatternits margin,wewantto definealoss-
functionthat,whenminimized,permitsto obtainhypotheses
with largemargins(greaterthanafixedthreshold/ ) for many
examplesin thetrainingset.For this,weproposeto minimize
a functionthat,basically, is a re-formulationof SVM’s slack
variables: �0�213547698 � / �:��,;�<* �=�>� ��? @&ACB�D�E 354+FHG  (1)

whereI is a trainingsetwith J examples,and
��? @&ACB�D�E 354KFHG ��

if
��,;�<* �=�ML / , and 0 otherwise. The

�
function is null

for marginshigherthanthethreshold/ andis linearwith re-
spectto the valuesof the margins whenthey arebelow this
threshold.

We suggestto minimize
�

indirectly via a two-stepitera-
tivemethodthat“simultaneously”(1) searchesfor anapriori
distribution N&O �=P for theexamplesthat,giventhecurrenthy-
pothesis. , betterapproximatesthe function

��? @&ACB�D�E 3QFKG and
(2) searchesfor a hypothesis. (e.g. by a gradientbased
procedure)that,providedthedistribution NQO ��P , improvesthe
weightedfunction RS�UT1V&WYX O V � , �+* V ��Z (2)

This new formulationis equivalentto thatgivenin eq.(1)
provided that N&O � P convergesto the uniform distribution on
the / -mistakes(patternsthathavemargin lessthanthethresh-
old).

[
-Margin Re-weightingStrategy

Input:
T: numberof iterations;\

: hypothesesspace;/ : margin threshold;] �>^ �`_ �<a; cbd%
: boundedfunction;I � N �+* �  ' � � P5� WYX#egfgfge T : trainingset;

Initialize.)h _ \ (initial hypothesis);
for i �j�9 ZkZ  Jl � �<a �nm �

, O � �oa �nm XT ;

for p �j�9 ZkZ  cq
begin

find .)r suchthat
 T� WsX O � � p �t� � ��,5u��+* ���wv 
 T� WYX O � � p �t� � ��,5u+xzy5�<* �=� ;l � � p �nm l � � p �{� � " ] � p � ��? @&ACB�D u E 3 4 FKG ;O � � p ��m | 4 E r F
~}�o� y | � E r F ;
end

return .;� ;

Figure1: The � -Margin Re-weightingStrategy.

The algorithm,shown in Figure1, consistsof a seriesof
trials. An optimizationprocess,thatexplicitly maximizesthe
function

� , �+* �
accordingto the currentdistribution for the

examples,works on an artificial training set In� , initialized
to be equalto the original training set I . For each p , ] � p �
replicasof thosepatternsin I that have margin below the
fixed threshold / are addedto I�� augmentingtheir density
in In� andconsequentlytheir contribution in theoptimization
process.Note that l � � p � denotesthe numberof occurrences
in theextendedtrainingset I�� of thepattern

* �
.

In the following, we will prove that the simple iterative
procedurejust describedmakesthedistribution approaching
a uniform distribution on the / -mistakes,provided that

] � p �
is bounded.

2.1 Convergence of the distribution

For eachtrial p , given the margin of eachexample in the
training set I , we canpartition the training sampleas I �I�� � p ��� I�� � p � where I�� � p � is the set of / -mistakes andI�� � p � � I � I�� � p � is the complementarysetof / -correct
patterns.

Let denote� � p � ��� I�� � p � � andlet l � � p � bethenumberof
occurrencesof pattern

* �
in In� at time p , with densityO � � p � �l � � p �c� � � p � . Moreover, let � � p � be a suitablefunction of p

suchthat � � p "�� � � � � p � � � p � .
Let l � � p "�� � � l � � p � " ] � p � betheupdaterulefor thenumber
of occurencesin I�� , where

] � p � is boundedandtakesvalues
in
�<a) �b�%

(notethat
] � p � maychangeatdifferentiterationsbut

it is independentfrom i ). It’ seasyto verify that � � p �w� � for
eachp becauseof themonotonicityof � � p � , andthat � � p �n�
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�
with thenumberof iterations.In fact��� � � p "�� �� � p � � � � p � "�� � � p �� � p � ����" b�� I �� � p � � � Z

At time p "� wehave

O � � p "�� � � l � � p � " ] � p � �!? @&A�BzE r FHG� � p � � � p � � O � � p � "�� E r F� E r F ��? @&ACBzE r FKG� � p � Z
First of all we show that the distribution converges. This

canbeshown by demonstratingthatthechangestendto zero
with thenumberof iterations,i.e., � * � _ I  �� � O � � p � � � a Z

We have� O � � p � � � E r F� E r F �!? @&A�BzE r FHG � � � � p � �{� � O � � p �� � p �  
which can be easily boundedin moduleby a quantity that
tendsto 0:� � O � � p � �¡� ¢� E r F "�� � � p � �{� � O � � p �� � p � � a Z

We now show to which valuesthey converge. Let £ � and¤ � be,respectively, thecumulativenumberandthemeanratio
of / -mistakesfor

* �
on thefirst p epochs,¤ � �¦¥ 4 E r Fr , thenO � � p � � l � �<a � "0§ � ] � p � % £ � � p �� �<a � "¨§ � ] � p � % 
 T© WYX £ © � p �� ��" p § � ] � p � % ¤ �J " p § � ] � p � %ª
 T© WYX ¤ © � ¤ �
 T© WYX ¤ © Z

Given the convergenceof the optimization processthat
maximizes

R
in eq.(2), thetwo setsI � and I � aregoingto

becomestableandthedistributionon I will tendto auniform
distribution in I�� (where¤ � � �

) andwill benull elsewhere
(where¤ � � a

). Thiscanbeunderstoodin thefollowing way
aswell.

Given the definition of the changesmadeon the gamma
valueson eachiteration of the algorithm, we calculatethe
function that we indeedminimize. Since

� l � p � � ] � p � ^��? @&ACBzE r FHG , aftersomealgebra,we canrewrite
� O � � p � as:� O � � p � � � � � p �� � p "� ��« ��? @&ACB 4 E r FHG� I�� � p � � � O � � p �=¬¨Z

Thus,
� O � � p � �a when O � � X 8�® E r F  �!? @�A�B 4 E r FHG , for which the

minimumof function§�¯�� � � � p �� � p "�� �±° �² 1 � O�³� � p � � �� I�� � p � � 1 � ��? @&ACB 4 E r FHG O � � p �=´
is reached.Note that, theminimumof

§�¯
is consistentwith

theconstraint

�� O � �j� .

In general,theenergy functionis modulatedby a termde-
creasingwith thenumberof iterations,dependenton the

] � p �
usedbut independentfrom gamma,that canbe viewed asa
sortof annealingintroducedin theprocess.

In the following, we study a specific instanceof the � -
Margin Re-weightingStrategy.

3 Margins in a 1-NN framework and tangent
distance

Given a training example
�+* �  ' � �±_ I , ' � _�µ anda fixed

numberof modelsfor eachclass,below, we give a definition
of the margin for the examplewhenclassifiedby a distance
based1-NN classifier.

Given the example
�+* �  ' � � , let ¶ V� and ¶9·� be the squared

distancesbetweenthe nearestof the positive set of models
andthe nearestof the negative setsof models,respectively.
We candefinethemargin of apatternin thetrainingsetas:� � � ¶z·� � ¶ V�¶ ·� " ¶ V� Z (3)

This formula takesvaluesin the interval � ���9 #"$�&% represent-
ing the confidencein the predictionof the 1-NN classifier.
Highervaluesof the

� �
’s canalsobeviewedasanindication

of a higher discriminative power of the set of modelswith
respectto the pattern. Moreover, a patternwill result cor-
rectly classifiedin the1-NN schemeif andonly if its margin
is greaterthanzero.

In this paper, we are particularly interestedin distances
that are invariant to given transformations. Specifically,
we refer to the one-sidedtangent distance[Simard, 1994;
Hastieet al., 1995;SchwenkandMilgram, 1995b;1995a],
which computesthedistancebetweena pattern

* X anda pat-
tern

* ³ as the minimum distancebetween
* X and the lin-

earsubspacȩ
* ³ �<¹ � approximatingthe manifold inducedby

transformingthepattern
* ³ accordingto a givensetof trans-

formations: º � �<* X  >* ³ � � »½¼k¾¿ÁÀ * X � ¸* ³ �o¹ � À Z (4)

If the transformationsarenot known a priori, we can learn
them by defining, for eachclass ' , a (one-sided)tangent
distancemodel ÂÄÃ , compoundedby a centroid ÅwÃ (i.e., a
prototypevector for class ' ) and a set of tangent vectorsÆ Ã � N q � P (i.e., anorthonormalbaseof the linearsubspace¸ÅwÃ �<¹ � ), thatcanbewrittenas ÂÄÃ �<¹ � � ÅwÃ " 
  ÇQÈª� WYX ¹ � q � .

Thismodelcanbedeterminedby justusingthe J$Ã positive
examplesof class' , i.e.

�+* �  ' �w_ I , asÂ¨Ã ��É�Ê�Ë�»Ì¼k¾� T È1V&WYX »½¼Í¾@7Î À Â � / V � �M* V À ³  (5)

which caneasilybesolvedby resortingto principal compo-
nentanalysis(PCA) theory, alsocalledKarhunen-LóeveEx-
pansion. In fact, equation(5) canbe minimizedby choos-
ing ÅwÃ as the averageover all available positive samples* V , and

Æ Ã as the set of the most representative eigenvec-
tors (principal components)of the covariancematrix ÏwÃ �XT È 
 T ÈV&WYX �<* V � Å Ã � �+* V � Å Ã � r .Thecorrespondingproblemfor the two-sidedtangentdis-
tancecan be solved by an iterative algorithm, called (two-
sided)HSS, basedon SingularValue Decomposition,pro-
posedby Hastieet al. [Hastieet al., 1995]. Whenthe one-
sidedversionof tangentdistanceis used,HSSandPCA co-
incide. So, in the following, the one sidedversionof this
algorithmwill besimply referredasto HSS.
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Given a one-sidedtangentdistancemodel Â¨Ã , it is quite
easyto verify thatthesquaredtangentdistancebetweenapat-
tern

*
andthemodel Â Ã canbewrittenas:º ³� �<*� Â¨Ã � �Ð r ÐÑ�  Ç�1� WsX ¹ ³ � (6)

where
Ð½�Ò*	� ÅwÃ , ¹ � �ÓÐ r q � and

Ð r denotesthetranspose
of
Ð
. Consequently, in our definition of margin, we have¶ V� � £Ôi7Õ® ÈªÖ È 4 º ³� �+* �  Â Ã � , and ¶z·� � £Ôi�Õ® È!×Ö È 4 º ³� �<* �  Â Ã � .

Given this definition of margin, we can implement the
choiceof thenew hypothesisin the � -Margin Re-weighting
Strategy by maximizingthemargin usinggradientascenton
thecurrentinput distribution.

3.1 Improving margins as a driven gradient ascent

Consideringthe tangentdistanceformulation as given in
equation(6) we canverify that it is definedby scalarprod-
ucts. Thus, we can derivate it with respectto the centroidÅ andthe tangentvectors

Æ � N q � P of thenearestpositive
modelobtaining:Ð ¶ V�Ð Å �Ò� ² �<ÐÑ�  Ç�1� WYX ¹ � q � �  Ð ¶ V�Ð�q � �Ò� ² ¹ � Ð Z
Consideringthat Ø B 4Ø � � Ø B 4Ø>Ù Î4 ØcÙ Î4Ø � and Ø B 4Ø ��Ú � Ø B 4ØcÙ Î4 Ø>Ù Î4Ø �ªÚ we can

computethederivativeof themargin with respectto changes
in thenearestpositivemodel:Ð�� �Ð Å � Û ¶ ·�� ¶ ·� " ¶ V� � ³ �<ÐÜ�

 Ç�1� WYX ¹ � q � �  Ð�� �Ð�q � � Û ¶9·�� ¶ ·� " ¶ V� � ³ ¹ � Ð Z
A similar solutionis obtainedfor thenearestnegativemodel
sinceit only differs in changingthe sign andin exchanging
indexes Õ andÝ . Moreover, thederivativesarenull for all the
othermodels.

Thus,we caneasilymaximizethe averagemargin in the
training set if for eachpatternpresentedto the classifierwe
movethenearestmodelsin thedirectionsuggestedby thegra-
dient. Notethat,like in theLVQ algorithm,for eachtraining
example,only thenearestmodelsarechanged.

Whenmaximizingtheexpectedmargin on thecurrentdis-
tribution N&O � P , i.e.,

R
, for eachmodel Â �2� Å  N q � P � we

have: � Å ��Þ  8 1 � WYX O � Ð�� �Ð Å  �$q � �Þ  8 1 � WYX O � Ð�� �Ð�q �  
where

Þ
is theusuallearningrateparameter. In thealgorithm

(seeFigure2), for brevity, wewill grouptheabovevariations
by referringto thewholemodel,i.e.,

� Â �Þ�
  8 � WYX O � Ø B 4Ø � Z

TVQ Algorithm

Input:
T: no. of iterations;
Q: no. of modelsperclass;/ : margin threshold;

Initialize� m J , O �sm XT ;�C'  cß , initialize Â Ekà FÃ m � Å EHà FÃ  Æ Ekà FÃ �
with random

models;
for p �j�9 ZkZ  cq��'  � ß¡ C� Â EHà FÃ ��a

;� �+* �  ' � �`_ I , select
�<ß V  9á' �  �ß · � s.t. Â EHàoÎ FÃ 4 and Â Ekà7â FãÃ 4

arethe nearest,positive andnegative, models. Com-
pute

� �
as in eq. (3) andaccumulatethe changeson

thenearestmodels� Â EHàoÎ FÃ 4 m � Â EkàoÎ FÃ 4 " O � � Ð�� �Ð Â EHà Î FÃ 4åä� Â Ekà7â FãÃ 4 m � Â Ekà7â FãÃ 4 " O � Ð�� �Ð Â Ekà â FãÃ 4 ä��'  � ß¡ Â Ekà FÃ � Â EHà FÃ "	Þ�� Â Ekà FÃ andorthonormalizeits
tangents;� �+* �  ' �o�w_ I , updatethedistribution O � by theruleO � m O � " ��? @&ACB 4 G�

NormalizeO � ’s suchthat

 T� WYX O � �Ó�

;� m � "æ� N �+* �  ' � � � � � L / P � ;
End

Figure2: TheTVQ Algorithm.

4 The TVQ algorithm

Thealgorithm(seeFigure2) startswith randommodelsanda
uniform distribution on thetrainingset.For eachpattern,the
variationontheclosestpositiveandtheclosestnegativemod-
elsarecomputedaccordinglyto thedensityof thatpatternon
thetrainingset I�� . Whenall thepatternsin I areprocessed,
the modelsareupdatedperforminga weightedgradientas-
centon thevaluesof themargin. Moreover, for eachpattern
in thetrainingsetsuchthatthevalueof themargin is smaller
thana fixedvalue,the distribution is augmented.Theeffect
is to force the gradientascentto concentrateon hardestex-
amplesin thetrainingset. As we saw in Section2 theincre-
mentto thedistributionis simplytheeffectof addingareplica
(
] � p � �Ó�

) of incorrectlyclassifiedpatternsto theaugmented
trainingset.

Theinitializationof thealgorithmmaybedonein different
ways.Thedefault choiceis to userandomgeneratedmodels
however, whenthetrainingsetsizeis not prohibitive,we can
drasticallyspeedup the algorithmby taking as initial mod-
els the onesgeneratedby any algorithm (e.g., HSS).How-
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Method Parameters Err%
HSS1-sided 15 tangents 3.58
LVQ 2.1 16 codebooks 3.52
TD-Neuron 15 tangents 3.51
HSS2-sided 9 tangents 3.40
Euclidean1-NN prototypes 3.16
SVM Linear 10.64
SVM Polyd=2 2.82
SVM Polyd=3 3.23
SVM Polyd=4 4.02

Table1: Testresultsfor different1-NN methods.

ever, in thecaseof multiplemodelsperclasstheinitialization
throughtheHSSmethodwouldgenerateidenticalmodelsfor
eachclassandthatwould invalidatetheprocedure.A possi-
ble choicein this case,is to generateHSSmodelsby using
differentrandomconditionaldistributionsfor differentmod-
els associatedto the sameclass. Anothersolution,which is
usefulwhenthe sizeof the training setis relatively large, is
to initialize the centroidsas the averageof the positive in-
stancesandthengeneratingrandomtangents.Experimental
resultshave shown that the differenceson the performance
obtainedby usingdifferentinitialization criteria arenegligi-
ble. As wecouldexpectthespeedof convergencewith differ-
entinitializationmethodsmaybedrasticallydifferent.This is
dueto thefactthatwhenTVQ is initializedwith HSSmodels
it startswith a goodapproximationof the optimal hypothe-
sis(seeFigure3-

�oç �
), while randominitializationsimplicitly

introduceaninitial poorestimateof thefinal distributiondue
to themistakesthatmostof theexamplesdo on thefirst few
iterations.

5 Results
We comparedthe TVQ algorithm versusSVMs and other
1-NN basedalgorithms: 1-sided HSS, 2-sided HSS, TD-
Neuron[Sonaet al., 2000], andLVQ. The comparisonwas
performedusingexactly thesamesplit of adatasetconsisting
of 10705digitsrandomlytakenfrom theNIST-3 dataset.The
binary 128x128digits were transformedinto 64-grey level
16x16 imagesby a simple local countingprocedure1. The
only preprocessingperformedwasthe eliminationof empty
borders.Thetrainingsetconsistedof 5000randomlychosen
digits,while theremainingdigitswereusedin thetestset.

Theobtainedresultsfor thetestdataaresummarizedin Ta-
ble1. For eachalgorithm,wereportedthebestresult,without
rejection,obtainedfor thedataset.Specifically, for theSVM
trainingwe usedtheSVM è �êé , r packageavailableon the in-
ternet2. Dif ferentkernelswereconsideredfor theSVMs: lin-
earandpolynomialwith degrees2,3 and4 (we usedthe de-
fault for theotherparameters).SinceSVMs arebinaryclas-
sifiers,we built 10 SVMs, onefor eachclassagainstall the
others,andwe consideredthe overall predictionasthe label
with highermargin. Thebestperformancehasbeenobtained

1The numberof pixel with valueequalto 1 is usedasthe grey
valuefor thecorrespondingpixel in thenew image.

2http://www-ai.cs.uni-dortmund.de/SOFTWARE/SVM LIGHT/

/ �a Z ë / �a Z Û / ��a Z �
Q

� Æ �
=10

� Æ �
= 15

� Æ �
=10

� Æ �
=15

� Æ �
= 0

1 2.40 2.20 3.00 2.22 6.40
3 2.10 2.26 2.43 2.10 –

Table2: Testresultsfor TVQ.

with a polynomialkernelof degree2. We ran the TVQ al-
gorithmwith two differentvaluesfor / andfour differentar-
chitectures.Moreover, we ranalsoan experimentjust using
a singlecentroidfor class(i.e.,

� Æ Ã �;�ìa
) with / �ìa Z �

. The
smallervaluefor / hasbeenchosenjust to accountfor thefar
smallercomplexity of themodel.

In almostall theexperimentstheTVQ algorithmobtained
thebestperformance.Resultson thetestdataarereportedin
Table2. Specifically, the bestresult for SVM is worst than
almostall the resultsobtainedwith TVQ. Particularly inter-
estingis theresultobtainedby justusingasinglecentroidfor
eachclass.This correspondsto performanLVQ with just 10
codebooks,onefor eachclass.

In addition,TVQ returnsfar morecompactmodelsallow-
ing a reducedresponsetime in classification.In fact, the 1-
NN usingpolynomialSVMs with

º � ²
, needs2523support

vectors,while in the worst casethe modelsreturnedby the
TVQ involvea totalof 480vectors(onecentroidplus15 tan-
gentsfor eachmodel).

In Figure3, typicalerrorcurvesfor thetrainingandtester-
rors(3-

�oí �
), aswell asthemargin distributionsonthetraining

set(3-
�oî �

) andtheinducedmargin distribution on thetestset
(3-
� º �

) arereported.Fromtheseplotsit is easyto seethatthe
TVQ doesn’t show overfitting. This wasalsoconfirmedby
theexperimentsinvolving themodelswith highercomplexity
andsmallervaluesof / . Moreover, theimpactof the / -margin
on the final margin distribution on the training set is clearly
shown in 3-

�oî �
, wherea steepincreaseof the distribution is

observed in correspondenceof / at the expensesof higher
valuesof margin. Evenif at a minor extent,a similar impact
on themargin distribution is observedfor thetestdata.

In Figure4 we have reportedthe rejectioncurvesfor the
differentalgorithms. As expected,the TVQ algorithm was
competitivewith thebestSVM, resultingto bethebestalgo-
rithm for almostthewholeerrorrange.

6 Conclusions
We proposeda provablyconvergentre-weightingschemefor
improving margins, which focuseson “dif ficult” examples.
On the basisof this generalapproach,we defineda Vector
Quantizationalgorithmbasedon tangentdistance,which ex-
perimentallyoutperformedstateof theart classifiersboth in
generalizationandmodelcompactness.Theseresultsconfirm
that thecontrolof theshapeof themargin distribution hasa
greateffecton thegeneralizationperformance.

When comparingthe proposedapproachwith SVM, we
may observe that, while our approachshareswith SVM the
StatisticalLearningTheoryconceptof uniform convergence
of the empirical risk to the ideal risk, it exploits the input
distribution to directly work on non-linearmodels instead
of resortingto predefinedkernels. This way to proceedis
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Figure 4: Detail of rejectioncurves for the different 1-NN
methods.Therejectioncriterionis thedifferencebetweenthe
distancesof theinput patternwith respectto thefirst andthe
secondnearestmodels.

verysimilar to theapproachadoptedby Boostingalgorithms.
However, in Boostingalgorithms,severalhypothesesaregen-
eratedandcombined,while in our approachthe focusis on
a single hypothesis.This justifies the adoptionof an addi-
tive re-weightingscheme,insteadof a multiplicative scheme
which is moreappropriatefor committeemachines.
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Abstract

Helping end users build and check process mod-
els is a challenge for many science and engineer-
ing fields. Many AI researchers have investigated
useful ways of verifying and validating knowledge
bases for ontologies and rules, but it is not easy
to directly apply them to checking process mod-
els. Other techniques developed for checking and
refining planning knowledge tend to focus on auto-
mated plan generation rather than helping users au-
thor process information. In this paper, we propose
a complementary approach which helps users au-
thor and check process models. Our system, called
KANAL, relates pieces of information in process
models among themselves and to the existing KB,
analyzing how different pieces of input are put to-
gether to achieve some effect. It builds interdepen-
dency models from this analysis and uses them to
find errors and propose fixes. Our initial evaluation
shows that KANAL was able to find most of the er-
rors in the process models and suggest useful fixes
including the fixes that directly point to the sources
of the errors.

1 Introduction
Building process models is essential in many science and en-
gineering fields. Since some of these processes are quite com-
plex, it is useful to provide tools that enable users to spec-
ify process models. Figure 1 shows an example of a process
model in Cell Biology to describe how a Lambda virus in-
vades a cell. To be able to specify such a model, the user has
to specify each of the individual steps and connect them ap-
propriately. There are different types of connections among
the steps, including decomposition links between steps and
substeps, ordering constraints, disjunctive alternatives, etc.
Even in process models of small size, the number of steps and
connections between them is large enough that users would
benefit from the assistance of intelligent acquisition tools that
help them specify process models correctly. For example,
the user may forget to specify the links between the steps, or
may specify wrong links. We found such errors in a Biolog-
ical Weapon production model built by a subject matter ex-
pert. Even though it can be considered as a relatively simple

Figure 1: Example Process Model.

model (consisting of 54 steps) and many people had looked at
it, there were at least two errors: (a) there were two steps that
were both specified as the second substep of the same step;
(b) there were two sequential substeps whose ordering infor-
mation was missing. Although these may be simple errors, in
more complex models users may generate more serious prob-
lems and have difficulty noticing and fixing them.

Graphical tools to lay out a process model and draw con-
nections among steps abound, but the tools are limited to sim-
ple checks on the process models because there is no seman-
tics associated to the individual steps. In contrast, we assume
a knowledge-rich environment that enables users to specify
what the process and its steps mean, what they should accom-
plish and how, and what the features of the objects involved
in those steps are. In order to check a process model such
as the one in the figure thoroughly, the system would have
some background knowledge about what a cell is, that it can
be entered because it is a physical object with a barrier, etc.
It would also be helpful for the tool to know what a change
of location is, and that the Enter step implies a change of lo-
cation of its agent. Domain ontologies and upper or middle
level ontologies are commonly used to represent this kind of
background knowledge. With this context, the tool can be
much more helpful in checking that the process model makes
sense within the background knowledge that it has.

Past research in validation and verification of knowledge
bases addresses the detection of errors in rule bases[Preece
& Shinghal, 1994; O’Keefe & O’Leary, 1994] or in ontolo-
gies [McGuinnesset al., 2000] and has not addressed pro-
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cess models specifically. Research on interactive tools to
acquire planning knowledge is also related[Chien, 1998;
Myers, 1996; Huffman & Laird, 1995], but their focus is on
acquiring knowledge about how to generate plans instead of
acquiring the specific plans themselves. Plan authoring tools
are closer in spirit to the process authoring tools that we are
aiming for, and as such KANAL could be used to check er-
rors in plans produced by plan editing tools. Formal analy-
ses of partial-order and hierarchical planning algorithms de-
fine some desirable properties of plans, such as justifiabil-
ity and correctness[Kambhampati, Knoblock, & Yang, 1995;
Yang, 1990; Tate, 1996]. Generative planners such asSIPE,
NOAH, and NONLIN [Wilkins, 1988; Sacerdoti, 1977; Tate,
1977] use critics that detect problems in the plans that they
generate while planning. Much of the work on planning does
not exploit background knowledge and ontologies, which we
believe is crucial technology to advance the state of the art in
process modeling.

We have developed a tool that checks process models spec-
ified by a user, reports possible errors in the models, and gen-
erates specific suggestions to the user about how to fix those
errors. Our system is called KANAL (Knowledge ANAL-
ysis), and it helps users build or modify process models by
detecting invalid statements and pointing out what additional
knowledge needs to be acquired or what existing knowledge
needs to be modified. Our approach is inspired on previous
work on EXPECT usingInterdependency Models[Swartout
& Gil, 1995; Kim & Gil, 2000]. These models of the in-
terdependencies between different pieces of knowledge can
be derived by analyzing how knowledge is used during prob-
lem solving. By analyzing these interdependencies, a knowl-
edge acquisition tool can detect inconsistencies and missing
knowledge and alert the user of potential problems in the
knowledge base. Finally, based on the context provided by
the Interdependency Models the tool can guide the user in
fixing these problems by correcting inconsistencies and by
adding further knowledge. KANAL analyzes the interdepen-
dencies among the individual steps of a process model. For
example, a simulation of the execution of the steps allows
KANAL to analyze interdependencies between the conditions
and effects of different steps, such as that the required condi-
tions for each step are met when the step is supposed to take
place, and that the expected effects of the overall process are
in fact obtained.

The paper begins by describing the representation of pro-
cess models assumed in KANAL. Then we describe how In-
terdependency Models can be applied to check various fea-
tures of process models. Next, we present the current imple-
mentation of KANAL and the algorithms that it uses to detect
different kinds of errors. Finally, we present the results from
a preliminary evaluation that show that KANAL can detect
most of the errors that were randomly introduced in origi-
nally error-free process models, suggesting useful fixes that
often point directly to the source of the errors.

2 Representing Process Models

This section describes briefly our representation of process
models, which is consistent with current efforts on standard

languages and process ontologies, such as PDDL[Ghallabet
al., 1998] and NIST’s PSL[Tissot & Gruninger, 1999].

A process model is composed of a number of (sub)steps.
Each individual step has preconditions and effects, where the
preconditions specify the conditions needed to be satisfied to
activate the step and the effects describe changes that result
from the execution of the step. For example, an “Enter” step
has a precondition that the objects to enter should be near the
entrance of a container object. Its effect can include a location
change from outside of a space to inside of the space and also
a status change to being contained within the container. These
can be represented as a precondition list and add/delete lists
(as in STRIPS operators).

The steps within a process model are connected to other
steps through different kinds oflinks including:

� decomposition links: Users can specify super-
step/substep relations. For example, an Invade
step can have Arrive, Enter and Take Control as its
substeps, and each of these substeps can have their own
substeps.

� temporal links: Users can specify ordering constraints
among the steps. For example, in modeling virus inva-
sion, the Take Control step should follow the Enter step.

� disjunctive links: There might be more than one way of
performing a given task, and the alternatives can be rep-
resented by disjunctive links. For example, the DNA of
a Lambda virus can either start its replication right after
entering a cell or be integrated with the host chromo-
some before the replication.

� causal links: If the editor allows users to specify en-
ablement/disablement between steps, since KANAL can
compute the actual causal relationships among the steps
from the simulation results (by examining the outcome
of the steps and the preconditions checked by other
steps), the user-specified causal links can be used for
validating the model.

Each step can have severalroles. For example, in an En-
ter step an object can play the role of an agent and another
object can play the role of the container being entered. A
general description of an Enter step can be instantiated for
the Virus invasion process byassigningthe concept virus to
the agent role of Enter and the concept cell to the container
role. These role assignments cause further interdependencies
in the knowledge base, since the objects assigned to the roles
have their own constraints and definitions that must be con-
sistent with those of the process models and their steps.

3 Acquiring Process Models: The End-to-End
System

Currently, KANAL is being developed as a module within an
ambitious end-to-end system that will support subject mat-
ter experts entering domain knowledge as part of the DARPA
Rapid Knowledge Formation (RKF) program. In this project,
users will build process models is by using “concept composi-
tion” [Clark & Porter, 1997]. Users can build process models
by retrieving components (actions and objects) and then con-
necting them using various kinds of links. The user interface
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Figure 2: The KANAL interface for building process models.

and the component library have not been fully implemented
and integrated with KANAL, although a preliminary version
of the three was done to illustrate the approach with a small
scale scenario of a process model for virus invasion.

Figure 2 is an interface that we built to show how the com-
ponent approach can be used to build process models by link-
ing various objects in the knowledge base. The user has se-
lected the Invade component to start building the Virus Inva-
sion model. The “agent” role can be assigned to the Virus
concept, the Enter component can be linked as a subevent,
and so on.

Although KANAL is built to check process models con-
structed by concept composition, it can also be used for
checking process models in other environments. For exam-
ple, providing procedural knowledge required by intelligent
tutoring systems has been an ongoing challenge, and they
sometimes use simulators to build and refine their models
[Scholeret al., 2000]. We are also investigating the use of
KANAL to help teachers formalize process models that will
be used as lessons by a tutoring system.

4 Using Interdependency Models
In past work, InterdependencyModels have been successfully
used in building and checking problem-solving knowledge
in EXPECT [Kim & Gil, 1999; Kim & Gil, 2000]. They
have been used in analyzing how individual components of a
knowledge base are related and interact when they are used
during problem solving. An example of interdependency be-
tween two pieces of procedural knowledge is that one may be
used by the other to achieve a subgoal. Other kinds of Inter-
dependency Models include interdependencies between fac-
tual knowledge and procedural knowledge. Interdependency
Models can point out missing pieces in solving a problem and
be used to predict what pieces are related and how. In this pa-
per, we show a novel use of Interdependency Models to check
process models.

To guide users in developing process models, KANAL
builds interdependencies among objects in the knowledge
base, and uses them to perform two kinds of checks: static
checks and dynamic checks. Static checks are performed by
posing questions about various features of the process model,
and dynamic checks are performed by simulating the execu-
tion of the process model. Our initial work to date has focused
on dynamic checks.

In order to perform static checks, we plan to maintain a
list of sample query templates, such as retrieving the values
of different links, types of roles assigned to steps, etc. A
list of instantiated queries can be generated for a particular
model using these templates. Users could select key queries
from this list and also specify the answers expected from the
queries. A trace of the answer to a query can be considered
as a model of the interdependencies in that it reflects how dif-
ferent pieces of knowledge are put together to generate the
answer.

Dynamic checks can be done on the simulated execution of
the process model. The simulation results show how differ-
ent steps are related to each other, including temporal order-
ing and causal relationships. The results also show how cer-
tain effects are produced by a set of sequences of steps. The
resulting Interdependency Model enables checking if all the
steps are properly linked, all the preconditions of each step
are satisfied during the simulation, all the expected effects
can be achieved, there are no unexpected effects, there are no
impossible paths, etc. Also the interdependencies can point
to potential ways of solving errors and gaps in the model,
such as changing ordering constraints to reinstate disabled
effects, finding steps that can generate unachieved effects,
adding missing links, etc.

Our current work focuses on dynamic checks, using the
simulation as a tool to generate Interdependency Models. The
next section describes how we check the process models us-
ing simulation results.

5 Checking Process Models with KANAL
Our current implementation is built using the KM knowledge
representation and reasoning system[Clark & Porter, 2000],
and invokes its simulator to generate alternative simulations
of a process model. KM’s simulation of process models can
be seen as a symbolic execution of a linearization of the pro-
cess model using Skolem instances. KM provides a function
that can execute a step in a given situation and create a new
situation based on the add/delete lists of the step. KANAL
uses this function to execute the steps in the given model and
check various kinds of problems. Whenever a precondition
test fails or any of the events areundoable(a step is undoable
when not all of its previous steps were executed), KANAL
interrupts the simulation and reports theunreachedsteps (a
step is unreached when the simulation stops before the step
is simulated). It also reports other problems found until it
finishes the simulation. From the simulation results, includ-
ing the problems detected during the simulation, KANAL can
compute potential fixes based on Interdependency Models.

The subsections below describe each type of check that
KANAL performs in detail.
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5.1 Checking Unachieved Preconditions
A precondition is not achieved either because there is no pre-
vious step that produces the needed effect or because some
previous steps undo the precondition. For example, an Inte-
grate step of a virus DNA into a host chromosome may undo a
precondition (that the viral DNA is exposed) of a step to Syn-
thesize protein from DNA. To be able to synthesize the viral
protein needed for the replication, an additional Dis-Integrate
step that can reinstate the exposure is required.

The general algorithm to check preconditions is as follows:

1. Detect problem

(a) Run simulation with Skolem instances
(b) Collect failed step(s)
(c) Collect unachieved preconditions of failed step
(d) Show them to user

2. Help user fix problem

(a) Suggest that there are missing steps:
- Find components in the knowledge base that have
the effects needed as preconditions by the failed
step and suggest inserting one of these components
somewhere within the current process model before
the failed step

(b) Suggest that there are missing ordering constraints:
- Find steps that were executed before the failed
step that may have effects that undid the unachieved
preconditions
- Find steps that follow the failed step and have ef-
fects that assert the unachieved precondition and
suggest inserting an ordering constraint between
those steps and the failed step

(c) Suggest modifying the stepwhose preconditions
were not achieved

For the above type of failure, KANAL suggests (a) adding
a Dis-Integrate step, (b) changing or adding ordering con-
straints for the Integrate step, and (c) deleting or modifying
the Synthesize step. Suggestion (a) would be the one that user
is looking for in order to fix the problem in this example.

5.2 Checking Expected Effects
KANAL informs the user of the effects of each step during
simulation. This allows users to check that the process oc-
curs as they anticipated. In addition, users can specify to
KANAL what they expect to be the case after the overall
process happens. Theseexpected effectsare what the user
indicates should result from the simulation and/or the post-
conditions of the composed process model. For example, the
user may expect that after a virus invasion of a cell, the viral
nucleic acid should be located inside the cell. These expected
effects can be checked by looking at the results from the sim-
ulation. The simulation results are represented as an accumu-
lation of added and deleted facts. Since there may be multiple
disjunctive branches in the model, the results from different
paths are accumulated separately. KANAL checks the results
from each path to see if all of them satisfy the expectation. If
there are unachieved effects, KANAL can propose either to

add new steps that would achieve them or to modify existing
steps.

Currently KANAL checks for expected effects, but does
not check explicitly for unexpected effects. We are planning
to highlight any unexpected effects to let the users examine
whether they should in fact occur.

The algorithm is as follows:
1. Ask user to specify expected effects

2. Detect problem

(a) Run simulation with Skolem instances
(b) Collect unachieved effects from each path and

record the steps in the failed paths
(c) Show them to user

3. Help user fix problem

(a) Suggest that there are missing steps:
- Find components in the knowledge base that have
the effects needed and suggest inserting one of
these components somewhere within the current
process model

(b) Suggest modifying steps:
- Find steps that may have effects that can poten-
tially change the role values of the unachieved ef-
fects and suggest modifying those steps to achieve
the effects needed

(c) Suggest that there are missing ordering constraints:
- Find steps that may have effects that undid the ex-
pected effects and find actions that assert the ex-
pected effects and suggest inserting an ordering
constraint in order to maintain the expected effect
where needed

Following the example above, suppose that the user speci-
fies that after the invasion occurs the viral nucleic acid should
be located inside the cell. Suppose also that the user forgot
to add the Enter step in the model of virus invasion. KANAL
suggests (a) adding new steps, such as Move or Enter, that
would change the location of the virus, (b) modifying Arrive
since it is an existing step that causes the virus to change loca-
tion, or (c) changing/adding ordering constraints among these
steps. The user would choose option (a) to add an Enter step,
and the problem would be fixed.

5.3 Checking Unordered Steps
Sometimes the user may either forget to specify links between
the steps, or may specify wrong links as in the Biological
Weapon production example mentioned in the introduction.
These problems may be detected by mapping the steps to the
components in the knowledge base that have certain ordering
constraints already specified for their substeps, or by running
simulation and doing the checks as describe above for un-
achieved preconditions and effects. During the simulation,
KANAL walks through the steps and substeps using the user
specified decomposition links and ordering constraints. The
simulation is interrupted if some steps cannot be reached be-
cause of lack of ordering constraints or the steps are undoable.
KANAL highlights these problems and proposes changing
or adding ordering constraints among the steps. (We do not
show the detailed algorithm here because of lack of space.)
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5.4 Checking Inappropriate Execution of Steps
KANAL can also find modeling errors by watching the ex-
ecution of steps. For example, if some of the assertions to
be deleted by a step are not true in the situation where the
step is executed, these assertions are reported. Also, if a step
produces no effect, i.e., it does not delete or add any asser-
tions, then KANAL reports such problem as well. This type
of problem can occur when the step’s roles or attributes are
assigned to the wrong objects during the composition. Also,
if its previous steps have incorrect assignments already and
produced unexpected effects, then the following steps cannot
be executed appropriately.

KANAL proposes modifying the steps by changing their
role assignments or modifying previous steps.

5.5 Checking Invalid Expressions
During the simulation, KANAL checks the truth/falsity of
many assertions, especially for the precondition tests and the
expected effect tests. Whenever there are objects tested but
undefined, KANAL reports the problem of accessing unde-
fined objects (or invalid expressions).

5.6 Checking Loops
Loops are not necessarily a problem in process models. For
example, the replication of DNA can be repeated multiple
times. However, they can be unintended repetitions espe-
cially when the user defines many ordering constraints across
steps. KANAL provides a warning for such cases to let the
user check if the loops are in fact intended.

5.7 Checking Disjunctive Branches
When there are disjunctive branches in a model, the user
may not notice that some of the combinations of alternatives
should in fact not be possible. KANAL exposes different
branches in the models by showing different alternative com-
binations of substeps. As in the case of loops, disjunctive
branches are not necessarily a problem and KANAL simply
informs the user about them.

5.8 Checking Causal Links
After the simulation, KANAL computes the interdependen-
cies between the steps based on how some steps generated ef-
fects that satisfied the preconditions of some other steps. For
example, synthesizing viral protein needed for replication en-
ables the replication step. These causal links may not have
been explicitly indicated by the user. KANAL informs users
when it notices causal links in order to help them validate the
model. It also informs users when they specified a temporal
constraint and there does not seem to be a causal link between
the steps to justify the ordering.

6 Interaction among problems and fixes
This section shows some examples of the kinds of errors de-
tected and the fixes proposed by KANAL from a simplified
Lambda virus invasion model shown in Figure 3. (In the
model, first a lambda virus moves next to a cell (Arrive), and
then it enters into the cell (Enter). The lambda DNA forms a
circle (Circularize), and then either becomes integrated with
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Synthesize Replicate
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virus
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Figure 3: A simplified Lambda virus invasion model.

the host chromosome (Integrate) or starts synthesizing viral
protein needed for the formation of new viruses (Synthesize).
When it gets integrated, it lies dormant in the chromosome
during cell divisions (Divide). An environmental change can
induce the genome to leave the host chromosome (DisInte-
grate) and to start synthesizing viral protein and subsequent
DNA replication (Replicate)[Albertset al., 1998].)

� inappropriate execution of a step
When the agent (virus) of the Arrive step is not speci-
fied, KANAL detects inappropriate execution of the step
since its delete-list contains assertions that are invalid
(the location of a Thing instead of the location of the
virus). In such cases, KANAL proposes to either to
modify the assignments of the Arrive step or to add some
steps before Arrive so that they can assert the location
of the Thing. The first fix directly points to the deleted
link, and we call it adirect fix. The latter one will even-
tually lead the user to the problem because it mentions
the location but does not point to it directly. We call it
an indirect fix.

� unachieved preconditions
In the above case (missing agent of the Arrive step), the
precondition of the Enter step that follows (location of
the virus should be near the cell) may also fail because
of the failure of the Arrive step. KANAL detects this
unachieved precondition and proposes multiple ways of
fixing the problem: (1) modify the Arrive step so that it
can change the location of the virus, (2) add a new Move
or Arrive step to achieve the precondition, or (3) modify
the Enter step to have different preconditions. Note that
in this case, the same fix (i.e., modifying the Arrive step)
is suggested for solving two different errors (inappropri-
ate execution of Arrive and unachieved precondition of
Enter).
Also, the same set of fixes may resolve two different
errors. For example, if the assignment of the patient
(virus) of Enter is missing, its precondition (the patient
should be near the destination) fails. KANAL produces
an error message and proposes similar fixes as in the
above case.

� failed expected effects
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One of the expected effects was that the the virus should
be inside the cell after an execution of the scenario.
When the assignment of destination (the cell) of the En-
ter step is missing, the effect (the virus enters into the
cell) cannot be achieved.

� missing ordering constraints
When ordering between steps are missing (e.g., the link
between the Arrive step and the Enter step is not spec-
ified), KANAL interrupts the simulation and reports an
error. It proposes to add or modify temporal links be-
tween the steps so that the simulator can execute the un-
reached steps. When there is any ambiguity in the order-
ing, it generates a warning, asking for explicit ordering
constraints among the steps.

In addition to the above, KANAL reports other results from
the simulation:

� causal links
There were three causal links reported from the scenario:
(1) Arrive enabled Enter by achieving the location the
virus being near the cell, (2) Integrate enabled Disinte-
grate by achieving the DNA being integrated with the
chromosome, and (3) Synthesize enabled Replicate by
providing the viral protein needed for the replication.

� disjunctive links
The disjunctive branches stemming from Circularize
were shown to the user as two alternative paths.

� simulated paths
There were two simulated paths because of the disjunc-
tive branches: (Arrive! Enter! Circularize! Inte-
grate! Divide! DisIntegrate! Synthesize! Repli-
cate) and (Arrive! Enter! Circularize! Synthesize
! Replicate).

Notice that KANAL can detect the same error in multi-
ple ways since one abnormality can lead to another. For ex-
ample, missing an ordering constraint can make some steps
unreached during the simulation, which can also lead to
failed expected effects because of the unexecuted (unreached)
steps. Since whenever there are unreached steps there tends
to be failed expected effects, users may want to focus on
fixing problems about the unreached steps first. The same
case holds for failed preconditions and unreached steps be-
cause failed preconditions interrupt simulation, leading to un-
reached steps. To help avoid confusion, KANAL can selec-
tively present fixes so that the user can concentrate on the
actual source of the problem. For the case of failed precon-
ditions and unreached steps, KANAL presents the fixes for
the failed preconditions first, but lets users check other fixes
if they want.

7 Preliminary Evaluation
KANAL is being integrated with concept composition, ex-
planation tools and their interfaces in the end-to-end system
mentioned above, and we are planning to perform an ex-
tensive user evaluation of this integrated system. The pre-
liminary evaluation presented here focuses on how useful
KANAL is in itself as a module to detect and fix errors.

Results Virus Invasion Lambda Virus Check Drain total
w/o 1 link Invasion Monitor

# of test cases 19 28 9 56

# of errors 19 28 9 56

# of errors detected 18 28 9 55

# of errors with 16 26 8 50
direct fixes

total # of fixes 82 139 23 230

- # of direct fixes 17 31 8 56

Avg. # of fixes 4.56 4.96 2.56 4.18
proposed (avg)

Results Virus Invasion Lambda Virus Check Drain total
w/o 2 links Invasion Monitor

# of test cases 10 10 10 30

# of errors 20 20 20 60

# of errors detected 13 14 15 42

# of errors with 13 13 13 39
direct fixes

# of fixes proposed 76 28 23 127

- # of direct fixes 17 12 13 42

Avg. # of fixes 5.85 2 1.53 3.02
proposed (avg)

Results Virus Invasion Lambda Virus Check Drain total
w/o 3 links Invasion Monitor

# of test cases 10 10 10 30

# of errors 30 30 30 90

# of errors detected 13 16 18 47

# of errors with 12 16 15 43
direct fixes

# of fixes proposed 62 58 54 174

- # of direct fixes 14 16 15 45

Avg. # of fixes 4.77 3.63 3 3.70
proposed (avg)

Table 1: KANAL checks for Process Models.

To evaluate KANAL’s help in detecting and fixing er-
rors, we used three process models: a virus invasion pro-
cess, a Lambda virus invasion, and a Check-Condensate-
Drain-Motor procedure from a High Pressure Air Compres-
sor (HPAC) domain which has been also used for acquiring
process models (lessons) for intelligent tutoring systems[Sc-
holer et al., 2000]. The first and last ones were written by
other researchers.

We evaluated how KANAL could help users with one im-
portant kind of error: if they forget to specify one, two, or
three links or role assignments. For example, to specify the
Virus Invasion model the user would need to make a total of
19 links and assignments if no errors are made. The test cases
were generated by taking the original correct process models
and randomly deleting a subset of the links or assignments
that users would need to make.

Table 1 shows the results from our preliminary evalua-
tion. The first rows in each table show the number of cases
tested and the second rows show the total number of errors
in the test cases. The third row shows how many of those
errors were detected by KANAL. KANAL was able to de-
tect most of the errors when there is only one error (55 of
56). KANAL misses one case in the Lambda virus invasion
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model because its Invade component has Container as its pa-
tient which should in fact be a Cell (a more special concept
than Container), but there was no explicit violation in any of
the checks KANAL performs. To be able to detect such prob-
lems we may need to examine slots tested in the model and
check if they in fact belong to the concept. For example, Cells
contain cytoplasm but not any Containers do in general.

KANAL missed some errors when more than one link were
deleted (42 among 60 without 2 links, and 47 among 90 with-
out 3 links). This is to be expected, since some errors inter-
rupt the simulation, and other errors cannot be detected unless
further steps are simulated, as described in the previous sec-
tion.

The number of errors which had direct fixes are shown in
the fourth rows in the tables. There were a few cases where
KANAL detected errors but was not able to provide direct
fixes. For example a step’s role can refer to a deleted slot of
another step, such as when the agent of the Enter step refers
to the agent of the Invade step. If the Enter step failed because
of the missing agent of the Invade step, then the failed step is
different from the step with missing links, making it harder to
find the sources of the problems. We are planning to examine
how we can follow such links among the steps to trace back to
the original sources. Some other cases of lack of direct fixes
happened when there are multiple errors at the same time be-
cause some errors are hidden as described above. KANAL’s
selective presentation of fixes helps, and we expect that fixing
one problem at a time may be easier for end users.

The numbers of fixes shown in the fifth rows of the ta-
bles are based on the selected fixes described above. Direct
fixes should be more useful than indirect fixes in general. The
number of direct fixes are shown in the sixth rows in the ta-
bles. For most of the errors detected, KANAL was able to
provide at least one direct fix.

In summary, our preliminary evaluations show:

� KANAL virtually always (115 of 116 test cases) de-
tected an error and made suggestions to the user. The
one case that KANAL missed was a process model that
was perfectly consistent although it was overgeneral,
which is a problem that could only be noticed by a user.

� Detecting an error impaired detecting others since pos-
terior steps will not be executed in the simulation. Al-
though KANAL detected 98%, 70%, and 52% of the er-
rors in the case where one, two, and three links and as-
signments were missing, it always detected at least one
error in each of the process models that had more than
one error. Once an error was fixed, the next error was
always found by KANAL (direct fixes).

� For 91.6% of the errors detected, KANAL’s fixes pointed
directly to the source of the errors.

8 Conclusions

As we mentioned, we are planning to perform an extended
evaluation with end users (biologists) when KANAL is inte-
grated with the end-to-end system described earlier. In doing
so, we will also be able to test the usefulness of KANAL with

different types of errors than the ones we show here, includ-
ing selecting wrong components in the knowledge base.

There have been a lot of verification and validation tech-
niques developed in software engineering[Wallace et al.,
1996; Basili, 1987]. Although many of them are not directly
applicable, there are many common issues in building process
information, including efficiency, maintenance, cost, reuse,
etc. We are planning to examine useful techniques developed
for such issues.

KANAL is built for concept composition where compo-
nents in the knowledge base are assumed not to have any
errors. However, in other environments, such as in acquir-
ing procedural knowledge for intelligent tutoring systems, we
cannot expect that the models of actions will always be cor-
rect. Often, incomplete operators are used to model proce-
dures and they are refined based on instructor input or through
autonomous learning by experimentation. We believe that
KANAL will be also useful in such environments.
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Abstract

Role-limiting approaches using explicit theories of
problem-solving have been successful for acquiring
knowledge from domain experts1. However most
systems using this approach do not support acquir-
ing procedural knowledge, only instance and type
information. Approaches using interdependencies
among different pieces of knowledge have been
successful for acquiring procedural knowledge, but
these approaches usually do not provide all the sup-
port that domain experts require. We show how
the two approaches can be combined in such a way
that each benefits from information provided by the
other. We extend the role-limiting approach with a
knowledge acquisition tool that dynamically gen-
erates questions for the user based on the prob-
lem solving method. This allows a more flexible
interaction pattern. When users add knowledge,
this tool generates expectations for the procedural
knowledge that is to be added. When these pro-
cedures are refined, new expectations are created
from interdependency models that in turn refine the
information used by the system. The implemented
KA tool provides broader support than previously
implemented systems. Preliminary evaluations in
a travel planning domain show that users who are
not programmers can, with little training, specify
executable procedural knowledge to customize an
intelligent system.

1 Introduction
In order to be successful, deployed intelligent systems must
be able to cope with changes in their task specification. They
should allow users to make modifications to the system to
control how tasks are performed and to specify new tasks
within the general capabilities of the system. For example,
consider a travel planning assistant that can locate flights and
hotel reservations to help a user create an itinerary for some

1I gratefully acknowledge support fromDARPA grants F30602-
00-2-0513, as part of the Active Templates program, and F30602-
97-1-0195, as part of the High Performance Knowledge Bases pro-
gram

trip. Many such systems allow users to search for hotels by
cost, hotel chain and distance to some location. However,
users often have individual requirements, such as “prefer a
direct flight unless it is double the price of the cheapest con-
necting flight” or “if the flight arrives late in the evening, the
hotel should be near the airport, otherwise it should be near
the meeting.” These requirements often go beyond the initial
abilities of the travel assistant tool, leaving the user to check
them by hand and severely limiting the tool’s usefulness.

The ability to define requirements like these in a way that
can be integrated with the tool is therefore essential for it to
meet a wide range of users’ needs. The requirements, which
were suggested by an independent user, are typical in that
they do not require adding new sources of information to the
tool, which can already compute distances and knows flight
arrival times. Instead, they require processing the information
to produce new criteria: in the first case for instance, finding
the minimum value of the price for the set of all connecting
flights and multiplying this value by 2. These are instances of
proceduralknowledge, rather than purelyfactualknowledge
like the distances or costs. A tool that can incorporate new
procedural knowledge like this from users can have a range of
applicability that goes well beyond that originally envisaged
by the developer.

However, it is difficult for users who are not programmers
to add procedural knowledge to systems. In the next section
we discuss some of the challenges that users face in more
detail. Some KA approaches useexpectationsof the entered
knowledge to aid users[Kim & Gil, 1999]. Expectations are
beliefs about the knowledge that the user is currently entering
that can be used to constrain the possibilities for what can
be entered next. For example, expectations can govern the
return type of a function that the user is entering, or its general
purpose within the system. They can be used both to interpret
and check knowledge as it is entered, to provide feedback or
to help a user enter correct knowledge.

Another common direction of work in knowledge acqui-
sition (KA) aims to support users through explicit, domain-
independent theories of the tool’s problem-solving process,
often calledproblem-solving methods(PSMs)[Breuker & de
Velde, 1994; Erikssonet al., 1995]. These theories can en-
courage re-use across different applications and the struc-
tured development of intelligent systems as well as providing
a guide for knowledge acquisition from experts. They can be
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used to structure the KA session for the user and provide con-
text for the knowledge that is acquired. However, most KA
approaches that use problem-solving methods focus on assist-
ing knowledge engineers rather than domain experts[Fensel
& Benjamins, 1998; Fensel & Motta, 1998].

Other KA tools such as SALT[Marcus & McDermott,
1989] take a role-limiting approach, allowing domain ex-
perts to provide domain-specific knowledge that fills cer-
tain roles within a PSM. However, most of these have been
used to acquire instance-type information only. Musen
[Musen, 1992] argues that although role-limiting provides
strong guidance for KA, it lacks the flexibility needed for
constructing knowledge-based systems (KBS). The problem-
solving structure of an application cannot always be defined
in domain-independent terms, and a single problem-solving
strategy may be too general to address the particulars of an
application. Puerta et al. advocate using finer-grained PSMs
from which a KBS can be constructed[Puertaet al., 1992].

Gil and Melz[Gil & Melz, 1996] address this problem by
encoding the PSM in a language that allows any part of the
problem-solving knowledge to be inspected and changed by a
user. In their approach, a partially completed KBS can be an-
alyzed to find missing problem-solving knowledge that forms
the roles to be filled. This is done as part of theinterdepen-
dency analysisperformed by EXPECT[Swartout & Gil, 1995;
Kim & Gil, 1999], which looks at how both problem-solving
knowledge and factual knowledge is used in the intelligent
system. This work extended the role-limiting approach to ac-
quire problem-solving knowledge and to determine the roles
dynamically. However, Gil and Melz’s tools were not ade-
quate for end users. There are at least two reasons for this.
First, there is no support for a structured interaction with the
user as there is in tools like SALT. The knowledge roles, once
generated, form an unstructured list of items to be added,
and it can be difficult for the user to see where each miss-
ing piece of knowledge should fit into the new KBS. Second,
the user must work directly with their procedure syntax to add
problem-solving knowledge, which is not appropriate for end
users.

One solution is to exploit knowledge from a variety of
sources to guide the user through all the stages of adding
procedural knowledge. We view all the KA tools mentioned
above as providing different kinds of expectations on the
knowledge to be entered, either from background theories
in the form of the PSMs, or from interdependency analysis.
This framework allows the tool to exploit the background the-
ory from the PSM to help a user begin the process of adding
knowledge, and also to exploit interdependencies to help a
user refine an initial definition of a procedure into an exe-
cutable one. In our implemented system, which is built on
EXPECT, modules that use expectations from the two sources
share information in the form of input-output characteriza-
tions of expected procedural knowledge. This sharing is mu-
tually beneficial to both the background theory-based and
interdependency-based approaches.

In the next section I discuss some of the challenges that
users who are not programmers face in defining procedural
knowledge. Next I describe the use of expectations in more
detail and show how they are integrated in an implemented

tool, calledConstable. I then report on initial user experi-
ments with Constable that demonstrate the value of the ap-
proach.

2 Why do users find it difficult to enter
procedural knowledge?

There are several challenges that users face in defining pro-
cedural knowledge. Here I sketch how some of them can be
addressed, and highlight the role played by expectations.

Users do not know where to start.Adding a new capabil-
ity to an intelligent system may require adding several related
pieces of knowledge, in a form recognizable by the system.
Simply beginning this process can be difficult even for an ex-
perienced programmer who does not know the system well.
Expectations based on theproblem-solving methodcan help
identify the purpose and the initial structure of new procedu-
ral knowledge[Erikssonet al., 1995].

Users do not know formal languages.A structured En-
glish editor allows users to modify English paraphrases of a
procedure’s formal representation[Blythe & Ramachandran,
1999]. Users can select a fragment of the paraphrase and
choose from a list of suggested replacements for the frag-
ment, which are automatically generated based onexpecta-
tions from method analysis. This approach hides the in-
ternal procedure syntax while avoiding the challenge of full
natural language processing.

Users may not know whether the added knowledge is free
of syntax errors.The new knowledge may have errors in for-
mal syntax (e.g.an “if” statement with no condition) or it may
have type errors (e.g. trying to multiply the result of a sub-
procedure that returns a hotel). Since users create procedures
by choosing replacements from a list, the editor can effec-
tively eliminate some syntax errors. Others can be detected
to generate a warning. If a procedure fragment is selected
that contributes to a syntax error, some of the suggested re-
placements are formulated to fix the error, further helping the
user.

Users may not know whether the added knowledge is cor-
rect. The procedure may be correct from a formal standpoint
but not achieve the desired result. Constable tests new knowl-
edge against examples as soon as it is entered to help find
these problems.

It takes several steps to add new knowledge, so users can
easily be lost. Users often do not realize and/or forget the
side effects of the changes that require following up. Expec-
tations from the PSM can be used to guide users through the
initial steps in adding new knowledge. This is done through
a script, as the next section shows. The approach is related
to knowledge acquisition scripts[Tallis & Gil, 1999], though
not as general.

This discussion of problems that users face indicates that
providing help based on a combination of several different
kinds of expectations may be key for non-programmers to
add procedural knowledge. In the next two sections we show
the help that can be given based on different kinds of ex-
pectations and describe how they are integrated in Constable.
We begin by describing expectations from PSM task theories
and then describe how the system makes use of expectations
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derived from analyzing procedure interdependencies. In the
following section we describe how the expectations are inte-
grated by expressing expectations from background theories
in terms of input-output type expectations.

3 Expectations from background theories
Expectations derived from the background theory in a
problem-solving method are used to help clarify the purpose
of the new procedural knowledge to be added by identifying
its place in the PSM framework. Once this identification is
made, initial templates are created for the new knowledge,
which the user can refine until they perform the desired task.
In this way, expectations from background theories help a
user begin the process of defining new procedural knowledge
to perform some task. In our approach, the background the-
ory has two main components: (1) an ontology of concepts
related to the task, and (2) generic procedural knowledge for
performing each subtask.

This approach is general and can be applied to a wide
range of generic tasks. In this paper we use an implemented
problem-solving method for plan evaluation to illustrate the
approach. Plan evaluation problems belong to a domain-
independent problem class in which an agent, typically a hu-
man expert, judges alternative plans according to a number
of criteria. The aim is usually to see which of the alterna-
tive plans is most suited for some task. In terms of a stan-
dard problem solving method library such as CommonKADS
[Breuker & de Velde, 1994], it is a special case of assessment.

Each criterion for judging a plan is represented explicitly
in this framework. Through experience with several intelli-
gent systems for plan evaluation[Valenteet al., 1999], we
have identified several patterns in the ways that the crite-
ria are evaluated[Blythe & Gil, 1999]. These patterns are
regularities that can be re-used across planning domains and
provide guidance for knowledge acquisition. They are repre-
sented through an ontology of plan judgment criteria, called
critiques, that is partially shown in figure 1. For example,
upper-bound represents the class of critiques that can be
evaluated by checking that some property of the plan has a
value that is below a maximum value. Each class is identi-
fied with a pattern for evaluating a plan, implemented through
generic procedural knowledge attached to the class. The PSM
also includes concepts related to plans and the use of re-
sources.

global-critique local-critique bounds-check extensional-check

critique

upper-bound

completeness

critique resource-check

flight-cost-critique

inclusion exclusionlower-bound

Figure 1: Different types of criteria for judging plans are part
of the background theory of plan evaluation.

The second component of the task theory consists of

generic procedural knowledge attached to some of the sub-
tasks within the domain. In the plan evaluation domain, these
subtasks are the generic critique types. For example, the fol-
lowing method says that a step satisfies an upper bound cri-
tique if and only if the actual value of the associated property
is less than or equal to its maximum value. The tasks of es-
timating the actual and maximum values for the property are
two methods that can be defined by the user with our tool.

capability: (determine-whether (obj (?thing is (inst-of thing)))
(satisfies (?bc is (inst-of upper-bound))))

result-type: (inst-of boolean))
method:
(check-that (obj (estimate (obj actual-value) (of ?bc) (for ?thing)))

(is-less-than-or-equal-to (estimate (obj maximum-allowed-value)
(of ?bc) (for ?thing))))

3.1 Using background theories in Constable
The background theory can be used to create a working
plan evaluation system for a particular domain by defin-
ing domain-specific critique classes within the ontology and
adding the procedures needed complete each critique’s defi-
nition. In the travel planning domain, for example, plans are
itineraries for travel and the steps in plans represent reserva-
tions of flights, hotels and rental cars. One possible critique
checks that no flight costs more than $500. This is imple-
mented by defining the critiqueflight-cost as a subclass
of both local-critique andupper-bound . The proce-
dures for those classes are then used to evaluate the new cri-
tique, resulting in a check that the actual amount offlight-
cost for each step is less than or equal to the maximum
amount. The user completes the definition by defining meth-
ods to compute the actual amount (by retrieving the cost of
the flight) and the maximum allowed amount ($500).

Figure 2 shows the main window through which a user
defines theflight-cost critique in Constable. The tool
presents questions of two kinds: those aimed at classifying
the critique in the ontology,e.g. questions 2, 5 and 7, and
those allowing the user to refine default procedural knowl-
edge, which begin with the phrase “show me how to...”. The
questions are attached to the critique classes in the ontology
and the tool asks them as it tries to classify the new critique.
For instance, question 5, “Warn if flight-cost is too large?” is
used to classify the critique as an upper bound. Once a pos-
itive classification is made, the tool gives the user an option
to refine the procedural knowledge attached to the class. The
generic procedural knowledge for this class include a default
for “estimate the maximum allowed value of ..”, so question
6 allows the user to refine this default for the flight cost.

The use of background theories to classify new knowledge
and define default procedural knowledge helps to solve the
first problem that users face in creating procedural knowl-
edge: how to get started. The tool begins by asking questions
about the nature of the knowledge to be added, and the default
procedures are guaranteed to be applicable within the system.
The task theory is also used to break the new knowledge into
manageable pieces, an important step that is hard for users
who are not programmers. However, refining the methods
to compute actual values and maximum allowed values for
flight costs, for example, can still be a daunting task requir-
ing the tool to offer more assistance. Expectations based on
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Figure 2: Constable’s main window for defining a critique in-
cludes questions that classify the new critique within the on-
tology and questions that refine the generic procedural knowl-
edge associated with the classification.

interdependency analysis are one source of this assistance.

4 Expectations from interdependencies
The expectations described in the last section come from
background theories of tasks in problem-solving methods.
Here we consider expectations that come from comparing
the new procedural knowledge with the procedure syntax and
with existing procedural or factual knowledge, which we re-
fer to asinterdependency expectations. Some examples of
syntax-based expectations are that variables that are used in
the procedure body are defined and that the rules of syntactic
constructs such as“if ... then ... else ...”are observed. Some
examples of expectations generated by comparing the new
knowledge with existing procedural and factual knowledge
are that relations and objects used are defined in the knowl-
edge base, that other procedural knowledge that is used is de-
fined, and that the relations and procedural knowledge used
will return information of an appropriate type for the way it
is being used (e.g. the procedure does not try to multiply a
hotel by a number). These expectations are derived from in-
terdependency models[Kim & Gil, 1999].

Figure 3 shows Constable’s editor for procedural knowl-
edge being used to define how to compute the maximum al-
lowed value of the cost of a flight reservation. The purpose
and body of the procedure are automatically paraphrased in
English [Blythe & Ramachandran, 1999]. When the user
selects part of the procedure to change, in this case“Pitts-
burgh”, the editor suggests replacements in the lower panel,

also automatically paraphrased. The suggestions are gener-
ated by analyzing the current knowledge base for possible
terms and grouping them. Examples of groups are proce-
dures or relations that could be applied to the current term
or that have the same type. This approach hides the formal
syntax while avoiding the challenge of full natural language
processing.

Figure 3: Constable’s editor being used to define how to com-
pute the maximum allowed value of the cost of a flight reser-
vation.

We distinguish two ways that a KA tool can use interdepen-
dency expectations to help a user define procedural knowl-
edge, called hard and soft expectations. For ahard expecta-
tion, the tool does not allow procedural information that vio-
lates the expectation to be expressed. For example, the only
way for a user to introduce an “if” construct into a procedure
is to select one from the suggested replacements, so the user
can never express a procedure that violates the basic syntax of
the construct. All syntax expectations are hard expectations
in this editor.

For asoft expectation, the tool will allow a user to define
procedures that violate the expectation, but will provide warn-
ings, and possibly remedies, for the violation. For example
the method in Figure 3 currently violates a type expectation.
To compute the maximum allowed cost for a flight, the user
specifies “if Pittsburgh then 1000, otherwise 500”, but in the
formal syntax, the keyword “if” must be followed by code
that returns a boolean value. The editor shows an error mes-
sage in the lower panel and, when “Pittsburgh” is selected
to be replaced, suggests expressions that include “Pittsburgh”
but will produce a boolean value, including “check that the
destination city is equal to Pittsburgh” and “check that the
origin city is equal to Pittsburgh”. These expressions are
produced by an anytime search algorithm. The suggestions
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also include expressions that will not fix the violation, such
as “compute the distance between Pittsburgh and a location”.

Choosing to make an expectation hard or soft can impact
how easily a user can express a procedure through successive
replacements and how easily a user can be confused by an
intermediate form of the procedure. Empirically, users find
it useful to build intermediate expressions that violate inter-
dependency expectations, such as in the above example or by
using undefined procedures. This allows users to concentrate
on other issues before fixing the violations. These are soft ex-
pectations in Constable. However it is not so useful for users
to violate syntactic expectations; these are hard in Constable.
Different KA tools may choose different expectations to be
hard or soft, and the optimal choice may also depend on the
skill level of the user.

Almost all compilers find and report errors based on input-
output expectations. Constable goes beyond this in suggest-
ing modifications to the existing code that would address the
error. The suggestions are found by a breadth-first search
through the space of possible sentences, taking the user-
selected fragment as a starting point. A node in the search
space is a term in the formal syntax, and it is expanded by
applying all known applicable relations or procedures. The
search terminates when terms are reached that resolve the ex-
pectation violation, or match a user-typed search string. Since
the search space can be infinite, the suggestion module times
out after a short time.

Users who are not programmers can be daunted by the need
for executable procedural knowledge to have precise syntax
with subgoals returning correctly typed information. The use
of the expectations described above, in both hard and soft
form, can provide significant help.

5 Integrating expectations from different
sources

The previous two sections described how both expectations
from background theories and method-based expectations
provide valuable help for users to define procedural knowl-
edge. In combination, the two kinds of expectations can
provide more assistance than the sum of their parts. This
is because useful information about the emerging procedural
knowledge can be exchanged between the two sources.

There are several examples of this information flow when
Constable is used to create the flight cost critique, summa-
rized in the window in Figure 2. As we described earlier,
the questions in Figure 2 are generated through expectations
in the background task theory. Some of the questions are to
classify the new critique in the ontology and some are to re-
fine the attached procedural knowledge.

For each of the procedures to be defined in questions 3, 4
and 6, type expectations are sent from the task theory to the
method analysis module, which uses them to help guide the
user. Constable uses the task theory to assign types to each
input variable and a desired output type, and calls the proce-
dure editor. For example, the method “estimate the maximum
allowed value of ...” has a desired type(inst-of number), so
the method editor will warn the user and suggest remedies if
the method defined does not produce a number.

Some of the type expectations for the default methods are
refined in the method analyzer by considering their interde-
pendencies. For example, the user defines a method “esti-
mate the actual value of flight cost for a flight reservation” in
Figure 2. The input variable for this method has type(inst-of
flight-reservation), but this cannot be inferred from the task
theory alone: it comes from the result type of the method
“find the things for which to evaluate a flight cost on a trip”.
This is defined by the user to return a set of flight reservations.
When this definition is complete,EXPECT’s interdependency
model is re-generated. It shows that the subsequent methods
should take a flight reservation as input, and this information
is passed back to the task theory from the method analyzer.

Information from the method analyzer is also used by the
task theory in classifying the critique. For instance, once the
user completes the definition of a procedure to “estimate the
actual value of flight cost..”, the method analyzer notes that
it produces a number. This information is used in the task
theory to classify the critique as abounds-checkaccording to
the ontology of Figure 1. Question 5, “Warn if flight cost
is too large?”, attempts to classify the critique as alower-
bound. If the method to compute the actual value produced a
different type, for example an airline, this question will not be
asked. Instead, the task theory will classify the critique as an
extensional critique and ask whether there are any preferred
values, to test whether the critique is apositive-extensional-
critique.

Information is passed between the PSM task theory and the
method analyzer in both directions as the user defines a cri-
tique. The method analyzer makes use of type expectations
from the task theory to help the user. It also passes refined
type information to the task theory, based on the new pro-
cedural information and on interdependency analysis. The
task analyzer uses this information as it classifies the new
task. This interplay between the expectations from different
sources significantly improves the guidance that can be given
the user as the new knowledge is defined.

6 Preliminary experiments
We performed a preliminary evaluation of the approach by
evaluating the performance of six subjects, who were not pro-
grammers, at adding and modifying critiques in the travel
planning domain. In training, users followed written instruc-
tions to modify three critiques and add one new critique using
Constable. In testing, users were asked to add and modify as
many critiques as possible from a list of six. Subjects took an
average of one hour to complete the training phase and thirty
minutes working on the test critiques.

The simplest training task was to change a constant repre-
senting the maximum value of the distance between the hotel
used and a meeting location. In the most complex task, the
maximum distance for the hotel was defined as twice the dis-
tance of the closest available hotel. The procedure is:

(multiply (obj (find (obj (spec-of minimum))
(of (compute (obj (spec-of distance))

(between (find (obj (set-of (spec-of hotel)))
(in (r-city (r-hotel ?t)))))

(and (r-meeting (r-trip ?t)))))))
(by 2))
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All subjects entered this definition correctly using the tool.
Even though they were following instructions, it is unlikely
that this success rate would have been achieved without using
Constable. The test tasks had the same range of complexity
as the training tasks.

Adding or modifying a critique may require a number of
steps to be completed. To measure the partial performance in
the test tasks we counted each correctly defined method as a
step, and also counted classifying the new critique correctly
in the ontology as a step. Table 1 shows the average number
of steps completed in each the first four test tasks. Every
subject was able to make modifications to constant maximum
values. Four of the six subjects were able to define a hotel cost
critique according to the definition “If the city of the hotel is
Pittsburgh, then the maximum hotel cost is $70, otherwise it
is $120”. Defining this kind of critique is beyond the scope of
tools that do not allow users to define procedural knowledge.

Task steps completed / Total steps
Modify constant maximum value 1/1
Max value is conditional on city 0.66 / 1
Complex new upper bound 1.4 / 3
Complex new upper bound II 1 / 3

Table 1: Average number of steps completed by subjects for
each of four test tasks.

In addition to the pre-defined critiques, subjects attempted
to add their own critiques to the plan evaluation tool. These
critiques were written down before subjects worked through
the training or test cases, so that they would not affect their
choices. No subject succeeded in completely adding these
critiques. Of the 26 critiques that subjects described, 17 could
in principle be added through Constable. The others could
be identified in the critique ontology but used relations and
concepts, such as “bed-and-breakfast”, that the tool did not
include.

One shortcoming of the current tool is that subjects were
not able to easily see all the concepts and relations available in
the domain. The editor shows only those that are related to the
current procedure definition. While this is helpful when users
are making local changes to a procedure, they also need a way
to see all available information. Also, the short time-scale
of the experiment limited the time that subjects could spend
thinking about the critiques. We hope to build a tool that the
subjects would use on a daily basis that includes Constable,
and investigate its impact.

After completing the experiment, several subjects whose
job includes travel planning volunteered more critiques that
would be useful in their work. It is interesting to compare
these with the critiques that were expressed before the ex-
periment: they all entail more complex procedural reason-
ing than the earlier critiques, but can be expressed in the cri-
tique ontology. Examples include “if the flight arrives late in
the evening, the hotel should be near the airport, otherwise it
should be near the meeting”, and “prefer a hotel that is close
to each of two meeting locations”.

7 Discussion
Adding procedural knowledge to intelligent systems is a chal-
lenging task, but one that is necessary for the system to be
useful to a wide range of users. We presented a novel ap-
proach in which expectations from background theories and
from interdependency analysis are integrated to guide the user
through the KA process. As well as providing assistance
across a larger subset of the KA task than previous systems,
the approach is able to combine information from the two
sources to provide help that is not otherwise possible. In gen-
eral, procedural knowledge should be added in concert with
factual knowledge such as new concepts, relations and in-
stances. Constable includes tools for adding factual knowl-
edge which were not described here for space reasons. Infor-
mation on more of the tools, but with less detail on the use of
expectations, can be found in[Blytheet al., 2001].

We are currently working on a number of applications of
Constable. One is a travel planning tool that retrieves flight,
hotel and other information from the web and uses constraints
on partial travel plans to help users assemble an itinerary. In-
tegrating Constable will help users specify individual prefer-
ences to assemble itineraries. We also intend to apply Con-
stable to acquire procedural knowledge for reasoning about
the biochemistry of DNA.
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Abstract

R-MAX is a simple model-based reinforcement
learning algorithm which can attain near-optimal
average reward in polynomial time. In R-MAX, the
agent always maintains a complete, but possibly in-
accurate model of its environment and acts based
on the optimal policy derived from this model. The
model is initialized in an optimistic fashion: all
actions in all states return the maximal possible
reward (hence the name). During execution, the
model is updated based on the agent’s observa-
tions. R-MAX improves upon several previous al-
gorithms: (1) It is simpler and more general than
Kearns and Singh’s E3 algorithm, covering zero-
sum stochastic games. (2) It has a built-in mech-
anism for resolving the exploration vs. exploita-
tion dilemma. (3) It formally justifies the “opti-
mism under uncertainty” bias used in many RL al-
gorithms. (4) It is much simpler and more general
than Brafman and Tennenholtz’s LSG algorithm for
learning in single controller stochastic games. (5)
It generalizes the algorithm by Monderer and Ten-
nenholtz for learning in repeated games. (6) It is
the only algorithm for near-optimal learning in re-
peated games known to be polynomial, providing a
much simpler and more efficient alternative to pre-
vious algorithms by Banos and by Megiddo.

1 Introduction
Reinforcement learning has attracted the attention of re-
searchers in AI and related fields for quite some time. Many
reinforcement learning algorithms exist and for some of them
convergence rates are known. However, Kearns and Singh’s
E3 algorithm [Kearns and Singh, 1998] was the first prov-
ably near-optimal polynomial time algorithm for learning in
Markov decision processes (MDPs). E3 was extended later to
handle single controller stochastic games (SCSGs) [Brafman
and Tennenholtz, 2000] as well as structured MDPs [Kearns
and Koller, 1999]. InE3 the agent learns by updating a model
of its environment using statistics it collects. This learning

�Permanent address: Faculty of Industrial Engineering and Man-
agement, Technion, Haifa 32000, Israel

process continues as long as it can be done relatively effi-
ciently. Once this is no longer the case, the agent uses its
learned model to compute an optimal policy and follows it.
The success of this approach rests on two important prop-
erties: the agent can determine online whether an efficient
learning policy exists, and if such a policy does not exist, it is
guaranteed that the optimal policy with respect to the learned
model will be approximately optimal with respect to the real
world.

The difficulty in generalizing E3 to adverserial contexts,
i.e., to different classes of games, stems from the adversary’s
ability to influence the probability of reaching different states.
In a game, the agent does not control its adversary’s choices,
nor can it predict them with any accuracy. Therefore, it has
difficulty predicting the outcome of its actions and whether
or not they will lead to new information. Consequently, it is
unlikely that an agent can explicitly choose between an ex-
ploration and an exploitation policy. For this reason, the only
extension of E3 to adverserial contexts used the restricted
SCSG model in which the adversary influences the reward
of a game only, and not its dynamics.

To overcome this problem, we suggest a different approach
in which the agent never attempts to learn explicitly. Our
agent always attempts to optimize its behavior, albeit with re-
spect to a fictitious model in which optimal behavior often
leads to learning. This model assumes that the reward the
agent obtains in any situation it is not too familiar with, is the
maximal possible reward – Rmax. The optimal policy with
respect to the agent’s fictitious model has a very interesting
and useful property with respect to the real model: either it
performs optimally, or it leads to efficient learning. The agent
does not know whether it is optimizing or learning efficiently,
but it always does one or the other. Thus, the agent will al-
ways either exploit or explore efficiently, without knowing
ahead of time which of the two will occur. Since there is only
a polynomial number of parameters to learn, as long as learn-
ing is done efficiently we can ensure that the agent spends
a polynomial number of steps exploring, and the rest of the
time will be spent exploiting. Thus, the resulting algorithm
may be said to use an implicit explore or exploit approach,
as opposed to Kearns and Singh’s explicit explore or exploit
approach.

This learning algorithm, which we call R-MAX, is very
simple to understand and to implement. The algorithm con-
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verges in polynomial-time to a near-optimal solution. More-
over, R-MAX is described in the context of zero-sum stochas-
tic game, a model that is more general than Markov Decision
Processes. As a consequence, R-MAX is more general and
more efficient than a number of previous results. It general-
izes the results of Kearns and Singh 1998 to adverserial con-
texts and to situations where the agent considers a stochas-
tic model of the environment inappropriate, opting for a non-
deterministic model instead. R-MAX can handle more classes
of stochastic games than the LSG algorithm [Brafman and
Tennenholtz, 2000]. In addition, it attains a higher expected
average reward than LSG. R-MAX also improves upon previ-
ous algorithms for learning in repeated games [Aumann and
Maschler, 1995], such as Megiddo’s [Megiddo, 1980] and
Banos [Banos, 1968]. It is the only polynomial time algo-
rithm for this class of games that we know of, and it is much
simpler, too. Finally, R-MAX generalizes the results of Mon-
derer and Tennenholtz [Monderer and Tennenholtz, 1997] to
handle the general probabilistic maximin (safety level) deci-
sion criterion.

The approach taken by R-MAX is not new. It has been
referred to as the optimism in the face of uncertainty heuris-
tic, and was considered an ad-hoc, though useful, approach
(e.g., see Section 2.2.1 in [Kaelbling et al., 1996], where it
appears under the heading “Ad-Hoc Techniques” and Sec-
tion 2.7 in [Sutton and Barto, 1998] where this approach is
called optimistic initial values and is referred to as a “sim-
ple trick that can be quite effective on stationary problems”).
This optimistic bias has been used in a number of well-known
reinforcement learning algorithms, e.g. Kaelbling’s interval
exploration method [Kaelbling, 1993], the exploration bonus
in Dyna [Sutton, 1990], the curiosity-driven exploration of
[Schmidhuber, 1991], and the exploration mechanism in pri-
oritized sweeping [Moore and Atkenson, 1993]. More re-
cently, Tadepalli and Ok [Tadepalli and Ok, 1998] presented
a reinforcement learning algorithm that works in the context
of the undiscounted average-reward model used in this pa-
per. One variant of their algorithm, called AH-learning, is
very similar to R-MAX. However, as we noted above, none of
this work provides theoretical justification for this very nat-
ural bias. Thus, an additional contribution of this paper is a
formal justification for the optimism under uncertainty bias.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we de-
fine the learning problem more precisely and the relevant
parameters. In Section 3 we describe the R-MAX algo-
rithm. In Section 4 we sketch the proof that it yields
near-optimal reward in polynomial time. We conclude
in Section 5. Because of length limitations, proofs are
not included. A full version of this work appears at
www.cs.bgu.ac.il/˜brafman/sg01.ps.

2 Preliminaries

We present R-MAX in the context of a model that is called a
stochastic game. This model is more general than a Markov
decision process because it does not necessarily assume that
the environment acts stochastically (although it can). In what
follows we define the basic model, describe the set of assump-
tions under which our algorithm operates, and define the pa-

rameters influencing its running time.

2.1 Stochastic Games
A game is a model of multi-agent interaction. In a game, we
have a set of players, each of whom chooses some action to
perform from a given set of actions. As a result of the play-
ers’ combined choices, some outcome is obtained which is
described numerically in the form of a payoff vector, i.e., a
vector of values, one for each of the players. We concen-
trate on two-player, fixed-sum games (i.e., games in which
the sum of values in the payoff vector is constant). We refer
to the player under our control as the agent, whereas the other
player will be called the adversary.

A common description of a game is as a matrix. This is
called a game in strategic form. The rows of the matrix cor-
respond to the agent’s actions and the columns correspond to
the adversary’s actions. The entry in row i and column j in
the game matrix contains the rewards obtained by the agent
and the adversary if the agent plays his ith action and the
adversary plays his jth action. We make the simplifying as-
sumption that the size of the action set of both the agent and
the adversary is identical. However, an extension to sets of
different sizes is trivial.

In a stochastic game (SG) the players play a (possibly in-
finite) sequence of standard games from some given set of
games. After playing each game, the players receive the ap-
propriate payoff, as dictated by that game’s matrix, and move
to a new game. The identity of this new game depends,
stochastically, on the previous game and on the players’ ac-
tions in that previous game. Formally:

Definition 1 A fixed-sum, two player, stochastic-game [SG]
M on states S = f1; : : : ; Ng, and actionsA = fa1; : : : ; akg,
consists of:

� Stage Games: each state s 2 S is associated with a
two-player, fixed-sum game in strategic form, where the
action set of each player is A. We use Ri to denote the
reward matrix associated with stage-game i.

� Probabilistic Transition Function: PM (s; t; a; a0) is
the probability of a transition from state s to state t given
that the first player (the agent) plays a and the second
player (the adversary) plays a0.

An SG is similar to an MDP. In both models, actions lead
to transitions between states of the world. The main differ-
ence is that in an MDP the transition depends on the action of
a single agent whereas in an SG the transition depends on a
joint-action of the agent and the adversary. In addition, in an
SG, the reward obtained by the agent for performing an ac-
tion depends on its action and the action of the adversary. To
model this, we associate a game with every state. Therefore,
we shall use the terms state and game interchangeably.

Stochastic games are useful not only in multi-agent con-
texts. They can be used instead of MDPs when we do
not wish to model the environment (or certain aspects of it)
stochastically. In that case, we can view the environment as
an agent that can choose among different alternatives, with-
out assuming that its choice is based on some probability dis-
tribution. This leads to behavior maximizing the worst-case
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scenario. In addition, the adversaries that the agent meets in
each of the stage-games could be different entities.

R-MAX is formulated as an algorithm for learning in
Stochastic Games. However, it is immediately applicable to
fixed-sum repeated games and to MDPs because both of these
models are degenerate forms of SGs. A repeated game is an
SG with a single state and an MDP is an SG in which the
adversary has a single action at each state.

For ease of exposition we normalize both players’ payoffs
in each stage game to be non-negative reals between 0 and
some constant Rmax. We also take the number of actions
to be constant. The set of possible histories of length t is
(S � A2)t � S, and the set of possible histories, H , is the
union of the sets of possible histories for all t � 0, where the
set of possible histories of length 0 is S.

Given an SG, a policy for the agent is a mapping fromH to
the set of possible probability distributions over A. Hence, a
policy determines the probability of choosing each particular
action for each possible history.

We define the value of a policy using the average expected
reward criterion as follows: Given an SG M and a natural
number T , we denote the expected T -step undiscounted av-
erage reward of a policy � when the adversary follows a pol-
icy �, and where both � and � are executed starting from a
state s 2 S, by UM (s; �; �; T ) (we omit subscripts denoting
the SG when this causes no confusion). Let UM (s; �; T ) =
min� is a policy UM (s; �; �; T ) denote the value that a pol-
icy � can guarantee in T steps starting from s. We define
UM (s; �) = lim infT!1 UM (s; �; T ). Finally, we define
UM (�) = mins2S UM (s; �).1

2.2 Assumptions, Complexity, and Optimality
In what follows, we make two central assumptions. First, we
assume that the agent always recognizes the identity of the
state (or stage-game) it reached (but not its associated payoffs
and transition probabilities) and that after playing a game,
it knows what actions were taken by its adversary and what
payoffs were obtained. Second, we assume that the maximal
possible reward Rmax is known ahead of time. This latter
assumption can be removed.2

Next, we wish to discuss the central parameter in the anal-
ysis of the complexity of R-MAX – the mixing time, first iden-
tified by Kearns and Singh 1998. Kearns and Singh argue that
it is unreasonable to refer to the efficiency of learning algo-
rithms without referring to the efficiency of convergence to a
desired value. They defined the �-return mixing time of a pol-
icy � to be the smallest value of T after which � guarantees
an expected payoff of at leastU(�)��. In our case, we have to
take into account the existence of an adversary. Therefore, we
adjust this definition slightly as follows: a policy � belongs
to the set �(�; T ) of policies whose �-return mixing time is
at most T , if for any starting state s and for any adversary
behavior �, we have that U(s; �; �; T ) > U(s; �)� �.

That is, no matter what the initial state is and what the ad-
versary does, on the average, we have to apply policy � no

1We discuss this choice below.
2We would need to run the algorithm repeatedly for increasing

values of Rmax. The resulting algorithm remains polynomial in the
relevant parameters.

more than T steps before our average accumulated reward is
sufficiently close to the value of � for the state s. Notice that
this means that an agent with perfect information about the
nature of the games and the transition function will require
at least T steps, on the average, to obtain an optimal value
using an optimal policy � whose �-return mixing time is T .
Clearly, one cannot expect an agent lacking this information
to perform better.

We denote by Opt(�(�; T )) the optimal expected undis-
counted average return from among the policies in �(�; T ).
When looking for an optimal policy (with respect to policies
that �-mix in time T , for a given � > 0), we will be interested
in approaching this value in time polynomial in T , in 1=�, in
1=Æ (where Æ is the failure probability), and in the size of the
description of the game.

The reader may have noticed that we defined UM (�) as
mins2S UM (s; �). This choice may appear to make the learn-
ing task too easy. For instance, one may ask why shouldn’t
we try to attain the maximal value over all possible states, or
at least the value of our initial state? We claim that the above
is the only reasonable choice, and that it leads to results that
are as strong as previous algorithms.

To understand this point, consider the following situation:
we start learning at some state s whose value is very high.
However, if we do not execute the action a in s, we reach
some state s0 that has a very low value. A learning algorithm
without any prior knowledge cannot be expected to immedi-
ately guess that a should be done in s. In fact, without such
prior knowledge, to conclude that a is appropriate it must
compare its outcome to that of the other actions in s. Thus,
one can expect an agent to learn a near-optimal policy only
if the agent can visit state s sufficiently many times to learn
about the consequences of different options in s. In a finite
SG, there will be some set of states that we can sample suf-
ficiently many times, and it is w.r.t. these states that we can
learn how to behave.

In fact, it probably makes sense to restrict our attention to
a subset of the states such that from each state in this set it is
not too hard to get to any other state. In the context of MDPs,
Kearns and Singh refer to this as the ergodicity assumption.
In the context of SGs, Hoffman and Karp 1966 refer to this as
the irreducibility assumption. An SG is said to be irreducible
if the Markov-chain obtained by fixing any two (pure) station-
ary strategies for each of the players is irreducible (i.e., each
state is reachable from each other state). In the special case
of an MDP, irreducibility is precisely the ergodicity property
used by Kearns and Singh in their analysis of E3.

Irreducible SGs have a number of nice properties, as shown
by [Hoffman and Karp, 1966]. First, the maximal long-term
average reward is independent of the starting state, implying
that mins2S UM (s; �) = maxs2S UM (s; �) for an optimal
policy �. Second, this optimal value can be obtained by a
stationary policy (i.e., one that depends on the current stage-
game only). We believe that our results are primarily interest-
ing in this class of games.
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3 The R-MAX algorithm
Recall that we consider a stochastic game M consisting of a
set S = fG1; : : : ; GNg of stage-games in each of which both
the agent and the adversary have a set A = fa1; : : : ; akg of
possible actions. We associate a reward matrix Ri with each
game, and we use Ri

m;l
to denote a pair consisting of the

reward obtained by the agent and the adversary after play-
ing actions am and al in game Gi, respectively. In addi-
tion, we have a probabilistic transition function, PM , such
that PM (s; t; a; a0) is the probability of making a transition
from Gs to Gt given that the agent played a and the adver-
sary played a0. It is convenient to think of PM (i; �; a; a0) as
a function associated with the entry (a; a0) in the stage-game
Gi. This way, all model parameters, both rewards and tran-
sitions, are associated with joint actions of a particular game.
Let � > 0. For ease of exposition, we assume throughout
most of the analysis that the �-return mixing time of the opti-
mal policy, T , is known. Later, we show how this assumption
can be relaxed.

The R-MAX algorithm is defined as follows:

Initialize: Construct the following model M 0 consisting of
N + 1 stage-games, fG0; G1; : : : ; GNg, and k actions,
fa1; : : : ; akg. Here, G1; : : : ; GN correspond to the real
games, fa1; : : : ; akg correspond to the real actions, and
G0 is an additional fictitious game. Initialize all game
matrices to have (Rmax; 0) in all entries.3 Initialize
PM (Gi; G0; a; a

0) = 1 for all i = 0; : : : ; N and for all
actions a; a0.
In addition, maintain the following information for each
entry in each game G1; : : : ; GN : (1) a boolean value
known/unknown, initialized to unknown; (2) the states
reached by playing the joint action corresponding to this
entry (and how many times); (3) the reward obtained (by
both players) when playing the joint action correspond-
ing to this entry. Items 2 and 3 are initially empty.

Repeat:

Compute and Act: Compute an optimal T -step policy
for the current state, and execute it for T -steps or
until a new entry becomes known.

Observe and update: Following each joint action do as
follows: Let a be the action you performed in Gi

and let a0 be the adversary’s action.

� If a; a0 are performed for the first time in Gi, up-
date the reward associated with (a; a0) in Gi, as
observed.

� Update the set of states reached by playing
(a; a0) in Gi.

� If at this point your record of states reached from
this entry contains
K1 = max((d 2NTRmax

�
)3e; d�8ln3( Æ

6Nk2
)e) +

1 elements, mark this entry as known, and update
the transition probabilities for this entry accord-
ing to the observed frequencies.

3The value 0 given to the adversary does not play an important
role here.

As can be seen, R-MAX is quite simple. It starts with
an initial estimate for the model parameters that assumes all
states and all joint actions yield maximal reward and lead with
probability 1 to the fictitious stage-game G0. Based on the
current model, the optimal policy is computed and followed.
Following each joint action the agent arrives at a new stage-
game, and this transition is recorded in the appropriate place.
Once we have enough information about where some joint
action leads to from some stage-game, we update the entries
associated with this stage-game and this joint action in our
model. After each model update, we recompute the policy
and repeat the above steps.

4 Optimality and Convergence
In this section we provide the tools that ultimately lead to the
proof of the following theorem:

Theorem 1 Let M be an SG with N states and k actions.
Let 0 < Æ < 1, and � > 0 be constants. Denote the policies
for M whose �-return mixing time is T by �M (�; T ), and de-
note the optimal expected return achievable by such policies
by Opt(�M (�; T )). Then, with probability of no less than
1� Æ the R-MAX algorithm will attain an expected return of
OptM (�(�; T ))� 2� within a number of steps polynomial in
N; k; T; 1

�
, and 1

Æ
.

In the main lemma required for proving this theorem we
show the following: if the agent follows a policy that is op-
timal with respect to the model it maintains for T steps, it
will either attain near-optimal average reward, as desired, or
it will update its statistics for one of the unknown slots with
sufficiently high probability. This is the implicit explore or
exploit property of R-MAX: The agent does not know ahead
of time whether it is exploring or exploiting – this depends in
a large part on the adversary’s behavior which it cannot con-
trol or predict. However, it knows that it does one or the other,
no matter what the adversary does. Using this result we can
proceed as follows: As we show, the number of samples re-
quired to mark a slot as known is polynomial in the problem
parameters, and so is the total number of entries. Therefore,
the number of T -step iterations in which non-optimal reward
is obtained is bounded by some polynomial function of the
input parameters, say T 0. This implies that by performing
T -step iterations D = T 0Rmax=� times, we get that the loss
obtained by non-optimal execution (where exploration is per-
formed) is bounded by �, for any 0 < � < 1.

Before stating our main lemma we extend Kearns and
Singh’s Simulation Lemma [Kearns and Singh, 1998] to the
context of SGs with a slightly improved bound as well.

Definition 2 Let M and �M be SGs over the same state and
action spaces. We say that �M is an �-approximation of M if
for every state s we have:

1. If PM (s; t; a; a0) and P �M
(s; t; a; a0) are the probabili-

ties of transition from state s to state t given that the
joint action carried out by the agent and the adversary is
(a; a0), in M and �M respectively, then, PM (s; t; a; a0)�
� � P �M

(s; t; a; a0) � PM (s; t; a; a0) + �

2. For every state s, the same stage-game is associated with
s in �M and in M .
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Lemma 1 Let M and �M be SGs over N states, where �M
is an �

NTRmax
-approximation of M , then for every state s,

agent policy �, and adversary policy �, we have that

jU �M
(s; �; �; T )� UM (s; �; �; T )j � �:

Next, we define the notion of an induced SG. The defini-
tion is similar to the definition of an induced MDP given in
[Kearns and Singh, 1998] except for the use of R-MAX. The
induced SG is the model used by the agent to determine its
policy.

Definition 3 Let M be an SG. Let L be the set of entries
(Gi; a; a

0) marked unknown. That is, if (Gi; a; a
0) 2 L then

the entry corresponding to the joint action (a; a0) in the stage-
game Gi is marked as unknown. Define ML to be the follow-
ing SG: ML is identical to M , except that ML contains an
additional state G0. Transitions and rewards associated with
all entries in ML which are not in L are identical to those
in M . For any entry in L or in G0, the transitions are with
probability 1 toG0, and the reward isRmax for the agent and
0 for the adversary.4

Given an SG M with a set L of unknown states, and some
state s, let ��

ML;s
denote the optimal T -step policy for the

induced SG ML starting at s. When ML and s are clear from
the context, we refer to ��

ML;s
as the R-max policy (because

this would be the policy executed by the R-MAX algorithm at
this point).

We now state the implicit explore or exploit lemma:

Lemma 2 Let M be an SG, let L and ML be as above. Let �
be an arbitrary policy for the adversary, let s be some state,
and let 0 < � < 1. Then either (1) jOpt(�M (�; T )) �
V s

R�max
j < �, where V s

R�max
is the expected T -step aver-

age reward of ��
ML;s

inM starting from s; or (2) An unknown
entry will be played in the course of running ��

ML;s
on M for

T steps starting at s with a probability of at least �

Rmax
.

In practice, we cannot determine �, the adversary’s policy,
ahead of time. Thus, we do not know whether R-MAX will at-
tain near-optimal reward or whether it will reach an unknown
entry with sufficient probability. The crucial point is that it
will do one or the other, no matter what the adversary does.

We can now outline the proof of Theorem 1. First, we
wish to show that the expected average reward is as stated.
We must consider three models: M , the real model, M 0

L
the

actual model used, and M 0, where M 0 is an �=2NTRmax-
approximation of M such that the SG induced by M 0 and L
is M 0

L
. At each T -step iteration of our algorithm we can ap-

ply the Implicit Explore or Exploit Lemma to M 0 and M 0

L

for the set L applicable at that stage with � = �=2. Hence, at
each step either the current R-max policy leads to an average
reward that is �=2 close to optimal with respect to the adver-
sary’s behavior and the model M 0 or it leads to an efficient
learning policy with respect to the same model. However, be-
causeM 0 is an �=2NTRmax-approximation ofM , then if the
R-max policy is �=2-close to optimal w.r.t. M 0, it must be �-
close to optimal w.r.t.M . We know that the number of T -step

4Any alternative definition of ML assigning to arbitrary entries
in L the same reward as that associated with their counterparts inM
is suitable as well.

phases in which we are exploring can be bounded polynomi-
ally. This follows from the fact that we have a polynomial
number of parameters to learn (in N and k) and that the prob-
ability that we obtain a new, useful statistic is polynomial in
�; T and N . Thus, if we choose a large enough (but still poly-
nomial) number of T -step phases, we shall guarantee that our
average reward is as close to optimal as we wish.

The above analysis was done assuming we actually obtain
the expected value of each random variable. This cannot be
guaranteed with probability 1. Yet, we can ensure that the
probability that the algorithm fails to attain the expected value
of certain parameters be small enough by sampling it a larger
(though still polynomial) number of times. This is based on
the well-known Chernoff bound. Using this technique one
can show that when the variance of some random variable is
bounded, we can ensure that we are sufficiently close to its
average with probability 1 � Æ by using a sufficiently large
sample that is polynomial in 1=Æ.

To remove the assumption that the �-return mixing time is
known, we proceed as in [Kearns and Singh, 1998]. From the
proof of the algorithm we deduce some polynomial P in the
problem parameters such that if T is the mixing-time, then
after P (T ) steps we are guaranteed, with probability 1 � Æ,
the desired return. We repeatedly execute the algorithm for all
values of T = 1; 2; 3; : : :, each time performing P (T ) steps.
Suppose that T0 is the mixing time, then after

P
T0

i=1
P (i) =

O(P (T0)
2) steps, we will obtain the desired return.

Notice that the R-MAX algorithm does not have a final halt-
ing time and will be applied continuously as long as the agent
is functioning in its environment. The only caveat is that at
some point our current mixing time candidate T will be ex-
ponential in the actual mixing time T0, at which point each
step of the algorithm will require an exponential calculation.
However, this will occur only after an exponential number of
steps. This is true for the E3 algorithm too.

Another point worth noting is that the agent may never
know the values of some of the slots in the game because
of the adversary’s choices. Consequently, if � is the optimal
policy given full information about the game, the agent may
actually converge to a policy �0 that differs from �, but which
yields the best return given the adversary’s actual behavior.
This return will be no smaller than the return guaranteed by
�. The mixing time of �0 will, in general, differ from the
mixing time of �. However, we are guaranteed that if T0 is
the �-return mixing time of �, and v is its value, after time
polynomial in T0, the agent’s actual return will be at least v
(subject to the deviations afforded by the theorem).

5 Conclusion
We described R-MAX, a simple reinforcement learning algo-
rithm with guaranteed polynomial-time convergence to near-
optimal average reward in zero-sum stochastic games.

R-MAX is an optimistic model-based algorithm that for-
mally justifies the optimism in the face of uncertainty bias. Its
analysis is similar, in many respects, to Kearns and Singh’s
E3 algorithm. However, unlike the E3, the agent does not
need to explicitly contemplate whether to explore or to ex-
ploit. In fact, the agent may never learn an optimal policy for
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the game,5 or it may play an optimal policy without knowing
that it is optimal. The “clever” aspect of the agent’s policy
is that it “offers” a catch to the adversary: if the adversary
plays well, and leads the agent to low payoffs, then the agent
will, with sufficient probability, learn something that will al-
low it to improve its policy. Eventually, without too many
“unpleasant” learning phases, the agent will have obtained
enough information to generate an optimal policy.

R-MAX can be applied to MDPs, repeated games, and SGs
provided that the latter satisfy the condition that the value of
a state game can be computed efficiently. In particular, all
single-controller stochastic game instances covered in [Braf-
man and Tennenholtz, 2000] fall into this category. However,
R-MAX is much simpler conceptually and easier to imple-
ment than the LSG algorithm described there. Moreover, it
also attains higher payoff: In LSG the agent must pay an addi-
tional multiplicative factor � that does not appear in R-MAX.

Two other SG learning algorithms appeared in the liter-
ature. Littman [Littman, 1994] describes a variant of Q-
learning, called minimax Q-learning, designed for 2-person
zero-sum stochastic games. That paper presents experimen-
tal results, asymptotic convergence results are presented in
[Littman and Szepesvri, 1996]. Hu and Wellman [Hu and
Wellman, 1998] consider a more general framework of multi-
agent general-sum games. This framework is more general
than the framework treated in this paper which dealt with
fixed-sum, two-player games. Hu and Wellman based their
algorithm on Q-learning as well. They prove that their algo-
rithm converges to the optimal value (defined, in their case,
via the notion of Nash equilibrium). However, convergence is
in the limit, i.e., provided that every state and every joint ac-
tion has been visited infinitely often. Note that an adversary
can prevent a learning agent from learning certain aspects of
the game indefinitely and that the polynomial time conver-
gence of R-MAX to optimal payoff is guaranteed even if cer-
tain states and joint actions have never been encountered.

The class of repeated games is another sub-class of
stochastic games that satisfies the conditions of R-MAX. In
repeated games, T = 1, there are no transition probabilities to
learn, and we need not use a fictitious stage-game. Therefore,
a much simpler version of R-MAX can be used. The resulting
algorithm is much simpler and much more efficient than pre-
vious algorithms by Megiddo [Megiddo, 1980] and by Banos
[Banos, 1968]. Moreover, for these algorithms, only conver-
gence in the limit is proven.
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From Q(
�
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Abstract
Q(� ) is a reinforcementlearning algorithm that
combinesQ-learningand TD( � ). Online imple-
mentationsof Q(� ) that useeligibility traceshave
beenshown to speedbasicQ-learning. In this pa-
perwe presentanasymptoticanalysisof Watkins’
Q(� ) with accumulative eligibilit y traces.We first
introduceanasymptoticapproximationof Q(� ) that
appearsto be a gain matrix variant of basic Q-
learning. Using the ODE method,we then deter-
mine an optimal gain matrix for Q-learningthat
maximizesits rateof convergencetoward the op-
timal value function ��� . The similarity between
this optimal gain andthe asymptoticgain of Q(� )
explainstherelativeefficiency of thelatterfor ����
. Furthermore,by minimizing the differencebe-

tweenthesetwo gains,optimalvaluesfor the � pa-
rameterandthedecreasinglearningratescanbede-
termined.This optimal � stronglydependson the
exploration policy during learning. A robust ap-
proximationof theselearningparametersleadsto
the definition of a new efficient algorithm called
AQ-learning(AverageQ-learning), that shows a
closeresemblanceto Schwartz’R-learning. Our
resultshave beendemonstratedthroughnumerical
simulations.

1 Intr oduction
TD( � ) andQ-learningareundoubtedlytwo of the mostim-
portantmethodsthat have beenproposedin Reinforcement
Learning.Q-learningis asimpledirectalgorithmfor learning
optimalpolicies,andtheTD( � ) rule is usedin many existing
reinforcementlearningandstochasticdynamicprogramming
algorithmsfor efficiently evaluatingagivenpolicy.

TheQ-learningalgorithmbasicallyimplementstheTD(0)
updaterule. In orderto improve theconvergencerateof Q-
learning,it hasbeenproposedto integratetheTD( � ), �	� � ,
with the Q-learningupdaterule. That resultedin the fam-
ily of Q(� ) algorithms[Watkins,1989;PengandWilliams,
1994]. It is commonlybelieved thatQ(� ), �
� � , improves
theQ-learningbehaviour, but no definitetheoreticalanalysis
of Q(� ) hascomein supportof this conjecture:thereis no
proof of convergencefor Q(� ), andas for TD( � ), the issue

of therationalchoiceof � remains[SinghandDayan,1998;
KearnsandSingh,2000].

The use of Q(� ) is hamperedby anotherimportantdif-
ficulty. Eligibility traceimplementationsof Q(� ) basedon
look-up tablesrequire many updatesof Q-value and trace
componentsafter eachtransition. The time complexity of
this approachmay be very high for large stateand action
spaces.In spiteof several recentattempts[Cichosz,1995;
Wiering andSchmidhuber, 1997], the multi-componentup-
dateruleof Q(� ) remainsproblematic.

In this paperwe proposea new algorithmthat eliminate
theabove-mentionedshortcomingof Q(� ). Ourapproachre-
lies on anasymptoticapproximationof Watkins’ Q(� ) (sec-
tion 2 and 3), that appearsto be a gain matrix variant of
basicQ-learning. Thenan optimal convergencerateanaly-
sis of Q-learningbasedon the ODE methodleadsus to de-
terminean optimal gain matrix for Q-learning(section4).
Thesimilar structureof thesetwo gainsexplainstherelative
efficiency of Q(� ). Furthermore,by minimizing the differ-
encebetweenthesetwo gains,weareableto determinenear-
optimal � andlearningratesthatallow enefficient implemen-
tationof a new reinforcementlearningalgorithmcalledAQ-
learning(averageQ-learning),which shows a closeresem-
blanceto Schwartz’R-learning[Schwartz,1993] (section5).
We presentin section6 someexperimentalresultsthatcon-
firm the soundnessof the asymptoticanalysisandthe near-
optimalbehaviour of AQ-learning.

2 The Watkins’ Q( � ) algorithm

Like the TD( � ) and Q-learningreinforcementlearningal-
gorithms,Q(� ) can be describedwithin the framework of
Markov DecisionProcesses(MDP) [Puterman,1994]. As-
sumeastationaryinfinite-horizonMDP modelthatis defined
by a statespace� of size �� andanactionspace� of size�� , by aMarkoviandynamicson � characterizedby thetran-
sitionprobabilities��������� �����! of moving from � to �"� afterap-
plying theaction � , andby theinstantaneousrewardfunctions# �$�%�&�������' )(+* , associatedto eachtransition ���������&�"�- .

A policy is a function .0/1�023� that assignsan action��45.1���6 to any possiblestate� . Givenaninitial state�87 , fol-
lowing a policy . definesa randomtrajectory ��� 7 ��� 7 � # 7  92�$�;:;���<:8� # :� =2?>6>8> with ��@=4A.1�$�"@B , # @C4 # �$�"@"�&.1����@D "�&�"@-E�:� ,
accordingto theprobabilities������@FE�:G� ��@B�&�%@D .
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The optimization problem associatedto a discounted
MarkoH v Decision Problem is to find a policy .��
that maximizes for any initial state �67 the expected
sum of the discounted rewards along a trajectoryIKJ �$� 7  �4MLON PRQ@FS 7UT @ # ����@&��.1�$�"@D "�&�"@-E�:" $V , where

�XW TZY\[
is thediscountfactor.

Thevaluefunction
IKJ

of a policy . canbedirectly learnt
from observed trajectoriesby using the TD( � ) algorithm,
without maintaininganestimationof thetransitionprobabil-
ities �]�$�"�B� �%�&.1���6 B [Sutton,1988]. It is alsopossibleto learn
directly an estimationof the optimal value function of the
problemwith theQ-learningalgorithm[Watkins,1989]. Q-
learningregularly updatesan estimation�_^ of the optimal
Q-valuefunctiondenotedby ��� :` �%�&� � � �����&�G a4cbdBeFf � ����� � � ���&�G Cg # �$�%�&����� �  �h T I J�i ��� �  Djk�
which is characterizedby theoptimalityequations:̀ �%�&�� � �������! l4mbdBenf � ����� � � �����! po # �$�%�&����� �  �h Trqts;uv"enf � � � ��� � ��� �  Dwx>
An optimal policy canthenbe directly derived from ��� by.������6 94 szyB{�qts;u v|f � �}�%�$�%�&�! , ` � .

The principle of Q(� ) is to combineQ-learningand the
temporaldifferenceerror usedin the TD( � ) method,in or-
der to acceleratethe convergenceof Q-learning. For the
discountedvalue function, the potentially infinite length
of the trajectoriesleadsus to considerthe Q(� ) methods
basedon eligibility traces. After each observed transi-
tion ����^]����^��&�"^!E�:8� # ^~ , thesealgorithmsupdatetheestimated
valuefunction � ^ by` �%�&� � ^!E�: �$�%�&�! a��� ^ �$�%�&�! �h�� ^ �����&�G �� ^ �������! B� ^ (1)

where � ^ 4 # ^ h Tpq	s;u v"enf ��� ^ ��� ^GE�: �&�%�n 1��� ^ �$� ^ ��� ^  is
the currenttemporaldifference,� ^ �������! is the stepsizeand��^]�������! is theeligibilit y trace.

Usually, stepsizesdecayregularly toward 0, or are very
small constants. The dynamicsof the eligibility trace is
more complex. Like in TD( � ), the value ��^]�������! is in-
creasedfor the pair �$�"^1�&�%^! , and decaysexponentiallyac-
cording to the parameter�m(�N � � [ V for all pairs �������! 5�4��� ^ �&� ^  . Following this generalprinciple,severaleligibility
tracedynamicsfor Q(� ) have beenproposed[Watkins,1989;
PengandWilliams, 1994;SinghandSutton,1996]. Thesim-
plestone,dueto Watkins[Watkins,1989], is directlyderived
from theaccumulative eligibilit y traceof TD( � ), andhasthe
supplementaryeffect of resettingto 0 the whole tracevec-
tor whenthecurrentaction ��^ is not a greedyaction, that is��^x�4��G�^��4 szyB{%q	s;u v �_^]�$�"^����! . Thecompletedefinitionof
this traceis givenby:� ^ �$� ^ ��� ^  ?� � T ���"^<�]:;����^]�&�%^~ �h [ if ��^�4��!�^[ if ��^��4��!�^� ^ �$�%�&�! � � T ���"^<�]:;�������! if ��^�4��!�^�

if ��^��4��!�^
(2)

` �$�%�&�! ��4��$�"^]�&��^~ , for R� � , with TZY�[ , ��(�N � � [ V , and` �$�%�&�! ]�z�]:;�������! l4 � .
Q(� ) with accumulative eligibilit y trace is a direct gen-

eralizationof Q-learning; Q(0) exactly correspondsto Q-
learning,where ��^��$�"^�����^~ is the only componentupdated
after eachtransition. Unlike the convergenceof Q-learning
thathasbeenproved[BertsekasandTsitsiklis,1996;Borkar
andMeyn, 2000], theconvergenceof Q(� ) andits overcom-
ingof Q-learninghaveonlybeenshownexperimentally[Peng
and Williams, 1994; Wiering and Schmidhuber, 1997]. In
practice,themaindrawbackof Q(� ) is relative to theupdate
costsof �_^ and ��^ thatareproportionalto thesize ��� � of�Z�	� for ��� � . For largestate-actionspaceproblems,the
computationtime of Q(� ), �	� � , canbeveryhigh.

3 Asymptotic approximation of Q( � )
In this sectionwe intendto defineanasymptoticapproxima-
tion of Watkins’Q(� ) when 	2�� . Thefollowing assump-
tionsaremade.At eachiterationtheaction �%^ is chosenwith
a semi-uniformexplorationpolicy: a greedyaction �!�^ is se-
lectedwith a probability

� Y���Y [ , or any otheractionin �
is chosenrandomly. Asymptotically, when ��^ hasconverged
toward ��� , this processdefinesa Markov chain �$�"^]�&��^~ on�Z�X� . We assumethat this Markov chainis regular (recur-
rent,aperiodic,irreducible)andthereforehasauniqueinvari-
antdistribution ¡+� � .
3.1 Asymptotic accumulatingtrace
Let us considera trajectory ���67%�&�!7;� # 7" �2 �$� : �&� : � # :  +2¢6¢8¢ �$�"^]�&��^�� # ^~ obtainedby Q(� ), suchthat �_^ convergesto-
ward ��� . Generalizingour work developedfor TD( � ) [Gar-
ciaandSerre,2000], theaverageasymptoticbehaviour of the
accumulative trace ��^]�����&�G on this trajectorycanbe calcu-
lated:

Proposition1` �_(+�1�£�O(t� ¤n¥ q^G¦ Q L�N§�"^]�$�%�&�! $V�4 ¡l�������! [ � T � � >
For � 2 [ theformulais similar to theonedevelopedfor

TD( � ). For � 2 �
, the traceis regularly set to 0 or 1, and

its averagevalueis equalto the invariantdistribution ¡ . In
thegeneralcase,wecanseethattheroleof thetrace� ^ �$�%�&�! 
in the updaterule (1) is to increasecredit of state-action
pairsthatoccurmorefrequently, particularlywhenthefactor[ � T � � is small.

Proposition 1 gives the average asymptotic value of��^��������! when 02¨� . From the updaterule (2), we can
deriveanapproximationof theasymptoticexpectationof the
traceat time  conditionedon the currentstate-actionpair�$�"^]�&��^~ :©�"^��������! 14ª«¬ «Z® ¡l�����&�G �h [ if �$�%�&�! l4�����^]����^~ "�~��^¯4�.��!�$�"^� ® ¡l�����&�G if �$�%�&�! _�4���� ^ ��� ^  "�~� ^ 4�.��!�$� ^  [ if �$�%�&�! l4�����^]����^~ "�~��^��4�.��!�$�"^� �

if �$�%�&�! _�4�����^]����^~ "�~��^��4�.��!�$�"^� ` ���&� , with ® 4 °z±:&� °%±;² .
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3.2 Asymptotic Q( ³ )
We considerthe asymptoticapproximationAQ(� ) of Q(� )
obtainedby substitutingin theQ(� ) updaterule (1) thetrace
factor �"^��������! by its approximation

©��^]�������! .
Let us denoteby � ^ the  � ����� � �� diagonalmatrix

with diagonalentries� ^ �$�%�&�! , andby ´Uµ the  � ��x�+ � ��
eligibility matrix

´ µ 45*=h ®
¶· ^G¸ ^!¸�¹º^G»��]:B¼� �¡ >8>6>M¡� � � ½¾

where the state-actionpairs of ���M� are ordered as
follows:���z:"��.������z:¿ � "�6>8>6>&�8�$�"^!¸��&.��;����^G¸� B , >6>8>&�6����@��&�6À~� �6ÀÁ�4.������ @  B "�6>6>8> (thecolumnheadingsindicatethe block dimen-
sions).

Let Â ^ (+* , ^G¸;^!» bethetemporaldifferencevector:Â}Ã^ 4 � � �6>8>6>&� � ��Â ^~¹ d¿Ä"Å v6Ä ¼ 45� ^ � � �6>8>6>B� �  
In vectornotation,theasymptoticapproximationAQ(� ) of

Q(� ) is definedby� ^GE�: �Æ� ^ h
� ^ ´ µ Â ^ > (3)

4 Optimal gain matrix for Q-learning
Onecanseethat (3) is a gainmatrix variantof the basicQ-
learningalgorithm:�_^!E�:p���_^�h [ Â�^�>

Using a gain matrix in order to guide and ac-
celerate the convergence of a stochastic adaptive
algorithm is a well-known approach in stochas-
tic approximation theory [Benveniste et al., 1990;
Kushner and Yin, 1997]. In this section, we calculate
the optimal gain matrix for Q-learningthat maximizesits
rateof convergence.

Theordinarydifferentialequation(ODE)methodprovides
someanalytictoolsfor analysingtheconvergenceof thegen-
eralstochasticalgorithmÇ ^!E�: � Ç ^ h [pÈ � Ç ^ �BÉ ^  
where

Ç ^ is the currentestimationof the target

Ç � , and Ék^
is theobserved input randomvectorat time  . Classicrein-
forcementlearningalgorithmslike Q-learningor TD( � ) have
alreadybeenanalysedwith theODE method[Bertsekasand
Tsitsiklis, 1996;Borkar andMeyn, 2000], in orderto prove
theirconvergence.

Anotherpotentialapplicationof theODEmethodconcerns
the optimizationof the rateof convergenceof stochastical-
gorithms. One can show that undersomegeneralstability
conditions[Benvenisteetal., 1990] thenew algorithmÇ ^!E�:p� Ç ^Êh [ ´ � È � Ç ^��BÉk^£ 

wheré � is thegainmatrixdefinedby´ � 45�=Ë£Ì�� Ç �  �]: �
and Ë Ì is theJacobianmatrixof thefunctionË�� Ç  )4Í¤n¥ q^G¦ Q L Ì N È �

Ç ��É ^  ÎV
still convergestoward

Ç � , with aminimalasymptoticvariance¤n¥ q ^G¦ Q �LON'Ï Ç ^ � Ç �kÏ8Ð�V .
Thisapproach,thathasalreadybeenappliedto Q-learning

in finite horizon[GarciaandNdiaye,1998] andTD( � ) [Gar-
cia andSerre,2000], is developedherefor Q-learning. We
have

Ç ^x4c��^x(�* , ^!¸6^G» ,

Ç �¯4\�}� , ÉÊ^x4Ñ����^]�&��^��&��^GE�:" 
and È � Ç ^]��Ék^£ _4cÂ}^ . TheJacobianmatrix andits inverse
canbecalculated:Ë�Òp��� �  l4 o ^G¸ ^G¸!¹Ó^G»���:�¼Ô �%� T£Õ �Ö��*% �Ô T Õ � Ô w �

´ � 4 o ^ ¸ ^ ¸ ¹º^ » �]:B¼��*_� T£Õ �; �]: Ô � �]: �T Õ ��*�� T£Õ �; �]: Ô � �]: Ô ��: w �
where

Ô � is the  � �= � diagonalmatrixwith diagonalcoef-
ficients¡l�$�%�&.��!���6 B , Ô is the ��]�$ � � [  ��K��1�$ � � [  diag-
onalmatrixwith diagonalcoefficients ¡l�$�%�&�! for �X�40.��%�$�8 ,Õ � is the  � �� � transitionmatrixof theMarkov chainon �
definedby .�� , and Õ the ����� � � [  ��_�� rectangularmatrix
of coefficients Õ ¹ d&Å v ¼ Å d�e 4
�]�����B� �%�&�! for �+�4�.��!�$�8 .

By developingthisexpression,weshow
Proposition2
Theoptimalgainmatrix for Q-learningis´ � 4 Ô ��: h TM× ^ ¸ ^ ¸ ¹º^ » �]:B¼Õ �° Ô � ��: � Ø � (4)
where Ô 4 o Ô � �� Ô w
is thediagonalmatrixwith diagonalcoefficients ¡l�����&�G , andÕ �° is the ����� � � [  1���� rectangularmatrixof coefficientsÕ �° ¹ d&Å v ¼ Å d e 4 Qb^GS 7 T ^ � �^ ��� � �;�����! "�
where ���^ �����l�;�%�&�! is theprobabilityof movingfrom � to ��� by
applyingthefirst action � andthenby following theoptimal
policy .�� on thenext  transitions.

This optimalgain ´]� leadsto an“ideal” algorithm,called
Optimal-Q-learning:� ^!E�: ��� ^ h [ ´ � Â ^ > (5)

This algorithmtheoreticallymaximizestherateof conver-
genceof Q-learning,by minimizing its asymptoticvariance¤n¥ q ^G¦ Q �LON'Ï�� ^ �����ZÏ6Ð&V . One can seethat the struc-
tureof ´]� impliesthatwhena greedyactionis chosenin ��^ ,
all the �_^��������! componentshave to be updated,andwhen
anexploratoryactionhasbeenselected,only � ^ �$� ^ �&� ^  is
modified. Note that ´�� is independentof the reward func-
tions # �$ , anddependson the parameter� thatcharacterizes
theexplorationpolicy, throughthe ¡ invariantdistribution.
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5 AverageQ-learning
Optimal-Q-learningcannotbe directly implementedsinceit
would requirethe costly online estimationof the Õ �° coeffi-
cients. However, asshown next, it is possibleto determine
some � and � ^ parametersthat minimize the distancebe-
tweenthe gain matrix of AQ(� ) and ´]� , and that allow an
efficient implementationof the correspondingAQ(� ) algo-
rithm.

5.1 Optimization of AQ( ³ )
To beconsistentwith thedefinitionof ´�� thatassumesastep-
sizeequalto :^ , weconsiderthecase�=^�4 :^ � , where

��4 o ^ ¸ ^ ¸ ¹º^ » �]:B¼�K� �� � w
is the  � ��0�� � �� diagonalmatrix with constantcoeffi-
cients�)�������! . Weproposetooptimizethechoiceof the � and� parametersby minimizingthequadraticnorm Ï)�_´�µ~��´]�}Ï
of thedifferencebetweenthegainof AQ(� ) andtheoptimal
gainof Q-learning.

Wehave �K´ µ 4 o �_�%�$*=h ® Ô �zÙK�6 �® � Ô Ù � w �
wherethe  � �p � matrix ÙK� andthe  � ����_� [  !�p � matrixÙ have coefficientsequalto 1.

Making equalthe lower right blocks leadsto the choice��4 Ô �]:
. A numericalanalysisof the upperleft blocks,

similar to theonedevelopedin [GarciaandSerre,2000] for
TD( � ), resultsin the choice �K�Z4 Ô � �]: , and thus �Ú4Ô �]: . Then

�K´ µ 4 Ô �]: h ®
¶· ^!¸ ^G¸Û¹º^G»��]:B¼� �[ >8>6> [� � � ½¾ >

This equality exhibits somesimilarity with equation(4).
As we cannote,thestructuresof thetwo gainsareidentical,
whichmightexplain theefficiency of Q(� ) for �	� � .

MinimizingÜ � ®  Ý4 bd&Å v6Å d e o ® � T Õ �° ¹ d&Å v ¼ Å dBe¡l�$� � �&. � �$� �  B w Ð
yields ®ßÞáà6â 4 T [ � Ð �� bd&Å v6Å d e Õ �° ¹ d¿Å v ¼ Å d e¡l��� � ��. � ��� �  B >
Like for ´�� , this ® Þáà6â valuecannotbe exactly implemented
in practicein AQ(� ). However, ® Þáà8â�ã :² °:&� ° for uniform
MDPswhereall the transitionprobabilitiesarenearlyequal
to :^!¸ (then Õ �° �����9�!�%�&�! ã :^!¸ ::�� ° , ¡l�����B�&.��;������ B ã ²^G¸ and

so ®1Þ-à6â ã :² °:&� ° ). It appearsexperimentallythat for large
randomMDP, this approximationis still valid.

Thevalue ® Þáà8â=ã :² °:&� ° leadsto � Þáà8â 4 :°åäGæ$çBè:BE ² ä!æ$çBè ã :² .This value greater than 1 could be surprising. In fact
convergence of eligibility trace methods requires thatT � Y [ [BertsekasandTsitsiklis,1996], andso ��4 :² could
be implementedin Q(� ) assuming� � T . In case� W T ,:² is no morean admissiblevaluefor � , andthe distanceis
minimizedfor �¯4 :° on theboundary.

We are thus able to definea new optimizedupdaterule
from theasymptoticapproximation(3) where® 4 :² °:�� ° and` 1�&����� , ��^��������! 14 :^ :é ¹ d&Å v ¼ :� ^!E�: ��� ^ h [ ´�Â ^ � (6)

where ´	4 Ô �]: h [� T[ � T ¶· ^ ¸ ^ ¸ ¹º^ » �]:B¼� �[ >6>8> [� � � ½¾ >
5.2 Efficient implementation of AQ-learning
A direct implementationof theupdaterule (6) would have a
complexity similar to Q(� ), proportionalto ��ê�� � . For-
tunately, anequivalentexpressioncanbederived. It only re-
quiresa small numberof updatesper iteration,independent
of thenumberof statesandactions.

Proposition3
Theupdaterule (6) is equivalenttoª«¬ «5ë ^GE�:;����^]����^~ ?� ë ^]�$�"^]�&��^~ �h [ [¡l�$� ^ ��� ^  ��^��ì ^!E�:å� ì ^�h T � [ ��^ if �%^�45. � �$�"^£ ��� ^ 4 # ^ � ì ^ h Tpqtszuv ë ^ �$� ^!E�: �&�! �� ë ^ �$� ^ ��� ^  "�

and
` �%�&� �_^��������! l4 ë ^��������! �h [[ � T ì ^]>

Proof: From (6) we have �_^å4 P à�í ^ :à Ô �]: Â à h:² °:&� ° P à%í ^ :à � à!î � [ [ v ç S J i ¹ d ç ¼ , where î denotesthevector
with coefficientsequalto [ , and [ ["ï S�ð equals0 or 1 accord-
ing as ñê�4�ò or ñ�4�ò . We thendefinethenew relativevalue
function ë ^ andthescalingfactor ì ^ byª«««¬ ««« ë ^ 4 bà%í ^ [� Ô ��: Â à �ì ^¯40bà�í ^ T � [� � à � [ [ v ç S J i ¹ d ç ¼ >The � ^ errorcanbeexpressedasa functionof ì ^ and ë ^ :��^ 4 # ^�h T=qtszuv �_^�����^GE�:%�&�G U�x�_^�����^]�&�%^~ 4 # ^k� ì ^�h T=qtszuv ë ^]�$�"^!E�:|�&�! �� ë ^]����^]�&��^Û �>ôó

Note that the greedy action �!�^ is defined by �!�^ 4szyB{%q	s;u v �_^�����^]�&�!  4 s;y�{%qtszu v ë ^]�$�"^����! . The update
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rule of ë ^ can be implementedby replacingthe stepsize:é ¹ d¿Ä;Å v6Ä ¼n^ with its approximation :õ Ä ¹ d&Ä ¼ à ¹ v|Ä ¼ , whereö_^]�$�"^£ 
is thenumberof timesthestate� ^ hasbeenvisitedat time  ,
and �]�$�%^� equals� or :&� ²^!»��]: whether �%^+4M�!�^ or ��^��4M�!�^ .
Similarly, thecondition � ^ 4÷.��%�$� ^  for updatingì ^ might
be replacedby � ^ 4\�!�^ . This leadsto the following algo-
rithm AQ-learning,or AverageQ-learning:

AQ-learningAlgorithmë 4 ì 45öc4 � ;
Choose�67 in � ;
for 	� �

until ö â$ÞDâ � [ do
Choose��^ in � ( � -explorationpolicy);ö��$� ^  a��ö���� ^  �h [ ;��� ^GE�: � # ^  )� Simulate( � ^ , � ^ );�O� # ^}� ì h Trqtszu v ë �$�"^!E�:|�&�! �� ë �$�"^]�&��^~ ;ë ����^1����^~ a� ë ����^]�&�%^~ �h :õ ¹ d Ä ¼ à ¹ v Ä ¼ � ;if ��^�4��!�^ thenì � ì h ° ² :^ � ;

for �_(+�1���O(t� do���$�%�&�! )� ë �����&�G �h ::&� ° ì ;
return �O� ë � ì ;
In that algorithm, ö â�ÞDâ is the length of the learning

trajectory. AQ-learningis particularly interesting,since it
only requires3 updatesper iteration, namely ë ^]����^]�&��^Û ,ì ^ and ö ^ ��� ^ �&� ^  . AQ-learningshouldthereforeimprove
the performanceof Watkins’ Q(� ) for two distinct reasons.
First, AQ-learningis an optimizedapproximationof Q(� )
thatminimizesthe asymptoticvariancearound��� . Second,
like Q-learning,AQ-learningis an asynchronousalgorithm
thatonly updatesonecomponentof thevaluefunction(hereë ^ ) per iteration. It is clearthat for largestate-actionspace
problems, this feature is of crucial importanceregarding
the time complexity of the algorithm, as it is shown in
simulationsin thenext section.

Amazingly it appearsthat AQ-learningis very close to
the R-learningalgorithmproposedby Schwartz[Schwartz,
1993]. R-learningis supposedto converge to gain optimal
policies,thatmaximizetheaverage-costì J 4ø¤'¥ qõ ¦ Q Lmù [ö õ ��:b @-S 7 # �$� @ �&.1��� @  ���� @-E�:  Îú�>
AQ-learningand R-learning are identical when T 2 [ ,
with a correctchoiceof the R-learninglearningrates. The
fact that AQ-learningis a near-optimal gain matrix variant
of Q-learningcould explain why several experimentshave
demonstratedthat R-learningcould outperformQ-learning,
despitethe fact that thesetwo algorithms have not been
designedfor thesameoptimalitycriterion.

We do not provide in this article a convergenceproof for
AQ-learning.We think, however, that it might bepossibleto
establishsucha proof eitherby checkingthestability condi-

tion of thegainmatrix
Ô �]: ´ µ for ® 4 :² °:&� ° , or by exploit-

ing theODEapproachof Borkar[Borkar, 1996] for two-time
scalealgorithms(it mightbenecessaryin thatcaseto modify
the ì ^ updaterule).

6 Simulations
Wemadenumericalexperimentsin orderto studytherelative
performanceof Q-learning, Optimal-Q-learning,Watkins’
Q(� ) andAQ-learning. Thesereinforcementlearningalgo-
rithmswereappliedto randomlygeneratedMarkov Decision
Problems,with all components�]�����B� �%�&�! )� � , andwith state
rewards# �$�8 )(�N � � [ V .
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We presentheretwo kinds of learningresultsthat fairly

describethegeneralbehaviour of thesealgorithms.For both
of them,the valuefunctions � ^ , ë ^ and ì ^ wereupdated
on a uniquelong trajectoryon � �
� with randominitial
state. All parameterswere initially set to 0. The stepsizes��^��������! were equalto :õ Ä ¹ d&Å v ¼ . We chosea semi-uniform
exploration strategy with � � T . For eachproblem,

I � ,´�� and � Þáà8â wereexactlycalculatedfromthedata���� and # �� .
Figure 1 shows the relative learningerror ûBü Ä � ü i ûû�ü i û as a

function of  (averagevalue and standarddeviation on 20
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randomtrajectories).The sizeof the MDP was ��Z4 [ ��� , � 4 ý , with T 4 � >§þ and � 4 � >§ÿ . This graphillustrates
thedifferentratesof convergenceof Q-learning,AQ-learning,
Q(� ) for ��4ô� Þ-à6â , andOptimal-Q-learning.Theseexper-
imental resultsconfirm that the faster rate of convergence
is obtainedwith Optimal-Q-learning,and that AQ-learning
convergesnearlyasfastasthis idealalgorithm.AQ-learning
evenperformsslightly betterthanQ(� ) with thesamelearn-
ing ratesandthe � Þáà8â value.Thesethreealgorithmsappearto
beconsiderablyfasterthanQ-learning.

Figure 2 illustratesfor the samealgorithmsthe different
computationtimesrequiredto achieve a relative learninger-
ror equalto 5%,asafunctionof thesize  � of thestatespace,
for a constantnumberof actions � 4 ý , with T 4 � >�� and� 4 � > ÿ . We first observe on that graphthat Q-learningis
veryslow, despitethefactthatit only updatesonecomponent
per iteration. But the main observation is that AQ-learning
canbe really moreefficient thanQ(� ), especiallywhen the
numberof statesis important;for 200states,AQ-learningis
10 timesfasterthanQ(� ).
7 Conclusions

We have shown that an asymptoticapproximationof Q(� )
couldbeefficiently implementedthroughtwo simpleupdate
ruleson a relative valuefunction ë ^]�$�%�&�! andon a scaling
factor ì ^ . This new algorithmAQ-learningcanbedescribed
as an average variant of Q-learning for the discounted
criterion. Its updatecomplexity is independentof thenumber
of statesandactions,andexperimentalresultsshow that its
convergencetoward the optimal value function is always
fasterthanfor Q-learningor Q(� ).

Our resultshave beenobtainedfor theWatkins’Q(� ) with
accumulatingeligibility trace. It would be interestingto ap-
ply thesameapproachto thecaseof replacingtraces[Singh
and Sutton, 1996], or to Pengand Williams’ Q(� ) [Peng
andWilliams, 1994] wherethe traceis never resetto 0, and
for which anefficient implementationhasbeenproposedby
WieringandSchmidhuber[WieringandSchmidhuber, 1997].

Another direction for future work concernsthe develop-
mentof new reinforcementlearningalgorithmsthatapprox-
imateOptimal-Q-learning.Furthermore,we have seenthat
the ´ � optimalgainfor Q-learningdependsontheexploration
policy parameterizedby � . Thequestionof finding the best
valueof � remainsopen.

Finally, we need a better understandingof the rela-
tion betweenAQ-learning the Schwartz’ R-learningalgo-
rithm [Schwartz,1993].
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Abstract

Most formulations of Reinforcement Learning de-
pend on a single reinforcement reward value to
guide the search for the optimal policy solution.
If observation of this reward is rare or expensive,
converging to a solution can be impractically slow.
One way to exploit additional domain knowledge
is to use more readily available, but related quanti-
ties as secondary reinforcers to guide the search
through the space of all policies. We propose a
method to augment Policy Gradient Reinforcement
Learning algorithms by using prior domain knowl-
edge to estimate desired relative levels of a set of
secondary reinforcement quantities. RL can then
be applied to determine a policy which will estab-
lish these levels. The primary reinforcement re-
ward is then sampled to calculate a gradient for
each secondary reinforcer, in the direction of in-
creased primary reward. These gradients are used
to improve the estimate of relative secondary val-
ues, and the process iterates until reward is maxi-
mized. We prove that the algorithm converges to a
local optimum in secondary reward space, and that
the rate of convergence of the performance gradient
estimate in secondary reward space is independent
of the size of the state space. Experimental results
demonstrate that the algorithm can converge many
orders of magnitude faster than standard policy gra-
dient formulations.

1 Introduction
Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a trial and error procedure
by which an agent learns to improve the reward it receives
from the environment. At the core of all RL algorithms is a
search procedure that directs the hypothesis and test process
by which the agent discovers how to improve its behaviour.
The efficiency of an RL algorithm is therefore governed by
the size of the agent’s search space (i.e. problem domain size)
and the effectiveness of the search procedure used. When the
problem domain is small enough, or enough prior knowledge
is used to direct search, RL algorithms can yield effective so-
lutions which are not easily achievable by other means [Kael-
bling et al., 1996].

There is little doubt that mammals (as well as other biolog-
ical systems) successfully use some form of reinforcement
learning [Sutton and Barto, 1990]. Furthermore, the environ-
ments where most mammals live are varied, complex, and un-
predictable, implying a large problem domain that cannot be
blindly searched to the animals advantage. Thus, mammals
must employ intelligent search strategies in order to learn
how to improve the rewards they receive. One search strategy
employed by mammals involves the use of secondary rein-
forcers, which are stimuli that can be associated with the pri-
mary reinforcement reward, and thus have similar reinforcing
characteristics. Secondary reinforcers are useful to an organ-
ism if it can more easily learn how to obtain the stimuli as-
sociated with secondary reinforcement than those associated
with a primary reinforcement. In general, organisms seek the
goals of successful breeding and long term survival. These
however can rarely be sampled and therefore provide little
guidance in the search for a survival ‘policy’. More imme-
diate stimuli such as fear, hunger, cold, pain or pleasure can
be much more readily observed and have direct consequences
for the animal’s long term reward. For example, if a mouse
learns that hanging around a kitchen (a secondary reinforcer)
is sometimes associated with the primary reinforcer of as-
suaging hunger (and not starving), then, because the kitchen
is always there while the food is not, the mouse can more
easily learn to modify its behavior to attain the secondary re-
inforcer than the primary one.

Minsky [Minsky, 1963] was one of the first to argue that
the use of secondary reinforcers may be an important ingre-
dient to creating an artificial intelligence that is able to learn
through reinforcement learning. Indeed, one of the motivat-
ing factors behind the widely successful temporal-difference
reinforcement learning algorithm (TD(�)) is the notion of
secondary reinforcers [Sutton and Barto, 1998].

In this work we propose to extend the use of secondary
reinforcers to improve the rate of convergence of RL algo-
rithms. To date, the use of secondary reinforcers in RL has
largely been limited to simply noting which stimuli are cor-
related with the primary reward and having the agent learn to
maximize these stimuli independently. However, this simple
notion of blindly maximizing all secondary reinforcer stimuli
is naive because there are potentially complicated interactions
among secondary reinforcers associated with a problem do-
main. In fact, the agent is likely to gain an advantage by con-
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trolling the relative amounts of stimuli from each reinforcer,
rather than concentrating on achieving maximal values. Even
in the simple example of a mouse learning to spend time in
the kitchen because food may fall to the floor, the mouse may
not be best served by spending all of his time in the kitchen
because a cat may also at times wander in, and greatly curtail
the mouse’s long term survival. Thus the mouse might want
to control the percentage of time it spends in kitchen in or-
der to minimize the risk of running into the cat. Hence, even
in simple examples, controlling how much of each secondary
reinforcer the agent should experience is important.

Consider the example of a student who must write a set
of 4 hour exams (one per day), with 20 hours between when
one exam finishes and the next exam is scheduled to begin.
She knows that both studying and getting a good night’s sleep
are associated with getting good marks on an exam, so there
are two secondary reinforcers which she can use. She can
modify her behavior in such a way that she will study (the
first secondary reinforcer) for a longer or shorter period, or
conversely she will learn how to get a longer or shorter night’s
sleep (the other secondary reinforcer). However, if she simply
spends the next 20 hours sleeping, or if she forces herself to
study for the next 20 hours, she will do poorly on the exam.
Thus, in order to maximize her exam marks, she will need
to determine what policy actions (drink more coffee, spend
more time at the library, drink more warm milk etc) she must
perform in order to get the right ratio of the two secondary
reinforcers (i.e. sleep and study).

1.1 SRPG Method Overview
In this work we propose a new algorithm called Secondary
Reinforcers Policy Gradient (SRPG) for solving the problem
of determining the relative amounts of secondary reinforcers
an agent needs to experience in order to increase its primary
reward. Our framework assumes that the agent starts with
prior domain knowledge defining a set of secondary rein-
forcers and in what relative amounts these should be expe-
rienced. We further assume that the secondary reinforcers are
more readily observed than the primary reward, and thus the
agent can more easily learn strategies which allow it to expe-
rience these stimuli in the appropriate ratios.

Our algorithm consists of the following repeated steps:

STEP I: Use prior domain knowledge to establish the ini-
tial estimate of desired relative amounts of secondary re-
inforcer stimuli. Use RL to learn a policy which will
yield these levels of stimuli. During this step, the agent
need never experience the primary stimulus, only the
secondary ones.

STEP II: Based on the policy established in STEP I a gra-
dient on the primary reward is calculated with respect
to each secondary reinforcer stimulus. These gradients
are then used to update the desired relative amounts of
the secondary reinforcers and STEP I of the algorithm is
repeated.

If the important secondary reinforcers and the initial guess
at their relative ratios is chosen wisely, then we show both
theoretically and experimentally that the agent can improve
the reward it receives significantly faster than if no such prior

knowledge is used. Because in RL problems it is often the
case that primary reinforcers are infrequently experienced by
the agent, the rate of convergence measure used in this work is
the number of times the agent needs to experience a primary
reward to achieve a specific amount of reward.

In applying our proposed framework to the exam studying
example given above, the student may start by knowing that
sleep and study are both important stimuli, and that she will
likely need eight hours of sleep and twelve hours of study.
Thus the student can spend many 20 hour periods learning
which actions allow her to sleep for eight hours and study for
twelve, without ever taking an exam. But by the time she
does take an exam, she is quite good at sleeping for eight
hours and studying for twelve. Once she observes her first
exam grades, she can learn to maximize her grade by sys-
tematically adjusting her sleep/wake ratio (i.e. her secondary
reinforcers) which prior knowledge tells her are directly re-
lated to her mark, rather than just adjusting actions such as
drinking milk or coffee based on a primary reward (i.e. her
exam mark) which she only rarely observes.

The proposed algorithm is based on methods derived from
Policy Gradient Reinforcement Learning (PGRL) [Williams,
1987; 1992; Baird and Moore, 1999; Sutton et al., 2000;
Konda and Tsitsiklis, 2000; Baxter and Bartlett, 2000; Grudic
and Ungar, 2000b; 2000a], rather than Value Function Re-
inforcement Learning (VFRL) methods such as Q learning
[Sutton and Barto, 1998]. The motivation for this is three-
fold. 1) VFRL methods work by learning a state-action value
function which defines the value of executing each action in
each state, thus allowing the agent to choose the most valu-
able action in each state. As a result, the search space grows
exponentially with both states and actions and therefore in
large problem domains learning a state-action value function
can be infeasible [Kaelbling et al., 1996]. Function approxi-
mation techniques have been proposed as a method for gener-
alizing state-action value functions in large state spaces, how-
ever, this is still very much an open research problem. Con-
versely, PGRL methods work by starting with an initial pa-
rameterized policy which defines the probability of executing
a given action in a given state. Typically, far fewer parameters
are used to define the policy than there are states, thus directly
addressing the need for generalization in large state spaces.
PGRL algorithms work by calculating a gradient along a di-
rection of increased reward in parameter space, and then in-
crementally modifying the policy parameters. PGRL algo-
rithms are theoretically guaranteed to converge to only locally
optimal policies, whereas VFRL algorithms can find globally
optimal solutions. However, in practice it is usually not feasi-
ble to converge to globally optimal solutions in large problem
domains in any case. Furthermore, the computational cost of
PGRL algorithms grows linearly in the number of parame-
ters used to define the policy, which is in sharp contrast to the
exponential growth associated with VFRL algorithms. 2) Be-
cause PGRL algorithms start with a parameterized policy, it is
relatively simple to choose a policy which incorporates prior
knowledge via an appropriate choice of the parametric form
of the policy. For example, if we know that in certain states
only specific actions are possible, we can choose a policy pa-
rameterization which reflects this. The use of prior knowl-
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edge in VFRL algorithms is not as easily realized. Finally,
3) many real problem domains are only partially observable
(i.e. the agent’s current state cannot be directly observed, but
rather must be inferred through observations taken over many
time steps), and VFRL algorithms are known to be difficult to
implement in such domains. Conversely, PGRL algorithms
have been shown to work effectively in partially observable
problem domains [Peshkin et al., 2000].

2 Theoretical Framework
2.1 MDP Assumptions
We make the usual Markov Decision Process (MDP) assump-
tions and for simplicity (and without loss of generality), we
assume that the agent interacts with the environment in a
series of episodes of duration T . The agent’s state at time
t 2 f1; 2; :::; Tg is given by st 2 S, S � <d. Note that the
state space can either be discrete or continuous. At each time
step the agent chooses from one of M > 1 discrete actions
at 2 A. The dynamics of the environment are character-
ized by transition probabilities P a

ss
0 = Prfst+1 = s

0

jst =

s; at = ag.
Because we are using a policy gradient algorithm, we fur-

ther assume that the policy followed by the agent is character-
ized by a parameter vector � = (�1; :::; �K) 2 <K , and the
probability that the agent executes action a in state s is given
by �(s; a; �) = Prfat = ajst = s; �g, 8s 2 S; a 2 A
[Sutton et al., 2000]. In addition we assume that �(s; a; �) is
differentiable with respect to �.

2.2 Primary Reinforcer
We assume the primary reward the agent receives at time t is
given by rt 2 <. The agent’s goal is to optimize either the
average reward function given by:

� (�) = E

(
1

T

TX
t=1

rt

������
)

(1)

or the discounted reward function given by:

� (�) = E

(
TX
t=1

t�1rt

����� s0;�
)

(2)

where 0 <  < 1 is a discount factor and s0 is some initial
starting state. Note that both reward functions are assumed to
be a function of the agent’s policy which is parameterized by
�.

2.3 Secondary Reinforcers
At each time t the agent senses one of N stimuli denoted by
((sr)1t ; :::; (sr)

N
t ), where (sr)nt 2 <, 8n = f1; 2; :::; Ng.

These N stimuli constitute the agent’s secondary reinforcers,
and the average expected stimuli over an episode for each
reinforcer, here termed secondary reinforcer frequencies, is
given by:

Fn (�) = E

(
1

T

TX
t=1

(sr)
n

t

������
)

(3)

8n = f1; 2; :::; Ng. As with the primary reward functions (1)
and (2), these secondary reward stimulus functions are a func-
tion of the agent’s policy which is defined by the parameters
�.

2.4 SRPG Algorithm
Let i indicate the number of times each step in the algo-
rithm has been executed, and �i =

�
�i1; :::; �

i
N

�
be the cur-

rent desired secondary reinforcer frequencies corresponding
to F(�) =

�
F i
1(�); :::; F

i
N (�)

�
. The Secondary Reinforcers

Policy Gradient (SRPG) algorithm consists of the following
two steps:

STEP 1: Learn a policy that achieves the currently desired
frequency of secondary reinforcers : In this step the
agent establishes these secondary reinforcer frequencies
by learning a set of policy parameters �i that solve the
system of N nonlinear equations defined by:

F(�i) = �i (4)

STEP 2: Calculate the gradient of increased primary re-
ward in secondary reinforcers space and update desired
secondary reinforcer frequencies: Estimate the gradient
of the primary reward function �(�i) with respect to the
desired secondary reinforcer frequencies �i:

@� (�i)

@�i
(5)

Given this estimate, the next estimate for the secondary
reinforcer frequencies, �i+1, is given by:

�i+1 = �i + �
@� (�i)

@�i
(6)

where � 2 < is a small positive step size. Increment i
and goto STEP 1.

Note that in STEP 1 of the algorithm the agent does not
need to observe the primary reward rt. Instead the agent must
solve the nonlinear system of equations (4). This can be done
using a number of different algorithms [Press et al., 1988];
here we briefly describe one such procedure. The algorithm
used in this paper is to first estimate the gradient:

@
�
F
�
�j
�
��i

�
@�j

= �
1

2

NX
n=1

�
Fn
�
�j
�
� 'in

�@Fn ��j
�

@�j

and then use the update equation:

�j+1 = �j + �
@
�
F
�
�j
�
��i

�
@�j

(7)

where � 2 < is a small positive step size. Assuming that
the algorithm doesn’t run into a local minimum, �j will con-
verge to�i as j becomes large. See Section 4 for a discussion
of what happens when the algorithm encounters a local mini-
mum. Note that the algorithm requires estimates of:

@Fn
�
�j
�

@�j

for n = (1; :::; N). These estimates can be made using
standard policy gradient algorithms [Williams, 1987; 1992;
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Sutton et al., 2000; Konda and Tsitsiklis, 2000; Baxter and
Bartlett, 2000]. For example, if we use the formulation de-
fined in [Sutton et al., 2000], then

@Fn
�
�j
�

@�j
=
X
s

d� (s)
X
a

@�(s; a; �)

@�
Q�
Fn
(s; a) (8)

where d� (s) is the stationary distribution of states under �
and Q�

Fn
(s; a) is given by:

Q�
Fn
(s; a) = E

(
1

T

TX
k=1

(sr)
n

t+k

����� st = s; at = a; �

)

In STEP 2 of the algorithm the agent must numerically
calculate the gradient (5). This is numerically estimated
8n = 1; :::; N using the following:

@� (�i)

@�in
= lim

�n!0

�
�
�j
�
F
�
�j
�
� �i +�n

��
� � (�i)

�n
(9)

where �n 2 <N , such that every element of the vec-
tor is zero except for element n. Therefore (5) is esti-
mated using small perturbations (i.e. �n) in each of the
elements of �i, solving the system F(��i ) = �i + �n

for ��i as outlined above, and then observing the associ-
ated �

�
�j
�
F
�
�j
�
� �i +�n

��
. Thus in STEP 2 the agent

must observe the primary reward function � at least N + 1
times (once for � (�i) and once for each of the N secondary
stimuli for �

�
�j
�
F
�
�j
�
� �i +�n

��
.

2.5 Convergence Results

We present two theorems. The first establishes the conditions
under which the SRPG algorithm converges.

Theorem 1: Let �i 2 <, 8i = 0; 1; :::, such
that limi!1 �i = 0 and

P
i
�i = 1. As-

sume that maxs;a;k;j;�

���@2�(s;a;�)
@�k@�j

��� < K < 1,

maxs;a;k;j;�

���@2�(�i)

@�i
k
@�i

j

��� < K <1 and that �i exists such that

(4) is satisfied. Then, the sequence of �i defined by the SRPG
algorithm converges such that for any MDP with bounded
primary reward limi!1

@�(�i)

@�i = 0.

Proof: The necessary condition on the bound @
2
F (�i)

@�k@�j
is

established by the bound on @
2
�(s;a;�)

@�k@�j
due to equation (8).

The remainder of the proof then follows directly from Propo-
sition 3.5 on page 96 of [Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996].

The second theorem proves that the rate of convergence
of the gradient estimate (9) (with respect to the number of
primary reinforcers observed) is independent of the size of
the agent’s state space.

Theorem 2: 8n = 1; :::; N and �n 2

<N assume that there exists a finite k 2 <��� ��j �F ��j
�
� �i +�n

��
� � (�i)

�� � k k�nk (i.e.
Lipschitz smoothness condition). Assume also that the
variance in the primary reinforcer estimate � is �2�. Then, for
any arbitrary small positive � 2 <, there exists a �n such
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Figure 1: Convergence results, as a function the number of
observations of the primary reinforcer, for MDP problems
with 8, 16, and 64 states are given.

that������
�
�j
�
F
�
�j
�
� �i +�n

��
� � (�i)

�n
�
@� (�i)

@�in

����� � "

(10)
Further, assume that each observation of � is independent,
then the variance in the gradient is given by:

V

"
�
�
�j
�
F
�
�j
�
� �i +�n

��
� � (�i)

�n

#
=

2

M�2n
�2�

(11)
where M is the number of times
�
�
�j
�
F
�
�j
�
� �i +�n

��
and � (�i) are observed.

Proof: Equation (10) is satisfied by choosing �n such that
k k�nk � �. Equation (11) is obtained by noting that if
U = a1Y1 + a2Y2 and if Y1 and Y2 are independent, then
V (U) = a21V (Y1) + a22V (Y2). Further, if V (Y ) = �2Y and
Ŷ is observations of Y , then if Y is observed M times, then
Ŷ =

�
2

Y

M
.

3 Experimental Results
We implemented MDP examples with 8, 16 and 64 discrete
states respectively. The MDPs were fully connected and
therefore in the 8 state example the agent had 8 actions to
choose from in each state, in the 16 state example the agent
had 16 actions in each state, and so on. The actions are chosen
using a Boltzmann distribution as follows:

� (s = i; a = j; �) =
e�ij

dP
k=1

e�ik

where d is the total number of states. The transition proba-
bilities of the MDP are as follows: if action at = j is chosen
in state st at time t, then p(st+1 = jjst; at = j) = 0:95.
The agent interacts with the MDP in a series of episodes last-
ing 10,000 time steps each, always starting in state s = 1.
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The following reward is given to the agent at the end of each
episode:

� (�) = r = �

�
(Ns=1 � 0:7)

2
+ (Ns=2 � 0:3)

2
�

where Ns=j = no of visits to state j

10;000
. Thus, in all three ex-

amples, the agent achieves maximum reward if it spends 70%
of the time in state s = 1 and 30% of the time in state s = 2.
Initially, the values for all the policy parameters �sa are set to
1.0.

Two secondary reinforcers are used by the SRPG algo-
rithm: �1 = Ns=1 and �2 = Ns=2. The agent starts with
the desired secondary reinforcer frequencies �01 = 0:5 and
�02 = 0:5 in STEP 1 of the SRPG algorithm. The SRPG algo-
rithm learning rates are set to � = � = 0:01. Figure 1 shows
learning curves averaged over 10 runs with error bars indicat-
ing standard deviation. Note that, as predicted by Theorem 1,
the convergence of the algorithm as a function of the number
of observed primary rewards is not affected by the number of
states in the MDP.

The rate of convergence of the SRPG algorithm was com-
pared to the the PG algorithm proposed in [Sutton et al.,
2000]:

@�
�
�j
�

@�j
=
X
s

d� (s)
X
a

@�(s; a; �)

@�
Q�(s; a)

where d� (s) is the stationary distribution of states under �
(estimated after each episode by counting the number of times
each state is visited) and Q�(s; a) is given by:

Q�(s; a) = E

(
1

T

TX
k=1

rt+k

����� st = s; at = a; �

)

A typical learning curve, as a function of the number of obser-
vations of the primary reinforcer, for this PG algorithm for the
8 state MPD is given in Figure 2 (as with the SRPG algorithm
the learning step size was set to � = 0:01). Note that con-
vergence took approximately 5000 observations of the pri-
mary reward function �. Convergence of the PG algorithm
for the 16 state example took about 28,000 observations of �.
For the 64 state example, convergence was not observed after
1,000,000 observations of �, at which time the algorithm was
stopped.

Figure 1 also shows the learning curves (averaged over 10
runs with error bars showing standard deviation) for the PG
algorithm after the first 50 observations of the primary reward
�. Note that although the SRPG algorithm converges after
about 50 runs for all three examples, the PG algorithm does
not appreciably improve the reward received by agent over
this number of observations of �.

4 Conclusion and Discussion
In large problem domains, prior knowledge is essential for
an agent to effectively learn via reinforcement reward. How-
ever, how domain specific knowledge should be added to RL
algorithms to the agent’s advantage is still an open research
problem. Secondary reinforcers are stimuli that are directly
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Figure 2: A typical learning curve for the PG algorithm (as
a function the number of observations of the primary rein-
forcer) on an 8 state MDP problem.

related to a primary reinforcement, and thus their relative
reward properties can be measured with respect to agent’s
global reward function. In this paper we show that secondary
reinforcers are a fruitful source of domain specific knowledge
which can be effectively used to guide search. In particular,
if the primary reinforcement is observed only rarely, while
secondary reinforcers are more readily observable, the rate
of convergence of RL algorithms, with respect to the num-
ber of observations of a primary reward, can be significantly
improved.

However, not all secondary reinforcers should be blindly
maximized. Some are more important than others, and in or-
der to make full use of secondary reinforcers, an agent should
control the relative amounts of this environmental feedback.
This paper presents a new policy gradient algorithm, called
Secondary Reinforcer Policy Gradient (SRPG), that iterates
in the space of secondary reinforcer stimuli to a locally op-
timal policy. The algorithm consists of two steps. The first
step starts with an assumption of the relative amounts of sec-
ondary reinforcer stimuli that the agent will need to estab-
lish to achieve good primary reward. In this first step the
agent learns a policy which achieves these relative amounts
of stimuli using a standard policy gradient RL algorithm.
A key property of SRPG is that a primary reward need not
be observed during this step of the algorithm, and therefore
the convergence of algorithm is not slowed because the pri-
mary reward is rarely observed. The second step of the al-
gorithm involves the calculation of a gradient in the direction
increased primary reward, in the space secondary reinforcer
stimuli. If there are N secondary reinforcers, then step two
of the algorithm requires that the primary reinforcer be sam-
pled N + 1 times. However, we present theory showing that
the rate of convergence of the gradient estimate is indepen-
dent of the size of the state space, making the algorithm vi-
able on high dimensional problems. This estimated gradient
is used to update the relative desired amounts of secondary
reinforcers, and step one of the algorithm is then executed to
establish a policy to achieve these relative amounts of stim-
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uli, thus improving the primary reward. Step one and two are
repeated until the policy converges to a local optimum.

Experimental results are presented which show that the
SRPG algorithm can improve the convergence of Policy Gra-
dient (PG) algorithms, requiring many orders of magnitude
fewer observations of the primary reward to converge. In ad-
dition, we present theory showing that the SRPG algorithm
converges to a locally optimal policy (with respect to the pri-
mary reward) in the space of secondary reinforcers. However,
in order for this theorem to hold, step one of the algorithm
must be able to establish a policy that achieves the speci-
fied relative amounts of secondary reinforcer stimuli. The
algorithm used in this paper to solve this nonlinear system of
equations is based on gradient descent, and is therefore prone
to convergence to local minimum. However, in the experi-
mental results presented here, the SRPG algorithm converged
to close to optimal primary reward, even when local minima
were encountered in step one of the algorithm. The reason
for this is that these local minima sufficiently improved the
primary reward, thus allowing the overall algorithm to con-
tinue to converge. Therefore, establishing a more relaxed set
of conditions under which the SRPG algorithm will converge
is an open research topic.

Further open research questions include the use of sec-
ondary reinforcers within the actor-critic reinforcement learn-
ing framework [Sutton and Barto, 1998]. Actor critic algo-
rithms combine policy gradient and value function methods
and thus can often achieve successful policies when either
method alone would fail. Such algorithms may further benefit
from domain specific knowledge derived from secondary re-
inforcers. Finally, an important open research topic is, given
a large list of potential secondary reinforcers, formulate an
algorithm that finds a small subset which can be used to im-
prove RL algorithms.
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Abstract
This paperrevisits the problemof optimal learn-
ing anddecision-makingwhendifferentmisclassi-
fication errorsincur differentpenalties. We char-
acterizepreciselybut intuitively whena cost ma-
trix is reasonable,andwe show how to avoid the
mistake of defininga costmatrix that is economi-
cally incoherent.For the two-classcase,we prove
a theoremthatshowshow to changetheproportion
of negative examplesin a training set in order to
makeoptimalcost-sensitiveclassificationdecisions
using a classifierlearnedby a standardnon-cost-
sensitive learningmethod.However, wethenargue
that changingthe balanceof negative andpositive
trainingexampleshaslittle effect on theclassifiers
producedby standardBayesianand decisiontree
learningmethods.Accordingly, the recommended
way of applyingoneof thesemethodsin a domain
with differing misclassificationcostsis to learn a
classifierfrom the training set as given, and then
to computeoptimal decisionsexplicitly using the
probabilityestimatesgivenby theclassifier.

1 Making decisionsbasedon a costmatrix
Given a specificationof costsfor correctand incorrectpre-
dictions, an exampleshouldbe predictedto have the class
that leadsto the lowestexpectedcost,wheretheexpectation
is computedusing the conditionalprobability of eachclass
given the example. Mathematically, let the

���������
entry in a

costmatrix 	 be thecostof predictingclass
�

whenthe true
classis

�
. If

��
��
then the predictionis correct,while if��
��

thepredictionis incorrect.Theoptimalpredictionfor
anexample� is theclass

�
thatminimizes� � � ������
������������ � � 	 ���������! (1)

Costsarenotnecessarilymonetary. A costcanalsobeawaste
of time,or theseverity of anillness,for example.

For each
�
,
� � � ����� is asumoverthealternativepossibilities

for thetrueclassof � . In thisframework, theroleof alearning
algorithm is to producea classifierthat for any example �
canestimatetheprobability

���"�#� � � of eachclass
�

beingthe
true classof � . For an example � , making the prediction

�
meansacting as if

�
is the true classof � . The essenceof

cost-sensitivedecision-makingis thatit canbeoptimalto act
as if one classis true even whensomeother classis more
probable. For example,it can be rational not to approve a
large credit card transactioneven if the transactionis most
likely legitimate.

1.1 Costmatrix properties
A cost matrix 	 always has the following structurewhen
thereareonly two classes:

actualnegative actualpositive
predictnegative 	 ��$%��$&�'
)(!*+* 	 ��$%�-,.��
/(!*10
predictpositive 	 �2,&��$&�'
)(302* 	 �2,&�-,.��
/(30+0

Recentpapershave followed the convention that cost ma-
trix rows correspondto alternative predictedclasses,while
columnscorrespondto actualclasses,i.e. row/column=

�
/
�

=
predicted/actual.

In our notation, the cost of a falsepositive is
(302*

while
the costof a falsenegative is

(!*!0
. Conceptually, the costof

labelinganexampleincorrectlyshouldalwaysbegreaterthan
the cost of labeling it correctly. Mathematically, it should
alwaysbe the casethat

( 0�*54 ( *+*
and

( *!064 ( 0�0
. We call

theseconditionsthe“reasonableness”conditions.
Supposethatthefirst reasonablenessconditionis violated,

so
(!*+*879(302*

but still
(!*!0 4 (30+0

. In this casethe optimal
policy is to labelall examplespositive. Similarly, if

(:0�* 4 (!*+*
but
(30�0;7<(!*10

thenit is optimalto labelall examplesnegative.
We leave the casewhereboth reasonablenessconditionsare
violatedfor thereaderto analyze.

Margineantu[2000] haspointedout thatfor somecostma-
trices,someclasslabelsarenever predictedby the optimal
policy asgivenby Equation(1). We canstateasimple,intu-
itive criterion for whenthis happens.Saythat row = domi-
natesrow > in acostmatrix 	 if for all

�
, 	 � = �����?7 	 � > �@�A� .

In thiscasethecostof predicting> is nogreaterthanthecost
of predicting = , regardlessof what the trueclass

�
is. So it

is optimal never to predict = . As a specialcase,the opti-
mal predictionis always > if row > is dominatedby all other
rows in a costmatrix. Thetwo reasonablenessconditionsfor
a two-classcostmatrix imply that neitherrow in the matrix
dominatestheother.

Givena costmatrix, thedecisionsthatareoptimalareun-
changedif eachentryin thematrix is multipliedby apositive
constant. This scalingcorrespondsto changingthe unit of
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accountfor costs. Similarly, the decisionsthat areoptimal
areunchangedB if a constantis addedto eachentry in thema-
trix. Thisshifting correspondsto changingthebaselineaway
from which costsaremeasured.By scalingandshifting en-
tries,any two-classcostmatrix thatsatisfiesthereasonable-
nessconditionscanbetransformedinto a simplermatrix that
alwaysleadsto thesamedecisions:

0
(1C*10

1
( C 0+0

where
(-C*!0 
D�E( *10GF ( *�* ��HI�E( 02*JF ( *�* �

and
(1C 0�0 
K��( 0+0�F( *+* �+HI��( 0�*�F ( *�* �

. Fromamatrixperspective,a2x2costmatrix
effectively hastwo degreesof freedom.

1.2 Costsversusbenefits
Althoughmostrecentresearchin machinelearninghasused
theterminologyof costs,doingaccountingin termsof bene-
fits is generallypreferable,becauseavoiding mistakesis eas-
ier, sincethereis a naturalbaselinefrom which to measure
all benefits,whetherpositiveor negative. Thisbaselineis the
stateof the agentbeforeit takesa decisionregardingan ex-
ample. After the agenthasmadethe decision,if it is better
off, its benefitis positive. Otherwise,its benefitis negative.

Whenthinking in termsof costs,it is easyto posit a cost
matrix that is logically contradictorybecausenot all entries
in the matrix aremeasuredfrom the samebaseline.For ex-
ample,considertheso-calledGermancreditdatasetthatwas
publishedaspartof theStatlogproject[Michie et al., 1994].
Thecostmatrix givenwith this datasetis asfollows:

actualbad actualgood
predictbad 0 1

predictgood 5 0

Hereexamplesarepeoplewho applyfor a loanfrom a bank.
“Actual good” meansthat a customerwould repay a loan
while “actual bad” meansthat the customerwould default.
Theactionassociatedwith “predict bad” is to deny the loan.
Hence,the cashflow relative to any baselineassociatedwith
this prediction is the sameregardlessof whether “actual
good” or “actualbad” is true. In every economicallyreason-
ablecostmatrix for this domain,bothentriesin the “predict
bad” row mustbethesame.

Costsor benefitscanbemeasuredagainstany baseline,but
the baselinemust be fixed. An opportunitycost is a fore-
gonebenefit,i.e. a missedopportunityratherthanan actual
penalty. It is easyto makethemistakeof measuringdifferent
opportunitycostsagainstdifferent baselines.For example,
theerroneouscostmatrixabovecanbejustifiedinformally as
follows: “The costof approving agoodcustomeris zero,and
thecostof rejectinga badcustomeris zero,becausein both
casesthecorrectdecisionhasbeenmade.If agoodcustomer
is rejected,thecostis anopportunitycost,theforegoneprofit
of 1. If a badcustomeris approvedfor a loan,thecostis the
lost loanprincipalof 5.”

To seeconcretelythat thereasoningin quotesabove is in-
correct,supposethatthebankhasonecustomerof eachof the
four types.Clearlythecostmatrixaboveis intendedto imply
that the netchangein theassetsof thebankis then

F
4. Al-

ternatively, supposethatwehavefour customerswhoreceive

loansandrepaythem. The net changein assetsis then+4.
Regardlessof thebaseline,any methodof accountingshould
give a differenceof 8 betweenthesescenarios.But with the
erroneouscostmatrix above, the first scenariogivesa total
costof 6, while thesecondscenariogivesa total costof 0.

In generalthe amountin somecells of a cost or benefit
matrixmaynotbeconstant,andmaybedifferentfor different
examples.For example,considerthecreditcardtransactions
domain.Herethebenefitmatrixmight be

fraudulent legitimate
refuse $20

F
$20

approve
F � 0.02�

where � is the sizeof the transactionin dollars. Approving
a fraudulenttransactioncoststhe amountof the transaction
becausethebankis liable for theexpensesof fraud.Refusing
a legitimatetransactionhasa non-trivial costbecauseit an-
noysacustomer. Refusingafraudulenttransactionhasanon-
trivial benefitbecauseit maypreventfurtherfraudandleadto
the arrestof a criminal. Researchon cost-sensitive learning
anddecision-makingwhencostsmaybeexample-dependent
is only just beginning[Zadrozny andElkan,2001a].

1.3 Making optimal decisions
In thetwo-classcase,theoptimalpredictionis class1 if and
only if theexpectedcostof thispredictionis lessthanor equal
to theexpectedcostof predictingclass0, i.e. if andonly if�����G
/$#� � �2(302*MLN�����G
O,�� � �2(30+0P �����G
/$#� � �2(!*+*MLN�����G
O,�� � �2(!*10
which is equivalentto�Q, FSR �2(302*ML R (30+0 P �2, FTR �2(1*�*ML R (1*!0
given

R 
U���"�G
O,A� � � . If this inequalityis in factanequality,
thenpredictingeitherclassis optimal.

Thethresholdfor makingoptimaldecisionsis
R�V

suchthat�2, FTR V �2(302*ML R V (30+0W
O�Q, FSR V �Q(!*+*ML R V (!*10X 
Assumingthe reasonablenessconditionsthe optimalpredic-
tion is class1 if andonly if

R 7 R V
. Rearrangingtheequation

for
R V

leadsto thesolutionR V 
 ( 02*WF ( *+*(30�* F (!*+*MLN(!*10 F (30+0 (2)

assumingthe denominatoris nonzero,which is implied by
thereasonablenessconditions.Thisformulafor

R V
showsthat

any 2x2 costmatrix hasessentiallyonly onedegreeof free-
domfrom adecision-makingperspective,althoughit hastwo
degreesof freedomfrom a matrix perspective. Thecauseof
theapparentcontradictionis thattheoptimaldecision-making
policy is a nonlinearfunctionof thecostmatrix.

2 Achieving cost-sensitivity by rebalancing
In thissectionweturn to thequestionof how to obtainaclas-
sifier thatis usefulfor cost-sensitivedecision-making.

Standardlearningalgorithmsare designedto yield clas-
sifiers that maximizeaccuracy. In the two-classcase,these
classifiersimplicitly makedecisionsbasedon theprobability
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threshold0.5.Theconclusionof theprevioussectionwasthat
weneedY aclassifierthatgivenanexample� , sayswhetheror
not

���"�<
Z,A� � �[7 R V for sometarget threshold
R V

that in
generalis differentfrom 0.5.How canastandardlearningal-
gorithmbemadeto producea classifierthatmakesdecisions
basedon ageneral

R V
?

The most commonmethodof achieving this objective is
to rebalancethe trainingsetgivento the learningalgorithm,
i.e.to changethetheproportionof positiveandnegativetrain-
ing examplesin the training set. Although rebalancingis a
commonidea,thegeneralformula for how to do it correctly
hasnot beenpublished.Thefollowing theoremprovidesthis
formula.

Theorem 1: To make a targetprobability threshold
R V

cor-
respondto a given probability threshold

R%*
, the numberof

negativeexamplesin thetrainingsetshouldbemultipliedbyR V, FSR V , FTR *R%*  
While the formula in Theorem1 is simple, the proof of its
correctnessis not. We defer the proof until the end of the
next section.

In the specialcasewherethe thresholdusedby the learn-
ing methodis

R�\ 
]$^ `_
and

( *+* 
�( 0+0 
�$
, thetheoremsays

thatthenumberof negativetrainingexamplesshouldbemul-
tiplied by

R V H^�2, F[R V �a
b(302*XH�(!*10: 
This specialcaseis used

by Breimanet al. [1984].

Thedirectionalityof Theorem1 is importantto understand.
Supposewe have a learningalgorithm

�
that yields classi-

fiers that make predictionsbasedon a probability thresholdR *
. Given a training set c anda desiredprobability thresh-

old
R V

, the theoremsayshow to createa training set c C by
changingthenumberof negative trainingexamplessuchthat�

appliedto c C givesthedesiredclassifier.
Theorem1 doesnot sayin whatway thenumberof nega-

tiveexamplesshouldbechanged.If a learningalgorithmcan
useweightson training examples,then the weight of each
negative examplecanbe setto the factorgiven by the theo-
rem.Otherwise,wemustdooversamplingor undersampling.
Oversamplingmeansduplicatingexamples,and undersam-
pling meansdeletingexamples.

Samplingcanbedoneeitherrandomlyor deterministically.
While deterministicsamplingcanreducevariance,it risksin-
troducingbias,if thenon-randomchoiceof examplesto du-
plicateor eliminateis correlatedwith somepropertyof the
examples. Undersamplingthat is deterministicin the sense
thatthefractionof exampleswith eachvalueof acertainfea-
tureis heldconstantis oftencalledstratifiedsampling.

It is possibleto changethenumberof positiveexamplesin-
steadof or aswell aschangingthenumberof negativeexam-
ples.Howeverin many domainsoneclassis rarecomparedto
theother, andit is importantto keepall availableexamplesof
therareclass.In thesecases,if wecall therareclasstheposi-
tiveclass,Theorem1 saysdirectlyhow to changethenumber
of commonexampleswithout discardingor duplicatingany
of therareexamples.

3 Newprobabilities givena new baserate
In this sectionwe stateandprove a theoremof independent
interestthathappensalsoto bethetool neededto proveThe-
orem1. The new theoremanswersthe questionof how the
predictedclassmembershipprobabilityof anexampleshould
changein responseto a changein baserates. SupposethatR 
d�����5
9,A� � � is correctfor an example � , if � is drawn
from a populationwith baserate e 
������f
d,:� positive ex-
amples.But supposethatin fact � is drawn from apopulation
with baserate e C . Whatis

R Cg
)�hC�����
i,A� � � ?
We make the assumptionthat the shift in baserate is

the only changein the population to which � belongs.
Formally, we assumethat within the positive and nega-
tive subpopulations, exampleprobabilitiesareunchanged:�hC�� � � ��
O,.�j
)��� � � ��
O,.� and

�hCE� � � �k
)$&�l
)��� � � �G
)$&� .
Given theseassumptions,the following theoremshows how
to compute

R C
asa functionof

R
, e , and e C .

Theorem2: In thecontext justdescribed,R C 
 e C R�FTR ee FSR e L e C R�F e-e C  
Proof: UsingBayes’rule,

R 
)�����G
�,A� � � is��� � � ��
i,:�Q������
O,:���� � � 
 ��� � � �G
O,.� e��� � �  
Because

�G
O,
and

��
)$
aremutuallyexclusive,

��� � � is��� � � �G
O,.�2�����G
�,.�mLn��� � � ��
)$&�Q������
)$&�1 
Let

(�
���� � � �f
d,:� , let o 
���� � � �[
�$&� , andlet p 
 o HX( .
Then R 
 ( e( e L o �2, F e � 
 ee L p �2, F e �  
Similarly, R C 
 e Ce C L p �2, F e C �  
Now we cansolve for p asa function of

R
and e . We haveR e L R p �2, F e �f
 e so p 
q� e F5R e �+HI� RrF5R e �1 Then the

denominatorfor
R C

ise C L p �2, F e C �j
 e C L e FSR eR�FTR e F e C e FTR eR�FSR e
 e FTR eR�FTR e L e C�s , F e FSR eR�FTR eut 
 e FTR e L e C R�F e1e CR�FSR e  
Finally we haveR C 
 e C R�FTR ee FSR e L e C R�F e-e C  
It is importantto note that Theorem2 is a statementabout
true probabilitiesgiven differentbaserates. The proof does
notrely onhow probabilitiesmaybeestimatedbasedonsome
learningprocess. In particular, the proof doesnot useany
assumptionsof independenceorconditionalindependence,as
madefor exampleby anaiveBayesianclassifier.

If a classifieryields estimatedprobabilities vR that we as-
sumearecorrectgivena baserate e , thenTheorem2 letsus
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Figure1:
R C

asa functionof
R

and e , when e Cg
)$^ `_ .
computeestimatedprobabilities vR C thatarecorrectgivenadif-
ferentbaserate e C . Fromthis point of view, the theoremhas
a remarkableaspect.It letsususea classifierlearnedfrom a
trainingsetdrawn from oneprobabilitydistribution on a test
setdrawn from a differentprobabilitydistribution. Thetheo-
remthusrelaxesoneof themostfundamentalassumptionsof
almostall researchonmachinelearning,thattrainingandtest
setsaredrawn from thesamepopulation.

The insight in theproof is the introductionof thevariablep that is the ratio of
��� � � �)
w$A�

and
��� � � �)
x,.�

. If we
try to computethe actualvaluesof theseprobabilities,we
find that we have morevariablesto solve for thanwe have
simultaneousequations.Fortunately, all weneedto know for
any particularexample� is theratio p .

Thespecialcaseof Theorem2 where
R C�
U$^ `_

wasrecently
workedout independentlyby WeissandProvost[2001]. The
casewheree 
U$^ `_ is alsointeresting.Supposethatwedonot
know thebaserateof positive examplesat thetime we learn
a classifier. Then it is reasonableto usea training setwithe 
y$^ `_

. Theorem2 sayshow to computeprobabilities
R C

laterthatarecorrectgiventhatthepopulationof testexamples
hasbaserate e C . Specifically,R C 
 e C R�FSR HXz,.H{z FSR HXz|L e C R�F e C HXz 
 RR L)�2, FTR �-�2, F e C ��H e C  
This functionof

R
and e C is plottedin Figure1.

Using Theorem2 as a lemma,we can now prove Theo-
rem1 with a slight changeof notation.

Theorem 1: To make a target probability threshold
R

cor-
respondto a given probability threshold

R C
, the numberof

negativetrainingexamplesshouldbemultiplied byR, FTR , FSR CR C  
Proof: We want to computean adjustedbaserate e C such
that for a classifiertrainedusingthis baserate,an estimated

probability
R C

correspondsto a probability
R

for a classifier
trainedusingthebaserate e .

We needto computethe adjustede C asa function of e , R ,
and

R C
. Fromtheproof of Theorem2,

R C e FrR C R e L R C e C RTFR C e1e C}
 e C RJF e C R e . Collectingall the e C termson theleft, we
have e C R~F e C R e F e C R C R L e C R C e 
 R C e F�R C R e , whichgivesthat
theadjustedbaserateshouldbee C 
 R C e FTR C R eRJFTR e FSR C R L R C e 
 R C e �2, FTR �R�FTR e FTR C R L R C e  
Supposethat e 
i,.H^�2,{L > � and e C#
�,.H^�2,{L > C�� sothenumber
of negativetrainingexamplesshouldbemultipliedby > C�H > to
gettheadjustedbaserate e C . We havethat > Cg
��2, F e C"�+H e C isRJFTR e FSR C R L R C e FTR C e L R C e RRJFSR e F�R C R L R C e R�FSR e FTR C R L R C eR C e �2, FTR �
 R �2, F e � FSR C R �2, F e �R C e �2, FTR � 
 R �2, F e �-�2, FTR C��R C e �2, FTR �  
Therefore> C> 
 R �2, F e �-�2, FTR C��R C e �Q, FSR � e, F e 
 R �Q, FSR C"�R C �2, FTR �  
Note that the effective cardinality of the subsetof negative
training examplesmust be changedin a way that doesnot
changethedistributionof exampleswithin this subset.

4 Effects of changingbaserates
Changingthetrainingsetprevalenceof positiveandnegative
examplesis a commonmethodof making a learningalgo-
rithm cost-sensitive. A naturalquestionis whateffect sucha
changehason the behavior of standardlearningalgorithms.
Separately, many researchershave proposedduplicatingor
discardingexampleswhenoneclassof examplesis rare,on
the assumptionthat standardlearningmethodsperformbet-
ter whentheprevalenceof differentclassesis approximately
equal[KubatandMatwin, 1997;Japkowicz, 2000]. Thepur-
poseof this sectionis to investigatethis assumption.

4.1 Changingbaseratesand Bayesianlearning
Given an example � , a BayesianclassifierappliesBayes’
rule to computethe probabilityof eachclass

�
as
������� � �h
��� � � ���Q��������HX��� � �1 Typically

��� � � ��� is computedby a func-
tion learnedfrom atrainingset,

���"���
is estimatedasthetrain-

ing setfrequency of class
�
, and

��� � � is computedindirectly
by solvingtheequation� � ������� � �j
i, .

A Bayesianlearning methodessentiallylearnsa model��� � � ��� of eachclass
�

separately. If thefrequency of aclassis
changedin thetrainingset,theonly changeis to theestimated
baserate

���"���
of eachclass.Thereforethereis little reason

to expect the accuracy of decision-makingwith a Bayesian
classifierto behigherwith any particularbaserates.

Naive Bayesianclassifiersare the most importantspecial
caseof Bayesianclassification. A naive Bayesianclassi-
fier is basedon the assumptionthat within eachclass,the
valuesof the attributesof examplesare independent. It
is well-known that theseclassifierstend to give inaccurate
probability estimates[DomingosandPazzani,1996]. Given
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anexample � , supposethata naive Bayesianclassifiercom-
putes�h� � � � as its estimateof

���"�)
q,�� � � . Usually � � � �
is too extreme: for most � , either � � � � is close to 0 and
then � � � �[�9���"�/
�,A� � � or � � � � is closeto 1 and then� � � � 4 �����k
�,A� � � .

However, therankingof examplesby naiveBayesianclas-
sifiers tendsto be correct: if � � � �8� � ���^� then

�����i
,A� � �6�9�����/
�,�� �^�
. This fact suggeststhat given a cost-

sensitiveapplicationwhereoptimaldecision-makingusesthe
probability threshold

R V
, one shouldempirically determine

a differentthreshold �R suchthat � � � �S7 �R is equivalentto������
�,A� � ��7 R�V . This procedureis likely to improve
theaccuracy of decision-making,while changingthepropor-
tion of negativeexamplesusingTheorem1 in orderto usethe
threshold0.5is not.

4.2 Decisiontreegrowing
We turn our attentionnow to standarddecisiontreelearning
methods,which have two phases.In thefirst phasea treeis
grown top-down, while in thesecondphasenodesarepruned
from thetree.We discussseparatelytheeffecton eachphase
of changingthe proportionof negative andpositive training
examples.

A splitting criterion is a metric applied to an attribute
that measureshow homogeneousthe inducedsubsetsare,if
a training set is partitionedbasedon the valuesof this at-
tribute.Consideradiscreteattribute � thathasvalues� 
)� 0
through� 
/�A� for some= 7<z

. In thetwo-classcase,stan-
dardsplittingcriteriahave theform� � � �j
 ���1� 0 ��� � 
/� � ���u� R � �-, FTR � �
where

R � 
����"�i
�,A� � 
q� � � and all probabilitiesare
frequenciesin the training set to be split basedon � . The
function

�u� R �-, F[R �
measuresthe impurity or heterogeneity

of eachsubsetof training examples. All suchfunctionsare
qualitatively similar, with auniquemaximumat

R 
/$^ `_
, and

equalminimaat
R 
/$

and
R 
i,

.
Drummondand Holte [2000] have shown that for two-

valued attributes the impurity function
z^� R �Q, FSR �

sug-
gestedby KearnsandMansour[1996] is invariantto changes
in theproportionof differentclassesin thetrainingdata. We
prove herea moregeneralresult that appliesto all discrete-
valuedattributesand that shows that relatedimpurity func-
tions,includingtheGini index [Breimanetal., 1984], arenot
invariantto baseratechanges.

Theorem 3: Suppose
�u� R �-, F�R �k
��M� R �Q, F�R �Q���

where� 4 $
and � 4 $

. For any collection of discrete-valued
attributes, the attribute that minimizes

� � � � using
�

is the
sameregardlessof changesin thebaserate

������
�,.�
of the

trainingsetif � 
/$% _ , andnot otherwisein general.

Proof: For any attribute � , by definition� � � �j
)� ���!� 0 ����� � �Q�����k
�,�� � � � � ������
/$g� � � � �
where

�^0
through

� �
are the possiblevaluesof � . So by

Bayes’rule
� � � ��H�� is� � ����� � �-� ����� � � ��
i,:�Q�����G
�,:������ � � � � � ����� � � ��
)$&�2���"��
/$&����E� � � � �  

Groupingthe
���E� � � factorsfor each� givesthat

� � � ��HX� is� � ����� � � 0���� � �E����� � � ��
i,:�2���"��
O,:�2���E� � � �G
U$A�2�����G
/$A�Q� �  
Now thebaseratefactorscanbebroughtoutsidethesum,so� � � � is

� �}0 �����G
O,.� � �����G
U$A� �
timesthesum� � ����� � � 0!�#� � ����� � � ��
i,:� � ����� � � ��
)$&� �  (3)

Because
� ��0 ���"��
 ,:� � ������
¡$A� �

is constantfor all at-
tributes,theattribute � for which

� � � � is minimumis deter-
minedby the minimum of (3). If

z � 
y,
then(3) depends

only on
���E� � � �G
�,.� and

���E� � � �G
/$A� , which donot depend
onthebaserates.Otherwise,(3) is differentfor differentbase
ratesbecause����� � �l
U����� � � ��
i,:�Q�����G
�,:�¢Ln���E� � � �G
U$&�Q�����G
/$A�
unlessthe attribute � is independentof the class

�
, that is����� � � ��
i,:�'
)����� � � ��
)$&� for

, P � P = .
Thesum(3) hasits maximumvalue1 if � is independent

of
�
. As desired,thesumis smallerotherwise,if � and

�
are

correlatedandhencesplittingon � is reasonable.
Theorem3 impliesthatchangingtheproportionof positive

or negative examplesin the training sethasno effect on the
structureof thetreeif thedecisiontreegrowing methoduses
the

z � R �2, FTR �
impurity criterion. If the algorithmusesa

differentcriterion,suchastheC4.5entropy measure,theef-
fect is usuallysmall,becauseall impurity criteriaaresimilar.

The experimentalresultsof DrummondandHolte [2000]
andDietterichet al. [1996] show that the

z � R �Q, FSR �
crite-

rion normally leadsto somewhat smallerunpruneddecision
trees,sometimesleadsto moreaccuratetrees,andneverleads
to muchlessaccuratetrees.Thereforewecanrecommendits
use,andwe canconcludethatregardlessof the impurity cri-
terion, applyingTheorem1 is not likely to have have much
influenceon thegrowing phaseof decisiontreelearning.

4.3 Decisiontreepruning
Standardmethodsfor pruningdecisiontreesarehighly sen-
sitive to the prevalenceof different classesamongtraining
examples.If all classesexceptonearerare,thenC4.5often
prunesthedecisiontreedown to a singlenodethatclassifies
all examplesasmembersof thecommonclass.Sucha clas-
sifier is uselessfor decision-makingif failing to recognizean
examplein a rareclassis anexpensiveerror.

Severalpapershaveexaminedrecentlytheissueof how to
obtaingoodprobabilityestimatesfrom decisiontrees[Brad-
ford etal., 1998;ProvostandDomingos,2000;Zadrozny and
Elkan,2001b]. It is clearthatit is necessaryto usea smooth-
ing methodto adjusttheprobabilityestimatesat eachleaf of
a decisiontree. It is not so clearwhat pruningmethodsare
best.

Theexperimentsof BauerandKohavi [1999] suggestthat
nopruningis bestwhenusingadecisiontreewith probability
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smoothing.Theoverall conclusionof Bradfordet al. [1998]
is that£ thebestpruningis eitherno pruningor what they call
“Laplacepruning.” Theideaof Laplacepruningis:

1. Do Laplacesmoothing:If > training examplesreacha
node,of which � are positive, let the estimateat this
nodeof

������
i,A� � � be
� � L/,:�+HI� > L8z{� .

2. Compute the expected loss at each node using the
smoothedprobabilityestimates,thecostmatrix,andthe
trainingset.

3. If theexpectedlossat a nodeis lessthanthesumof the
expectedlossesat its children,prunethechildren.

We can show intuitively that Laplacepruning is similar to
no pruning. In theabsenceof probabilitysmoothing,theex-
pectedlossatanodeisalwaysgreaterthanorequalto thesum
of the expectedlossesat its children. Equality holdsonly if
the optimal predictedclassat eachchild is the sameas the
optimal predictedclassat the parent. Therefore,in the ab-
senceof smoothing,step(3) cannotchangethemeaningof a
decisiontree,i.e. theclassespredictedby thetree,soLaplace
pruningis equivalentto no pruning.

With probabilitysmoothing,if theexpectedlossat a node
is lessthanthesumof theexpectedlossesat its children,the
differencemustbecausedby smoothing,sowithout smooth-
ing therewould presumablybeequality. Sopruningthechil-
drenis still only a simplificationthat leavesthe meaningof
the treeunchanged.Note that the effect of Laplacesmooth-
ing is smallat internaltreenodes,becauseat thesenodestyp-
ically � 4-4 , and > 4-4 z .

In summary, growing a decision tree can be done in a
cost-insensitive way. When using a decisiontree to esti-
mateprobabilities,it is preferableto do no pruning. If costs
areexample-dependent,thendecisionsshouldbemadeusing
smoothedprobabilityestimatesandEquation(1). If costsare
fixed,i.e. thereis asinglewell-definedcostmatrix, theneach
nodein the unpruneddecisiontreecan be labeledwith the
optimalpredictedclassfor that leaf. If all theleavesundera
certainnodearelabeledwith thesameclass,thenthesubtree
underthatnodecanbeeliminated.Thissimplificationmakes
thetreesmallerbut doesnot changeits predictions.

5 Conclusions
This paperhasreviewed the basicconceptsbehindoptimal
learningand decision-makingwhen different misclassifica-
tion errorscausedifferentlosses. For thetwo-classcase,we
have shown rigorouslyhow to increaseor decreasethe pro-
portionof negativeexamplesin atrainingsetin orderto make
optimal cost-sensitive classificationdecisionsusinga classi-
fier learnedby astandardnoncost-sensitive learningmethod.
However, we have investigatedthebehavior of Bayesianand
decisiontreelearningmethods,andconcludedthatchanging
the balanceof negative and positive training exampleshas
little effect on learnedclassifiers. Accordingly, the recom-
mendedway of usingoneof thesemethodsin a domainwith
differing misclassificationcostsis to learna classifierfrom
thetrainingsetasgiven,andthento useEquation(1)or Equa-
tion (2) directly, aftersmoothingprobabilityestimatesand/or
adjustingthe thresholdof Equation(2) empirically if neces-
sary.
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Abstract

Text mining concerns the discovery of knowledge
from unstructured textual data. One important task
is the discovery of rules that relate specific words
and phrases. Although existing methods for this
task learn traditional logical rules, soft-matching
methods that utilize word-frequency information
generally work better for textual data. This paper
presents a rule induction system, TEXTRISE, that
allows for partial matching of text-valued features
by combining rule-based and instance-based learn-
ing. We present initial experiments applying TEX-
TRISE to corpora of book descriptions and patent
documents retrieved from the web and compare
its results to those of traditional rule and instance
based methods.

1 Introduction
Text mining, discovering knowledge from unstructured
natural-language text, is an important data mining problem
attracting increasing attention [Hearst, 1999; Feldman, 1999;
Mladenić, 2000]. Existing methods for mining rules from
text use a hard, logical criteria for matching rules [Feldman
and Hirsh, 1996; Ahonen-Myka et al., 1999]. However, for
most text processing problems, a form of soft matching that
utilizes word-frequency information typically gives superior
results [Salton, 1989; Cohen, 1998; Yang, 1999]. Therefore,
the induction of soft-matching rules from text is an important,
under-studied problem.

We present a method, TEXTRISE, for learning soft-
matching rules from text using a modification of the RISE
algorithm [Domingos, 1996], a hybrid of rule-based and
instance-based (nearest-neighbor) learning methods. Such
a hybrid is good match for text mining since rule-induction
provides simple, interpretable rules, while nearest-neighbor
provides soft matching based on a specified similarity metric.
Currently in TEXTRISE, we use the vector-space model from
information retrieval (IR) to provide an appropriate similarity
metric [Salton, 1989].

We present results on applying TEXTRISE to two text
databases, one of book information extracted from an online
bookstore, and another of patent applications available on the

web. We evaluate the quality of the discovered rules on in-
dependent data by measuring the similarity of predicted text
and actual text. By comparing results to the predictions made
by nearest-neighbor and mined association rules, we demon-
strate the advantage of mining soft-matching rules.

2 Background

2.1 Mining Rules from Text

Several researchers have applied traditional rule induction
methods to discover relationships from textual data. FACT
[Feldman and Hirsh, 1996] discovers rules from text using a
well-known technique for association rule mining. For exam-
ple, it discovered rules such as “Iraq ) Iran”, and “Kuwait
and Bahrain) Saudi Arabia” from a corpus of Reuters news
articles. Ahonen et al.(1998) also applied existing data min-
ing techniques to discover episode rules from text. For exam-
ple: “If “chemicals” and “processing” occurs within 2 conse-
quent words, the word “storage” co-occurs within 3 words.”
is an episode rule discovered from a collection of Finnish le-
gal documents.

In addition, decision tree methods such as C4.5 and C5.0,
and rule learners such as FOIL, and RIPPER have been used
to discover patterns from textual data [Nahm and Mooney,
2000b; Ghani et al., 2000]. All of these existing methods
discover rules requiring an exact match.

2.2 Mining Information Extracted from Text

Nahm and Mooney(2000a; 2000b) introduced an alternative
framework for text mining based on the integration of in-
formation extraction (IE) and traditional data mining. IE
is a form of shallow text understanding that locates specific
pieces of data in natural-language text. Traditional data min-
ing assumes that information is in the form of a relational
database; unfortunately, in many applications, information is
only available in the form of unstructured documents. IE ad-
dresses this problem by transforming a corpus of textual doc-
uments into a structured database. An IE module can extract
data from raw text, and the resulting database can be pro-
cessed by a traditional data mining component.

In this work, extracted textual data was mined using tra-
ditional rule induction systems such as C4.5rules [Quinlan,
1993] and RIPPER [Cohen, 1995]. Rules were induced for
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predicting the text in each slot using the extracted informa-
tion in all other slots. However, the heterogeneity of textual
databases causes a problem: the same or similar objects are
often referred to using different (but similar) textual strings.
This issue becomes clear when we consider the Web, a vast
and dynamic warehouse of text documents, as a potential tar-
get for text mining. Since the Web has no centralized mod-
erator, it is highly heterogeneous, making it difficult to apply
strict matching to text extracted from web documents [Cohen,
1998].

2.3 Information Retrieval Vector-Space Model
The vector-space model is typically used in IR to determine
the similarity of two documents. In this model, a text is rep-
resented as a vector of real numbers, where each component
corresponds to a word that appears in the set of all documents
and the value is its frequency in the document. This is also
known as a bag of-words (BOW) representation. The similar-
ity of two documents x and y is the cosine of the angle be-
tween two vectors ~x and ~y representing x and y respectively,
and calculated by the following formula:

Similarity(x; y) =
~x � ~y

j ~x j � j ~y j
(1)

where j ~x j and j ~y j are the norms of each document vector.
The TFIDF (Term Frequency, Inverse Document Fre-

quency) weighting scheme [Salton, 1989] is used to assign
higher weights to distinguished terms in a document. TFIDF
makes two assumptions about the importance of a term. First,
the more a term appears in the document, the more important
it is (term frequency). Second, the more it appears through the
entire collection of documents, the less important it is since
it does not characterize the particular document well (inverse
document frequency). In the TFIDF framework, the weight
for term tj in a document di, wij is defined as follows:

wij = tfij � log2
N

n
(2)

where tfij is the frequency of term tj in document di, N the
total number of documents in collection, and n the number of
documents where term tj occurs at least once.

2.4 RISE: Learning Soft-Matching Rules
The RISE induction algorithm unifies rule-based and
instance-based learning [Domingos, 1996]. Instead of requir-
ing rules to match exactly, RISE makes predictions by se-
lecting the closest matching rule according to a standard dis-
tance metric used by nearest-neighbor methods (a modified
Euclidian distance). By generating generalized rules instead
of remembering specific instances, and by using a similarity
metric rather than exact matching to make predictions, it ele-
gantly combines the properties of rule induction and instance-
based learning.

Soft-matching rules are acquired using a specific-to-
general (bottom-up) induction algorithm that starts with max-
imally specific rules for every example, and then repeatedly
minimally generalizes each rule to cover the nearest example
it does not already cover, unless this results in a decrease in

Book Description
Title : Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire (Book 4)
Author : Joanna K. Rowling
Comments: This book was the best book I have ever read. If you are
in for excitement this book is the one you want to read.
Subject: Fiction, Mystery, Magic, Children, School, Juvenile Fic-
tion, Fantasy, Wizards

Representation
Author = f“joanna”, “rowling”g
Title = f“harry”, “potter”, “goblet”, “fire”, “book”g
Comments = f“book”, “book”, “read”, “excitement”, “read”g
Subject = f“fiction”, “mystery”, “magic”, “children”, “school”, “ju-
venile”, “fiction”, “fantasy”, “wizards”g

Figure 1: An example of representation for a book document

the accuracy of the overall rule base on the training data. This
process repeats until any additional generalization decreases
accuracy. When classifying examples, the nearest rule is used
to predict the class. A leave-one-out method is used to deter-
mine the performance of the rule base on the training data,
since an example is always correctly classified by its corre-
sponding initial maximally-specific rule. In extensive experi-
ments, RISE was fairly consistently more accurate than alter-
native methods, including standard rule-based and instance-
based algorithms. Training is also reasonably efficient com-
putationally, requiring time O(e2a2) where e is the number
of examples, and a the number of attributes.

3 The TEXTRISE Algorithm
RISE is not directly applicable to mining rules from extracted
text because: 1) its similarity metric is not text-based and
2) it learns rules for classification rather than text predic-
tion. TEXTRISE addresses both of these issues. We rep-
resent an IE-processed document as a list of bags of words
(BOWs), one bag for each slot filler. We currently elimi-
nate 524 commonly-occurring stop-words but do not perform
stemming. Figure 1 shows an example for a book description
and its BOW representation. Standard set-operations are ex-
tended to bags in the obvious way [Peterson, 1976]. A learned
rule is represented as an antecedent that is a conjunction of
BOWs for some subset of slots and a conclusion that is a pre-
dicted BOW for another slot (see Figure 4 for examples).

The standard TFIDF-weighted cosine metric is used to
compute the similarity of two BOWs. The similarity of two
examples (i.e. extracted documents) or rules is the average
similarity of the BOWs in their corresponding slots. Bag in-
tersection is used to compute the minimal generalization of
two BOWs. The minimal generalization of two examples
or rules is the minimal generalization of the BOWs in each
of their corresponding slots. A rule is said to cover an ex-
ample document if all of its antecedent BOWs are sub-bags
of the example’s corresponding BOWs. To extend the algo-
rithm from classification to text prediction, we define a new
measure for the accuracy of a rule set on an example set:
TextAccuracy(RS;ES) is the average cosine similarity of
the predicted fillers for the examples inES to the correspond-
ing fillers predicted by a rule set RS. The algorithms for gen-
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Inputs: R = (A1; A2; :::; An; CR) is a rule
E = (E1; E2; :::; En; CE) is an example.
Ai, Ei, CR, and CE are bags-of-words, possibly empty.

Output: R0 is the generalized rule.
Function Most Specific Generalization (R, E)
For i := 1 to n do

Ai

0 := Ai \Ei
R0 := (A1

0; A2
0; :::; An

0; CR \ CE)
Return R0.

Figure 2: Generalization of a rule to cover an example

Input: ES is the training set.
Output: RS is the rule set.
Function TextRISE (ES)
RS := ES.
Compute TextAccuracy(RS;ES).
Repeat

For each rule R 2 RS,
Ê := argmax

E2ES0

Similarity(E;R)

where ES0 = fE0: E0 2 ES and
E0 is not covered by Rg

R0 := Most Specific Generalization(R, Ê)
RS0 := RS with R replaced by R0

If TextAccuracy(RS0; ES) � TextAccuracy(RS;ES)
Then RS := RS0

If R0 is identical to another rule in RS,
Then delete R0 from RS.

Until no increase in TextAccuracy(RS;ES) is obtained.
Return RS.

Figure 3: The TEXTRISE rule-learning algorithm

eralizing a rule to cover an example and for learning rules
are described in Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively. The al-
gorithm is a straightforward modification of RISE using the
new similarity and predictive-accuracy metrics, and is used
to induce soft-matching rules for predicting the filler of each
slot given the values of all other slots. Our implementation
makes use of the the BOW library [McCallum, 1996] for the
bag-of-words text processing.

3.1 Interestingness Measures
The output of TEXTRISE is an unordered set of soft match-
ing rules. Ranking rules based on an interestingness metric
can help a human user focus attention on the most promis-
ing relationships. Several metrics for evaluating the “inter-
estingness” or “goodness” of mined rules, such as confidence
and support, have been proposed [Bayardo Jr. and Agrawal,
1999]. However, the traditional definitions for these metrics
assume exact matches for conditions. Consequently, we mod-
ify these two common metrics for judging the goodness of
soft-matching rules.

A rule consists of an antecedent and a consequent, and is
denoted as A ! C where A is equal to A1 ^ A2 ^ ::: ^
Ai. The similarity-support of an antecedent A, denoted as
simsup(A), is the number of examples in the data set that
are soft-matched by A. In other words, simsup(A) is the
number of examples for which A is the closest rule in the

rule base. The similarity-support of rule A ! C, denoted as
simsup(A ! C), is defined as the sum of similarities be-
tween C and the consequents of the examples soft-matched
by A in the data set. In these definitions, we replace the tradi-
tional hard-matching constraints for a rule with weaker con-
straints determined relative to all the other rules in the rule
base. Similarity-confidence of a rule A ! C, denoted by
simconf(A! C), is computed as below.

simconf(A! C) = simsup(A!C)

simsup(A)

4 Evaluation
4.1 Data Sets
Two domains are employed in our evaluation of TEXTRISE:
book data from Amazon.com and patent data downloaded
from Getthepatent.com. We manually developed sim-
ple pattern-based IE systems or “wrappers” to automatically
extract various labeled text-fields from the original HTML
documents. The text extracted for each slot is then processed
into a bag-of-words after removal of stop-words and remain-
ing HTML commands.

The book data set is composed of 6 subsets, science fic-
tion, literary fiction, mystery, romance, science, and chil-
dren’s books. 1,500 titles were randomly selected for each
genre to make the total size of the book data set to be
9,000. A wrapper extracts 6 slots: titles, authors,
subject terms, synopses, published reviews, and cus-
tomer comments. Sample rules from this domain are given
in Figure 4. Numbers associated to each word denotes the
number of occurrences in the bag. The similarity-confidence
and similarity-support values for each rule are also given.

3,000 patent documents were collected from dynami-
cally generated web pages returned by a keyword search
for “artificial intelligence”. Four slots of titles, ab-
stracts, claims, and descriptions are extracted for
each patent. Sample rules are given in Figure 5.

4.2 Results
Unlike a standard rule learner that predicts the presence or ab-
sence of a specific slot value, TEXTRISE predicts a bag-of-
words for each slot. Therefore, we evaluate the performance
of TEXTRISE by measuring the average cosine similarity of
the predicted slot values to the actual fillers for each slot. We
compare the system to a standard nearest-neighbor method to
show that TEXTRISE’s compressed rule base is superior at
predicting slot-values. In both methods, prediction is made
by selecting the closest rule/example using only the text in
the antecedent slots. We also tested nearest-neighbor without
using information extraction to show the benefit of IE-based
text mining. To clearly show IE’s role, the only change made
to nearest-neighbor was to treat the set of BOW’s for the an-
tecedent slots as a single, larger BOW.

The experiments were performed on the 9,000 book de-
scriptions using ten-fold cross validation. Learning curves
for predicting the title slot are shown in Figure 6. The
graph shows 95% confidence intervals for each point. All
the results on average similarities, precisions, and F-measures
were statistically evaluated by a one-tailed, paired t-test. For
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Rules from 2,500 Book Descriptions

title nancy(1), drew(1)
synopses nancy(1)
subject children(2), fiction(2), mystery(3), detective(3), juvenile(1),
espionage(1)
!
author keene(1), carolyn(1)
[49:71%; 1:99]

synopses role(1), protein(1), absorption(1), metabolism(4), vita-
mins(1), minerals(1)
reviews health(1)
subject science(1), human(1), physiology(1)
!
title nutrition(1)
[27:87%; 0:56]

author beatrice(1), gormley(1)
synopses witness(1), ufo(1), landing(1)
subject science(1), fiction(2)
!
reviews aliens(1), ufo(1), book(2)
[13:79%; 0:34]

title charlotte(1), perkins(1), gilman(1)
synopses work(1), utopias(1), herland(1), ourland(1)
reviews gilman(1), author(1)
subject literature(2), criticism(2), classics(1), women(1), literary(1)
!
comments utopia(1), feminist(1)
[36:46%; 0:73]

title dance(1)
!
subject romance(2), fiction(2)
[31:68%; 0:98]

Figure 4: Sample Rules from Book Descriptions

each training set size, two pairs of systems(TEXTRISE ver-
sus nearest-neighbor and nearest-neighbor versus nearest-
neighbor without information extraction) were compared to
determine if their differences were statistically significant
(p < 0:05).

The results indicate that TEXTRISE does best, while
nearest-neighbor without IE does worst. This shows TEX-
TRISE successfully summarizes the input data in the form
of prediction rules. The rule-compression rate of TEXTRISE
is about 80%, which means the number of rules TEXTRISE
produces is 80% of the number of examples originally stored
in the initial rule base. We conducted the same experiments
for other slots, and found similar results except for predicting
the author slot. In predicting the author slot, neither in-
formation extraction nor TEXTRISE improves performance
over simple nearest-neighbor.

In addition to the textual similarity, we developed analogs
for precision and recall. Precision and recall were defined as
follows, where C is the correct BOW and P is the predicted
one.

Precision = Similarity(C \ P; P ) (3)

Recall = Similarity(C \ P;C) (4)

Rules from 3,000 AI-Related Patent Documents

abstract device(2), images(1)
claims invention(4), system(5)
description information(5), data(2), control(2), stored(2), point(1),
user(3), application(2), flow(1), object(1), operation(1), software(1),
storage(1)
!
title video(1)
[9:44%; 0:54]

title automated(1)
claims device(4), based(1), determining(3), comprising(4), input(3),
plurality(2), comprises(5), claim(7)
!
abstract apparatus(1)
[7:25%; 0:42]

Figure 5: Sample Rules from Patent Documents
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Figure 6: Average similarities for book data (title)

F-measure is defined as the harmonic mean for precision and
recall as follows:

F�measure =
2� Precision�Recall

P recision+Recall
(5)

Learning curves for precision and F-measure are presented
in Figure 7 and Figure 8. TEXTRISE provides higher pre-
cision, since the conclusions of many of its rules are smaller
generalized BOWs, and overall F-measure is moderately in-
creased.

To compare TEXTRISE with traditional rule mining meth-
ods, we generated association rules using the APRIORI algo-
rithm [Agrawal and Srikant, 1994] and a publicly available
implementation [Borgelt, 2000]. We treated each word in
each slot as a separate item and generated associations be-
tween them. Among all the generated rules, those with words
for the slot to be predicted are selected. For each test exam-
ple, a prediction is made by building a BOW using the con-
clusions of all matching association rules. With the default
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Figure 7: Precisions for book data (title)

parameter setting (minimum support of 10% and minimum
confidence of 80%), the average similarity of predictions is
almost 0%. We lowered the minimum support and the confi-
dence until memory problems occurred on a SUN Ultra Sparc
1 (120MB). With the lowest minimum setting for support
(3%) and confidence (30%), the average similarity remains
very low: 0.0005% for 900 training examples and 0.0014%
for 8,100 training examples. These results strongly suggest
the usefulness of soft-matching rules in prediction tasks for
textual data.

5 Related Research
Several previous systems mine rules from text [Feldman and
Hirsh, 1996; Ahonen et al., 1998]; however, they discover
hard-matching rules and do not use automated information
extraction. Ghani et al.(2000) applied several rule induction
methods to a database of corporations automatically extracted
from the Web. Interesting rules such as “Advertising agen-
cies tend to be located in New York” were discovered; how-
ever, such learned rules must exactly match extracted text.
WHIRL is a query processing system that combines tradi-
tional database and IR methods by introducing a “soft join”
operation [Cohen, 1998]. WHIRL and TEXTRISE share a fo-
cus on soft-matching rules for text processing; however, rules
in WHIRL must be written by the user while TEXTRISE tries
to discover such rules automatically.

6 Future Work
A potential extension of the system is to generalize to a k-
nearest-neighbor method that uses the k closest rules rather
than just the single nearest rule. The predictions of these k
rules could be combined by taking the average of the BOW
vectors in their consequents. Likewise during learning, rules
could be generalized to the k nearest uncovered examples us-
ing a similar averaging technique, possibly rounding values
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to maintain integer counts and simplify the resulting rules.
Another potentially useful change to the generalization algo-
rithm would be to use a semantic hierarchy such as WordNet
[Fellbaum, 1998]. For example, the terms “thermodynam-
ics” and “optics” could be generalized to “physics.” Finally,
for short extracted strings, string edit distance [Wagner and
Fisher, 1974] might be a more useful measure of textual sim-
ilarity than the cosine measure.

Better metrics for evaluating the interestingness of text-
mined rules is clearly needed. One idea is to use a seman-
tic network like WordNet to measure the semantic distance
between the words in the antecedent and the consequent of a
rule, preferring more “surprising” rules where this distance is
larger. For example, this would allow ranking the rule “beer
! diapers” above “beer ! pretzels” since beer and pretzels
are both food products and therefore closer in WordNet.

Although our preliminary results are encouraging, we are
planning to evaluate the approach on other corpora such as a
larger database of patents, grant abstracts from the National
Science Foundation, or research papers gathered by CORA
(www.cora.whizbang.com) or ResearchIndex (cite-
seer.nj.nec.com).

7 Conclusions

The problem of discovering knowledge in textual data is an
exiting new area in data mining. Existing text-mining sys-
tems discover rules that require exactly matching substrings;
however, due to variability and diversity in natural-language
data, some form of soft matching based on textual similarity
is needed. We have presented a system TEXTRISE that uses
a hybrid of rule-based and instance-based learning methods
to discover soft-matching rules from textual databases auto-
matically constructed from document corpora via informa-
tion extraction. With encouraging results of preliminary ex-
periments, we showed how this approach can induce accurate
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predictive rules despite the heterogeneity of automatically ex-
tracted textual databases.
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